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Preface to ”Mechanisms of ER Protein Import”

Protein import into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is the first step in the biogenesis of

approximately 10,000 different soluble and membrane proteins of human cells, which amounts to

about 30% of the proteome. Most of these proteins fulfill their functions either in the membrane

or lumen of the ER plus the nuclear envelope, in one of the organelles of the pathways for endo-

and exocytosis (ERGIC, Golgi apparatus, endosome, lysosome, and trafficking vesicles), or at the cell

surface as plasma membrane or secreted proteins. In addition, an increasing number of membrane

proteins destined to lipid droplets, peroxisomes or mitochondria are first targeted to and inserted into

the ER membrane prior to their integration into budding lipid droplets or peroxisomes or prior to

their delivery to mitochondria via the ER-SURF pathway. ER protein import involves two stages, ER

targeting, which guarantees membrane specificity, and the insertion of nascent membrane proteins

into or translocation of soluble precursor polypeptides across the ER membrane. In most cases,

both processes depend on amino-terminal signal peptides or transmembrane helices, which serve

as signal peptide equivalents. However, the targeting reaction can also involve the ER targeting

of specific mRNAs or ribosome–nascent chain complexes. In addition, both processes may occur

co- or post-translationally and are facilitated by various sophisticated machineries, which reside

in the cytosol and the ER membrane, respectively. Except for resident ER and mitochondrial

membrane proteins, the mature proteins are delivered to their functional locations by vesicular

transport. In this Special Issue, international experts in this area of cell biology report on their

structural and mechanistic insights into various aspects of targeting, insertion, and translocation

machineries, such as the signal recognition particle (SRP), its corresponding receptor (SR) and the

Sec61 complex. Furthermore, small-molecule inhibitors and toxins that interfere with ER protein

import are discussed, thereby providing a link to human medicine, specifically to the so-called

Sec61-channelopathies.

Richard Zimmermann and Sven Lang

Editors
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Targeting of Proteins for Translocation at the Endoplasmic Reticulum
Martin R. Pool

School of Biological Science, Faculty of Biology, Medicine and Health, University of Manchester,
Manchester M13 9PL, UK; martin.r.pool@manchester.ac.uk; Tel.: +44-161-275-5392

Abstract: The endoplasmic reticulum represents the gateway to the secretory pathway. Here, proteins
destined for secretion, as well as soluble and membrane proteins that reside in the endomembrane
system and plasma membrane, are triaged from proteins that will remain in the cytosol or be
targeted to other cellular organelles. This process requires the faithful recognition of specific targeting
signals and subsequent delivery mechanisms to then target them to the translocases present at the
ER membrane, which can either translocate them into the ER lumen or insert them into the lipid
bilayer. This review focuses on the current understanding of the first step in this process representing
the targeting phase. Targeting is typically mediated by cleavable N-terminal hydrophobic signal
sequences or internal membrane anchor sequences; these can either be captured co-translationally at
the ribosome or recognised post-translationally and then delivered to the ER translocases. Location
and features of the targeting sequence dictate which of several overlapping targeting pathway
substrates will be used. Mutations in the targeting machinery or targeting signals can be linked
to diseases.

Keywords: endoplasmic reticulum; ribosome; signal sequence; signal recognition particle; protein
targeting; GET; SND; Sec61 translocase; NAC

1. Targeting Signals

Secretory and soluble proteins that reside in the endomembrane system are typically
synthesised with an N-terminal signal sequence, which directs them to the ER [1,2]. Once
translocated to the ER lumen, the signal is then cleaved off (Figure 1A). Signal sequences
are highly variable in sequence but typically are 12–30 residues in length and composed
of an N-terminal region, often positively charged, a core of eight or more hydrophobic
residues, and a short polar C-terminal domain which often contains helix-breaking glycine
and proline residues, as well as amino acids with short-side chains at the -1 and -2 positions,
the consensus site for the cleavage by the signal peptidase [2,3].

Integral membrane proteins can be classified based on their topology in the membrane.
Single spanning membrane proteins (with just one trans-membrane (TM) domain) that
have their N-termini in the ER lumen and C-terminus in the cytoplasm are termed type I,
whereas those with their N-termini in the cytoplasm and C-terminus in the lumen are
termed type II. In addition to this classification, a subclass of type I membrane proteins that
possess very short luminal domains are called type III membrane proteins. Similarly, type
II proteins with very short luminal domains are called tail-anchored proteins, reflecting the
location of the TM domain close to the C-terminus (Figure 1A). Membrane proteins with
multiple TM domains are termed polytopic membrane proteins.

Type I membrane proteins, similar to secretory proteins, are also targeted by cleavable
signal sequences. In contrast, type II membrane proteins, including tail-anchored proteins,
use their TM domain as a non-cleavable targeting sequence (Figure 1A) [4,5]. The same
mechanism is also used by Type III membrane proteins. Targeting of polytopic membrane
proteins is typically linked to the topology of the first TM domain; thus, where there is a
large N-terminal luminal domain, targeting typically takes place via an N-terminal signal
sequence. In contrast, where there is a short N-terminal luminal domain or where the
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N-terminus is in the cytosol, then, the first TM domain serves as a non-cleavable targeting
signal as with type II membrane proteins. A key feature of all these targeting signals is their
hydrophobic nature, and hence, a vital role of cellular targeting pathways is to prevent
their aggregation while they are being targeted.
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Figure 1. Targeting signals, pathways, and translocases: (A) Soluble secretory and luminal proteins 
as well as type I membrane proteins are targeted by cleavable N-terminally located signal sequences 
(green). Type II, type III and tail-anchor membrane proteins as well as multi-spanning polytopic 
membrane proteins utilise internal TM domains (red) for targeting. (B) These different classes of 
secretory and membrane proteins are translocated across or inserted into the membrane by a num-
ber of translocases with overlapping specificity. Short secretory proteins are translocated by the SEC 
translocase and maintained in a translocation-competent state by Hsp70 chaperones or calmodulin. 
Longer secretory proteins can use the same pathway as well as delivery to the Sec61 translocase by 
SRP. Type I and II membrane proteins can also be delivered to Sec61 by SRP. Those with more 
central and C-terminal TM domains can also be targeted by the SND pathway. Type III membrane 
proteins can be delivered by SRP to either Sec61 or the EMC translocase. Tail-anchored membrane 
proteins can utilise the SND pathway and the GET pathway as well as delivery to the EMC complex 
involving Hsp70, calmodulin, or ubiquilins. Finally, polytopic membrane proteins are targeted to 
the Sec61 translocon by SRP and may recruit the EMC or TMCO1 to assist in their integration. 
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of Sec61 but are limited to substrates with short luminal domains, while the recently 

Figure 1. Targeting signals, pathways, and translocases: (A) Soluble secretory and luminal proteins
as well as type I membrane proteins are targeted by cleavable N-terminally located signal sequences
(green). Type II, type III and tail-anchor membrane proteins as well as multi-spanning polytopic
membrane proteins utilise internal TM domains (red) for targeting. (B) These different classes of
secretory and membrane proteins are translocated across or inserted into the membrane by a number
of translocases with overlapping specificity. Short secretory proteins are translocated by the SEC
translocase and maintained in a translocation-competent state by Hsp70 chaperones or calmodulin.
Longer secretory proteins can use the same pathway as well as delivery to the Sec61 translocase by
SRP. Type I and II membrane proteins can also be delivered to Sec61 by SRP. Those with more central
and C-terminal TM domains can also be targeted by the SND pathway. Type III membrane proteins
can be delivered by SRP to either Sec61 or the EMC translocase. Tail-anchored membrane proteins
can utilise the SND pathway and the GET pathway as well as delivery to the EMC complex involving
Hsp70, calmodulin, or ubiquilins. Finally, polytopic membrane proteins are targeted to the Sec61
translocon by SRP and may recruit the EMC or TMCO1 to assist in their integration.

2. ER Protein Translocases and Insertases

At the ER membrane, a number of protein translocases are able to either translocate
proteins into the ER lumen or insert them into the lipid bilayer (Figure 1B). The canonical
Sec61 translocase can perform both these functions with a large range of substrates. The
more recently discovered GET insertase and EMC translocase can function independently
of Sec61 but are limited to substrates with short luminal domains, while the recently
discovered TMCO1 translocon functions in collaboration with Sec61 during polytopic
membrane protein biogenesis [5–7]. Here, we shall focus on the targeting mechanisms
which recognise substrates and deliver them to these translocases. The details of structure,
function, and insertion mechanisms of these translocases are covered by a number of
excellent recent reviews [5,6,8,9].
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3. SRP-Dependent Targeting

The signal recognition particle (SRP) is a highly-conserved targeting machine present
in all domains of life [10]. SRP is able to bind to translating ribosomes and can scan
the emerging N-terminus of the nascent chain for the presence of signal sequences [11]
(Figure 2A). Signal sequence recognition by SRP leads targeting of the ribosome together
with the nascent chain to the ER membrane via the action of its cognate receptor (SRP
receptor SR), an integral ER membrane protein which then facilitates the transfer of the
ribosome and nascent chain to the Sec61 protein-conducting channel [12–14] (Figure 2A).
SRP also induces a transient slowdown in translation, termed elongation arrest, which
extends the time window where the ribosome-nascent chain complex remains competent
to be targeted to Sec61 by the action of SR [15]. Once the nascent chain is released from the
SRP–SR complex, the two can dissociate to allow further rounds of targeting.
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Figure 2. SRP-dependent targeting pathway: (A). Overview of the SRP targeting pathway: SRP
can bind to ribosomes and scan for the presence of a signal sequence in the nascent chain as the
N-terminus emerges from the ribosome exit tunnel. Engagement with the nascent chain with the
SRP54 subunit (red) leads to a transient retardation in translation elongation and targeting to the ER
membrane via an interaction with SRP receptor (SR). Complex formation between SRP and SR is
driven by GTP (T) binding to SRP54 and SRα. The Sec61 translocase triggers release of signal sequence
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from SRP concomitant with hydrolysis of GTP to GDP (D). The ribosome binds Sec61 such that as
translation resumes the nascent chain is threaded through the channel into the ER lumen where
signal peptidase (SPase) can then remove the signal sequence. Finally, SRP and SR can dissociate,
and nucleotide is released, permitting further rounds of targeting. (B). Domain organisation of
yeast and mammalian SRP: Mammalian SRP is composed of a 7SL SRP RNA and six SRP proteins.
SRP54, SRP19, SRP68, and SRP72 bind the RNA to form the S-domain whilst SRP9 and SRP14 form
the Alu domain. Yeast SRP comprises a larger 11S RNA and homologues of SRP54, SRP19 (Sec65),
SRP68, and SRP72 in the S domain and Srp14 and a dimer of Srp21 in the Alu domain. (C). Domain
organisation of SRP54 and SRP receptor: SRP54 is comprised of a composite NG domain containing
a four α-helical N- and GTPase (G) domain as well as a M-domain that comprises the RNA and
signal sequence binding site. SRα has an N-terminal SRX domain that interacts with SRβ, a flexible
linker with conserved CBR, RBR, and MoRF motifs and an NG domain closely related to that of
SRP54. SRβ comprises an N-terminal TM domain and GTPase domain that interacts with SRX.
(D). All ribosomes are associated with NAC, a nascent chain chaperone, which is bound at the exit
site; SRP can transiently bind to the ribosome, positioning SRP54 at the exit site via an interaction
with uL23 and uL29, allowing it to scan the emerging nascent chain for signal sequences. NAC aids
the specificity of cargo loading of SRP54 with the signal sequence, which then stabilises ribosome
binding. Initial interaction with SR at the ER membrane involves interaction of the SRP54 and SRα
NG domains adjacent to uL23/uL29 (the proximal site) and is accelerated by the SRα linker MoRF
motif binding to the SRP RNA when SRP54 is bound to a signal sequence. Subsequent dissociation
and the NG domains from uL23/L29 and SR compaction move the NG domains to the distal site,
where interactions involving SRP68, SR CBR motif, SRX, and SRβ stabilise its binding to form the
‘prehandover complex’. An interaction of the GTPase domains with SRP72 blocks GTP hydrolysis
until Sec61 arrives. Movement to the distal site allows access to uL23/uL29 which is a key binding
site for the Sec61 translocase and exposes the signal sequence and M-domain. This allows efficient
transfer of the ribosome and nascent chain to Sec61 coordinated by concerted GTP hydrolysis by the
NG domains.

The conserved core of the SRP targeting system, present in all domains of life, com-
prises the signal-sequence-binding protein of SRP, SRP54, associated with a conserved
SRP RNA together with the SRα subunit of SR. SRP54 and SRα are both GTPases and
possess closely related GTPase domains. In higher eukaryotes, SRP comprises a 300 nt 7S
SRP RNA and six polypeptides organised in two domains: the S-domain which includes
the conserved core as well as proteins SRP19, SRP68, and SRP72, and the Alu domain
comprising proteins SRP9 and SRP14 [16] (Figure 2B). Yeast SRP possesses a slightly larger
11S RNA, a larger homologue of SRP19 (Sec65), and SRP9 is replaced with the related Srp21,
and Srp14 is present as a homodimer [17] (Figure 2B). The S-domain of SRP is primarily
involved with signal sequence recognition and accurate handover to the Sec61 translocation
channel at the ER membrane facilitated by the interaction with SR. In contrast, the Alu
domain is responsible for inducing the elongation arrest activity [18].

The SRP receptor comprises the conserved SRα subunit anchored at the ER membrane
by single spanning-membrane protein SRβ, which also possesses a GTPase domain but
which is more closely related to ARF and Sar1 than SRP54 and SRα [19] (Figure 2C).

Structural insight into SRP and its interaction with signal sequences and the ribosome
have been provided by both X-ray crystallography and cryo-EM studies [11,20,21]. SRP54
is composed of two domains, the NG and M-domains, separated by a flexible linker which
allows communication between the two domains [22] (Figure 2C). The N-domain comprises
a four α-helical bundle which folds onto the GTPase domain [23]. The M-domain contains a
helix-loop-helix structure, which allows SRP54 to bind to the SRP RNA and a hydrophobic
groove which forms the binding site for signal sequences [24,25]. SRP19 does not contact
SRP54 directly but also binds the SRP RNA and modifies its structure allowing SRP54
to bind [26].

Initial, low-affinity binding of SRP to ribosomes is independent of the signal sequence
allowing it to dynamically scan ribosomes for the presence of signal sequences in the
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emerging nascent chain prior to high affinity binding upon recognition of the signal
sequence [27,28]. Consistent with this observation, ribosome profiling experiments indicate
that SRP can also be recruited to ribosomes prior to emergence of the signal sequence [29].

The S-domain of SRP binds to the ribosome on the 60S subunit at the exit site where the
nascent chain emerges from the exit tunnel which conveys it from the peptidyl-transferase
centre to the ribosome surface (Figure 2D) [20]. The N-domain of SRP54 contacts ribosomal
proteins uL23 and L29 at one side of the exit tunnel, as well as three additional contact
sites involving the SRP54 M-domain and SRP68/72 [11,20,30]. This positioning of SRP54
permits efficient scanning and capture of the signal sequence by the M-domain as it
emerges [11,20,30,31]. Blocking access of SRP to uL23/L29 is known to lead to targeting
defects in vivo [32].

The Alu domain of SRP contacts the interface of the large and small subunits at the
translation elongation factor-binding site, thus rationalising the slowdown in translation
elongation by antagonising factor binding [11,20] (Figure 2D). The C-terminus of SRP14
represents one of the contact sites, and its removal leads to targeting defects, which can be
ameliorated by elevating SR concentration [20,33,34].

Slowdown of translation is not solely mediated by SRP; analysis of codon-optimality
downstream from the targeting sequences revealed a prevalence of poorly translated codons
distal to the signal sequence, which also contributes to slowed translation and replacement
with more synonymous optimal codons, reducing targeting efficiency [35].

Careful kinetic and structural analysis of the SRP targeting cycle has provided key
insight into the roles played by the two GTPases, SRP54 and SRα, in regulating targeting.
SRP54 and SRα are both members of the SIMIBI family of GTPases which are characterised
by a relatively low affinity for GTP compared to other small GTPases, such as Ras [36]. This
is explained structurally by the presence of an additional insertion domain called the I-box
which stabilises the nucleotide-free state [37].

SRα is organised into two domains, an N-terminal SRX domain, which folds together
with the SRβ GTPase [38–40], and the SRP54-related NG domain, separated by a conserved
flexible linker rich in positive charge (Figure 2C). SRP54 and SRα NG domains dimerise in a
GTP-dependent manner, whereby the two bound nucleotides sit at the interface contacting
one another in an anti-parallel organisation [41,42].

Once bound to a signal sequence, SRP54 can then engage the SRP receptor. This
occurs in two steps, an initial low affinity binding where the SRP54 NG domain is still
adjacent to ribosomal proteins, uL23 and uL29, termed the proximal site, followed by
rearrangement to a high-affinity bound state where the NG-domains together move away
from the ribosome surface together towards SRP68/72, termed the distal site, to form a
‘prehandover’ complex [43,44]. Initial complex formation at the proximal site is facilitated
by GTP-dependent NG–NG domain interaction and is dramatically accelerated by the
conserved molecular recognition feature (MoRF) in the unstructured SRα linker region,
which contacts the SRP RNA [45]. This kinetic acceleration is dependent on cargo loading
to SRP54, thereby strongly favouring complex formation upon recognition of the signal
sequence [45]. Moreover, this is directly analogous to the role played by the SRP RNA in
bacterial SRP–SR complex formation [46,47].

Following the initial complex formation by the two NG domains, there is destabili-
sation of the first α-helix in each of the two N domains and their associated loops which
contact the ribosome [44,48]. This rationalises their dissociation from uL23/uL29 at the
proximal site. Once the NG domains are dissociated, a compaction of SR brings the NG
domain close to the SRX domain at the distal site [49]. This is stabilised by interactions
between SRP68, elements of SRα NG, and X domains, as well as with SRβ [44]. The charged
CBR motif in the SRα linker also makes an interaction with the distal site elements of the
SRP RNA [44] (Figure 2D).

This prehandover complex is now primed to interact with the Sec61 translocon as
the uL23/L29 site, which Sec61 also contacts, and is now accessible, as well as the signal
sequence in the M-domain [30,43,44,50]. Whilst at the distal site, an interaction of the
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GTPase domain interface with the C-terminus of SRP72 delays hydrolysis of GTP by SRP54
and SRα until Sec61 is present [44,51].

The arrival of Sec61 leads to rearrangement of the prehandover complex which induces
concerted GTP hydrolysis by SRP54 and SRα, thereby releasing the nascent chain from
SRP and allowing its transfer together with the ribosome to the Sec61 complex [14,43,52].
Following GTP hydrolysis, SRP and SR can dissociate to undertake further rounds of
targeting [53].

Recent studies have shown that SRP alone is unable to discriminate with high pre-
cision cognate and near-cognate (non-functional) signal sequences. Another ribosome-
associated biogenesis factor, NAC, also needs to collaborate with SRP to enhance fidelity [54]
(Figure 2D). NAC binds to all ribosomes and contacts overlapping regions at the exit site
to where SRP binds [20,55–57]. It is also able to initially insert a domain deep into the
exit tunnel which would prohibit interactions of factors with non-translating ribosomes;
subsequent displacement of this domain by the nascent chain has been proposed to lead to
dynamic rearrangement of NAC which appears important for the correct triage of nascent
chains to SRP in the case of secretory and membrane proteins and RAC and Hsp70 in
the case of cytosolic proteins [57,58]. Hence, the increased fidelity in signal sequence
recognition in the presence of NAC is entirely consistent with this model.

Proteomic approaches in yeast have used ribosome profiling to identify substrates
and binding sites for SRP on translating polysomes [29]. SRP is associated mainly with
ribosomes translating integral membrane proteins and to a lesser extent proteins with
N-terminal signal sequences [29]. This parallels similar studies in bacteria which also
show SRP is mainly involved in membrane protein biogenesis [59]. These findings are
also supported by SRP-substrate dependency as measured proteome-wide by loss of ER
mRNA association upon rapid depletion of SRP [60]. This analysis revealed a similar
SRP-dependency profile that is again biased towards integral membrane proteins [60].
The ribosome profiling experiments also revealed that whilst for some substrates SRP
recruitment occurs as the targeting sequence emerges from the ribosome as expected in the
canonical model of SRP function, in many cases SRP is recruited earlier, often well before
the signal sequence/anchor has been synthesised [29]. This non-canonical binding of SRP
is still dependent upon the ribosome and in some cases requires features of the 3′ UTR, but
it is not presently known how preferential pre-delivery of SRP to these substrates occurs
and if it requires specific mRNA binding proteins [29]. Interestingly, it was recently shown
that the ribosome-associated factor, Hel2, which binds to collided ribosomes that arise
where stalling occurs, was shown to bind to membrane protein polysomes in a pattern that
strongly overlaps with that of SRP [61].

In the absence of SRP, substrates that are usually delivered to the ER can become aggre-
gated [62] or are instead mistargeted to mitochondria causing disruption to mitochondrial
function [56,60], a phenotype also observed if Hel2 is disrupted [61]. Hence, another key
function of SRP is to prevent promiscuous misbehaviour of hydrophobic targeting signals.

4. SND-Targeting Pathway

SRP is not the only co-translational ER-targeting pathway. Studies in yeast investi-
gating targeting of GPI-anchored proteins identified the SND pathway, comprising the
cytosolic factor SND1 associated with the ribosome and ER-membrane associated SND2/3
proteins [63]. Exploitation of this pathway is not exclusive to GPI-anchored proteins but
rather membrane proteins with centrally located TM domains. The SND pathway also
operates in mammalian cells, although to date, only the homologue of SND2 has been
identified [64]. As seen in yeast, human GPI-anchored proteins also use SND2 for their
targeting to the ER [65]. Detailed molecular details of the SND-targeting pathway await
further investigation.
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5. Sec62-Dependent Targeting

Work in yeast showed that ER targeting of many secretory precursors is independent
of SRP and SR but rather requires the ER membrane protein, Sec62 [66], which forms a
larger SEC complex along with the core Sec61 translocase as well as Sec63, Sec71, and
Sec72 [67]. Sec62 is dispensable for targeting of substrates that use SRP and SR [68,69]. Also,
in contrast to the SRP pathway, targeting can be uncoupled from translation [70]. Indeed,
the SEC complex cannot bind ribosomes directly [71,72], rationalised by recent structures
of the SEC complex which show the ribosome-binding sites on the core Sec61 components
are all occupied by the additional components of the SEC complex [73].

Cytosolic Hsp70s and Hsp40 are required to maintain substrates in a translocation-
competent state [74,75], and Sec71/72 have been shown to be receptors for Hsp70 family
chaperones [76]. Properties of the signal sequence largely determine which targeting
pathway a substrate will use, with more hydrophobic sequences exclusively using the
SRP-pathway and less hydrophobic ones using Sec62, while intermediate hydrophobic
ones can access both [69].

Although Sec62-dependent translocation can be uncoupled from translation, proteome-
wide proximity labelling experiments in yeast have shown that most substrates are translo-
cated co-translationally, likely driven by engagement of a pioneer ribosome-associated
signal-sequence-bearing protein with the SEC complex before its translation has been
completed [77]. This will bring the polysome close to the membrane such that subsequent
nascent chains are also highly likely to engage the SEC translocon before their synthesis is
complete [77].

Homologues of Sec62 as well as Sec63 (but not Sec71/72) also exist in higher
eukaryotes [72,78]. Unlike its yeast counterpart, mammalian Sec62 has an additional
ribosome-binding domain [79]. They have mainly been implicated in the targeting and
translocation of short-secretory proteins (<100 amino acids), such as the insect proteins,
preprocecropin A and prepromelittin [80–83], and mammalian proteins, such as insulin,
apelin, and statherin [81,84]. These proteins are so short that they are released from the ribo-
some before SRP can effectively engage with them and so are targeted post-translationally.
In the case of preprocecropin A, an interaction with calmodulin is important to maintain
the protein in an insertion-competent state [85]. This is a calcium-dependent phenomenon
that can occur already at resting cytosolic calcium levels [85]. Proteomic approaches in
human cells have identified 199 proteins whose biogenesis is negatively affected by loss
of Sec62 [86]. Not all of these are short secretory proteins, but as in yeast, they typically
possess signal peptide or trans-membrane domains with lower hydrophobicity [86]. This
may reflect a role of Sec62 in their SRP-independent targeting and/or a requirement of
Sec62 at the translocon at the later stages of translocation following targeting via SRP and
SR [87,88]. Overall, targeting sequences in mammalian cells have higher hydrophobicity
than in yeast, which likely reflects the difference in bias in SRP versus Sec62-dependence in
the two systems [85].

6. GET-Targeting Pathway

Proteins which possess a C-terminal TM anchor (tail anchor [TA]) are unable to
access the classical co-translational SRP-targeting machinery as they are released from the
ribosomes before the TA sequence has emerged from the exit tunnel [89]. Rather they use
the distinct GET (guided-entry of tail-anchor proteins) machinery for their delivery to the
ER [4,90,91]. In yeast, they are first bound by the cytosolic targeting factor, Sgt2, which
acts as a pre-loading complex and are then transferred to Get3, facilitated by its accessory
proteins, Get4 and Get5 [92,93] (Figure 3A). The Get3-targeting factor can then deliver the
proteins to the Get1/Get2 ER membrane heterodimer, which acts as both a receptor for
Get3 and also a membrane insertase [92,94]. In higher eukaryotes, homologous of all these
key components are present: SGTA (Sgt2), TRC40 (Get3), TRC35 (Get4), Ubl4A (Get5),
and CAML/WRB (Get1/Get2) [95–98] (Figure 3B). In addition, an extra factor, BAG6, is
present in a complex with TRC35 and Ubl4A (called the BAG6 complex) and acts to triage
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hydrophobic clients between TRC40 and the ubiquitin-proteasome system [99,100]. While
bona fide ER TA proteins are delivered faithfully to TRC40, mis-localised membrane and
secretory proteins are also bound by the BAG6 complex and directed for ubiquitination
and disposal via the proteasome [99]. Hence, BAG6 has a role in both targeting fidelity
and proteostasis.
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Figure 3. GET-targeting pathways for tail-anchored proteins in yeast and mammals. (A) In yeast, the
Get4/5 complex is able to bind to the ribosome via an interaction of Get4, close to the exit site and
uL29. Get5 can then recruit Sgt2, which is able to capture a tail-anchor TM domain as it emerges
from the exit tunnel. The Sgt2-Get4/5-TA protein can be released from the ribosome and then the
TA protein can be directly transferred to Get3, a homodimeric ATPase, which is recruited in the ATP
bound state. Release from Get4/5 leads to ATP hydrolysis to ADP and Pi, which remain bound,
altering the conformation of the TA-binding domain such that the TA remains bound but can now
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bind the membrane receptor Get1/2. Get1/2 is from a dimeric complex embedded in the ER
membrane that can assemble to a tetramer. Cytosolic elements of Get1 bind Get3 and allow insertion of
a coiled coil, like a wedge into the ATPase domain interface of Get3, which triggers phosphate release
and reorganisation of the TA-binding regions such that the TA is now released into a hydrophilic
cavity between Get3 and the inter-membrane regions. This directs the TA to the insertase formed by
the membrane-spanning regions of Get1/2. (B) In mammals, initial TA capture involves SGTA and
the BAG complex (formed by Bag6, Ubl4A and TRC35). Again, this occurs co-translationally at the
ribosome. TA proteins are then efficiently transferred from SGTA to TRC40; BAG6 can additionally
triage hydrophobic, non-TA proteins to the ubiquitin proteasome system for degradation. As with
the yeast TRC40 homologue, Get3, the TRC40 ATPase cycle controls recruitment and transfer of the
TA protein from SGTA and subsequent delivery to the membrane insertase formed by the Get1/2
homologues, WRB/CAML.

Initial capture of TA sequences by the SGTA pre-loading complex occurs at the ri-
bosome [97] (Figure 3B). Furthermore, a recent in vitro study indicated that SGTA can
be pre-recruited to the translating ribosome, prior to the emergence of a hydrophobic
sequence from the exit tunnel, thereby allowing co-translational capture of TA segments
for subsequent handover to TRC40 [101]. BAG6, TRC40, and TRC35 are also ribosome
associated, indicating this step also occurs at the ribosome [97]. In the case of the Sec61β,
delayed termination of translation due to pausing at the stop codon also likely enhances
TA capture by TRC40 [97,102].

Interestingly, SRP-dependent targeting sequences could be similarly engaged by SGTA,
this may reflect a holdase function prior to SRP binding, or a mechanism for targeting
signal sequences that SRP fails to recognise for degradation via BAG6 [101].

Studies in yeast have shown that Get4 and Get5 bind to non-programmed ribosomes
with high affinity mediated by an interaction of Get4 with the ribosome close to ribosomal
proteins uL29 and uL26 at the exit site and that this enhances recruitment of Sgt2 [103].
Consistent with the observations with SGTA, the presence of a TM inside the ribosome exit
tunnel enhances ribosome binding of Get4/5 and Sgt2 as has also been seen previously
with SRP [103–105]. The ribosome-binding site of SRP and Get5 overlap [20,30,103], and
once SRP binds to a SA/SS that has emerged from the exit tunnel, Get4/5 binding is
inhibited [103]. The Hsp70 ATPase Ssa1 has also been shown to be important for efficient
transfer of TA proteins to Sgt2 in the absence of the ribosome; thus, it may rescue any TA
clients that fail to be captured by Sgt2 at the ribosome [106].

Get3/TRC40, the central player of the GET pathway is a homodimeric ATPase, com-
posed of a P-type ATPase domain and alpha-helical domain, which is involved in TA
binding [107,108]. The ATPase cycle of Get3 controls the conformation of the TA-binding
region, such that in the ATP-bound state the homodimer forms a fully closed state that
forms a composite hydrophobic groove that can accommodate a 20 amino acid long hy-
drophobic helix [107,108]. Hydrolysis of ATP to the ADP bound state partially disrupts
the groove but still allows the TA to remain bound, while in the nucleotide-free state the
composite groove is completely disrupted [90].

Get3 is recruited to Get4 in the ATP-bound state, which inhibits ATP hydrolysis
and promotes direct transfer of the substrate from Sgt2 to the hydrophobic groove in
Get3 [109,110]. A dynamic α-helix in Get3 that forms a lid facilitates transfer and prevents
delivery of hydrophobic helices that were not pre-bound to Sgt2 [111]. Binding of the
substrate to Get3 stimulates ATP hydrolysis releasing it from the preloading complex and
allowing it to interact with the Get1/2 insertase at the ER membrane in the ADP-bound
conformation [110,112,113].

Get1 and Get2 both possess cytoplasmic domains that extend from the membrane and
engage Get3. Upon binding, a coiled-coil domain within Get1 inserts between the sub-
units of Get3 and thereby stabilises the nucleotide-free conformation, triggering substrate
release [113–115].
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Recent structures of the complete Get1/2/3 complex, including the TM regions of
Get1/2, show that Get1/2 forms a hetero-tetramer with symmetric recruitment of Get3,
where both its subunits contact separate Get2 subunits [116]. Furthermore, mutations at
the hetero-tetramer interface decrease the efficiency of membrane insertion, suggesting
the tetramer is the active form. However, it may still be possible for insertion to occur via
a Get1/2 heterodimer as has also been proposed [112]. A hydrophilic cavity is formed
between the trans-membrane region and Get3. Furthermore, a hydrophobic helix (a3′) in
Get1 forms a gate adjacent to the TA-binding region of Get3 and the cavity such that as
the cargo is released, the a3′ helix is displaced forming a wall to direct the cargo into the
cavity [116].

Despite the essential function of many tail-anchor proteins, loss of the GET machinery
is not lethal to yeast cells, indicating functional redundancy [94]. In particular, the alternate
co-translational SND pathway can also accommodate TA proteins in the absence of GET
components [63]. This is also reflected in mammalian cells; TA proteins with moderately
hydrophobic TMs can be recognised by calmodulin and then targeted to the EMC com-
plex [85,117,118]. Hsp70s and ubiquilin family proteins can similarly maintain TA proteins
in a soluble state in the cytosol competent for insertion [4], whilst the more hydrophobic
TA protein, Sec61β, can engage both SRP and TRC40 as well as the mammalian SND
complex [64,97,119].

7. EMC Translocase

The alternative EMC translocase has been implicated in the biogenesis of both tail-
anchor membrane proteins, as mentioned above, and those with a type III orientation. In
both cases, the substrates possess a targeting membrane domain that is positioned close to
the C- and N-termini, respectively, such that only a small hydrophilic domain has to traverse
the bilayer [117,118,120,121]. It can also collaborate with Sec61 during the biogenesis of
some polytopic membrane proteins, particularly those with a short N-terminal luminal
domain, akin to type III proteins, such as many GPCRs [122,123]. Targeting of type III
membrane proteins in both yeast and mammalian cells involves SRP and SR [60,69,121,124],
yet the manner in which they are handed over from the ribosome–SRP–SR complex to
EMC remains unknown. Intriguingly, insertion of type III proteins in mammalian cells is
insensitive to Sec61-inihbitors, including Ipomoeassin-F, which blocks translocation of all
other known substrates via the Sec61 channel [121]. In contrast, depletion of Sec61 does
impact type III insertion [121], suggesting Sec61 might play a non-canonical role, perhaps
facilitating the release from the SRP–SR complex and handover to EMC.

8. Defective ER Targeting and Human Disease

A number of patient mutations have been identified which map to components of
the ER protein-targeting machinery. Point mutations in SRP54 are associated with severe
neutropenia and Shwachmann–Diamond syndrome-like symptoms, which affect devel-
opment and function of tissues with high secretory activity, such as the pancreas, as well
as skeletal and neurodevelopmental defects [125,126]. While some of the mutations are
attributable to loss of function and haploinsufficiency, others, including T115A, T117∆, and
G226E, have a dominant phenotype. All mutations to date map to the G-domain where
they are implicated to impact either nucleotide binding or overall structure. Several of
the mutants have been analysed in detail (T115A, T117∆, and G226E) revealing structural
changes to the core GTPase, which impair GTP binding and prevent complex formation of
isolated SRP54 and SRα NG domains [127]. A more detailed analysis of the G226E mutant
when assembled in SRP in the context of SR and the RNC reveals that while initial SRP–SR
complex assembly can occur, it becomes locked in an RNC–SRP–SR intermediate that
cannot relocate the NG domains from the proximal to distal position, thereby rationalising
the dominant negative phenotype associated with the mutation [49].

Using a zebrafish model, the severe neutropenia-associated phenotypes associated
with autosomal dominant mutations (T115A, T117∆, and G226E) are phenocopied along
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with pancreatic dysfunction [128]. Furthermore, the neutropenia phenotype has been linked
to impaired splicing of the XBP1 transcription factor required for the unfolded protein re-
sponse and which is spliced in an unconventional manner by IRE1 following its membrane
targeting by SRP [129]. Loss of Xbp1 in the zebrafish also shows a similar neutropenia
phenotype, consistent with this being a key driver of the disease phenotype [128].

Disease mutations are not limited to SRP54; a recently identified biallelic mutant of
SRP68 that leads to loss of exon1 is also associated with neutropenia and Shwachmann–
Diamond-like symptoms [130], whilst SRP72 mutants have been linked to aplastic anemia
(AA) and myelodysplasia (MDS) [131].

As well as mutations in SRP, disease mutations that impact protein targeting are
also linked to mutations in targeting sequences in client proteins [132]. First shown with
synthetic mutations in the well-studied model signal sequence from bovine preprolactin, a
reduction in the length of the hydrophobic core led to loss of SRP binding and instead the
nascent chains interacted with Argonaut2 (Ago2). As well as blocking translocation in vitro,
this also promoted rapid degradation of the mRNA in vivo in a quality control pathway
termed RAPP (Regulation of Aberrant Protein Production) [133]. A number of disease-linked
mutations in signal sequence mutations also trigger this pathway in response [132,134],
for example in granulin linked to fronto-temporal lobal degeneration [134,135], aspartyl-
glucosaminidase in aspartylglucosaminuria [134,136], UDP-glucuronosyltransferase in
Crigler–Najjar disease [134,137], and cathepsin K in pycnodysostosis [134,138].

Future Outlook

Despite more than 40 years of research into ER protein-targeting, questions clearly
remained unanswered. In particular, the SND complex remains only very basically char-
acterised in terms of mechanism and structural characterisation, and the identity of the
mammalian components beyond hSnd2 remain elusive. While the canonical mode of action
of SRP recruitment has been studied in much detail, the observed recruitment of SRP to
polysomes translating membrane proteins prior to synthesis of the signal sequence/anchor
remains poorly understood, likewise the recent link between SRP binding and the Hel2 pro-
tein. Mechanistic understanding of the role NAC plays at the ribosome has been hampered
by lack of structural images until very recently, and there is much scope to understand how
NAC functions to enhance SRP targeting. Proteomic profiling of substrate and targeting
factor interaction in yeast has proved highly informative, and extending this to the more
complex mammalian system should shed new light on the interplay between targeting
pathways. Hence, there is still much to find out for the future.
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Abstract: Fidelity of protein targeting is essential for the proper biogenesis and functioning of
organelles. Unlike replication, transcription and translation processes, in which multiple mechanisms
to recognize and reject noncognate substrates are established in energetic and molecular detail,
the mechanisms by which cells achieve a high fidelity in protein localization remain incompletely
understood. Signal recognition particle (SRP), a conserved pathway to mediate the localization of
membrane and secretory proteins to the appropriate cellular membrane, provides a paradigm to
understand the molecular basis of protein localization in the cell. In this chapter, we review recent
progress in deciphering the molecular mechanisms and substrate selection of the mammalian SRP
pathway, with an emphasis on the key role of the cotranslational chaperone NAC in preventing
protein mistargeting to the ER and in ensuring the organelle specificity of protein localization.

Keywords: protein targeting; signal recognition particle; nascent polypeptide-associated complex;
ribosome; endoplasmic reticulum; membrane proteins; fidelity

1. Introduction

Over ~30% of the newly synthesized proteins in eukaryotic cells are initially delivered
to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane, where they initiate their journeys through the
endomembrane system including the ER, the Golgi apparatus, secretory vesicles, and the
plasma membrane [1,2]. These membrane and organellar proteins are prone to misfolding,
aggregation, and consequent degradation in the cytosol where their biosynthesis begins [3].
For this reason, proteins destined to the endomembrane system predominantly use a
cotranslational pathway of targeting and translocation mediated by signal recognition
particle (SRP), giving rise to the ribosome-studded morphology of the rough ER (Figure 1A).
By coupling the synthesis of proteins to their localization, the SRP pathway minimizes the
off-pathway interactions of nascent membrane and organellar proteins in the cytosol and
provides the most efficient mechanism for membrane protein biogenesis, a process that is
kinetically demanding and energetically costly [3,4].

How fidelity is achieved in protein localization has been a long-standing question
that is challenging to address conceptually and experimentally. SRP-dependent proteins
contain a transmembrane domain (TMD) on integral membrane proteins or an ER signal
sequence, characterized by a contiguous stretch of hydrophobic amino acids, on secretory
and organellar proteins. However, signal sequences and TMDs are divergent in length, se-
quence and amino acid composition [5,6]. The degenerate nature of these targeting signals
demands that protein targeting machineries, such as SRP, distinguish between the correct
and incorrect substrates based on minor differences in the molecular features of signal
sequences. In addition, eukaryotic cells contain multiple membrane-enclosed compart-
ments, such as mitochondria and peroxisomes, to which a nascent protein could be targeted
(Figure 1A). The recent observation that SRP depletion leads to the mis-localization of
proteins to mitochondria [7] provides a salient example of the promiscuity of the targeting
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signals and pathways. Finally, translation termination effectively abolishes the SRP path-
way. In addition, it has been reported that SRP loses targeting competence after the nascent
chain reaches a critical length of ~130 amino acids (aa) [8,9]. These effects impose a limited
time window for SRP to complete the targeting reaction (Figure 1A). The significantly
slower translation elongation rate for eukaryotic (3–6 aa/s) than bacterial (10–20 aa/s)
ribosomes implies that this time window is significantly longer in eukaryotic cells, and
could increase the probability of mis-targeting.
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Figure 1. Overview of cotranslational ER targeting and ribosome-associated protein biogenesis
factors (RPBs). (A) Overview of cotranslational protein targeting in eukaryotic cells. Proteins destined
to the endomembrane system are initially targeted to the ER during translation, based on recognition
of highly hydrophobic signal sequences (SS) or TMDs on the nascent chain by the SRP pathway.
Cotranslational protein targeting is likely in kinetic competition with translation elongation, and
failure to complete the targeting reaction within the duration of protein synthesis can lead to the
misfolding, aggregation and downstream degradation of nascent secretory and membrane proteins.
(B) Overlay of known RPB structures onto the surface facing the nascent polypeptide exit site (marked
by ‘*’) of the 80S eukaryotic ribosome (PDB-4UG0; light grey and dark grey indicate the 60S and 40S
subunits, respectively). Electron densities of ribosomes bound with SRP (EMD-3037), NatE (EMD-
4745), NAC (EMD-4938), RAC (EMD-6105), Ebp1 (EMDB-10321), or MetAP2 (PDB-1BN5) are aligned
according to the 60S density. The density of MetAP2 is derived from homology modeling with
Arx1-ribosome structure (PDB-5APN). The densities of RAC and NAC contain only part of the
complex due to low resolution of the EM density map. The silhouettes of the individual RPBs are
shown in the indicated colors. Ribosomal proteins in the vicinity of the tunnel exit are colored in
different shades of grey and indicated following the nomenclature proposed in Ban et al. [10], with ‘L’
indicating the large ribosomal subunit, ‘u’ indicating universally conserved ribosomal proteins, and
‘e’ indicating eukaryote-specific ribosomal protein subunits.
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SRP also provides a salient example of an emerging concept: protein biogenesis
begins early on translating ribosomes, long before synthesis of the nascent polypeptide
is completed [11–13]. Indeed, the vicinity of the nascent polypeptide exit tunnel of the
ribosome provides a platform to recruit multiple ribosome-associated protein biogene-
sis factors (RPBs), including cotranslational chaperones (nascent polypeptide associated
complex (NAC) and ribosome-associated complex (RAC)), protein targeting and translo-
cation machineries (SRP and Sec61p), nascent protein modification enzymes (methionine
aminopeptidase (MetAP) and N-acetyl transferase E (NatE)), and quality control factors
(Figure 1B) [13]. The RPBs dock at conserved and overlapping sites near the nascent
polypeptide exit tunnel on the ribosome, and their engagement with the nascent chain
directs the newly synthesized protein to distinct biogenesis pathways. How a nascent
protein recruits the correct set of RPBs and thus commits to the proper biogenesis pathway
in a timely manner is an emerging question at the heart of accurate protein biogenesis.

In this article, we review recent progress in understanding the molecular mechanism
and substrate selection of the eukaryotic SRP pathway, with an emphasis on results demon-
strating how regulation of SRP by the cotranslational chaperone NAC enhances the fidelity
of protein targeting to the ER. Based on these and recent work on related pathways, we
suggest that cells evolved multiple mechanisms to overcome the physicochemical chal-
lenges in recognizing degenerate targeting signals. These include allosteric regulation by
macromolecular crowding at the ribosome exit site, kinetic competition with translation
elongation, rivalry of opposing targeting pathways with overlapping but distinct substrate
preferences, and surveillance and error correction mechanisms at the organelle membrane.
It is likely that each individual mechanism generates a modest degree of specificity, but col-
lectively, the combination of these mechanisms ensures the accuracy of membrane protein
localization and organelle biogenesis.

2. SRP-Dependent Cotranslational Protein Targeting

SRP is a universally conserved ribonucleoprotein particle comprised of the 7SL SRP
RNA on which six protein subunits (SRP19, SRP54, SRP68, SRP72, SRP9, SRP14) are as-
sembled (Figure 2A). SRP is responsible for the targeted delivery of newly synthesized
membrane and secretory proteins to the SecYEG translocase at the bacterial plasma mem-
brane, or the Sec61p translocase at the eukaryotic ER membrane. The universally conserved
core of SRP is a GTPase, SRP54, with two structural and functional domains: a methionine-
rich M-domain, which binds the SRP RNA and provides the docking site for ER signal
sequences (Figure 2A) [14–19]. The M-domain is connected via a flexible linker to a special
GTPase domain, termed NG, which can interact with ribosomal protein uL23 near the
exit site [20–23]. SRP54-NG assembles a stable, GTP-dependent dimer with a highly ho-
mologous NG-domain in the SRP receptor (SR; Figure 2A) [24–28]. The two NG-domains
undergo cooperative conformational rearrangements in their heterodimer that culminates
in their reciprocal GTPase activation, followed by GTP hydrolysis that drives the disassem-
bly and recycling of SRP and SR [2,25,29–36]. Extensive work on this simplest SRP system
in bacteria showed how this dimerization-activated GTPase cycle ensures the fidelity of the
prokaryotic SRP pathway: ribosomes bearing an SRP-dependent signal sequence not only
bind SRP more strongly, but also mediate SRP–SR assembly at rates that are 100–1000 fold
faster than those on signal-less ribosomes or ribosomes with suboptimal signal sequences
(Figure 3A,B, E. coli) [37,38]. Furthermore, ribosomes bearing an SRP-dependent substrate
effectively delays GTP hydrolysis in the SRP•SR complex until the arrival of the SecYEG
translocase, and thus effectively couples the SRP/SR GTPase cycle to productive protein
translocation [33,37–39]. In contrast, SRP•SR complex assembled on signal-less ribosomes
prematurely hydrolyzes GTP, aborting the targeting reactions to help reject nascent proteins
that lack an ER targeting signal [37,38].
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Figure 2. Model of the mammalian SRP pathway. (A) Schematic of the composition and interactions
of the mammalian SRP and SRP receptor (SR). The individual subunits, domains, and important se-
quence motifs are defined in the text and indicated. MoRF, molecular recognition feature. (B) Current
molecular model of the mammalian SRP pathway. Step 1, SRP binds to the translating ribosomes, on
which it samples multiple conformations. Step 2, emergence of an ER signal sequence (red) drives
SRP into the Proximal conformation. Step 3, early stage of SRP–SR assembly, mediated by dynamic
interactions between the SRP and SR NG domains and by the SR MoRF (lime) interaction with
SRP54. Step 4, a stable SRP/SR NG-heterodimer detaches from the ribosome exit site and docks onto
the X/β domain of SR. Step 5, the NG•X/β complex docks onto the distal site of SRP to form the
Pre-handover conformation, in which the translating ribosome is primed for handover to the Sec61p
complex. Step 6, cargo is loaded on Sec61p to initiate protein translocation, and GTP hydrolysis drives
the detachment of SRP from SR. The insets show the structural models of the RNC-SRP complex
(PDB: 7OBR, upper left), the early RNC-SRP–SR complex (PDB: 7NFX, lower left), and RNC-SRP–SR
pre-handover complex (PDB: 6FRK, lower right). Dashed outline in the early complex structure
depicts SRα-NG that dynamically interacts with SRP54-NG at this stage and was not resolved in the
structure. The M- and NG-domains of SRP54 are in cyan and dark blue, respectively; signal sequence
(ss) is in red; SRP19 is in yellow, SRP68/72 is in purple, SRP RNA is in tan, SRαNG, SRαX, and SRβ are
in light green, dark green, and mustard, respectively; MoRF in the SR linker is highlighted in spacefill
model in lime.
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While these core GTPases in SRP and SR are highly conserved across species, both
SRP and SR undergo extensive expansions in size and complexity during evolution. While
bacterial SRP is a complex of the 4.5S RNA with the SRP54 homologue Ffh, eukaryotic SRP
contains a larger 7SL RNA on which five additional protein subunits (SRP19, SRP68/72,
SRP9/14) are assembled (Figure 2A) [40,41]. While the bacterial SRP receptor is a single
protein FtsY in which the NG-domain is preceded by two amphiphilic lipid-binding he-
lices [42–46], eukaryotic SR is a heterodimer of SRα and SRβ subunits (Figure 2A). SRβ
is a single-pass transmembrane protein anchored at the ER. SRα binds tightly to SRβ
via its N-terminal X-domain [47,48], which is connected to the NG-domain through a
~200-residue intrinsically disordered linker that contains sites for ribosome interaction and
sensing [49,50]. Extensive progress has been made in elucidating the function of many of
the eukaryote-specific SRP components and deciphering the molecular mechanism of the
mammalian SRP pathway in recent years, owing in large part to the ability to reconstitute
human SRP and SR with recombinant components [51]. This enabled detailed biochemical
and biophysical analyses of the molecular events in the pathway, the identification of new
targeting intermediates and the elucidation of their structures, together generating a molec-
ular model for the pathway that incorporates structural, dynamic, and kinetic information.

To summarize, free SRP appears to be locked in a latent conformation that is inactive
in its interaction with SR (Figure 2B) [51]. The particle is activated upon binding to the
ribosome, on which it can sample a variety of conformations with its NG domain positioned
differently relative to the proximal end of SRP (Figure 2B, step 1) [51]. The emergence of an
ER signal sequence drives SRP into the ‘Proximal’ conformation, in which SRP54 NG docks
at uL23 in close proximity to the ribosome exit site (step 2) [20,21,51]. In this conformation,
SRP initiates assembly with SR via the interaction between their NG domains (step 3).
Early SRP–SR association is assisted by a molecular recognition feature (MoRF) in the SR
linker, which contacts both the M- and NG-domains of SRP54 to stabilize the earliest stage
of targeting (Figure 2B, ‘Early’) [49,52]. Formation of a stable NG dimer drives a series
of conformational rearrangements, leading to the detachment of the NG-dimer from the
ribosome exit site and its docking onto the membrane-proximal X and β-domains of SR,
resulting in a global compaction of the SR (Figure 2B, ‘Compact’) [52]. A new molecular
surface is generated in the resulting NG•Xβ complex, allowing it to dock onto the distal
end of SRP where SRP68/72 is located (Figure 2B, step 5) [21,52,53]. In this ‘pre-handover’
conformation of the targeting complex, the ribosome is brought close to the membrane
surface, and the ribosome exit site is vacated and thus primed to initiate interaction with
the Sec61p translocation machinery (step 6).

Thus, eukaryotic cotranslational protein targeting requires multiple largescale con-
formational rearrangements in both SRP and SR, which allow this targeting machine
to transition successively through the cargo recognition, targeting, and cargo handover
stages in the targeting cycle. These structural and functional transitions are driven by the
dimerization-activated GTPase cycle of SRP/SR, the translating ribosome, and possibly
other components of the pathway. Notably, multiple mutations in SRP54 NG are linked to
severe syndromic neutropenia with Shwachman–Diamond-like features; these mutations
block either the assembly of the NG heterodimer [54,55] or the conformational rearrange-
ments that lead to the pre-handover complex (Figure 2B, ‘⊥’) [52], demonstrating the
critical role of the GTPase-driven conformational rearrangements in the proper functioning
of SRP. As described in the next section, these conformational rearrangements also provide
multiple opportunities for allosteric regulation of this targeting machine, for example by
additional RPBs at the ribosome exit site.

The ability to quantitatively measure the individual molecular events in the mam-
malian SRP pathway also enabled a comparison of the molecular interactions of the mam-
malian and bacterial SRP, which raised intriguing questions as to how high fidelity is
achieved during cotranslational protein targeting (Figure 3A,B). As described earlier, bac-
terial SRP and SR form a self-sufficient system that can generate a high level of targeting
specificity by using a combination of differential binding, induced fit, and kinetic proof-
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reading mechanisms (Figure 3A,B, E. coli). In contrast, ribosomes with and without an
ER targeting signal differ only ~four-fold in the binding of human SRP, and ~two-fold in
activating the assembly between SRP and SR (Figure 3A,B, human) [56,57]. These results
suggest that, unexpectedly, mammalian SRP and SR by themselves are insufficient to gener-
ate the specificity required for high fidelity protein targeting to the ER. As described in the
next Section, SRP requires a cotranslational chaperone, the nascent polypeptide associated
complex (NAC), to act as a triage factor during substrate selection in eukaryotic cells.
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Figure 3. NAC regulates the activity of mammalian SRP to help reject signal-less ribosomes from
ER targeting. Comparison of the specificity during the cargo recognition (A) and targeting steps
(B) between the E. coli and human SRPs. The rate and equilibrium constants were measured with
purified RNC, SRP and SR in vitro and show the promiscuity of human SRP in both steps. Adapted
with modifications from the data in [56,57]. (C) NAC enhances the specificity of human SRP during the
SR recruitment step from <2-fold to ~50-fold. Adapted from [56]. (D) Simulation of the progression
of cotranslational protein targeting to the ER with and without NAC present. The simulation is based
on a kinetic model of SRP-dependent protein targeting using experimentally determined rate and
equilibrium constants of the cargo binding and SRP–SR assembly steps, followed by a commitment
step in which the RNC-SRP–SR complex loads the translating ribosome onto Sec61p. The enhanced
selectivity of ER targeting in the presence of NAC arise from two effects: suppression of pre-mature
targeting before a signal sequence emerges from the ribosome, and inhibition of non-specific SRP–SR
association on ribosomes that do not expose an ER targeting signal. Adapted from [56].

3. NAC: A Triage Factor during Cotranslational Protein Targeting

NAC is an abundant cotranslational chaperone expressed at equimolar concentrations
relative to the ribosome in eukaryotic organisms [11,58]. Given its abundance and high
ribosome binding affinity (Kd ~1 nM; [56]), NAC can bind to virtually every ribosome in
eukaryotic cells. How NAC interacts with the ribosome is incompletely understood. NAC
is a heterodimer of α and β subunits, both containing a central NAC domain that dimerizes
into a β-barrel structure (Figure 4A, pink and magenta) [59]. In addition, NACβ contains
an N-terminal extension harboring a conserved basic motif crucial for its ribosome binding
(Figure 4A, ‘++’) [60]. Crosslinking data suggested multiple interaction sites of NAC on the
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ribosome, including uL23, uL29, eL31 and eL39, all of which are located near the exit tunnel
but on opposite sides [61]. A recent cryoEM structure revealed an unexpected mode of
NAC interaction: the N-terminal tail of NACβ inserts deeply into the nascent polypeptide
exit tunnel of the 60S ribosomal subunit [62]. In support of the structural observation, the
N-terminus of NACβ can crosslink to nascent chains on ribosome-nascent chain complexes
(RNCs) as short as 10 amino acids (Figure 4B, (1) and (2)), suggesting that NAC acts at the
earliest stage of protein synthesis [62]. The crosslink to the NACβ N-terminus becomes
weaker when the nascent chain exceeds 30 amino acids in length, suggesting that the
inserted tail of NACβ is pushed out of the exit tunnel during translation elongation, and
that NAC switches to a distinct mode(s) of interaction once the nascent chain emerges from
the tunnel exit (Figure 4B, (3) and (4)).
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Figure 4. Proposed structure and interactions of NAC. (A) Overview of the domain composition and
available structural information of NAC. Grey depicts unstructured extensions from the folded NAC
and UBA domains. ‘++++’ denotes the basic RRKKK motif in the N-terminal extension of NACβ

crucial for its ribosome binding. The crystal structures are shown for the C-terminal UBA domain of
NACα (PDB: 1TR8) as well as the α/β NAC domain, which dimerizes into a β-barrel like structure
(PDB: 3MCB). (B) Summary of models of NAC interaction with ribosome and the nascent chain
during protein synthesis. NAC engages ribosome early during translation, with the N-terminal tail
of NACβ inserting deeply into the exit tunnel of the ribosome (stage (1)). The inserted N-terminal
tail of NACβ begins to retract in the tunnel as the nascent chain elongates to ~30 amino acids (stage
(2)), and switches to interact with the ribosome surface upon the emergence of the nascent protein
from the exit tunnel (stage (3)). NAC is likely anchored by the N-terminal NACβ tail on the ribosome,
and the central NAC β-barrel could continue to contact portions of the nascent protein that just
emerge from the tunnel exit as the nascent chain further elongates (stage (4)). Finally, NAC could also
associate with aggregation prone proteins when released from the ribosome, although the molecular
mechanism of NAC interactions off the ribosome awaits further investigation (?). ‘++++’ denotes the
basic RRKKK motif at the N-terminus of NACβ.

NAC is generally described as a chaperone-like molecule that assists in the maturation
of newly synthesized proteins [63,64]. The embryonic lethality of NAC mutants in C. elegans,
Drosphila melanogaster and mice demonstrates an essential function of this chaperone in
higher eukaryotic organisms [65–68]. However, the precise cellular roles and biochemical
activities of NAC still await to be clearly defined. A variety of functions have been ascribed
to NAC, including the de novo folding of nascent proteins and the biogenesis/maturation
of ribosomes [69,70]. NAC weakly interacts with a variety of proteins and helps maintain
the solubility of aggregation-prone proteins, such as alpha-synuclein and polyQ [71,72].
NAC is also proposed to be a proteostasis sensor that relocalizes from the ribosome to
aggregated puncta in the presence of proteostasis stress [73]. These observations potentially
reflect a small heat shock protein-like activity of NAC off the ribosome. Other suggested
roles for NAC include protein import to mitochondria [74–77], NACα as a transcription
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activator [78,79], and suppression of apoptosis [67]. Many of these proposed roles, including
the direct or indirect involvement of NAC in these processes, remain to be explored.

The best studied function of NAC is its role in the regulation of protein targeting to
the ER. NAC was initially identified in rabbit reticulocyte lysate as a factor that prevents
the nonspecific engagement of SRP with nascent chains that lack an ER signal sequence,
and whose depletion leads to the mistargeting of cytosolic and mitochondrial proteins
to ER microsomes [80]. Many ensuing studies corroborated the involvement of NAC
in regulating protein sorting to the ER [81–88] and further showed that NAC binds to
ribosomes with short nascent chains and forms a protective environment for regions of the
nascent polypeptide just emerging from the tunnel exit [58,89]. Significantly, knockdown
of NAC in C. elegans led to ER stress and the mislocalization of reporter proteins with a
mitochondrial signal sequence to the ER [65,90], providing strong support for the role of
NAC as a specificity factor during ER targeting.

Despite these earlier works, the mechanism by which NAC prevents protein mis-
targeting remained controversial. Nevertheless, a globular domain of NAC is located at
the ribosome tunnel exit in its ‘inserted’ conformation described above (Figure 4B, (1)),
in a position that can block the binding of SRP or Sec61p to the ribosome [62]. This and
the observed antagonistic effect of NAC on the binding of signal-less ribosomes to SRP
and to the ER membrane [81–88] gave rise to a primarily competitive model, in which
NAC excludes SRP and Sec61p from binding to ribosomes without an ER signal sequence.
However, recent quantitative measurements suggested otherwise. While NAC weakened
the binding affinity of SRP for RNCs, in agreement with earlier observations, the binding
antagonism saturated at 4–6 fold; this saturation behavior is in contrast to expectations
from a strictly competitive model, which predicts that the observed binding affinity will
continue to decrease with increasing concentrations of the competitor [56]. In addition, the
effects of NAC on SRP binding affinity were similar between ribosomes with and without
an ER signal sequence and insufficient to explain the ability of NAC to specifically suppress
the targeting of signal-less nascent chains [56]. Finally, co-binding of SRP and NAC on the
same RNC can be observed in single-molecule colocalization experiments, and efficient
FRET was also observed between the two factors on the RNC [56], indicating that they are
positioned in close proximity to each other on the same ribosome.

These observations indicate that NAC does not act solely by excluding SRP from
ribosome binding but instead, exerts regulation via an allosteric mechanism. Indeed, under
conditions where SRP and NAC are co-bound on the ribosome, NAC specifically reduced
the kinetics of SRP–SR assembly on ribosomes without an ER signal sequence, increasing
the discrimination against signal-less ribosomes to ~50-fold in this membrane-targeting step
(Figure 3C; [56]). In addition, significant promiscuous SRP–SR association were observed
on ribosomes with nascent chains shorter than 35 amino acids, when the targeting signal is
still buried inside the nascent polypeptide exit tunnel (Figure 3D, area shaded in green) [56].
NAC also strongly suppresses these pre-mature targeting events and thus delays the onset
of targeting [56]. Kinetic modeling of the SRP pathway, based on these experimentally
measured parameters, showed that the combination of these regulatory effects of NAC
are necessary and sufficient to generate a high degree of specificity during cotranslational
protein targeting to the ER (Figure 3D), whereas in the absence of NAC, both ribosomes
with and without an ER signal sequence are delivered to the ER within ~100 amino acids of
their synthesis (Figure 3D, dashed lines) [56].

The allosteric regulation of SRP by NAC was directly probed in single molecule FRET
measurements (Figure 5A) [56]. A pair of FRET dyes, engineered between SRP54-NG and
SRP19, was used to specifically monitor the formation of the ‘Proximal’ conformation of
SRP that is most active for SR recruitment [51]. On ribosomes exposing an ER targeting
signal, SRP is dominated by the high FRET population corresponding to the Proximal
conformation, and its conformational distribution is not substantially affected by NAC
(Figure 5A, right panel). On ribosomes exposing a mutated signal sequence, in contrast, SRP
is conformationally much more dynamic and heterogeneous, sampling low-, medium-, and
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high-FRET states all with substantial frequency [51,56]. Significantly, ~30% of SRP samples
in the Proximal conformation were conducive to SR binding even when bound to signal-less
ribosomes (Figure 5A), which may explain the low substrate specificity during SRP–SR
assembly. However, NAC largely eliminated the population of SRP that resides in the
Proximal conformation on signal-less ribosomes, forcing SRP into low- and medium-FRET
states that are presumably inactive in binding with SR. (Figure 5A) [56].
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Figure 5. NAC enhances the specificity of ER targeting by regulating the conformation and activity of
SRP. (A) Single-molecule FRET (smFRET) measurements show how NAC remodels the conformation
of SRP on the ribosome. Left panel: schematic of the smFRET experiment. A FRET dye pair was
incorporated on SRP54-NG and SRP19 to detect the Proximal conformation of SRP most active in
SR recruitment. SRP was recruited to RNCs immobilized on the microscope slide surface, on which
it can sample distinct conformational states that generate different FRET efficiencies between the
dye pair. Right: summary of the conformational distribution of SRP on signal sequence-containing
and signal-less ribosomes. NAC reduces the population of SRP in the high FRET state on signal-less
ribosomes, directly demonstrating NAC allosteric regulation of SRP. Adapted from [56]. (B) Model of
the mechanism by which NAC improves the targeting specificity of SRP. NAC (magenta) inhibits SRP
from adopting the Proximal conformation on both short-chain RNCs and on ribosomes that expose
a non-ER targeting signal, thus delaying the onset of ER targeting and preventing promiscuous
targeting to the ER.

Collectively, the recent results provide strong evidence that NAC acts as a triage
factor that enforces the correct timing and specificity of SRP-dependent protein targeting
(Figure 5B). In addition to the binding antagonism proposed previously, NAC further
exerts its regulation allosterically, by remodeling the conformational landscape of SRP
on the ribosome and preventing SRP from adopting the targeting-active conformation
in the absence of an exposed ER signal sequence (Figure 5B). This ensures that SRP is
activated to initiate targeting only upon the emergence of a correct signal sequence from
the ribosome exit tunnel, thus preventing the promiscuous ER localization of ribosomes
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translating cytosolic proteins, or proteins destined to other organelles such as mitochondria
(Figure 5B).

4. Perspectives and Open Questions

Emerging data show that the observation with NAC is not an isolated example, but
rather, represents a general mechanism whereby the fidelity of individual protein biogenesis
pathways can be reshaped by macromolecular crowding at the ribosome exit site. For
example, the abundant cotranslational chaperone trigger factor (TF) in bacteria can help
the bacterial SRP reject borderline secretory protein substrates with weakly hydrophobic
signal sequences [91]. Analogously to NAC, TF co-binds with SRP on the ribosome and
regulates the activity of SRP via a multi-layered mechanism: it selectively reduces SRP–SR
assembly rates on ribosomes displaying weakly hydrophobic signal sequences [91]. TF
also restricts SRP-dependent targeting after the nascent polypeptide exceeds a critical
length of ~130 amino acids, imposing a limited time window during translation for SRP to
complete the targeting reaction [91]. This combination of allosteric and timing mechanisms
allows TF to suppress the leaky cotranslational targeting of secretory proteins that can
otherwise use the SecB/A post-translational translocation pathway. In another recent
example, the specificity of an essential nascent protein modification enzyme in bacteria,
methionine amino peptidase (MAP), was shown to be critically dependent on RPBs on
the ribosome [92]. Cotranslational excision of the initiator methionine by MAP is rapid
and diffusion-limited, with the irreversible chemical step significantly faster than the
dissociation of MAP from the ribosome. As such, ribosome-bound MAP displays limited
discrimination against suboptimal substrates with large side chains at the second amino
acid [92]. A combination of RPBs, SRP and TF, selectively reduces the reaction rate of
MAP at nascent chain lengths below 67 aa and beyond 82 aa [92]. This effectively restricts
the action of MAP to a limited time window during translation elongation and thus re-
establishes the sequence specificity of MAP during cotranslational processing of the nascent
protein [92]. These and other recent work highlight the rich and dynamic mechanisms of
molecular coordination between protein biogenesis factors on the ribosome and show that
this coordination plays a vital role in ensuring the fidelity of nascent protein selection into
their appropriate biogenesis pathways.

Recent findings in both co- and post-translational protein targeting pathways fur-
ther emphasize the principle that the appropriate sorting of nascent proteins to cellular
organelles is a result of the balanced action of multiple protein biogenesis factors and
pathways. While mitochondrial proteins are mislocalized to the ER in the absence of
NAC, acute depletion of SRP in yeast leads to the mistargeting of ribosomes translating
normally ER-destined proteins to mitochondria, triggering rapid mitochondria fragmen-
tation and dysfunction [7]. These results are reminiscent of the observations during the
post-translational targeting of tail-anchored membrane proteins (TAs), in which deletion
of components of the guided-entry-of-tail-anchored protein (GET) pathway resulted in
the mistargeting of some ER-destined TAs to mitochondria [93]. These observations likely
reflect the general tendency of hydrophobic, aggregation-prone membrane proteins to
be mislocalized to membrane-enclosed organelles. They also suggest that any individual
protein targeting pathway does not generate sufficient specificity of protein localization in
the cell. Instead, organelle specificity of protein localization relies critically on the proper
functioning of a combination of pathways and factors with opposing activities. These
pathways likely possess overlapping yet distinct substrate preferences, which could enable
more effective differentiation of degenerate targeting signals that share many physicochem-
ical features.

While NAC provides a triage factor that facilitates the correct selection of translating
ribosomes at early stages of ER targeting, it is likely that additional mechanisms are in
place to ensure the fidelity of protein targeting and translocation to cellular membranes.
In the case of bacterial SRP and MAP enzymes, kinetic rivalry with translation elongation
proved to be an effective strategy to reject suboptimal substrates [91,92]; whether this
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principle operates in the mammalian SRP pathway to tune substrate selection remains to be
determined. Intriguingly, the SRP9/14 subunits of the mammalian SRP competes with eEF1
and slows translation elongation (Figure 2A); whether and how this activity plays a role in
the efficiency and substrate selection of SRP remain open questions [94–101]. In addition,
early work showed that the Sec61p translocase provides a post-targeting mechanism
to reject ribosomes with mutated signal sequences [102]. Subsequent biochemical and
structural work revealed a lateral gate formed by TM2 and TM7 in the SecYEG/Sec61p
complex that forms a docking site for TMDs and signal sequences [103,104], providing a
molecular basis for the ability of this translocation machinery to recognize the targeting
signal. Furthermore, surveillance and quality control pathways have been identified on
both mitochondria and the ER that provide mechanisms for clearance of mislocalized
membrane proteins. The conserved AAA-ATPase, Msp1 in yeast or ATAD1 in mammalian
cells, localizes to the outer membrane of mitochondria and extracts ER-destined TAs
that are mislocalized to mitochondria in the absence of a functioning GET pathway, as
well as mislocalized peroxisomal TAs in the absence of the peroxisome targeting factor
Pex19 [105–109]. Msp1 facilitates the transfer of mistargeted TAs from mitochondria to
the ER, where the TA is recognized and degraded by the ubiquitin ligase Doa10 [110].
Reciprocally, an ER-resident P5A AAA-ATPase, ATP13A1 (Spf1 in yeast), recognizes and
mediates the extraction of mitochondrial TAs mislocalized at the ER membrane [111,112].
While the observation of error-correction mechanisms has thus far used TAs as model
substrates, whether analogous quality control machineries exist to correct mistakes in
cotranslational protein targeting and to handle topologically more complex membrane
proteins remain an outstanding question. The molecular mechanism by which these quality
control machineries detect errors in protein localization also remain to be determined.
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Abstract: Most mitochondrial proteins are synthesized in the cytosol and targeted to the mitochon-
drial surface in a post-translational manner. The surface of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) plays an
active role in this targeting reaction. ER-associated chaperones interact with certain mitochondrial
membrane protein precursors and transfer them onto receptor proteins of the mitochondrial surface
in a process termed ER-SURF. ATP-driven proteins in the membranes of mitochondria (Msp1, ATAD1)
and the ER (Spf1, P5A-ATPase) serve as extractors for the removal of mislocalized proteins. If the
re-routing to mitochondria fails, precursors can be degraded by ER or mitochondria-associated degra-
dation (ERAD or MAD respectively) in a proteasome-mediated reaction. This review summarizes the
current knowledge about the cooperation of the ER and mitochondria in the targeting and quality
control of mitochondrial precursor proteins.

Keywords: chaperones; contact sites; endoplasmic reticulum; ER-SURF; membrane extraction;
mitochondria; protein targeting

1. Introduction

It is the hallmark of eukaryotic cells that intracellular membranes define multiple
functionally different compartments. As a consequence, many, in some cell types even most,
proteins that are initially synthesized in the cytosol have to leave the cytosol to reach another
cellular compartment [1–3]. Thus, eukaryotic cells face the challenge to specifically direct
thousands of proteins to their respective position and, equally important, to remove those
proteins that get stranded at foreign and inappropriate locations. While localization signals,
targeting factors, receptors, and translocases for many of the residents of the different
organelles were identified, we are only starting to unravel how chaperones, proteases, retro-
translocases, extractors, and other “correction factors” marshal and proofread the sorting
of proteins to ensure well-defined proteomes and, hence, functional cellular compartments.
As if this disorder was not complicated enough, recent studies suggest that the surfaces
of different organelles actively cooperate in the sorting, the targeting and the clean-up
of translocation intermediates on the passage to their final residence. In particular, the
relevance of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) as the professional cellular sorting station
is not restricted to proteins that enter the secretory pathway, but also supports nascent
proteins destined to mitochondria, peroxisomes, lipid droplets, and chloroplasts [4–10]. In
this review, we will provide an overview of the role of the ER in targeting and degradation
of mitochondrial precursor proteins.

2. Targeting and Translocation of Mitochondrial Proteins

Mitochondria contain a small genome coding for a handful of proteins, most of which
represent hydrophobic core subunits of the respiratory chain; these proteins are presumably
difficult to import from the cytosol, and their expression in mitochondria allows organelle-
controlled synthesis [11–13]. The vast majority of mitochondrial proteins, many hundreds
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to thousands, are encoded in the nucleus, synthesized in the cytosol and subsequently
targeted and imported into the organelle (for review see [14]).

Most of these proteins are synthesized with N-terminal presequences that serve as a
matrix targeting signal (MTS) [15,16]. MTSs are amphipathic helices with one positively
charged and one hydrophobic surface [17]. They are recognized at the mitochondrial outer
membrane by three receptor proteins, Tom20, Tom22, and Tom70 that are part of the TOM
(translocase of the outer membrane) complex. However, the association of Tom70 with the
TOM complex is presumably dynamic and short-lived, potentially to gather the substrates
for the import pore [18–20]. The three receptors, which differ in their exact substrate
preference, pass precursor proteins in a cooperative manner to the protein-conducting
channel formed by the β-barrel protein Tom40. Tom40 serves as a general entry gate for all
proteins destined to the matrix, the inner membrane, the intermembrane space (IMS), and
for many outer membrane proteins. After translocation through Tom40, precursor proteins
are sorted to their respective submitochondrial localizations (Figure 1): Matrix and many
inner membrane proteins are directed to the TIM23 (translocase of the inner membrane)
complex which threads presequence-containing proteins through the inner membrane.
The transfer into the matrix is promoted by the PAM (presequence translocase-associated
motor) machinery by hydrolysis of matrix ATP [21] and is followed by the proteolytic
removal of the presequence mediated by the mitochondrial processing peptidase, MPP.
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Figure 1. Different groups of mitochondrial proteins embark on different import pathways. Proteins
of the matrix and many inner membrane proteins are synthesized as precursor proteins with N-
terminal matrix targeting signals (MTSs) and imported via the TOM and TIM23 complexes. The PAM
complex serves as motor for their translocation reaction. The mitochondrial processing peptidase
(MPP) removes the MTS of most of these proteins. Metabolite carriers lack presequences and are
integrated into the inner membrane by the TIM22 complex. The SAM complex integrates β-barrel pro-
teins into the outer membrane. Many outer membrane proteins with helical transmembrane domains
bypass the TOM complex but can be dependent on the MIM complex. IMM, inner mitochondrial
membrane; IMS, intermembrane space; OMM, outer mitochondrial membrane.

Carrier proteins (also referred to as the SLC25A or metabolite carrier family) are highly
abundant proteins of the mitochondrial inner membrane that mediate the exchange of
ATP and metabolites between mitochondria and the cytosol. They usually contain six
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transmembrane domains and do not contain an MTS but use internal targeting signals
that are scattered across their sequence [22]. These types of proteins are first recognized
on the mitochondrial surface by Tom70, which also tightly cooperates with the chaper-
one system of the cytosol [23,24]. Soluble chaperone complexes in the IMS, formed by
small TIM proteins, and the TIM22 complex then integrate carrier proteins into the inner
membrane [25,26].

Many proteins of the IMS lack presequences and their import relies on cysteine
motives [27]. The oxidoreductase Mia40 (CHCHD4 in humans) and the sulfhydryl oxidase
Erv1 (ALR in human) drive the import reaction of these proteins [28,29].

In the outer membrane, β-barrel proteins form large pores that allow the facilitated
diffusion of molecules up to a mass of several kDa. Precursors of β-barrel proteins are
first recognized at the TOM complex by their β-hairpin element. These β-barrel proteins
are imported through the TOM pore and inserted into the outer membrane by the SAM
(sorting and assembly) machinery in a reaction that is conserved between bacteria and
mitochondria [30,31].

Tail-anchored (TA) outer membrane proteins, that harbor only a single transmembrane
domain (TMD) in their very C terminus, bypass the pore in the TOM complex. The
mechanisms and factors that promote their insertion into the outer membrane are still
poorly defined [32].

The individual steps of these import reactions were elucidated by use of very powerful
in vitro import assays for which radiolabeled precursor proteins were mixed with isolated
mitochondria. Whereas this approach is very well suited to study protein translocation
across the mitochondrial membranes, it does not reveal the initial targeting process that
occurs before precursors reach the mitochondrial surface receptors.

3. Productive Targeting via the ER Surface: ER-SURF

In the context of protein biogenesis, protein targeting (the passage of nascent precur-
sors from the ribosome to the mitochondrial surface) has to be distinguished from protein
translocation (which refers to the threading of precursors through mitochondrial protein
translocases) [33]. Whereas mitochondrial protein translocation was studied extensively
over the last two decades, mitochondrial protein targeting is by far less understood. Many
recent studies documented the general importance of the cytosolic chaperone network
and the ubiquitin-proteasome-system (UPS). However, we know very little about which
chaperones and which ubiquitin ligases interact with which types of precursors and how
their directional movement to and subsequent release from the mitochondrial membrane
is mediated. Furthermore, it is unclear whether these quality control systems usher ev-
ery single precursor protein along its way to the mitochondrial surface or whether they
only deal with the fraction of stranded or structurally compromised precursor proteins.
Thus, the early reactions of mitochondrial protein biogenesis still await to be discovered.
Several recent reviews discussed these issues in depth [33–35]. In this article, we therefore
specifically focus on the relevance of the ER surface for mitochondrial protein biogenesis.

A large fraction of all ribosomes is bound to the surface of the ER. Ribosome-bound
nascent chains that expose highly hydrophobic signal sequences or transmembrane do-
mains are recognized by the signal recognition particle (SRP) and recruited to the ER
surface. Many mitochondrial proteins contain transmembrane domains, and therefore, it
is not surprising that mitochondrial membrane proteins were also identified among the
SRP clients [36]. For example, transmembrane domains of the inner membrane proteins
Oxa1 and Psd1 were found to be recognized by the SRP. Both proteins are synthesized with
presequences and use the TIM23-mediated import pathway [37,38]. However, presumably
due to the lower hydrophobicity of transmembrane domains in mitochondrial membrane
proteins [39,40], the SRP is able to discriminate between secretory proteins and most mito-
chondrial proteins. A recent study even proposed that the major mission of the SRP system
is the reliable distinction of these two large groups of cellular proteins [41]. Cotranslational
binders of the nascent chain, such as Ssb1/2 chaperones and the nascent chain-associated
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complex (NAC), fine-tune the SRP-mediated discrimination process [42,43], which might
contribute to their observed relevance for mitochondrial protein biogenesis [44–48]. Inter-
estingly, the factors of the guided entry of tail-anchored proteins (GET) pathway [49] also
play a role in mitochondrial protein targeting. Get3, a cytosolic chaperone and targeting
factor, was found to directly interact with some mitochondrial precursors, in addition to its
ER-destined clients [50]. Moreover, if mitochondrial precursor proteins accumulate in the
cytosol, they can be “rescued” by the GET pathway, which directs them onto the ER surface
from where they finally reach the mitochondrial import machinery; this GET-mediated
detour might be particularly relevant for carrier proteins and prevents their incorporation
into non-productive protein aggregates [51].

Thus, mitochondrial proteins might initially find themselves stranded at the ER due
to “mis-localization” if the SRP and cellular quality control components are not effective
enough in recognizing them. However, alternatively and not mutually exclusive, some
mitochondrial proteins might deliberately associate with the ER surface or be synthesized
by ER-bound ribosomes, in line with a considerable number of nascent mitochondrial
proteins that were observed on the ER by ribosome profiling experiments [52,53]. Regard-
less of whether ER targeting of nascent mitochondrial proteins is an active, intentional
mechanism or a cellular mistake, cells have evolved a pathway to help such precursors
make it to their final destination. This stopover-mediated targeting route to mitochondria
via the ER surface was termed the ER-SURF pathway (Figure 2) and the ER-bound J protein
Djp1 was identified as a component that increased the efficiency of this import route [5,54].
The ER-SURF model proposes that the ER surface acts as an antenna that helps to funnel
precursors to mitochondria. Consistent with this idea, in in vitro experiments the addition
of ER fractions increases the import rate of proteins into isolated mitochondria [5,55], an
observation that can hardly be reconciled with the idea that ER binding is synonymous
with non-productive mis-localization.
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Figure 2. The surface of the ER facilitates mitochondrial targeting of proteins that use the ER-SURF
pathway. Precursor proteins can reach mitochondria during, or after, their synthesis on cytosolic
ribosomes. Some mitochondrial precursors are directed to the ER surface. For example, metabolite
carriers were observed to be bound by Get3, a chaperone that facilitates ER-targeting of TA proteins.
Some mitochondrial membrane proteins, such as Oxa1 and Psd1, are recognized by the SRP. For
other mitochondrial proteins, such as Alo1, targeting factors were not identified so far. Djp1 is an
ER-associated protein that facilitates the transfer of ER-bound proteins to mitochondria.
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When mitochondrial import sites are limiting so that precursor proteins accumulate
outside of mitochondria, a large number of precursors of mitochondrial membrane proteins
were found to associate with the ER surface [56] and to induce the unfolded protein
response pathway of the ER [57]. Since these precursor proteins, in particular those of the
carriers, have a highly toxic potential [24,58,59], ER binding might serve as a safeguard
mechanism [51]. This is because the ER surface is coated by a number of cellular chaperones.
For example, Ydj1, the most abundant DnaJ-type co-chaperone of yeast cells, is tethered
to the ER surface by a farnesyl anchor [60]. The relevance of Ydj1 for mitochondrial
protein biogenesis is well documented [61–63], but it is not known at which intracellular
localization Ydj1 “meets” mitochondrial precursors.

Djp1 forms a complex with Tom70 [64]. It is not clear whether the Djp1 species that
partners Tom70 is bound to the ER. However, the ability of Tom70 to form mitochondria-ER
contact sites is well established [20,65,66]. It still needs to be elucidated whether Djp1
hands over precursors from the ER to the mitochondrial surface via direct contacts or,
alternatively, releases them to the cytosolic chaperone system.

A recent study in mammalian cells showed that Bcl2 can be transferred from the ER to
the mitochondrial surface in a Tom20-mediated reaction that occurs at ER-mitochondria
contact sites dubbed mitochondria-associated membranes (MAMs) [67]. This indicates that
the ER-SURF pathway also exists in mammalian cells and that the close collaboration of
the ER and mitochondria in protein sorting is a conserved feature of eukaryotic cells.

4. Contact Sites of the ER and Mitochondria

A function for the close cooperation of ER and mitochondria via membrane con-
tact sites was identified three decades ago when MAMs were first purified [68,69]. The
MAM was described as a membranous fraction that was inseparable even from highly
purified mitochondria and found to play a role in phospholipid biosynthesis. However,
molecular tethers that connect mitochondria to the ER remained unclear until the ER-
MES (ER mitochondria encounter structure) complex was identified in budding yeast
in 2009 [70]. This complex consists of the four structural components Mmm1, Mdm12,
Mdm34, and Mdm10, which form a chain-like bridge holding the two organelles in close
proximity [70–73]. ERMES is mainly involved in the transfer of phophatidylserine from the
ER to mitochondria where it is converted to phosphatidylethanolamine. Deletion of any
ERMES component leads to a decrease in the rate of phosphatidylethanolamine synthesis
and the overall levels of cardiolipin in mitochondria and to a collapse of the mitochondrial
network [74–78]. Moreover, ERMES promotes the formation of mitochondria-derived
compartments (MDCs) [6], defines the position of intra-mitochondrial complexes such as
nucleoids, the MICOS (mitochondrial contact site and cristae organizing center), and the
coenzyme Q synthome [78–80].

In addition to the ERMES complex, at least two further tethering complexes connect the
ER with mitochondria in yeast: One tether is formed by the ER-resident sterol transporter
Lam6/Ltc1 and Tom70 [65,66], the other was proposed to form by the ER membrane
complex (EMC) and Tom5 [81].

In mammalian cells, multiple tethering molecules have been suggested to act at contact
sites between the ER and mitochondria [82]. For example, a single recent split proximity
labeling approach proposed that 30 proteins are enriched in ER mitochondrial contact
zones [83], but the individual functions of these factors still need to be elucidated; however,
there is no doubt that these contacts are highly important for cellular functionality [84,85].
Thus, the ER and mitochondria form entangled intracellular networks that are connected
by several specific tethering complexes. These contact sites ensure a close proximity of
the ER and mitochondrial membranes and thereby support the biogenesis of (membrane)
proteins and lipids.
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5. Destructive Targeting via ERAD and MAD

Proteasomal degradation of ER and mitochondrial proteins (Figure 3) is often sum-
marized under the umbrella terms ERAD (for ER-associated degradation) and MAD (for
mitochondria-associated degradation) [86–89]. The components and underlying mecha-
nisms of ERAD are rather well understood, and even structures of the ERAD machinery
were recently published [90]. In contrast, the puzzle pieces of MAD are only in the process
of being collected and therefore a comprehensive, generally accepted picture still has
to emerge.
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Figure 3. Proteasomal degradation of proteins at the ER and the mitochondrial surface. ER and
mitochondrial proteins are released by the AAA proteins Cdc48/p97 (on both ER and mitochondria)
or Msp1 (on mitochondria) into the cytosol to be degraded by the proteasome. Poly-ubiquitin chains
serve as degradation signals and as handles on the proteins for unfolding and insertion into the
proteasome. Adaptor proteins such as Ubx2 or Doa1 play crucial role in the substrate binding of AAA
proteins. Stalled translocation intermediates induce the recruitment of Msp1 to the TOM complex
by Cis1 in a process called mitochondrial compromised protein import response (mitoCPR). MAD
of translocation intermediates is also referred to as mitochondrial protein translocation-associated
degradation (mitoTAD).

The UPS plays a general role in the degradation of non-functional or damaged outer
membrane proteins. Mitofusins (Fzo1 in yeast) were among the first mitochondrial protea-
some substrates that were identified and the proteasomal turnover of these fusion factors is
crucial for mitochondrial morphogenesis [91–93]. Surprisingly, many of the factors found
to carry out MAD were initially established as ERAD factors. Both processes share the
AAA unfoldase Cdc48/p97 and the adaptor proteins Ubx2 and Doa1/Ufd3 [94–97]. For
example, Ubx2, a well-established ER-embedded ERAD factor, also forms a pool on the
outer membrane of mitochondria. It monitors the TOM complex and in case of accumulat-
ing translocation intermediates, Ubx2 recruits Cdc48 to prevent clogging of mitochondrial
import sites. This Ubx2-mediated subcategory of MAD, which is important to cleanse
stalled translocation intermediates from the TOM complex, was called mitoTAD for mi-
tochondrial protein translocation-associated degradation [98]. Doa1/Ufd3 might play an
Ubx2-equivalent role in the degradation of outer membrane proteins [94–97].

At least in mammalian cells, ubiquitination might even regulate and fine-tune the
import through the TOM complex: precursors are ubiquinated by the ubiquitin ligase
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March5 (also called MITOL) before ubiquitin is removed by the deubiquitinase USP30. If
deubiquitination does not keep pace with ubiquitination, translocation intermediates are
arrested in the TOM complex, resulting in their degradation [99]. The USP30-mediated
deubiquitination of translocation intermediates is also relevant to prevent mitophagy via
activation of the ubiquitin ligase Parkin and the protein kinase PINK1 [100].

6. The Role of Membrane Extractors

The degradation of membrane proteins and translocation intermediates by ERAD
and MAD requires their extraction and presentation to the proteasome. The cytosolic
AAA protein Cdc48/p97 serves as such an extractor: this hexamer consists of two stacked
ATPase rings that pull substrate proteins through the central cavity, thereby generating
the force required to dislodge membrane proteins [101]. As mentioned before, different
adaptor proteins, such as Ubx2 and Doa1/Ufd3, facilitate the binding of ubiquitinated
substrates to Cdc48/p97.

The outer membrane contains an additional AAA protein for Cdc48/p97-independent
extraction. This protein complex is called Msp1 in yeast and ATAD1 in mammalian
cells, shares the overall hexameric organization with Cdc48/p97 and uses a comparable
mechanism for protein extraction (Figure 4). Msp1 was initially found as the dislocase for
peroxisomal and ER TA proteins that were aberrantly integrated into the mitochondrial
outer membrane [102,103]. After extraction these TA proteins are either sent for degradation
or passed on to their cognate target membrane [8,104]. Msp1 also extracts translocation
intermediates that get stuck in the import tunnel, a function for which it requires being
specifically recruited to the TOM complex by the adaptor Cis1 [105,106]. Interestingly,
proteins extracted from mitochondria by Msp1 can be targeted to the ER surface where
they are turned over by ERAD. Once again, this emphasizes the close alliance of the ER
and mitochondria during protein biogenesis.
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Figure 4. ATP-driven membrane extractors give mis-localized TA proteins a second chance to
find their correct location. The ATAD1/Msp1 complex is a hexameric AAA dislocase on the outer
membrane of mitochondria that recognizes non-mitochondrial TA proteins as well as translocation
intermediates stalled in the TOM complex. It removes these proteins, which then either find their
respective target membrane or are degraded, for example, via ERAD. An analogous extraction system
exists on the ER membrane, where the P-type ATPase P5a-ATPase (also called ATP13A1 or CATP-8)
recognizes and dislocates membrane proteins destined to mitochondria.

A membrane-bound extractor is also found on the ER membrane; this protein is called
Spf1 in yeast or P5A-ATPase in mammals [107,108]. It safeguards the ER by dislocation
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of mis-localized mitochondrial proteins, analogous to the function of Msp1/ATAD1 on
mitochondria. A potential role of Spf1/P5A-ATPase in ER-SURF still has to be elucidated.

7. ER-Mitochondria Contact Zones as Protein Nurseries

While the ER has been known for 30 years to serve as a general sorting station for
proteins of the secretory pathway, the biogenesis of proteins of mitochondria, chloroplasts,
and, to some degree, peroxisomes and lipid droplets was traditionally regarded as processes
that occur independently from the ER. This assumption was fueled by the observation
that, in vitro, isolated proteins can be efficiently imported into mitochondria, chloroplasts,
and peroxisomes in a post-translational reaction. The success of high-resolution light
microscopy and cryo-electron microscopy revealed fascinating insights into the interplay
of the different organelles, and many recent studies discovered the close collaborations
between the intracellular networks formed by the ER and by mitochondria. Examples
for such cooperations of the ER and mitochondria include the control of mitochondrial
fusion and fission [109–112], the positioning of genomes within mitochondria [78], the
formation of isolation membranes for autophagy [113–115], or the transfer of lipids [70,72].
It therefore is no surprise that ER mitochondria contact sites are also relevant for protein
targeting reactions and that the surfaces of the different membranes closely collaborate for
protein sorting.

We are only beginning to appreciate the dynamic interplay of organellar surfaces
in the context of protein biogenesis. These inter-organellar interactions are presumably
particularly relevant in the context of the large number of dually localized proteins [116],
such as Psd1 [117], DAKAP1 [118] or NADH-cytochrome b5 reductase [119].

Thus, the contact zone between mitochondria and the ER apparently serves as a
nursery where nascent proteins, under surveillance of cytosolic chaperones, and the quality
control factors of MAD and ERAD, find their appropriate destination membrane. It will be
exciting to further explore how eukaryotic cells orchestrate these biogenesis hotspots to
avoid an unproductive chaotic jumble.
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Abstract: Looking at the variety of the thousands of different polypeptides that have been focused
on in the research on the endoplasmic reticulum from the last five decades taught us one humble
lesson: no one size fits all. Cells use an impressive array of components to enable the safe transport
of protein cargo from the cytosolic ribosomes to the endoplasmic reticulum. Safety during the transit
is warranted by the interplay of cytosolic chaperones, membrane receptors, and protein translocases
that together form functional networks and serve as protein targeting and translocation routes.
While two targeting routes to the endoplasmic reticulum, SRP (signal recognition particle) and GET
(guided entry of tail-anchored proteins), prefer targeting determinants at the N- and C-terminus of
the cargo polypeptide, respectively, the recently discovered SND (SRP-independent) route seems to
preferentially cater for cargos with non-generic targeting signals that are less hydrophobic or more
distant from the termini. With an emphasis on targeting routes and protein translocases, we will
discuss those functional networks that drive efficient protein topogenesis and shed light on their
redundant and dynamic nature in health and disease.

Keywords: endoplasmic reticulum; GET; protein targeting; protein transport; SND; SRP; Sec61
complex; EMC; positive-inside rule; hydrophobicity; signal peptide; transmembrane helix

1. Introduction

Eucaryotic cells use the principle of compartmentalization to streamline the flow of
information within the crowded intracellular environment. Different subcellular compart-
ments have occurred during evolution as the result of either endosymbiosis, invagination
of the plasma membrane, budding off from other previously formed organelles, or, as
discussed more recently, from the autogenous fusion of plasma membrane protrusions [1,2].
Irrespective of its inside-out (protrusions of the procaryotic plasma membrane) or outside-
in (invagination of the procaryotic plasma membrane) origin, the lumen of the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) was at first similar to the extracellular milieu and therefore different from
the cytosol. In mammalian cells, the ER lumen still reflects its extracellular derivation based
on the high concentration and storage of calcium [3,4]. Next to the nucleus, the ER is one of
the largest organelles in many cell types and is abundantly present in secretory cells such
as those found in the endo- and exocrine portions of the pancreas [5,6]. The correlation
between protein secretion and abundance of the ER is not coincidental and substantiates
the importance of the ER for this process [7,8]. Indeed, the ER represents the entry point
for proteins to the secretory pathway including the exocrine zymogens and endocrine
hormones released by the pancreas.

About one-third of eucaryotic genes encode for polypeptides that require targeting
to the ER membrane [9,10]. Those polypeptides belong to soluble, membrane-associated,
or integral membrane proteins that are all handled and distributed by the ER. Although
this organelle represents a vast network that spans from the outer nuclear membrane to the
periphery, newly synthesized proteins do not find the ER autonomously. Instead, precursor
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polypeptides rely on specialized targeting mechanisms that direct them to the ER membrane
in a co- or post-translational fashion [11]. In the case of co-translational protein targeting, a
nascent polypeptide is recognized during the process of ribosomal translation. As soon as
a specific amino acid stretch of the precursor, a so-called targeting signal, emerges from
the ribosomal exit tunnel, it is recognized by a targeting factor that directs the complex of
ribosome and nascent chain to the ER membrane. The signal recognition particle (SRP) was
the first co-translationally acting targeting factor that was discovered and shown to target
the ribosome-nascent chain complex (RNC) with the help of the cognate SRP receptor (SR)
to the ER membrane [12,13]. In contrast, post-translational protein targeting occurs after a
precursor is fully synthesized and released from the ribosome into the cytosol. Key features
of post-translationally targeted polypeptides can be a short overall precursor length (<100
amino acids), a C-terminal positioning of a transmembrane helix (TMH) that serves as a
targeting signal, or, as is the case for yeast, a “weak” N-terminal signal peptide (SP) that
is required for targeting [14–16]. These features prevent efficient recognition by the co-
translational targeting factor SRP and require the presence of a post-translational targeting
factor such as GET3. GET is the acronym for guided entry of tail-anchored proteins. This
implies that GET3 is involved in the targeting of tail-anchored (TA) proteins, substrates
that carry a single C-terminally located TMH as a targeting signal. In addition, GET3 has
been shown to promote the targeting of short precursor polypeptides with a cleavable
N-terminal SP [17–20]. Recent evidence has uncovered another SRP-independent (SND)
targeting pathway that seems to function as a backup system with some substrate spectra
that overlap with the GET and SRP pathway [21–23]. Additionally, abundant cytosolic
chaperones support the targeting of fully-synthesized precursor polypeptides, but they are
not discussed here in detail [24,25].

After targeting to the ER membrane, co- and post-translationally arriving polypeptides
rely on one of the protein translocation machineries residing in this membrane. Similar to
the diversity of precursor polypeptides that are handled by multiple targeting pathways,
multiple protein translocases have also evolved to support the insertion or translocation of
proteins into or across the ER membrane [26,27]. As the ER membrane originated from the
procaryotic plasma membrane, some of the translocation machines of the ER resemble their
bacterial ancestors [28,29]. The first ER protein translocase that was described and studied
in much detail was the Sec61 complex [30]. This translocase can open up a “fenestrated”
conduit through the ER membrane for the translocation of SP-carrying proteins as well
as the lateral release of TMHs [30,31]. Other precursor polypeptides, such as TA proteins,
can make use of alternative translocation machines such as the GET1/2 complex or the
ER membrane protein complex (EMC) [32,33]. Interestingly, precursor proteins relying
on the GET1/2 complex or EMC require a differentially shaped opening compared to the
membrane-spanning pore that is provided by the Sec61 complex. This shows that nature
has apparently found more than one solution for polypeptides to traverse a membrane.

It is now half a century since Blobel and Sabatini published their first “tentative
scheme” on what they would later coin the signal hypothesis. They speculated about
the “role of the ribosome-membrane interaction in the vectorial discharge of proteins into
the ER”, which “is indicated by (a) the close association of the nascent polypeptide chain
with the ER membrane and (b) the close association of the large ribosomal subunit with
this membrane” [34]. As no one size fits all, several types of targeting signals, targeting
pathways, and protein translocases have since then been described, which demonstrate the
diversity of transferring proteins from the cytosol to the secretory pathway. However, in
light of the macromolecular crowding and potential off-target destinations, one underlying
theme that unifies those functional targeting and translocation networks is “safety first”.
During their journey from the inside of the ribosome to the ER membrane, the nascent
polypeptides are handed over from one protected compartment and cavity to the next
to avoid extensive folding and premature, unproductive interactions. After leaving the
shielded environment provided by the ribosome, hydrophobic targeting signals are cradled
by a binding pocket of one of the targeting factors before they are transferred to a narrow
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opening of one of the translocation machineries that acts as a membrane-integrated chap-
erone. We will summarize some of these protective micro-compartments and discuss key
players of the functional targeting and translocation routes that chaperone polypeptides
into or across the ER membrane.

2. Two Prominent Types of Hydrophobic Targeting Signals

According to the original concept of the signal hypothesis by Günter Blobel and
David Sabatini, proteins themselves contain targeting information within their polypeptide
sequence that directs them to the ER membrane. Fifty years ago in 1971, they wrote that
a “nascent chain provides the structural conditions for its transfer into the membrane-
bounded compartment of the ER”. That is, intrinsic, proteinaceous targeting signals
govern the transport and localization of precursor proteins to the ER membrane where “the
segregated chains may undergo the modifications (proteolytic cleavage, e.g., proinsulin;
attachment of carbohydrate, e.g., immunoglobulins) required for secretion, storage, or
disposal in the various intracellular membrane-bounded compartments” [34]. Upon arrival
at the correct membrane, the targeting signals fulfill a second function. They can initiate the
gating of a compatible protein translocase that temporarily opens a pore or somehow helps
to overcome the energetically unfavorable process of protein insertion/translocation into
or across a lipid bilayer. A wealth of data gathered over the past 50 years demonstrates the
validity of this oligopeptide-based targeting concept which relies on intrinsic amino acid
stretches of cargo proteins. In addition, we would like to refer the reader to compelling data
and reviews highlighting the oligonucleotide-based targeting of mRNA, which instead
relies on intrinsic nucleotide motifs. In the case of the latter, specialized membrane proteins
recruit either mRNA to membrane-bound ribosomes or mRNA that is present in a RNC to
the membrane [35–41].

Here, we will focus on two types of oligopeptide-based ER targeting signals, cleav-
able SPs and TMHs, that are encoded as part of the primary structure of cargo proteins
and help to find the ER. Both variants of targeting signals share a hydrophobic core el-
ement that upon its emergence from the ribosomal exit tunnel is usually considered to
initiate the process of selective targeting, translocation, and/or membrane insertion [42].
Other hydrophobic sequences, such as the C-terminal glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-
attachment signal [43,44], may further shape the choice of a specific targeting pathway
but do not act independently of an N-terminal SP. Moreover, adhering to the Latin prefix
“trans”, we do not discuss the targeting of monotopic membrane proteins that do not fully
traverse both halves of the lipid bilayer and instead insert via an intramembrane domain
often showing a hairpin or amphipathic helix [45,46].

2.1. The Tripartite Nature of Cleavable Signal Peptides

Soon after describing their insights into the ribosome–membrane interaction in eucary-
otic cells, Blobel and colleagues published a series of landmark papers that demonstrated
the presence of N-terminal SPs to direct proteins to the ER via the cytosolic SRP, before
they are cleaved off upon translocation [12,13,47–55]. Although it was originally assumed
that many, if not all, SPs share the same consensus motif, analyses of a growing number
of protein sequences over time showed the opposite: a remarkable sequence variation of
SPs. However, upon closer inspection, some preserved features shared by all SPs became
evident and pointed for example to the importance of the central hydrophobic h-domain,
which is usually rich in leucine [56–58]. Leucine residues stabilize the formation of an
α-helix, a feature that is relevant at different stages during protein biogenesis [59,60]. Stud-
ies addressing the physicochemical parameters of SPs found a typical overall length of
about 20–30 residues and validated the h-domain as a hydrophobic α-helical stretch of
~7–15 residues, which is flanked by two shorter domains named according to their relative
position the n- and c-domain. While the n-domain (~1–5 residues long) can carry some
cationic residues, the c-domain (~3–7 residues long) is polar in nature and harbors a SP
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cleavage site recognized by a signal peptidase [61–66]. Thus, most SPs are tripartite in their
design, which is themed “cationic-hydrophobic-polar” (Figure 1A).

Figure 1. Features of human signal peptides and the amino acid distribution in key positions. (A) The
tripartite segmentation of a cleavable signal peptide (SP) found at the N-terminus (NH3

+) of secretory
proteins. Characteristic attributes of the three sub-domains are given below. (B) A histogram showing
the SP length distribution of 3584 human SP annotated at Uniprot. Numbers at the top of the diagram
represent frequencies of the highlighted area. Almost three-quarters of SPs are 21–40 amino acids
(aa) in length. (C,D) Histograms showing the frequencies of the twenty proteinogenic amino acids in
the second (C) of twelve (D) positions of the same human SPs considered in (B) ordered from the
lowest to the highest fraction. Amino acids are listed on the x-axis according to the one-letter code.
The acidic amino acids aspartate (D) and glutamate (E) are labeled in red and the basic amino acids
arginine (R) and lysine (K) in blue.

Looking at the ~3500 human SPs and their combined 85,000 amino acids that are
annotated at the Uniprot database (www.uniprot.org, accessed 12 June 2020), the same
conclusions about physicochemical properties arise. The average length of a human SP
is 24 residues and more than 80% are between 15 and 30 residues in length (Figure 1B).
The shortest SP of eight residues is found in the chymotrypsin-like elastase family member
1, CELA1. Considering the importance of hydrophobicity and the h-domain, it is not
surprising that the most frequent amino acid found in human SPs is leucine with almost
25%. However, the frequency of individual amino acids varies depending on the position,
congruent with the tripartite sectioning of SPs. For example, in position #2 right after the
starting methionine, the most frequent amino acid is alanine (19%) followed by glycine,
arginine, and lysine with ~10% each (Figure 1C). The frequent occurrence of arginine
and lysine in this position reflects the observation of a positively charged n-domain. In
position #12, which should report on the h-domain of many signal peptides, leucine is
the most prevalent amino acid with 35%. As expected, the four charged amino acids,
aspartate, glutamate, lysine, and arginine are less frequently found at this position and
have a combined frequency of about 5% (Figure 1D). Photo-crosslink studies addressing
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the targeting and translocation efficiency of different SP variants have shown that the
severe transport defects of reporter proteins mainly derive from the shortening of the h-
domain [58]. These findings underline previous studies that have tested the functionality of
essentially random, 20 amino acid long peptide sequences for secretion [67]. Similarly, the
occurrence of charged residues in the h-domain of a preprotein’s SP can affect translocation
and cause disease, as is the case with mutations identified in the SP of renin or bilirubin
UDP-glucuronosyltransferase [68–72]. Equivalent to charged residues, the introduction of
a single helix breaking proline in the middle of the h-domain can also suppress the efficient
translocation of the preprotein, as was shown for the SP of the yeast invertase [73]. The
lack of a universal consensus motif and the detrimental impact on protein targeting in the
presence of single mutations in the SP support the conclusion that SPs and the respective
downstream mature domain of a protein are specifically matched. Hence, SP diversity does
not represent a lack of selective evolutionary pressure. In fact, the opposite is the case and
SPs have been found to evolve half as fast as neutral sequences which probably helps to
conserve SP functionality [74]. The co-evolution of a SP with the rest of the protein also
supports data that show SPs and mature domains are not always readily interchangeable
without impacting translocation efficiency [75–77]. Therefore, it is not surprising that only
about 80 of the ~3500 human SPs are re-used once or more within the human proteome.

The Correlation between Signal Peptides and Downstream Processes

The broad biophysical similarities plus the individual SP-specific features characterize
most SPs as unique cis-acting elements that shape the fate of a protein including its tar-
geting, translocation, SP cleavage, and post-translocation events. These processes involve
various trans-acting factors that directly or indirectly associate with the SP. In addition to
cytosolic targeting factors and membrane-resident translocases that temporarily harbor
the SP, further auxiliary components that fine-tune these steps have been identified over
the past years [42]. As will be discussed in more detail in the following sections, the first
elements that were shown to accommodate the h-domain of co-translationally targeted
SPs were the transiently opening binding pockets of SRP and the Sec61 complex [78–80].
In yeast and mammalian cells, certain secretory proteins can also be directed to the ER
membrane SRP-independently in a post-translational fashion. Likewise, the secretion of
proteins to the periplasmic space of E. coli occurs prevalently post-translation. Interestingly,
the hydrophobicity of post-translationally directed SPs seems to differ from those that are
recognized co-translationally; however, there are species-specific differences. While in yeast
post-translationally targeted SPs show a lower hydrophobicity than the co-translational
counterparts, post-translationally transported small secretory proteins of human cells show
the opposite: an above-average hydrophobicity [17,81]. Irrespective of the organism, the
transport of post-translational substrates requires the Sec61 complex to associate with the
auxiliary membrane proteins Sec62/Sec63 that act as allosteric effectors supporting the
opening of the translocation pore [82–88]. Other than SPs with a hydrophobicity deviant
from the norm, human SPs with an above-average portion of the helix breaking residues
glycine and proline require the presence of another auxiliary component, the translocon-
associated protein (TRAP) complex [89]. Overall, the plethora of different SPs require the
presence of multiple targeting and translocation modalities and provide one reason why
the original idea of a unified pathway for the topogenesis of all secretory proteins had to
be extended.

2.2. Transmembrane Helices Are Efficient Targeting Signals

In addition to N-terminal SPs, hydrophobic TMHs can also serve as efficient targeting
signals and are readily recognized and accommodated by different targeting routes and
translocation machineries. The two types of targeting signals are not mutually exclusive.
About 40% of the SP-carrying human proteins mentioned above also have one or more
TMH(s). Vice versa, of the ~4800 human membrane proteins that are annotated at the
Uniprot database, ~1350 proteins carry a SP and ~50 a so-called transit peptide that is
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destined for the targeting of a nuclear-encoded protein to an organelle other than the ER
(www.uniprot.org/help/transit, accessed 14 October 2021). The number of annotated
human membrane proteins aligns reasonably well with previous reports stating that mem-
brane proteins correspond to 20–30% of genes encoded in a typical genome [90,91]. On
the one hand, TMHs and SPs share (i) the functional equivalence as targeting and gating
signals as well as (ii) the extensive sequence variability. On the other hand, they differ
with respect to (i) the length of their hydrophobic core and (ii) their positioning within the
precursor protein. While SPs are found at the N-terminus and their h-domain comprises
~7–15 residues, TMHs can be localized anywhere within the primary structure and are
typically 19–25 residues in size. Although TMHs are on average more hydrophobic than
SPs, both types of targeting signals cover a wide range of hydrophobicity, a parameter that
equally influences targeting and topogenesis [92,93].

A crude inspection of the ~4800 human membrane proteins annotated at the Uniprot
database (accessed 19 May 2020) shows roughly 2100 (44%) bitopic/single-pass and 2700
(56%) polytopic membrane proteins with a totality of ~20,000 TMH (Figure 2A). A total of
88% of all human membrane proteins contain less than 8 TMHs and the shortest one with
a total of 31 amino acids and 1 TMH is sarcolipin, a regulator of the ER calcium ATPase
SERCA2. Without much deviation, the average length of all first, second, or third TMHs is
21 residues, a number that remains fairly stable even for membrane proteins with many
more TMHs (Figure 2B).

Figure 2. Length, charge, and topology of transmembrane helices of human bi- and polytopic
membrane proteins. (A) The histogram shows the relative fraction of bitopic membrane proteins
(MPs) with one transmembrane helix (TMH) and polytopic MPs with two or more TMHs. The data
are based on the 20,056 TMHs of 4853 human MPs annotated at Uniprot. (B) Grey bars show the
average length (left y-axis) with standard deviation of all first, second, and later TMHs till the twelfth
TMH. White numbers at the bottom of the bar indicate the number of TMHs found in the human
MPs. The blue diamond represents the relative fraction of the same TMHs that do not carry any
charged residues (right y-axis). (C) Classification of bi- and polytopic (pt) membrane proteins based
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on topology, presence of a signal peptide (SP), and localization of a TMH within the primary structure.
SPs are colored according to Figure 1 and their cleavage by the signal peptidase is indicated by
scissors. For orientation purposes, the C-terminus (C) of each representative is indicated. Black lines
indicate domains up- and downstream of a TMH. Cis- and trans-acting factors that influence the final
topology of MPs are mentioned on the right and are further described in the text. aa, amino acids;
ave., average; w/o, without.

2.2.1. The Topological Diversity of Transmembrane Helices

The topological layout is one of many ways to classify membrane proteins. With a
focus on TMHs, the following classification excludes β-barrel membrane proteins that are
not present in the ER and are limited to the outer membranes of mitochondria, chloroplasts,
and bacteria [94,95]. The topology-based grouping (Figure 2C), which is used by many
researchers, considers four features including the presence of an SP, the orientation of the
first TMH fully traversing the lipid bilayer, the relative position of this first TMH within
the primary structure, and the quantity of TMHs giving rise to seven classes of α-helical
membrane proteins [96]. Accordingly, single-pass type I membrane proteins start with a
cleavable SP dictating the downstream TMH into an Nexo/Ccyto orientation, whereas the
type II version lacks a SP and the single TMH adopts an Ncyto/Cexo orientation requiring
an originally unanticipated flip-turn during insertion [97,98]. Interestingly, as targeting
equivalents, the SPs and type II TMHs adopt the same Ncyto/Cexo topology using a loop-
like insertion or flip-turn. As will be discussed later, this is the reason why SP-carrying
substrates (including soluble and type I membrane proteins) and type II membrane proteins
share the same translocation apparatus, the Sec61 complex. In contrast, single-pass type
III membrane proteins lack an SP and the single TMH orients in an Nexo/Ccyto topology,
which, whilst somewhat counter-intuitive, relies preferentially on a different translocation
apparatus, the EMC [99,100]. Single pass type IV membrane proteins are more often referred
to as TA proteins. They resemble the Ncyto/Cexo orientation of a type II protein, but their
TMH is located close to the protein’s C-terminus. This classification system for single-pass
membrane proteins is also used at Uniprot (www.uniprot.org/locations/SL-9905 for type I
and up to/SL-9908 for type IV). Based on the presence of an SP and the orientation of their
first TMH, polytopic membrane proteins can also be classified analogously as type Ipt, type
IIpt, and type IIIpt. We use the index “pt” to indicate the classification of a first TMH of a
“polytopic” membrane protein.

2.2.2. The Crosstalk between Transmembrane Helices and Trans-Acting Factors

The determination of the final topology of a membrane protein is a multifactorial
process and depends on both trans-acting factors such as protein translocases, chaperones,
and lipids as well as intrinsic parameters encoded within the protein sequence (Figure 2C).
The sequence-intrinsic, or cis-acting, elements that influence the orientation of the initial
TMH include the positive-inside rule, the folding capacity of preceding N-terminal do-
mains, hydrophobicity, and the length of a protein reflecting on the duration of ribosomal
translation [95,101]. The positive-inside rule is a driving factor for the orientation of both
targeting signals, TMHs (initial and internal ones) and SPs. This conserved principle
reflects on the statistical enrichment of arginine and lysine residues in the cytosolic edge
of a TMH as well as in the cytosolic-facing n-domain of SPs [63,93,102,103]. Mutational
and protein engineering analyses of membrane protein reporters have provided additional
support for the bioinformatic approaches and corroborated the importance of positive
charges as a topological determinant [104,105]. Larger, quick folding N-terminal domains
that precede a TMH can start to adopt secondary and tertiary structure motifs that prevent
their translocation and handling by the limited pore size of a translocase. Therefore, folded
domains force the downstream TMH to adopt a type II (Ncyto/Cexo) topology, irrespective
of the positive-inside rule [106]. The hydrophobicity of TMHs varies to a great extent.
The TMHs of single-spanning membrane proteins are usually more hydrophobic than
those of polytopic membrane proteins [107,108]. Similar to a quick folding N-terminal
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domain, a very hydrophobic TMH can also overpower the positive-inside rule. However,
in this case, the hydrophobicity forces the TMH into a type III (Nexo/Ccyto) orientation by
stimulating the translocation of the N-terminus [98]. Although the experiments by Goder
and Spiess were based on an unusually hydrophobic 22 residue long oligo-leucine stretch,
they impressively demonstrated two points. One, the total protein length following the
TMH influences the topology, most likely as a function of synthesis time/speed. Two, the
topology determination is a dynamic equilibrium that can entail TMH inversion starting
from a type III insertion and culminating in a type II re-orientation. Furthermore, slowing
down translation by low-dose cycloheximide treatments to increase synthesis time also
favored TMH inversion from type III to type II. Those data aligned well with experiments
using reconstituted conditions that also demonstrated the flip-turn of a canonical type II
TMH from aquaporin IV [97,98].

In the case of polytopic membrane proteins, the topology determination of the first TMH
dictates, in most cases, the orientation of the following TMHs with each one crossing through
the membrane in the alternate orientation as the predecessor. However, the mixture of more
and less hydrophobic TMHs sometimes only separated by a short loop can put further steric
constraints on the topology determination and additional parameters such as TMH–TMH
interactions come into play [109,110]. The cooperative behavior of neighboring TMHs can be
deduced from experiments with wild-type and mutant proteins. For example, studies of the
bovine heptahelical opsin show that, within the same polypeptide chain, some TMHs tend
to insert into the lipid bilayer individually, whereas others bundle up before being released
as a small package of TMHs [111,112]. Other studies that have focused on charge inversion
mutations in the TMH-flanking regions of Glut1 or single point mutations in TMHs of connexin
Cx32 have also demonstrated the cooperativity between TMHs [113–115]. Those findings imply
that downstream TMHs can re-initialize correct topology determination and mutations do
not necessarily cause an inverted topology of downstream TMHs or of the entire polytopic
membrane protein. Less hydrophobic TMHs, sometimes also carrying membrane-aversive
charged amino acids, can be found in ion transporters or channels such as the ER calcium
ATPase SERCA2 or the voltage-gated potassium channel KCNA1 of humans. Such specialized
membrane proteins have hydrophilic residues of different TMHs facing inwards, i.e., away
from the hydrocarbon core of the bilayer. In the case of the potassium channel, TMHs and the
hydrophilic residues form a tunnel with a selectivity filter and a gated pore as a conduit for
potassium ions after shedding the water-shell [116]. With regard to cooperativity, the membrane-
insertion of such “unusual” TMHs might require their release into the membrane in small
bundles and the assistance of different trans-acting factors.

Although instances are known where TMHs such as the type IV tail-anchor of Cytb5
can insert into protein-free membranes of liposomes [117,118], it is safe to say that other
than the local lipid composition, protein translocation machineries also represent relevant
trans-acting factors that help to shape topogenesis. As such, they decode the sequence-
intrinsic information that influences the orientation of the initial TMH [119]. By analogy,
protein translocases act in a similar way to the axon hillock of neuronal cells that collects,
considers, and computes incoming inhibitory and activating signals from the dendrites
into one unified signal output for the axon. Yet, before reaching a protein translocase at the
ER membrane, the crowded intracellular environment requires the hydrophobic targeting
signals to be cradled from the start to the end of their journey to prevent aggregation
and premature, unproductive interactions. After the emergence of a targeting signal from
the protective ribosomal exit tunnel, it is chaperoned by an adequate targeting pathway
that safely transfers it to the membrane and a suitable protein translocase. Critical ele-
ments of the multiple targeting and translocation pathways that are required to properly
accommodate the various targeting signals will be discussed next.

3. Multifactorial Polypeptide Targeting Pathways: The SRP, GET, and SND Systems

For years, the view of ER targeting was dominated by one pathway that would
cater to all the polypeptides with the help of the SRP (Figure 3). The discovery of the
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GET and SND routes in the last fifteen years has led to the emergence of alternative
targeting pathways [18,19,21,22]. Their existence has long been anticipated since the
disturbance or absence of the SRP pathway does not result in a complete shutdown of ER
targeting [120,121]. Differential energy requirements have been observed in the transport
of different cargo [122–124] and the vitality of SRP knock-out cells also argued against its
exclusive role in ER targeting [121,125,126]. However, the identification of the GET system
as a dedicated pathway for TA proteins was still not sufficient to explain ER targeting of
all cargo, hinting at the existence of additional pathways. Accordingly, the knock-out of
GET components tends to have rather moderate effects, though heterogeneous phenotypes
have been observed for various factors and organisms [127–130]. In line with the notion
that GET is not essential in yeast [19], another targeting option was found with SND.
Synergistic effects have been observed upon the simultaneous depletion of GET and SND
and strikingly, an overexpression of SND could compensate for the loss of SRP function in
yeast [21]. The proposed model involves a network of three main targeting pathways that
show different, but partially overlapping, client spectra which are in accordance with a non-
hierarchical organization where one pathway acts as a back-up in case of the malfunction of
another. Specifically, SRP recognizes cleavable SPs and TMHs at the N-terminus, whereas
the GET pathway preferentially binds the C-terminal TMHs of TA proteins. While both
groups of clients share signals with a similar hydrophobicity but a different localization
within the polypeptide, the SND pathway catches less hydrophobic targeting signals
which occur internally or at the C-terminus [22,23,43]. These findings have highlighted a
previously unanticipated complexity of ER targeting that expands beyond proteins with
classical targeting signals and includes the heterogeneous cohorts of TA and GPI-anchored
proteins [23,43,131]. Next, the current view of pathway organization and operation will be
discussed for SRP, GET, and SND before we continue with a structural comparison of the
central cargo binding components to discuss the partially overlapping client spectra.

Figure 3. Major components and hallmarks of the mammalian SRP, SND, and GET targeting path-
ways. The top half shows a graphical output of the major components that shape the three targeting
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pathways SRP, SND, and GET. The dotted lines indicate a zoomed-in view of the BAG6 pre-targeting
complex cooperating with SGTA and other cellular components. The double-headed arrow suggests
the cycling of TA proteins between the two chaperones SGTA and BAG6. The bottom half summarizes
some of the key features that differentiate the pathways from each other. Ribosome-associated and
cytosolic targeting components are shown in grey colors and the cognate membrane receptors in
shades of blue. Components (hSnd1, hSnd3) shown with a hatched color fill have not yet been
identified in higher eucaryotes. Their existence is based on findings from yeast and the conserved
nature of targeting machineries [21]. Abundance values for the receptor components are based on
the quantitative mass spectrometry of mammalian cells [132]. Please note, there is considerable
controversy about the abundance of GET1 and GET2 with some sources finding GET2 in four- to
sevenfold molar excess over GET1 [133,134]. The N-terminus (N) of newly synthesized polypeptides
is shown to accentuate the positioning of signal peptides (SPs) and transmembrane helices (TMHs)
of different types of cargos, including tail-anchored (TA) proteins and glycosylphosphatidylinositol
(GPI)-anchored proteins. BAG6, BCL2-associated athanogene 6; GET, guided entry of TA proteins;
HSPs, heat shock proteins; SGTA, small glutamine rich tetratricopeptide repeat co-chaperone alpha;
SND, SRP-independent; SR, SRP receptor; SRP, signal recognition particle.

3.1. The Ancient Silk Road Project, SRP—Direct Way to the ER

In the SRP pathway (Figure 3), two GTPases, the cargo-binding SRP in the cytosol
and the corresponding ER-resident receptor SR, ensure efficient and specific targeting
to the ER membrane [135]. Energy consumption is coupled to the dissociation of the
SRP–SR complex upon the coordinated transfer of cargo to the Sec61 complex [136–138].
SRP is thus recycled into the cytosol for another round of ER targeting only upon the
successful termination of the cargo delivery. Underlining its relevance as an important
factor in ER targeting, the SRP pathway is conserved in all domains of life [139]. Though,
similar to the ribosome, the size and complexity of SRP architecture has increased during
evolution [140]. In contrast to the bacterial SRP that only comprises one protein component
for cargo recognition (an SRP54 homolog), the mammalian SRP consists of six proteins
bound to a universal 7S RNA scaffold. Along with the growth in size and complexity,
eucaryotic SRP has developed the ability to arrest translation via the acquired Alu domain
(SRP9/SRP14) that binds near the peptidyl transferase center (PTC) and competes with
elongation factors [141,142]. It is based on this dogma that ER transport has long been
assumed to be strictly co-translational, which entails the coupling of protein synthesis and
translocation for maximal shielding of the hydrophobic targeting signal until translocation
is completed. In an alternative model, the SRP-mediated slowdown of translation serves to
keep the translocation competence of polypeptides to match the limiting targeting sites in
the ER membrane, referring to the SR [143]. Today, the view of a strict translational arrest
in SRP-mediated targeting has been weakened based on ribosomal profiling experiments
in yeast and bacteria [125,144]. Indeed, SRP might not be the only option to locally slow
down the translation, as mentioned before. The complete ribosome-independent action
of SRP has likewise been proposed based on the binding to certain TA proteins [145],
which seemed to hold functional relevance under cellular conditions [23]. In addition,
the question of where the ribosomal translation is localized, in the cytosol or at the ER
membrane, is an ongoing matter of debate. Accordingly, SRP might be prevalently required
for the delivery of the RNC in the first round of ER targeting which is accompanied by local
translation initialization at the ER membrane [146–149]. Breaking with another dogma,
SRP seems not to be the lonely player it was generally believed to be. Mammalian small
glutamine-rich tetratricopeptide repeat co-chaperone alpha (SGTA) has been shown to act
co-translationally and downstream of SRP to ensure targeting fidelity [150], yet an overlap
between the SRP and GET pathways has been demonstrated.

3.2. The Juggling GET Cascade—Safety First

The GET pathway (Figure 3) is well-established to deal post-translationally with the C-
terminal targeting signals of TA proteins or short SP-carrying polypeptides with 100 amino
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acids or less, both of which are likely to evade co-translational recognition [22]. Despite
some compensating mechanisms (see Section 4.1), TA proteins and short secretory proteins
are released from the ribosome shortly after their synthesis is terminated without prior
exposition of the targeting signal to the cytosol [151]. In such cases, a cascade of trans-acting
factors handles the recognition, shielding, and delivery of the cargo [152,153]. Directionality
of targeting towards the ER membrane is ensured by the homodimeric ATPase GET3 (Get3
in yeast), the central energy-consuming targeting factor of the GET pathway. Depending
on the nucleotide occupancy, it transitions between closed and open conformations that
allow cargo binding and release [154,155]. ATP hydrolysis is induced upon capture of the
cargo and may represent a proof-reading step leading to full commitment to GET-driven
ER targeting [155,156]. Thus, cargo delivery and factor recycling are carefully regulated to
prevent premature cargo release before reaching the ER receptor. While such energy-driven
control appears as a general theme in protein targeting, recent findings have shown that
GET3 is dispensable for the targeting of moderate or low hydrophobic TA proteins. Since
they are less at risk for aggregation, a loose binding and re-binding by cytosolic chaperones
such as the abundant calmodulin might be sufficient. Calmodulin directs TMHs of lower
hydrophobicity to the EMC for insertion [157].

Installment of a Pre-Targeting Complex with Connections to Other Chaperone Systems

In the canonical GET pathway, SGTA (Sgt2 in yeast) transfers cargo to the GET3 tar-
geting factor as part of the so-called pre-targeting complex, together with GET4 and GET5
(Get4 and Get5 in yeast) [158,159]. While GET5 binds SGTA, GET4 recruits ATP-bound
GET3 and primes it for capturing cargo from SGTA by the inhibition of ATP hydrolysis.
Thus, by regulating the ATPase cycle of GET3, the pre-targeting complex supports the
safe and direct loading of cargo from SGTA onto GET3. Such a hand-over is therefore
characterized as private, in contrast to a simple release and diffusion of the cargo. Regula-
tion of the GET3 conformation and cargo capture is hence driven by the nucleotide status
and the interactions with effectors and cargo. In mammalian cells, the additional protein
BAG6 (BCL2-associated athanogene 6) connects GET4 and GET5 to form the pre-targeting
BAG6 complex (Figure 3). The C-terminus of BAG6 is involved in the scaffolding and
has been shown to be the minimally required domain for TA targeting [160]. Its other do-
mains recruit the E3 ubiquitin ligase RNF126, heat shock proteins (HSPs), and proteasomal
subunits or bind misfolded proteins. Thus, BAG6 links the GET pathway to protein degra-
dation [161–165]. Strikingly, BAG6 is antagonized by SGTA, which may involve the cycling
of hydrophobic domains between both chaperones until the cargo is either triaged to the
ER (via GET3) or the proteasome (Figure 3) [166,167]. The competitive binding between
the various factors in building a complex that either drives targeting, or degradation is
decisive for its fate. However, SGTA shows the fastest binding kinetic to the cargo, making
it a central player of the GET cascade [166–169]. Thus, BAG6 may only have the chance
to capture the cargo from SGTA when transfer to GET3 is failing and the cargo undergoes
unproductive cycles of release and re-capture by SGTA. Engagement of the cargo is further
competed for by calmodulin, an off-pathway chaperone preventing the degradation of the
cargo and providing a safeguard of the GET pathway [161].

Likewise, SGTA-mediated sorting may involve the targeting of TA proteins to mito-
chondria, since the abolished delivery to the ER results in mistargeting to the mitochondria
congruent with a default destination [19,170]. Indeed, BAG6 and SGTA are platforms for
the recruitment of other off-pathway chaperones, such as Hsp70 and Hsp90, which have
been associated with mitochondrial TA protein biogenesis [171]. However, the nature
of the mitochondrial targeting pathway is still unclear and alternative implications for
the connection of the GET pathway with heat shock proteins have been discussed. A
recent yeast model suggested that soluble TA proteins may first be captured by Hsp70 for
hand-off to Sgt2 and the subsequent transfer to Get3 [172,173]. Such funneling through
a chaperone-guided cascade has been proven to be more efficient and protective against
aggregation than the immediate loading of cargo to Sgt2. How this model applies to the
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mammalian GET pathway remains to be clarified, since whether SGTA and BAG6 directly
bind the ribosome with putative implications for initial cargo binding has been discussed
(see Section 4.3). Nevertheless, the Hsp70-Sgt2-Get3 triad provides an attractive model
for how directionality is maintained in the chaperone cascade [152]). Hsp70 is highly
abundant in the cytosol and binds rapidly but loosely to its cargo which subsequently
engages stronger interactions with chaperones downstream in the pathway. The initially
high binding kinetic might be required to compete with unfavorable misfolding and ag-
gregation, while unidirectionality is later driven by thermodynamic forces ensuring high
affinity and stable binding that prevent the reverse transfer to upstream components. This
selective hand-over of cargo polypeptides in the targeting cascade from one chaperone to
the next reminds us of the directed flow of electrons in the electron transfer chain from the
lower to the higher redox potential.

The many factors acting in concert in the GET pathway raise the question of a ratio-
nale for such complexity, whereas SRP can fulfil ER targeting in a one-factor show. The
multitude of components might support the rather transient and low-affinity interactions
in the GET cascade [174]. The characteristic branching into diverse off-road pathways,
however, demonstrates the importance of quality control in post-translational targeting. To
compensate for misfolding and mistargeting, quality control systems are installed on the
road and at the destination [161,175]. The modular organization further provides flexibility
and options for internal rearrangement to bypass overloaded components or to allow a
targeted regulation of defined cargo pools. On the other hand, SRP and GET might be
representations of different targeting concepts that have co-evolved according to the needs
of their cargos. They either provide one-to-one guidance for highly hydrophobic cargo
in a direct delivery process (SRP) or tolerate the fact that the outcome is a balance be-
tween delivery and degradation of the cargo (GET), which may include shuffling between
chaperons and moratorium stages in case of malfunctions or stress and starvation [176].
Metazoan GET pathway components are additionally connected to other cellular processes
(see Sections 5.2 and 6). GET2, the mammalian subunit of the GET receptor, is described as
a signaling molecule and is associated with cell survival in the immune system, indepen-
dently from TA biogenesis [177–179]. These GET independent functions might explain the
controversially discussed four- to sevenfold molar excess of GET2 over GET1, its partner
in the receptor complex [133,134,180]. GET5 is also related to other cellular functions and
dysfunctions including actin cytoskeletal reorganization, cell migration [181], tumorigene-
sis [182], and bone development [183]. Those effects occur independently of its action in
the GET chaperone cascade.

3.3. The Lonely SND Player—Mysterious All-Rounder

Congruent with the observation of protein transport in the absence of SRP and
GET [120,121], a genetic screen in yeast uncovered the SND pathway as an alternative
targeting route capable of delivering a broad range of substrates to the ER. So far, three
proteins called Snd1, Snd2, and Snd3 have been assigned as components of the SND
route [21]. Initial evidence for the involvement of the SND2 and SND3 genes in protein
targeting arose from another yeast screen showing synthetic lethality when deletions of
either component were combined with deletions of the GET2 or GET3 gene [184]. Further,
SND overexpression has been shown to have the capacity to rescue a SRP growth defect
in yeast. This led to the working model of alternative targeting pathways which have
overlapping client spectra and compensate for each other. Strikingly, SND as a backup
route to the ER seems to be conserved in human cells [21,22]. While a detailed mecha-
nistic description of the pathway is still missing, the currently known client spectrum
in mammalian cells comprises co-translational cargo such as membrane proteins with
internal TMHs and GPI-anchored precursor proteins with a GPI attachment signal of low
hydrophobicity [22,43,185]. TA proteins have likewise been found among its clients when
the GET pathway was compromised [22,23]. The three components attributed to the yeast
SND pathway include the ribosome-binding factor Snd1 and the heterodimeric ER-resident
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receptor Snd2/Snd3 [21,186]. TMEM208 was identified as the human Snd2 homolog hSnd2
(Figure 3) [22]. Two sequence paralogs of Snd2 have also been identified in plants, which
await functional validation [187]. In contrast to the GET cascade, no cytosolic factor has
so far been characterized in mammalian cells either for initial signal recognition or for
the chaperoning or directed delivery to the ER membrane. Assuming a similar case as
for GET2, where a missing sequence similarity with Get2 complicated its identification,
database searches for structural homologues might be instrumental in finding the missing
SND components in higher eucaryotes [188]. Eventually, a targeting factor of another
pathway, such as SRP, might support SND-mediated targeting at least in some cases. The
recent observation of a dual recognition of GPI-anchored proteins at both termini may
argue for such a scenario [43], where the C-terminus is captured by an SND component
and the N-terminus by SRP for subsequent targeting to the Sec61 complex. Such duality
might demonstrate another example of a mixed targeting reaction where modules from
different pathways are shuffled together to fulfill a joint targeting activity. In comparison to
the model of alternative targeting pathways backing-up each other, single components may
also back-up shortcomings in other pathways. Further, Talbot et al. have shown a connec-
tion between hSnd2 and the EMC complex, which comes with several implications [185].
First, the SND pathway might target cargo to different ER translocation machineries such
as the Sec61 complex or EMC (see Section 5.3). Second, combined with the observation that
calmodulin and SGTA act upstream of EMC, the SND receptor component may team up
with different targeting factors and translocases depending on the type of cargo. Another
explanation for the lack of a cytosolic SND component in higher eucaryotes implies that
hSnd2 may initiate a localized translation at the ER membrane which would bypass the
challenges of cargo shielding and targeted polypeptide delivery. Lastly, a combination of
the above scenarios is possible, assuming multiple roles for hSnd2 or the corresponding
SND receptor.

3.4. Comparison of Signal Recognition by the Various Chaperones Involved in Targeting

Looking at the diversity of ER targeting signals (see Section 2), hydrophobicity ap-
pears as a central feature. Accordingly, trans-acting factors that mediate targeting to the
ER membrane show hydrophobic pockets or binding grooves adapted to the properties
of their clients for selective and efficient recognition. In the following, we shortly discuss
structural analogies between the various components for cargo binding as well as mecha-
nistic similarities or differences in targeting. Although information about the initial capture
of cargo is missing for the SND pathway, understanding the limitations of SRP and GET
sheds light on the putative capacity of SND as a back-up system.

3.4.1. Cargo Capture by SRP

SRP binds highly hydrophobic cargo with the methionine-rich M domain of its SRP54
subunit [189]. Its hydrophobic groove is built by five helices and a connecting finger loop
which supposedly provides high flexibility for the accommodation of various SPs and
TMHs [78,190]. Cryo-EM structures of SRP engaged with a 21-residue TMH have revealed
a density in the hydrophobic groove that has been attributed to an α-helix of ∼12 residues,
corresponding to half of the TMH [191]. Assuming a similar mode of binding for cleavable
SPs, the same length would account for the central h-domain as a crucial feature in cargo
recognition. The M domain sits on the SRP RNA and is structurally connected via a flexible
linker to the GTPase domain of SRP54 with implications for the further regulation of cargo
binding [78,192]. Indeed, client specificity is provided by electrostatic interactions of the
SRP RNA with charged residues in the targeting signal, such as the N-terminal polar region
of cleavable SPs. Communication with the adjacent GTPase domain helps to coordinate
between cargo and receptor binding. Mechanistic details revealed by Cryo-EM shed light
on the hydrophobic groove which is pre-formed in the absence of a targeting signal and
is shielded by amphipathic helices [191]. The binding of a hydrophobic signal displaces
amphipathic helix 2 which then covers the targeting signal in a similar way to a protective
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lid. Intriguingly, this placeholder helix sets at the same time a hydrophobicity threshold for
regulating the admission of cargo to the hydrophobic binding groove of SRP.

3.4.2. Cargo Capture by GET3

In the case of GET3, a composite hydrophobic groove is built during dimerization in-
volving extensive interactions between the ATPase domains [193]. Such architecture allows
communication between the nucleotide and TMH binding sites for the coordinated capture and
release of cargo and the safe delivery from the upstream pre-targeting complex to the down-
stream ER receptor [33,194]. For instance, ATP binding stabilizes the assembly of hydrophobic
helices at the dimer interface required for cargo binding. These helices are rich in methionine
residues and those essential for TA binding have been attributed to the so-called “GET3-insert”
including helix 8. It shows moderate evolutionary conservation with a varying length and
methionine content. In animals, helix 8 has 3 methionine residues among 21 amino acids, while
there are only 2 methionine residues among the 15 amino acids of the homologous helix in S.
cerevisiae [195]. The apparent acquisition of additional methionine residues has been interpreted
as a result of the specialization of GET3 in TA biogenesis which evolved from the bacterial
ancestor ArsA, an arsenical pump without targeting activity. On the functional level, helix 8 has
been described to act in a way similar to a dynamic lid that optionally shields the hydrophobic
groove or the hydrophobic targeting signal from the aqueous environment. According to recent
mechanistic insights, it engages the TMH first and guides it into the hydrophobic groove while
preventing off-pathway chaperones from competing with Get3 for access to the TMH [196].
Strikingly, the lid accelerates the hand-over of cargo from Sgt2 to Get3 in cooperation with the
pre-targeting complex. Thus, reminiscent of helix 2 in SRP54 setting the client specificity of the
SRP pathway, helix 8 in GET3 may ensure privileged client transfer and pathway specificity in a
network of chaperones. Interestingly, it has been debated whether the native targeting complex
is comprised of a Get3 tetramer rather than a dimer, in which case a hydrophobic chamber
is formed by two dimers allowing the binding of several signals and shielding all-round the
TMH [194,197,198]. In this model, the role of helix 8 has been attributed to the stabilization of
the tetramer interface. In contrast to these crystallography-based models where a hydrophobic
chamber is formed for cargo binding in the closed state, a different model has been derived from
single-molecule spectroscopy which has proposed the stable trapping of cargo in a dynamically
open conformation of yeast Get3 acting as a “protean clamp” [199]. Here, the different modes
of interaction allow the TMH to find the energetically best fit instead of locking into a fixed
position in a pre-formed binding site. Moreover, helix 8 does not play a prominent role in
this model. However, it solves the mechanistic dilemma of an exclusively closed Get3–cargo
complex while allowing the high-affinity binding of the cargo with a dynamic and directed
hand-over between factors. For the dimer, however, the overall hydrophobic area measures
more than 3000 Å2 of surface which is twice the size of the binding groove in the M domain of
bacterial SRP [200]. The ends of the hydrophobic groove are lined by charged residues, thus
defining a length of 30 Å tuned to accommodate sequences of ~20 amino acids, such as the
TMH of TA proteins destined for the ER [78,200]. Client hydrophobicity is comparable to that
of SRP. Since the TMHs of mitochondrial TA proteins are typically shorter, less hydrophobic,
have a lower helicity, and are C-terminally flanked by positively charged residues, GET3 may
have some capacity to discriminate between TA signals of different organelles [201–203]. As
shown by a systematic study in yeast, Get3 is indeed sensitive to TMHs with variations in
hydrophobicity and helicity, thus representing one of multiple filters in the GET pathway for
selecting cargo [156]. The physicochemical properties of TA-TMHs from ER, mitochondria,
and peroxisomes overlap [153], yet the capacity to detect and select differential C-terminal
charges seems to be missing in the GET pathway [156]. Yeast Get3 was indeed found to bind
and deliver mitochondrial TA proteins to the ER, which led to the conclusion that an as yet
undefined mitochondrial targeting pathway might outcompete the GET pathway under cellular
conditions [204].
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3.4.3. Cargo Capture by SGTA

As the first selectivity filter in the GET pathway, SGTA has been shown to discriminate
signals based on their hydrophobicity and helical content, including a certain distinction
between ER and mitochondrial TA proteins [156,165]. Despite similar hydrophobicity
thresholds of yeast Sgt2 and Get3, faster binding kinetics were assumed to increase the
efficiency of Sgt2 in the rejection of unsuitable cargo [152,156,196]. Looking for features in
yeast TMHs that allow better discrimination between different TA proteins, it was recently
revealed that a so-called hydrophobic helical face geometry (the clustering of hydrophobic
residues on one side of a TMH) was more successful in predicting the destined organelle
than the overall hydrophobicity [205]. Strikingly, the finding was reflected by the results of
a modeled structure and the binding behavior of yeast Sgt2. For human TA-TMHs, this
correlation was less pronounced, hinting at a more complex scenario in the mammalian
GET pathway. Here, a sequence of 11 residues within the TMH seems to be crucial for
prediction, in combination with the C-terminal charge [206].

In contrast to the array of high-resolution crystal structures for GET3, the structural in-
formation of SGTA is limited. Homodimerization solely involves the N-terminus while the
TPR domains in the center of the sequence typically interact with heat shock proteins [207].
Exploiting SAXS, NMR, and EPR experiments, the C-terminus has been characterized as
functionally important in cargo binding containing one or two α-helical regions and a
novel NNP and glutamine-rich domain [174]. In the proposed working model, the transient
dimerization of the SGTA C-terminus results in the formation of a hydrophobic binding
groove that captures cargo in a tweezer-like motion with all-around shielding of the TMH.
How the binding and release of cargo is regulated without nucleotide binding and hydroly-
sis has yet to be determined. Recent computational modeling supported by biochemical
data identified a similar hand structure for the binding of at least 11 residues, preferably
containing clusters of leucine residues [205,208]. Since a typical TA-TMH has 18–20 amino
acids, it was speculated that the two C-termini in a SGTA homodimer may occupy the full
length of the signal, similar to the binding mode of calmodulin. However, a C-terminus is
composed of five methionine-rich amphipathic helices forming a hydrophobic groove 15 Å
in length. While a long N-terminal loop in yeast Sgt2 is supposed to shield the hydrophobic
surface, the corresponding loop in human SGTA is shorter and may not be sufficient to
complete the same action. Reminiscent of other chaperones in targeting, cargo binding
leads to the stabilization of a rather unordered structure. By contrast, human SGTA appears
to be more ordered with a higher content of glutamine residues, which may explain the
differences in client binding, despite a similar hydrophobicity of the binding groove. Here,
the binding to a more ordered structure causes lower entropic costs which may set a lower
hydrophobicity threshold and, indeed, human SGTA was found to be less selective [205].
These data match with other findings indicating that SGTA contributes to the biogenesis
of TA proteins with TMHs of high and low hydrophobicity [161]. How mitochondrial
TA proteins are excluded from binding in the mammalian system remains to be defined
in future studies. In sum, client specificity increases when moving downstream through
the GET cascade. A similar working model is known from the HOP co-chaperone family
that coordinates cargo transfer between HSP70 and HSP90 and to which an evolutionary
connection has been suggested based on the similar domain organization of SGTA [208].

3.4.4. Cargo Capture by BAG6

Signal recognition by BAG6 is widely uncharacterized due to missing structural
information. Several domains at the N-terminus, two proline-rich and a novel BUILD
domain, have been shown to build a platform for the binding of hydrophobic sequences in
different contexts [209]. Poly-ubiquitinated proteins, defective proteins with exposure of
short hydrophobic stretches, ERAD substrates, but also GPI-anchored and TA proteins are
among its clients, with putative binding of the latter to a more central region of BAG6 [169].
How discrimination with this variety of clients is achieved is currently not known. For
TA targeting, however, the BAG6 C-terminus which acts as scaffolding for the GET pre-
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targeting complex has been shown to be sufficient [160]. Although the capture of cargo
by BAG6 seems not to be directly associated with targeting, rather than degradation, its
competitive binding to GET clients might still contribute to their targeting fate.

3.4.5. Cargo Capture by a Putative hSnd1

Sequence comparisons of the yeast counterpart have failed to identify the human
hSnd1. Assuming that a functional homology may exist, the consideration of structural fea-
tures could help to identify a cytosolic SND component in mammalian cells. The AlphaFold
model of the 100 kDa yeast Snd1 protein shows a structurally complex molecule [210]. In
the center of the folded molecule, a layer of seven β-sheets forms a platform that is partially
confined by the charged residues of surrounding α-helices. Such a platform might be
reminiscent of the hydrophobic groove described in other targeting factors. Yet, none of the
17 methionine residues of the Snd1 primary structure are part of the β-sheet assembly. In-
stead, the methionine residues appear in regions which are predicted with a low confidence
score hinting at disordered domains that may stabilize and reconfigure upon cargo bind-
ing. Other characteristic structural motifs predicted for Snd1 comprise a 30 residue long
coiled-coil domain in the middle of the sequence followed by an unusually acidic stretch.
Structural studies of Snd1, eventually with a bound cargo, will elucidate the substrate
binding mechanism and provide a rationale for the broad range of transported substrates.

3.4.6. Common Cargo Capture Principles Used by Some Cytosolic Targeting Factors

Comparing the evolved binding sites in the different targeting components showcases
the general mechanistic characteristics and the potential of the client spectrum of each
pathway. For instance, weak arrangements of amphipathic helices rich in methionine
residues that are stabilized upon client binding and the displacement of a regulatory lid
helix appear as common themes. Differences become apparent when comparing the binding
kinetics and the energetic aspects of the varying targeting factors, co-chaperones, and off-
pathway chaperones. All these have effects on the functional outcome, directionality, and
specificity of an interaction. For instance, SRP appears as dominating targeting factor
with priority over GET, though both share binding grooves of similar hydrophobicity.
Another example is given by SGTA, where the hydrophobicity of the binding site alone
seems not to be decisive, rather than its degree of structural order. Since focusing on
crystal structures of hydrophobic grooves is not sufficient to explain the client spectrum,
novel kinetic approaches (single-particle spectroscopy, molecular modeling), systematic
screening for clients (trap mutants), and advances in the bioinformatic determination of
characteristic features in the targeting signal complement the current view of how cargo
recognition defines the targeting fate. In the native cell, of course, the probability for a
putative interaction is equally important in a network of competing chaperone systems.
Thus, it is also decisive for the targeting choice which targeting factor is given primary
access to the client. Helices of the binding pockets play a regulatory role in providing
or preventing interactions. Chances for additional stimuli that can regulate the targeting
fate are provided by the different energy requirements of the pathways (GTP versus ATP),
with GET3 reversibly switching between a targeting and a holdase activity in accordance
with the energy status of the cell [176]. HSND2 expression is transcriptionally regulated
in response to hypoxia [211]. Another option for regulation involves post-translational
modification. The phosphorylation or acetylation of a targeting signal or the central NTPase
domain could disrupt communication with the cargo binding site for the inhibition of client
capture (cf. alkylation of SRP with NEM [189]) and would be reminiscent of the temporary
phosphorylation of some transit peptides destined for chloroplasts [212]. Despite all control,
mistargeting may occur, for which separate regulation systems have been established by
the cell, such as for the removal of proteins from the mitochondrial outer membrane or ER
membrane [213,214]. Moreover, the dual targeting, re-targeting, or SURFing of proteins
from one organelle to another potentiate the diversity of targeting networks [153,215,216].
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4. The Interplay of Targeting Factors at the Ribosomal Exit Tunnel

The biogenesis of proteins destined for entry into the secretory pathway starts at
a cytoplasmic ribosome, a megadalton-sized ribonucleoprotein complex composed of
core components plus associated factors (Figure 4). Their flexible recruitment reflects
the functional connection of protein synthesis with protein folding, quality control, and
downstream cellular processes [217]. Variability in the ribosomal composition has likewise
been interpreted as a functional specialization of distinct ribosomal populations that selec-
tively translate certain mRNA [218]. The impact of ribosome heterogeneity on localized
translation (initiation in the cytosol versus at the membrane of specific ER domains) or
protein targeting remains to be further investigated [36,146]. However, it is tempting to
speculate that alternative mechanisms of translation initiation influence the choice of a
protein targeting pathway. These involve elements in the mRNA, such as internal ribosome
entry sites or RNA hypoxia response elements (rHREs), which may prevalently occur in
cargos that utilize the same ER targeting route [219–221]. Endowing the corresponding
targeting factors with the same mRNA control element (e.g., rHRE) would allow the co-
ordinated regulation of both processes, translation and targeting (cf., oxygen-regulated
transcription of HSND2 [211]). Likewise, distinct elements in the mRNA may directly
dictate the choice of a targeting pathway by the recruitment of a certain targeting factor.
Such capacity has indeed been described for mRNA with certain 3′ untranslated regions
and SRP [222]. Specialized ribosomes may thus be primed for a specific targeting pathway
and the selective translation of specific mRNAs coding for respective clients. All these
aspects are refining our current view of ribosomal protein synthesis towards a more active
role of the ribosome in proteostasis.

Figure 4. The impact of ribosome-binding proteins and the ribosomal exit tunnel geometry on the
nascent chain and targeting decision. The nascent chain (red line) is born at the peptidyl transferase
center (PTC) and folds in the vestibule of the lower ribosomal tunnel after passing the constriction
sites build by the universally conserved ribosomal proteins uL22 and uL4 (dotted lines). Early
recruitment of targeting factors involves the mRNA (blue line) and the presence and folding of the
nascent chain while still residing inside the tunnel (blue and red arrow, respectively). Ribosomal
surface proteins such as uL23 and uL29 (orange) which build common docking sites are mapped
next to the exit port. Moreover, eL39 (dotted ellipse) that lines the interior of the ribosomal tunnel
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and spans to its surface might contact the nascent chain and putative targeting factors. Similarly,
NAC reaches deep into the tunnel where it scans nascent chains to coordinate between the various
factors competing for the emerging nascent chain (black arrows). Accordingly, NAC may regulate
the targeting priority of targeting factors including SRP, the BAG6 complex, SGTA, or the putative
hSnd1 (hatched color fill) to ensure the targeting of different types of cargo. Note that NAC and SRP
were mapped at overlapping sites next to the tunnel, while the location of alternative factors remains
unknown. BAG6, BCL2-associated athanogene 6; GET, guided entry of TA proteins; NAC, nascent
polypeptide-associated complex; SGTA, small glutamine-rich tetratricopeptide repeat co-chaperone
alpha; SND, SRP-independent; SRP, signal recognition particle.

4.1. Shaping the Polypeptide Fate from within the Ribosomal Tunnel

As the protein synthesis machinery, the ribosome represents the first interaction
partner that a polypeptide encounters on its way to the ER. The growing amino acid chain
is born at the PTC which is buried inside the ribosome and connected to the surface and the
cytosol via the ribosomal exit tunnel. Its length is typically assumed to cover 30–40 amino
acids of the nascent chain [223]. The important features are the two constriction zones
inside the tunnel and a vestibule near the exit port (Figure 4). The latter is evolutionary less
conserved than the beginning of the tunnel close to the PTC. Moreover, due to the presence
of the eucaryote-specific eL39 protein, the exit region of the tunnel is more confined in
eucarya than bacteria [224]. Considering the space limitations, polypeptide folding inside
the tunnel has long been assumed to be restricted to the formation of α-helices [225,226]. In
procaryotes, however, the folding capacity of the exit tunnel has recently been expanded to
encompass tertiary structures and small protein domains [227–229]. Regulation of these
events involves the interplay between the nascent chain and the geometry and electrostatics
of the exit tunnel [230–232]. Specifically, the negatively charged tunnel interior affects
the translational speed and thus, the elongation rate and folding kinetics of the nascent
polypeptide chain. All of these may influence the downstream interactions of the RNC
and the choice of a targeting pathway. First, a decreased translational speed expands the
time window for the recognition of the cargo by cytosolic factors before the release of the
polypeptide chain from the ribosome. By comparison, the rate of translation elongation
is slow in eucaryotes where at the same time complex chaperone systems are associated
with ribosomal protein synthesis. Consequently, it has been proposed that evolution has
tuned translation elongation rates to coordinate chaperone binding [233]. Speed can also
be regulated by ribosome-binding proteins, such as the SRP with its Alu domain acting
on the PTC. Likewise, properties associated with the nascent chain itself can modulate
translation kinetics. The local slowdown of translation by non-optimal codons strategically
placed at a distance of 35–40 amino acids from the N-terminus has been shown to prolong
exposure of a nascent targeting signal close to the tunnel exit and improve SRP-dependent
targeting [234]. In another case, translational pausing during XBP1 synthesis supports
membrane targeting to the Sec61 complex by the exposure of a targeting signal [235].
Polypeptide folding may also have the capacity to slow down translation from within
the tunnel, as was observed for C-terminal TMHs of TA proteins. Such a mechanism
compensates for the very limited time window of TA recognition upon release from the
PTC and improves recognition by the targeting factor BAG6 [236]. Furthermore, emergence
from the tunnel may be delayed in case of fast and excessive folding. Varying secondary
structures show distinct escape kinetics with α-helices that are usually faster than β-
sheets [237,238]. Moreover, folded states of the nascent chain inside the tunnel contribute to
the selective recruitment of cytosolic targeting factors to the ribosome. In particular, TMHs
of strong hydrophobicity have been found to stimulate SRP binding for the subsequent
targeting of respective clients to the ER [191]. Hence, translational slowdown and the early
recruitment of targeting factors mediated by the nascent chain or mRNA elements (see
above) ensures proper recognition by downstream interaction partners, including factors
for co- and post-translational protein targeting.
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4.2. Allosteric Crosstalk from within the Tunnel to the Outside

Conserved positive charges near the ribosomal exit port attract various cytosolic factors
that contribute to protein folding, targeting, and quality control. However, the ribosome
tunnel exit and the ribosomal surface are not just passive platforms for diverse interactions
with cytosolic proteins [239]. Some ribosomal proteins that line the tunnel interior reach
the outside of the ribosome and shape its surface (cf. eL39, Figure 4). Such structural
organization predestines the allosteric signaling from the RNC inside the tunnel to the
cytosol, thus coupling, for example, ongoing protein synthesis with targeting by selected
factors or post-translational modifiers [240,241]. Moreover, it was recently uncovered that a
cytosolic chaperone that occupies the exit port, the nascent-polypeptide-associated complex
(NAC, see Section 4.3), reaches deep into the tunnel to sense a nascent chain before it
emerges into the cytosol [242]. Similarly, the bacterial SRP has been shown to penetrate
into the exit tunnel and scan for nascent chains during ribosomal protein synthesis [243].
Hence, crosstalk from the RNC to the cytosolic targeting factors may involve ribosomal
tunnel proteins including NAC, SRP, and others.

4.3. Shaping the Polypeptide Fate from the Ribosomal Surface

A detailed understanding of which cytosolic factors interact with the ribosome and
where on the ribosome is emerging and SRP is now understood fairly well. It shares an
overlapping binding site at the tunnel exit with NAC, which implies a competition of
different factors for the egressing nascent chain. Unlike the far less abundant SRP, NAC
actually exists in equimolar concentration to the ribosome and seems to scan nascent
polypeptides by reaching into the exit tunnel [242,244]. This priority access enables NAC
to orchestrate downstream factors. For example, the occupation of ribosomes by NAC
prevents the unproductive, premature interaction between ribosomes synthesizing non-
secretory proteins and the Sec61 complex [245]. On the other hand, SRP promotes the
binding of ribosomes that synthesize secretory proteins with proper targeting signals to
the Sec61 complex. In this regard, NAC has controversially been shown to modulate
the binding affinity of SRP for non-secretory RNCs, thereby influencing the specificity of
SRP-mediated ER targeting [217,246]. While one model excludes the simultaneous binding
of NAC and SRP to the ribosome, a second model favors the co-binding of both factors near
the exit tunnel with NAC acting as a negative regulator that selectively displaces parts of
SRP from the exit port [247–249]. As a consequence, NAC hampers the efficient targeting of
SRP to its receptor in the ER membrane and in the case of “signal sequence-less” RNCs and
other factors may gain access to the cargo. Besides the regulation by NAC, the mechanisms
for nascent chain- and mRNA-dependent recruitment (Figure 4) compensate for the low
abundance of SRP and prioritize the occupation of secretory RNCs with SRP [191,222,234].

SGTA and the BAG6 complex, both attributed to the GET pathway (Figure 3), are
known to transiently bind the mammalian ribosome [150,166,236]. Their exact location
remains unclear, but the binding sites seem to be different from SRP as simultaneous and
non-competitive interactions have been observed. In accordance with the hydrophobic
character of all ER targeting signals, early recruitment to the ribosome in response to the
translation of respective sequences appears as a common mechanism [150,236]. Interest-
ingly, yeast lacks a homolog of BAG6 with consequences for the hierarchical organization
of the GET pathway compared to mammalian cells. Specifically, Get4/5 (GET4/5 homolog)
binds the yeast ribosome overlapping with SRP via the Get5 subunit [250]. Sgt2 (SGTA
homolog) is recruited to the tunnel exit only in a subsequent step. Hence, competitive
scanning of the ribosome by SRP and Get4/5 seems to drive the targeting fate in yeast, in
accordance with the high prevalence of the post-translational transport mode. By contrast,
the ribosomal contact in mammalian cells is mediated by the BAG6 subunit and SGTA also
binds to the ribosome independently of the BAG6 complex (Figure 4). Questions regarding
which factor catches the cargo first and why an additional component, BAG6, is located at
the mammalian ribosome are currently unanswered.
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Furthermore, it has also been assumed that Snd1, the cytosolic component of the SND
pathway in yeast, is recruited to the ribosome during mRNA translation [21,186]. Still, a
homolog in mammalian cells has not yet been identified. How the corresponding clients
with a central TMH are recognized and delivered to the mammalian ER thus remains
to be clarified. In principle, several factors have the capacity to bind central targeting
signals. First, SRP has been shown to be involved in all membrane protein targeting in
yeast, including those with TMHs distant from the termini [125]. Second, SGTA may also
bind internal TMHs, though it has been suggested that it assists SRP-mediated targeting by
preventing aggregation, ubiquitination, and degradation [150].

Thus, the choice for a targeting pathway starts with the birth of the nascent chain
inside the ribosome. The interplay between the elements of the cargo (mRNA motifs
and codon choice, nascent chain sequence, and secondary structure), the ribosome (exit
tunnel and surface), and the targeting factors influence the overall efficiency, specificity,
and fidelity of the targeting process [248].

5. Different ER Protein Translocases Act as Membrane-Integrated Chaperones

Consistent with the multiplicity and complexity of targeting signals and targeting
pathways described in the previous sections, recent findings in the field of ER protein import
have also extended this concept to a small assortment of ER protein translocases. Different
types and arrangements of protein translocases, sometimes acting in concert, manage
the translocation or insertion of a dedicated subset of incoming polypeptides (Figure 5).
The different multimeric protein complexes that catalyze the insertion of an unfolded
polypeptide, nascent or full-length, behave in a way very similar to targeting factors
acting as a temporary safe harbor. As such, a membrane-integrated protein translocase
transiently shields segments of incoming cargo and thereby facilitates the partitioning of
hydrophobic TMH into the ER membrane or the translocation of soluble domains into the
ER lumen. Thus, incoming polypeptides are handed over from a soluble targeting factor to
a membrane-integrated translocase, both of which provide a chaperone-like environment
and prevent improper interactions and the aggregation of unfolded polypeptides. Here,
we will summarize the central constituents of protein translocase complexes and refer the
reader to excellent reviews found in this special issue on the “Mechanisms of ER Protein
Import” as well as others [26,27,30,32].
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Figure 5. Features of protein translocation machines and their substrate spectrum. Depicted from the
left to right are targeting pathways (blue), membrane-integrated protein translocation machines (pink,
purple), their favored types of clients (boxes), and some key features for the central components of the
protein translocation machines. Apart from GET1/2, the membrane-anchored receptor components
for the targeting pathways are not shown. The scarcely characterized SND pathway (grey) as an
alternative targeting route for a subset of GPI-anchored, tail-anchored, short secretory, and polytopic
membrane proteins is indicated once. If SND delivers substrates either to a preferred ER translocase
or a different one, or if its membrane-embedded component(s) might perform a dual function as
receptor plus insertase similar to the GET1/2 complex remains to be seen. The auxiliary TMCO1 and
PAT complexes are presented as one assembly. Of note, the PAT complex that was also described
as a stand-alone intramembrane chaperone complex, is a heterodimer comprised of the indicated
proteins CCDC47 and Asterix [251]. The TMCO1 containing translocon comprises the Sec61 channel
and five accessory factors: TMCO1, CCDC47, and the Nicalin–TMEM147–NOMO complex [252].
For reasons of simplicity, we refer to those five accessory factors as “TMCO1 complex”. The PAT
and TMCO1 complex share at least one subunit, CCDC47. Further details of the TMCO1–PAT–Sec61
assembly and how they might act in concert to form an operational protein translocase can be found
in the text. Signal peptides and transmembrane helices are integrated into the ER membrane and
classified and colored according to Figures 1 and 2. The cleavage of signal peptides for secretory
and type I membrane proteins is indicated (scissors and cleaved signal peptides are shown) as is the
C-terminus (C) for each type of membrane protein. The spectra of substrates preferentially handled
by assemblies that entail the Sec61 complexes are represented by grey boxes. Substrates handled
by the ER membrane complex (EMC) and the GET1/2 complex are highlighted by light blue and
yellow boxes, respectively. Overlapping boxes depict overlaps in the substrate range. CCDC47,
coiled-coil domain containing protein 47; NOMO, nodal modulator protein; TMCO1, transmembrane
and coiled-coil domain-containing protein 1; TMEM147, transmembrane protein 147.
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5.1. The Sec61 Translocase—Director for SPs and the Majority of TMHs

The protein translocase embedded in the lipid bilayer of the ER described first was the
heterotrimeric Sec61 complex (Figure 5). This universally conserved protein-conducting
channel is composed of the pore-forming subunit Sec61α (Sec61p in yeast, SecY in bacte-
ria) and two TA proteins, Sec61β and Sec61γ (Sbh1 and Ss1p in yeast, SecG and SecE in
bacteria) [28,253–255]. Initially, a genetic screen of yeast mutants unable to translocate a
SP-containing marker protein identified the yeast SEC61 gene as an important constituent
in the early stages of ER protein translocation [256,257]. Subsequently, the mammalian
homolog of Sec61p was identified and its functional as well as structural characterization
as the major polypeptide-conducting channel of the ER followed [79,258–261]. Comple-
menting the functional conservation, many structural studies have also highlighted the
conserved architecture of the Sec61 complex from bacteria and archaea to lower and higher
eucaryotes [262–268]. In its closed conformation, the structural data depict the pore-forming
Sec61α as a multi-spanning membrane protein with an hourglass-like configuration. Its
funnels are oriented perpendicular to the plane of the ER membrane, thus facing the
cytosol and the ER lumen [11]. The ten THMs are organized in a pseudo-symmetrical
fashion with the first and last five TMHs forming an N-terminal as well as a C-terminal
half of the molecule, respectively, and are connected by the short luminal loop5. The
clamp-like movement of the Sec61 complex opens up the so-called lateral gate that is
able to transiently harbor both types of sufficiently hydrophobic targeting signals, SPs
and TMHs [80,264,269,270]. While SPs are usually cleaved off by a signal peptidase com-
plex [271–273], TMHs are released either individually or as a small bundle into the ER
membrane [112,274,275]. The lateral gate, which is mainly framed by the sterically adjacent
TMH2 and TMH7 of Sec61α, also contributes to another important feature of the chan-
nel, the pore ring. The pore ring represents a constriction zone in the center of the Sec61
complex and consists of six bulky, hydrophobic residues, three of which are located in the
lateral gate helices 2 and 7. Residues of the pore ring face towards the center and form
a flexible gasket avoiding the excessive membrane permeability of small molecules and
ions during the transport process. While certain exchanges of all six pore ring residues can
be tolerated in yeast, the mutation of a single human pore ring residue such as V85D can
have severe consequences causing primary antibody deficiency [276–278]. Based on the
hourglass-like structural layout, the pore ring separates the two opposing funnels. In the
idle state, the cytosolic funnel is water-filled, whereas the luminal funnel is occupied by
another critical feature called the plug domain. The plug is formed by roughly 20 amino
acids of the first luminal loop of the primary structure of Sec61α and supports the gating of
the channel as a small, flexible helix. The transition from the closed to the open state of the
Sec61 complex is associated with the widening of the pore ring and the displacement of the
plug domain to form a conduit across the membrane [279–281]. However, some structural
data also show snapshots of the transport process of TMH without major displacement of
the plug [264]. Thus, the insertion of a TMH or a SP might have different requirements
regarding the luminal and/or lateral opening of the Sec61 channel. Accordingly, additional
membrane and soluble proteins, some of which will be described below, accompany the
Sec61 complex and act as allosteric effectors that stimulate substrate-specific gating of the
channel. Among different homologs of the Sec61 complex, the plug region shows low
sequence conservation [31,282]. Similar to the pore ring, the plug shows a secondary role
for function and cell viability in yeast, whereas a single dominant mutation in the human
plug domain such as V67G can have severe consequences causing autosomal dominant
tubulointerstitial kidney disease [282–284]. The polypeptides destined for transport by the
Sec61 complex can be presented either co-translationally as a nascent chain in conjunction
with the ribosome, or post-translationally as a full-length unfolded protein accompanied by
a proper targeting factor [16,285]. Across all kingdoms of life, the Sec61 complex associates
with different accessory factors to facilitate both variations of substrate transport, co- and
post-translational [16,17,286–289]. Irremissible for substrate transport is the transition of
the Sec61 complex from the closed to the open state. Unlike a simple lock, the opening
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of the Sec61 complex is a multifactorial, stepwise process mediated by the combination
of a SP/TMH wedging itself into the lateral gate plus accessory factors such as the ri-
bosome binding to a functionally conserved cytosolic docking port consisting of loops
6 and 8 [265,290,291]. In a mammalian setting, the cytosolic loops 6 and 8 of Sec61α are
often referred to as the ribosome binding site. Yet, in light of existing structural and func-
tional data from different organisms, this domain rather serves as a universal docking
port for native (bacterial ATPase SecA, the translating ribosome, the ER membrane protein
Sec63) as well as pseudo-native (heterologous anti-Sec61α Fab fragment, autologous Sec61
molecules arising from crystal packing) ligands [80,86,262,264–267,292–299]. Those ligands
are auxiliary factors that act as biocatalysts and lower the activation energy to support the
opening and closing of the Sec61 complex for efficient protein transport [291]. Both termini
of Sec61α face the cytosol and the somewhat longer N-terminus contributes as a binding
spot for other regulatory factors such as calmodulin or post-translational modifications
such as N-acetylation for the efficient gating of the Sec61α protein in mammals and yeast,
respectively [300,301]. Although fewer data are available for the C-terminus, it may support
ER retention or, as was recently shown for the C-terminus of yeast Sec61p, it stimulates
ribosome binding and co-translational protein transport [302].

5.1.1. Opening of the Sec61 Complex by Targeting Signals

The interplay of the structural key elements of the Sec61 complex together with targeting
signals and accessory factors supports (i) the ER-specific entry and (ii) the proper topology of
the transported substrates that are either fully translocated across, integrated via TMH into, or
associated via a lipid-anchor with the ER membrane. Thus, hydrophobic targeting signals serve
multiple purposes including targeting to as well as the gating of the Sec61 complex and may
very well encode a post-translocation function for the topology and folding of the substrate itself.
The latter is not surprising in the case of TMHs that are an integral part of the mature protein.
Yet, some reports show the impact of cleavable SPs, or fragments thereof that are produced
by the signal peptide peptidase that influence the folding of the downstream protein domain
via specific chaperone recruitment or are used otherwise for the presentation of self-antigens
via MHC class I [56,303–308]. Conclusions from research strategies such as in vitro protein
import, photo-crosslinking studies, single Sec61 channel recordings from planar lipid bilayers
experiments, and structural analyses of substrate-engaged Sec61 complexes have demonstrated
the opening of the channel by SPs or TMHs of substrates, whereas SPs could be delivered co- or
post-translationally [80,264,296,309–318]. To a certain degree, the process of opening the Sec61
complex by SPs and certain TMHs (excl. type III and type IV) resemble one another but the
process has been studied best for a co-translationally directed SP, which will be outlined here.
The binding of a translating ribosome to the universal docking port causes initial structural
re-arrangements that prime the Sec61 complex and align the ribosomal exit tunnel with the
nascent polypeptide plus SP on top of the cytosolic funnel. Moreover, the binding of the RNC
causes the destabilization of a polar cluster within Sec61α which opens a crack in the cytosolic
half of the lateral gate and exposes a single hydrophobic patch in the cytosolic funnel. The
hydrophobic patch attracts the hydrophobic h-domain of an incoming SP and intercalates the
targeting signal in the lateral gate while simultaneously supplanting the lateral gate of helix
2. Analogous to the placeholder helix that was described in client recognition by SRP above,
helix 2 of Sec61α has been interpreted as a placeholder, setting the hydrophobicity threshold
for productive interactions with targeting signals and productive channel gating. Some of the
residues that form the polar cluster (two out of three amino acids), the hydrophobic patch
(three out of four amino acids), and the pore ring (three out of six amino acids) all reside in the
helices that form the lateral gate and further emphasize its importance as a critical structural
element of the Sec61 complex [31]. Consequently, the intercalation of a targeting signal at the
lateral gate has been extensively addressed in crosslinking reports [260,318–322] as well as
computational analyses [323–325]. After engaging the Sec61 complex headfirst, biochemical
assays, structural models, and coarse-grained modeling approaches have shown an inversion or
a flip-turn of the SP as well as the corresponding TMH pendant of type II membrane proteins
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generating the Ncyto/Cexo orientation of those targeting signals housed in the lateral gate upon
re-orientation [80,97,98,325]. At this point, the channel is fully open with the pore ring widened
and the plug domain displaced [80,290]. While the hydrophilic sequence elements downstream
of the SP can enter the ER lumen, hydrophobic TMH can partition laterally into the membrane.
During the transport process, the pore ring residues surround the polypeptide in transit to
preserve the permeability barrier for other small molecules and ions [276,279,292].

5.1.2. The Growing Family of Sec61 Complex-Associated Factors

This general concept of channel opening, substrate transport, and its topology de-
termination is further influenced by many biophysical factors. For example, sequence
composition as well as the length of the targeting signal and the following mature do-
main, the folding speed of flanking sequence elements, ribosomal translation speed, or
the positive-inside rule all can affect translocation fidelity. In other words, the fruitful
biogenesis of proteins that belong to the secretory pathway is not a “one molecule job”.
It relies on information that is encoded by the nascent chain plus additional mRNA se-
quence elements and is initially decoded by the ribosome, targeting factors, and the Sec61
complex plus its transiently or permanently associated proteins, as well as the lipid en-
vironment of the membrane, and is subsequently complemented by further maturation
and quality control elements [27,42,95,119,270,323,326–332]. Recent structural, proteomic,
and reconstituted import studies have addressed the contribution of different substrate-
specific factors that support the Sec61 complex during the gating of “imperfect” SPs, a few
of which are shortly highlighted. The TRAP complex supports the Sec61 complex dur-
ing the co-translational transport of SPs with an above-average content of helix-breaking
glycine-plus-proline residues [89,333–337]. Using classical reconstitution approaches, the
translocating chain-associated membrane protein 1 (TRAM1) has been found to aid the
insertion of nascent chains into the Sec61 complex when their SP has a shorter than average
N-region [319,336,338,339]. Further data have implied that TRAM1 may also assist protein
import by making the lipid bilayer in the vicinity of the lateral gate of the Sec61 com-
plex conducive for accepting targeting signals [340]. Alternatively, the Sec62/63 complex
assists the substrate-specific post-translational or co-translational opening of the Sec61
complex [83,85–87,293,295,296,332,341]. Proteomic abundance analysis in mammalian cells
has identified SPs with longer but fewer hydrophobic h-regions plus a lower C-region
polarity that is dependent on the Sec62/63 module [342]. While the TRAP and Sec62/63
complex seem to assist mainly in the transport of SP-carrying precursor proteins, other
trans-acting factors have recently been shown to support the Sec61 complex during the
insertion of “imperfect” TMHs, especially those of polytopic membrane proteins. The
trans-acting factors in question that await a more detailed functional characterization in the
near future are the TMCO1 (transmembrane and coiled-coil domain-containing protein 1)
and PAT complex [112,251,252,343]. Both these modules consist of multiple ER membrane
proteins. The combination of cryo-EM and crosslink-MS data upon the affinity purification
of TMCO1–ribosome complexes identified proteins of the ribosome and the Sec61 complex,
and also the Nicalin–TMEM147–NOMO complex as well as CCDC47 (coiled-coil domain
containing protein 47). Furthermore, the use of affinity-purified TMCO1–ribosome com-
plexes allowed McGilvray et al. to sequence ribosome-associated mRNAs that are enriched
at the TMCO1 translocon. While mRNAs encoding for soluble as well as membrane-
spanning secretory proteins with up to three TMHs were underrepresented, those with
four and more TMHs showed a strong enrichment [252]. The beauty of the TMCO1 translo-
con structure (PDB: 6W6L) is amplified by its ambiguity, simultaneously answering as
well as opening up questions regarding the regulation of the ER protein translocase. The
TMCO1 complex occupies much of the space that is reserved during the co-translational
import by the oligosaccharyltransferase (OST) complex including contacts to rRNA he-
lices H19 and H25 in the cytosol or the volume taken by OST subunit Stt3a in the ER
lumen [294,344]. Either different translocon modules rapidly exchange and rearrange dur-
ing the insertion of glycosylated multi-spanning proteins or these proteins are specifically
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glycosylated post-translocationally by the OST paralog acting independently of the Sec61
complex [294,345,346]. Similar to OST and TRAP, the TMCO1 complex lingers on the “back
side” of the Sec61 complex opposite the lateral gate as a second belt in addition to Sec61γ.
This positioning makes it hard to envision a direct contact of a TMH with the lipid-filled
cavity provided by the TMCO1 complex on the back side of Sec61. Yet, some of the unac-
counted density of a TMH in the OST structure shown by Braunger et al. could represent
the imperfect TMH1 of the bovine opsin substrate used for purification [294]. Eventually,
this TMH1 meanders around the outskirts of the Sec61 complex to the back side to find the
lipid-filled cavity of the TMCO1 complex. On the other hand, this positioning grants the
TMEM147 subunit of the TMCO1 complex easy access to the hinge region (luminal loop 5)
connecting the N- and C-terminal halves of Sec61α, thereby supporting the lateral opening
and release of a TMH. The long α-helical arm of CCDC47 (Asn399-Lys474) in the cytosol
moves in close proximity to the universal docking port (cytosolic loops 6 and 8) of Sec61α
and the ribosomal protein uL22 at the ribosomal exit tunnel. Hence, CCDC47 might impact
the opening of Sec61α, the directionality of an incoming TMH plus its flanking regions,
or ribosomal translation. Last, the large luminal portion of Nicalin could aid translocated
loops and domains of polytopic membrane proteins or, contrariwise, shield these domains
from the luminal chaperone BiP from either ratcheting them or prematurely closing the
Sec61 complex [347,348]. Overall, the players of the TMCO1 complex are arranged in a sim-
ilar way to a relay system with CCDC47–TMCO1–TMEM147–Nicalin mainly contacting the
ribosome-Sec61 complex ER lumen, respectively [252]. Interestingly, an independent study
also identified CCDC47 with a functional link to membrane protein biogenesis [251]. The
heterodimeric complex consisting of CCDC47 and Asterix (Pat-10) was termed PAT, short
for proteins associated with the ER translocon. Using site-specific crosslinking and stability
analyses of bicistronic reporter proteins via flow cytometry, the PAT complex was shown
to facilitate the biogenesis of polytopic membrane proteins with imperfect, hydrophilic
TMHs after such TMHs were inserted into the lipid bilayer [111,112,251]. Consequently,
the PAT complex is considered to be an intramembrane chaperone. Via the shared subunit
CCDC47, the PAT complex could act in conjunction with the TMCO1/Sec61 translocon.
This “ménage à trois” creates an operational protein conducting channel whose active
center (Sec61 complex) is supported by an allosteric effector (TMCO1 complex) and a
folding assistant (PAT complex) for the proper biogenesis of polytopic membrane proteins
with imperfect TMH (Figure 5). Interestingly, in this setup, at least one subunit of each
module (Sec61α, TMCO1, CCDC47) in the Sec61–TMCO1–PAT complex has been shown
to be involved in calcium homeostasis of the ER, highlighting a tight connection between
protein transport, membrane permeability, and calcium signaling [349–351].

Different lines of evidence based on immunodepletion or the chemical inhibition
of the Sec61 complex have revealed the limitations of the Sec61-centric translocases for
the insertion of certain bi- and polytopic membrane proteins [99,352–354]. Most notably,
membrane proteins carrying a type III or type IV TMH are more resistant to the inactivation
of the Sec61 complex and instead can be inserted by the EMC or GET complexes. Similar
to TMCO1, the EMC and GET complex harbor subunits that also belong to the Oxa1
superfamily [29,355].

5.2. The GET1/2 Complex—Post-Translational Machine for Type IV TMH of TA Proteins

A priori, the absence of an SP and the C-terminal localization of a TMH defined as
type IV requires a specialized, i.e., a post-translational, targeting and insertion mechanism.
Many components of this pathway are abbreviated by the acronym GET, guided entry of TA
proteins [203]. TA polypeptides are fully synthesized and released from the ribosome while
their type IV TMH is recognized by a pre-targeting complex and handed over to GET3
(see Section 3.2). Although some TA proteins have been reported to insert spontaneously
into protein-free liposomes in vitro, the macromolecular crowding and the presence of
different organellar target membranes under cellular conditions require an insertase for
TA proteins [117,118,356]. In yeast and mammals, the ER proteins GET1 and GET2 form a
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complex (Figure 5) that first serves as a membrane-integrated receptor for incoming GET3–
TA protein cargo and subsequently as an insertase for the C-terminal TMH [19,154,357–359].
Overall, the fundamentals of the GET system for the targeting and insertion of TA proteins
resemble those of the Sec61 complex for secretory proteins. The four-step mechanism
includes (i) the recognition of targeting signals by a targeting factor, (ii) the transfer of the
cargo complex to an ER-localized receptor, (iii) the release of the cargo from the targeting
factor for cargo insertion by a translocase, and (iv) the recycling of the targeting factor.

The GET1/2 Duality—Receptor and Insertase Function

Studies addressing the insertion mechanism of TA proteins by the GET1/2 complex
point at a monomeric or homodimeric assembly of the GET1-GET2 heterodimer as a
minimal functional unit [359,360]. Irrespective of the oligomerization, the GET1/2 complex
attracts the active GET3 dimer that delivers a single TA protein. Both proteins, GET1 and
GET2, have three TMHs and an extended cytoplasmic domain capable of binding to GET3.
Thus, they likely cooperate in the targeting and release of a TA protein. The current model
suggests that the long, unstructured N-terminal tether of GET2 captures the GET3–TA
protein complex and brings it into proximity to the coiled-coil domain of GET1. In contrast
to the tether of GET2, GET1’s coiled-coil domain triggers a conformational change in the
GET3–TA protein complex triggering the release of the cargo close to the insertase domain,
which is ascribed to the TMHs of the GET1/2 complex and includes the conically shaped
hydrophilic groove formed by the three TMHs of GET1 [153,154,358,359,361]. In contrast to
the aqueous pore of the Sec61 complex traversing the entire ER membrane, the hydrophilic
groove of the GET1/2 complex forms a discontinuous vestibule or “hemi-channel” that
grants access to the cytosolic part of the membrane, but is sealed on the lumenal leaflet by
an additional α-helix running parallel to the plane of the membrane [29]. Each one of the
three TMHs of human GET1 carries at least one positively charged residue that rests in
the cytosolic facing half of each TMH. Therefore, the hydrophilic vestibule might support
both the membrane passage of the short, hydrophilic tails of the C-terminal of the type
IV TMH and the “decoding” of the positive inside rule for proper TA protein topology
by blocking the translocation of positive charges [93,330]. Membrane integration of a TA
protein might further be stimulated by GET2-mediated membrane thinning. Unlike the
archetypical 21 amino acid TMH running perpendicular through the membrane (Figure 2B),
all three TMHs of human GET2 are shorter, comprising only 18–19 amino acids. The short
TMHs of GET2 cause a local bilayer destabilization that promotes the integration of a TA
protein. After the release and integration of the TA protein, the cargo- and nucleotide-
free GET3 is recycled. The cytosolic GET components GET4/5 promote the rebinding
of ATP in the empty nucleotide-binding pockets of the GET3 dimer and its dissociation
from the GET1/2 complex [362]. Although both organisms, yeast and mouse, encode
the TA proteins essential for viability, the deletion of the GET genes is tolerated by the
yeast cells, whereas the constitutive genetic ablation of GET3 or GET2 causes embryonic
lethality in mice [19,127,363]. The conditional knockout of GET components in certain
tissues is viable in mice, but shows abnormalities sometimes related to improper TA protein
biogenesis [129,130,364–366]. One assumption, mainly driven by the viability of GET-
deficient yeast cells, was the existence of an alternative insertion machinery for TA proteins.

5.3. The EMC—Emcee for Type III, Type IV, and Charge-Containing TMHs

Similar to the central components of the GET pathway, the initial discovery of the EMC
was achieved by high-throughput screening in yeast, where genetic interactions revealed
their functional relationships [367]. The functional conservation and importance of EMC
for the proper protein biogenesis of membrane proteins was subsequently demonstrated
in many organisms including worms, zebrafish, flies, mice, and human cells [368–372].
Depending on the organism, EMC harbors 8–10 subunits, with seven of them being ER
membrane proteins that are accompanied by up to three cytosolic proteins (EMC2/8/9) as
is the case for the human EMC [373]. Detailed functional analyses based on reconstitution,
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proteomics, and proximity-specific ribosome profiling approaches narrowed down the
substrate spectrum of EMC. This multimeric assembly preferentially supports the bio-
genesis of two classes of membrane proteins: TA proteins that are skipped by or are not
ideally suited for GET3 and polytopic membrane proteins that either start with a type III
TMH or carry charged and aromatic residues in the TMHs. All these types of TMH are
difficult to handle for the Sec61 complex (Figure 5). In addition, mutational analyses of the
TMHs of EMC substrates further supported these findings [99,157,372,374]. Considering
the client spectrum, it appears that EMC can act in two different modes either as post-
translational insertase for TA proteins or as co-translational insertase plus intra-membrane
chaperone for individual TMHs of polytopic membrane proteins [157,251,375]. Similarly,
the structure-guided mutational analyses of yeast and human EMC subunits have sug-
gested the multifunctionality of this complex during the biogenesis of different membrane
proteins [376–378]. Within the membrane-embedded core of the EMC, Miller-Vedam et al.
defined two cavities, a lipid-filled and a gated one, on opposite sides of the transmembrane
core and with different functionalities. The gated cavity is lined by portions of EMC3,
EMC4, and EMC6 and seems to provide the actual conduit for the insertion of the terminal
TMHs from either TA proteins or polytopic membrane proteins. This cavity resembles
the hydrophilic vestibule of GET1/2 that promotes the access of TMHs to the lipid bi-
layer. Similar to TMCO1 and GET1, EMC3 also belongs to the class of Oxa1 superfamily
members providing an evolutionary perspective on the conserved functional principle
of these translocase subunits [29,355]. Overall, multiple cryo-EM structures of EMC and
GET1/2 propose a similar mechanism for the integration of TMHs into the ER membrane.
As described above for GET1/2, the EMC seems to adhere to the translocation-stimulating
concept of the Oxa1 superfamily and employs local membrane thinning and a hydrophilic
vestibule as a hemi-channel too [29,375–378]. With the limited size and discontinuity of the
hemi-channel, one can appreciate the limited ability of EMC and GET1/2 to translocate
larger flanking domains and their preference for N-terminal type III or C-terminal type IV
TMHs, usually requiring the translocation of smaller flanking domains [26]. The function
of the lipid-filled cavity that is built by portions of EMC1/3/5/6, is less clearly defined and
more pleiotropic [376]. However, as this cavity shows a uniformly hydrophobic surface
and appears to be accessible from the membrane or the ER lumen, it may provide a proper
space for the intra-membrane chaperone and holdase function of the EMC.

The Intra-Membrane Handover between EMC and Sec61

A major difference between the Sec61 complex capable of opening a continuous,
aqueous pore in comparison to the hemi-channels of EMC and GET1/2 is the translocation
of larger domains into the ER lumen. Only the Sec61 complex seems to be efficient in
transporting larger polypeptide stretches across the membrane. In the case of the Sec61
complex, this also includes soluble, secretory proteins that seem to be exclusively handled
by this protein translocase. In contrast, membrane proteins with an initial type III stop-
transfer or a type IV TMH that both require the translocation of shorter domains into the
ER lumen are preferentially handled by EMC and GET1/2, respectively. Considering the
size of EMC, ribosomes, SRP, and the Sec61 complex, a major question that might soon find
an answer relates to the resulting steric constraints during the co-translational insertion
of polytopic membrane proteins by EMC. This activity might entail the cooperation of
EMC with the Sec61 complex and the RNC and require a uni- or bidirectional handover
between the translocases. However, once the ribosome binds with high affinity to the Sec61
complex, the minimum distance between the lateral gate of Sec61α and the hemi-channel of
EMC is approximately 110 Å [375]. Therefore, it appears rather unlikely that EMC captures
TMHs at the Sec61 lateral gate and more likely that EMC mediates the insertion of TMHs
before ribosomes bind to the Sec61 complex. This cooperation between two translocases,
or intra-membrane chaperones, resembles the handover of polypeptide cargo from an
upstream to a downstream targeting factor partially driven by increasing affinity, a concept
that was discussed above.
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The transport of polypeptides into the ER lumen or the ER membrane is usually
followed by folding, modification, and eventually the assembly of proteins to achieve a
native conformation. Similar to the targeting and translocation process, polypeptides that
enter the ER encounter several molecular chaperones and co-chaperones that in this case
support the folding and quality control process. Intriguing details about the impact of such
factors on protein biogenesis have been reviewed previously and are not further discussed
here [379–382].

6. Disease-Causing Mutations of Targeting and Translocation Components

As a result of the complex orchestration of the protein targeting network, the misfunc-
tions of single players disrupt its sensitive balance and mutations of different protagonists
have led to a broad spectrum of pathological phenomena. Disease-causing mutations
have been identified in pivotal components in many of the protein targeting and transport
pathways discussed before (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Disease associations of selected targeting and translocation components. The cartoon
summarizes disease associations for critical subunits of targeting factors and translocation machines.
Further details can be found in the text. ADPLD, autosomal dominant polycystic liver disease;
ADSCN, autosomal dominant severe congenital neutropenia; ADTKD, autosomal dominant tubulo-
interstitial kidney disease; CFT dysplasia, cerebro-facio-thoracic dysplasia; CVID, common variable
immunodeficiency, ESCC, esophageal squamous cell carcinoma; IMNM, immune-mediated necro-
tizing myopathy; PCOS, polycystic ovary syndrome; RCC, renal cell carcinoma; THND syndrome,
tricho-hepato-neuro-developmental syndrome.

6.1. Disease Associations of Protein Targeting Factors

Beginning with the soluble components of the targeting pathways, SRP72, one of
the six proteins of the SRP, forms a complex with SRP68 and binds the 7S RNA to guide
the pre-SRP complex from the nucleus to the cytosol [140,383,384]. Two mutations of
the SRP72 gene are known to cause the pathological phenotype of aplastic anemia, a
developmental defect causing maturation defects of blood cells in the bone marrow that
can progress into acute myeloid leukemia. The dominant SRP72 mutations result in a
frame-shift causing the appearance of a premature stop codon (p.Thr355Lysfs∗19) or in an
amino acid exchange (p.Arg207His). While the truncated SRP72 is ineffective in binding the
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7S RNA component, it has been speculated that the mutant SRP72-R207H protein binds less
efficiently to ribosomal proteins, SRP68, or SRP54 [385,386]. Similarly, SRP54 appears to be
disease-related. Its function has been described as an RNA binding protein and it mediates
the interaction with the SRP receptor in the ER membrane [387–389]. Autosomal dominant
mutations in SRP54 are known from three different patients and result in neutropenia with
similarities to the Shwachman-Diamond Syndrome. The three de novo missense variants
of SRP54 all affect the conserved residues of the GTPase domain known to be critical for
GTP and receptor binding. In two of the three patients, their neutropenia, due to the SRP54
mutation, was also accompanied by an exocrine pancreatic insufficiency [390]. Of note,
although not based on mutations in the SRP54 gene, auto-antibodies directed against the
SRP54 protein are considered as diagnostic biomarkers as well as pathogenic agents driving
the progression of immune-mediated necrotizing myopathy, a muscle-specific autoimmune
disease [391,392]. Mutations in the SRP72 and SRP54 genes demonstrate the importance of
efficient protein secretion for the professional secretory cell types of the immune system
and pancreas (Figure 6). Regarding the subunits of the GET pre-targeting complex BAG6
and co-chaperone SGTA, we wish to refer readers to a recent review on the roles of these
cytosolic quality control proteins in disease [393]. Briefly, evidence from different cohorts
and meta-analyses for the BAG6 gene has linked certain single nucleotide polymorphisms
to an increased risk for lung cancer and osteoarthritis [394–397]. Further experimental data
have also suggested that the BAG6 protein is involved in male infertility and autoimmune
disease [393]. The co-chaperone SGTA has been discussed in the context of different
types of cancers including esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, breast cancer, and lung
cancer. In all three cases, the SGTA protein showed an elevated abundance in cancerous
tissue samples and was correlated with shorter survival rates [398–400]. Although the
underlying mechanism is still unclear, these studies have reported on the impact of SGTA
on cell proliferation and cell cycle progression. A single nucleotide polymorphism of the
SGTA gene is associated with polycystic ovary syndrome, an endocrine disorder causing
a hormonal imbalance in women characterized by increased levels of androgens [401].
Women suffering from the syndrome are more likely to develop endometrial cancer.

6.2. Disease Associations of Receptor and Protein Translocase Subunits

Aside from the protein targeting components, mutations have also been identified in
genes encoding for subunits of the ER protein translocation machines (Figure 6). Pathologic
functions and phenotypes connected with the Sec61 protein and its interaction partners
Sec62 and Sec63 have recently been reviewed elsewhere [402,403]. Related diseases that
arise from mutations or the overabundance of these proteins are diverse and include dif-
ferent types of cancer (Sec61γ, Sec62, Sec63), autosomal dominant polycystic liver disease
(Sec61β, Sec63) as well as common variable immunodeficiency, neutropenia, and auto-
somal dominant tubulointerstitial kidney disease (Sec61α) [276,283,403–408]. Mutations
in other allosteric effectors of the Sec61 channel such as the TRAP and OST complex are
also the reason for severe pathologies based on disorders of N-glycosylation [409,410].
Components of the recently described TMCO1 and PAT complex are also disease associated
upon mutation. As such, different autosomal recessive nonsense-mutations that entail the
premature translational termination of TMCO1 (e.g., p.Ser47*, p.Arg87*, p.Ser98*, p.Arg114,
etc.) have been sequenced that cause cerebro-facio-thoracic dysplasia. This multisystem
developmental disorder causes intellectual disability, facial dysmorphism (a wide and short
skull, highly arched eyebrows, widely spaced eyes), as well as abnormalities of the ribs and
spinal bones [411–414]. The frequent malformation of bones in this context raises the ques-
tion of whether the underlying pathogenic mechanism involves the functions of TMCO1
related to protein transport and/or calcium homeostasis. CCDC47, which appears to be
part of the TMCO1 as well as of the PAT complex, has been associated with tricho-hepato-
neuro-developmental syndrome. This multisystem disorder is characterized by woolly hair,
pruritus (itching), hepatic dysfunction, general dysmorphic features, and developmental
delay. Homozygous and compound heterozygous recessive alleles of the CCDC47 gene
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can result in the absence of the functional CCDC47 protein. Its loss in patient fibroblasts
has been shown to decrease calcium storage in the ER and insufficient calcium refilling
during store-operated calcium entry [415]. While the experimental evidence demonstrates
the dysregulation of calcium homeostasis upon loss of CCDC47, it is unclear if the patients
with tricho-hepato-neuro-developmental syndrome also suffer from distinct abnormalities
of protein transport related to the translocase and chaperone function of the TMCO1 and
PAT complexes. For the other subunit of the PAT complex, Asterix (WDR83OS), a recessive
variant has been reported to cause an unspecified syndrome with intractable itching, facial
dysmorphia, microcephalus, hypercholanemia, short stature, and intellectual disability.
Comparing these features with the ones from the loss of CCDC47, some similarities such as
itching, hepatic dysfunction, dysmorphic features, and developmental delay are evident.
The phenotypic overlap upon loss of either PAT complex component speaks in favor of the
genetic and functional interaction of the two genes and the encoded wild-type proteins
CCDC47 and Asterix.

Mutations in the subunits of the EMC are also related or causative for different diseases
including neurological disorders or cancer. For instance, a defect of the EMC1 protein is
related to visual disorders, craniofacial abnormalities, and epilepsy [416,417].A recessive
loss of function related to the mutation of the EMC10 gene has been reported in patients with
intellectual disabilities and developmental delay [418]. Interestingly, the overexpression of
either EMC6 or EMC10 has been reported to provide anti-tumor activity in glioblastoma
cells. The tumor-suppressor activity upon the overexpression of those EMC subunits has
been attributed to changes in gene expression that slow down cell proliferation, cell cycle
progression, and tumor invasiveness or changes in signaling that increase autophagic flux
via the inactivation of the mTOR pathway [419–421].

The majority of components of the GET pathway and its function are conserved from
yeast to plants and mammals [153,422,423]. With regard to illness, the genomic locus of the
GET1 gene has been mapped to the congenital heart disease region of human chromosome
21 [424]. Yet, a clear correlation between GET1 and its role in the development of cardiac
defects and congenital heart disease has not been established in humans. However, direct
evidence for this association comes from non-human studies. It has been shown that after the
depletion of the GET1 protein in embryos of Xenopus frogs and Medaka fish, the development
of their heart was initiated, but its morphogenesis could not be finalized [425,426]. A more
targeted approach testing the tissue-specific knockout of the GET1 gene in cardiomyocytes
of mice reported hepatic damage and fibrosis, but no heart-specific phenotype was observed
either [129]. Regarding the GET2 protein, studies on human cancer cell lines have presented
evidence for an association of GET2 with skin and breast tumors due to the effects on either
the calcium or prolactin receptor signaling pathways [427,428]. Yet, mechanistic details related
to the biogenesis of TA proteins are scarce in these studies. Work on Myc-induced B-cell
lymphoma cells from mice has described the relevance of GET2, in particular its C-terminal
GET1 binding domain, for the survival and mitotic progression of lymphoma cells. In this
case, the oncogenic potential of GET2 was shown to be independent of its TA protein insertion
function [177]. Similarly, no mutation providing evidence for a gene-disease association with
clinical significance of the GET3 protein is listed in the OMIM (www.omim.org, accessed 26
October 2021) or gnomAD (https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org, accessed 26 October 2021)
database. Thus, recessive mutations that affect the functionality of the components of the GET
pathway could eventually be compensated for and such compensation might suppress any
disease phenotype. However, homozygosity (or compound heterozygosity) of mutant alleles
might be detrimental as demonstrated by mouse models for GET1-3 and the embryonic lethality
of the constitutive knockouts [127,363,429].

Less is known about the SND protein targeting pathway in mammalian cells and
its correlation with diseases or in vivo malfunctions. Considering that the knockout of
SND components in yeast leads to defects in carboxypeptidase Y maturation (Snd2) or
phosphate regulation and connectivity between nuclear envelope and vacuole (Snd3), there
could be a defect in mammalian cells upon the loss of SND [430–432]. In 2019, Talbot et al.
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generated a hSnd2 knockout in cultivated cells which resulted in the reduced expression of
some polytopic membrane proteins including TRPC6 and KCNN4, two ion channels of
the plasma membrane [185]. Maybe a connection between the human SND pathway and
diseases might be based on those substrates of the pathway. As well as gain-of-function
mutations, loss-of-function mutations of the TRPC6 gene that can cause chronic kidney
disease affecting the glomerulus have also been described. The corresponding disease
is defined by a focal and segmental glomerulosclerosis phenotype [433–435]. The other
SND substrate, KCNN4, has been associated with congenital hemolytic anemia. KCNN4
mutations that were predicted to be deleterious perturb the cation permeability of cells and
can lead to primary erythrocyte dehydration. The dysregulated volume homeostasis might
affect the deformation capacity of erythrocytes and microcirculation which together could
play a role as a pathogenic mechanism for hemolytic anemia [436,437]. However, direct
disease associations of the SND pathway remain to be established.

All in all, the diseases caused by mutations of cytosolic or membrane-located target-
ing and transport factors show a broad phenotypic variance and affect different organs
and tissues. This might be a result of the network organization of the different path-
ways and their central function in the biosynthesis of membrane or secreted proteins.
Along the same line, defects of individual ER targeting, and translocation components
might affect the efficient biogenesis of a limited client spectrum. The total loss or reduced
abundance of tissue-specific proteins could also cause or contribute to a localized disease
phenotype. As is the case of the widely present Sec61α protein, the majority of analyzed
Sec61α point mutations result in distinct pathological phenotypes in different organs or
tissues and eventually reflect the substrate-specific requirements found in the affected body
part [276,283,404,438,439].

7. Conclusions and Perspectives

The mechanism of protein translocation through eucaryotic membranes is now more
complicated than the mechanism described five decades ago. The original idea of a single
targeting factor, a single receptor, and a single protein translocase has been massively
expanded during the last years and now a variety of targeting routes and translocases
dedicated to the transport of different polypeptide precursors has been shown. For certain
proteins, it is clear how they are conducted to the ER, but some proteins can be delivered in
alternative ways. The circumstance that allocates a polypeptide at a given time to use a
certain transport pathway remains unclear.

The fate of the nascent polypeptide chain is majorly influenced by the type of targeting
signal and hydrophobicity of the latter. It is not only the hydrophobicity that has an impact
on the targeting mechanism, associated proteins and the local concentration of receptor
components can all influence the transport destiny. It seems that different pathways
can complement each other depending on the cellular environment. Cells may adjust
to the different circumstances and fine-tune all the pathways to achieve the best-desired
performance in terms of protein transport into the ER.

Clearly, more research is required to clear the possibilities and modes for protein
translocation across the ER membrane. State-of-the-art structural and functional methods
will unravel the enigmatic mechanisms of the different targeting routes and translocases.
Even though we can find specific features for particular substrates, as always, there can
be exceptions.
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MP membrane proteins
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rHRE RNA hypoxia response elements
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SGTA
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repeat-containing protein alpha

SND SRP-independent targeting pathway
SP signal peptide
SR SRP receptor
SRP signal recognition particle
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TMCO1
transmembrane and coiled-coil
domain-containing protein 1

TMEM147 transmembrane protein 147
TMH transmembrane helix

TRAM1
translocating chain-associated membrane
protein 1
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Abstract: Cleavable endoplasmic reticulum (ER) signal peptides (SPs) and other non-cleavable
signal sequences target roughly a quarter of the human proteome to the ER. These short peptides,
mostly located at the N-termini of proteins, are highly diverse. For most proteins targeted to the ER,
it is the interactions between the signal sequences and the various ER targeting and translocation
machineries such as the signal recognition particle (SRP), the protein-conducting channel Sec61,
and the signal peptidase complex (SPC) that determine the proteins’ target location and provide
translocation fidelity. In this review, we follow the signal peptide into the ER and discuss the recent
insights that structural biology has provided on the governing principles of those interactions.

Keywords: signal peptide; signal peptidase; ER translocon; endoplasmic reticulum; protein targeting;
chaperones; protein translocation

1. Introduction

The secretory pathway is a protein trafficking highway utilized by more than a quarter
of the human proteome [1,2]. Soluble secreted proteins such as antibodies and protein
hormones rely on this pathway. The pathway also delivers transmembrane proteins (TMPs)
to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), its downstream organelles such as the Golgi apparatus,
and the plasma membrane.

All secretory proteins are translated by cytosolic ribosomes and must be first targeted
to and then transported across (or inserted into) the ER membrane at the early stage of
their life, either co- or post-translationally [3,4]. A complex network of cytosolic and ER
membrane-resident macromolecules facilitate and assist the ER targeting and translocation.

Both ER targeting and translocation/insertion critically depend on so-called signal
sequences (SSs), short hydrophobic peptide stretches in the amino acid sequence of the
newly synthesized proteins that are recognized by the secretory machinery as trafficking
signals. While SSs may appear exceedingly simple, they possess a remarkably versatile and
complex physiology. Besides the choice of trafficking routes, SSs carry information about
translocation efficiency, occurrence and timing of cleavage, and post-targeting functions.

There are four main classes of SSs: (i) cleavable signal peptides (SPs), found on secreted
proteins such as insulin and type I membrane proteins such as HLA molecules; (ii) type II
signal anchor sequences (SASs), found on single- and multi-pass transmembrane proteins
(TMPs) such as the membrane-bound form of tumor necrosis factor (TNF); (iii) type III
SASs found, e.g., on Sec61β; and (iv) tail anchors (TAs) found on proteins such as Sec61γ
(Figure 1a). Signal peptides (SPs) are by far the most populous class of SSs. In humans
alone, there are an estimated >3000 different SP-containing proteins, constituting >10% of
the whole proteome. SPs are usually localized within the first 30 amino acids of the coding
sequence but can in some cases also be found more internally. The defining trait of SPs is
the capacity to be cleaved by the aptly named signal peptidase complex (SPC).
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Figure 1. Types of signal sequences. (a) Depiction of the four types of SSs with their membrane topology indicated. Hy-
drophobic segments are depicted in magenta. (b) Signal peptides have a tripartite structure, consisting of an n- (cyan), h- 
(magenta), and c-region (yellow) and are cleaved in the ER lumen by the SPC (green flash). (c) Frequency of residue types 
relative to the cleavage site [5]. (d) Relative length of the respective regions (colored as in (b)) as a function of total SP 
length. The bulk of the length variation stems from the n-region. Panels c–d were adapted from [5]. 

The primary sequence of SPs is only loosely defined. In fact, approximately 20% of 
randomized sequences can promote protein secretion in yeast [6]. SPs are characterized 
by a tripartite structure (Figure 1b–d): (i) an often positively charged, N-terminal ‘n-re-
gion’ that faces the cytosol; (ii) a short hydrophobic core—most commonly between 7 and 
15, but not longer than 18–20 amino acids called ‘h-region’; and (iii) a polar luminal C-
terminal ‘c-region’ that contains the scissile bond and must be occupied by short, hydro-
phobic residues at positions −1 and −3 relative to the cleavage site [7,8]. Initially, SPs are 
inserted into the ER membrane with the N-terminus facing towards the cytosol (Nin) and 
the mature sequence facing the organellar lumen (Cout). In the case of type I TMPs, the 
removal of the SP leads to an ‘inverted’ topology of the mature sequence in which the N-
terminus is facing ‘outside’ (Nout), while the C-terminus is facing the cytosol (Cin) (Figure 
1a). 
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The primary sequence of SPs is only loosely defined. In fact, approximately 20% of
randomized sequences can promote protein secretion in yeast [6]. SPs are characterized by
a tripartite structure (Figure 1b–d): (i) an often positively charged, N-terminal ‘n-region’
that faces the cytosol; (ii) a short hydrophobic core—most commonly between 7 and 15,
but not longer than 18–20 amino acids called ‘h-region’; and (iii) a polar luminal C-terminal
‘c-region’ that contains the scissile bond and must be occupied by short, hydrophobic
residues at positions −1 and −3 relative to the cleavage site [7,8]. Initially, SPs are inserted
into the ER membrane with the N-terminus facing towards the cytosol (Nin) and the mature
sequence facing the organellar lumen (Cout). In the case of type I TMPs, the removal of
the SP leads to an ‘inverted’ topology of the mature sequence in which the N-terminus is
facing ‘outside’ (Nout), while the C-terminus is facing the cytosol (Cin) (Figure 1a).

In this review, we delineate the lessons learned from the structural characterization of
the different secretory machineries and their interactions with SPs, starting at the ribosomal
exit tunnel and ending in the ER membrane. For the targeting and translocation of non-SP
SSs, we refer to several excellent recent reviews [9–11].

2. SP Recognition in the Cytosol and ER Targeting

As the first step of their life cycle, secreted proteins and TMPs must be targeted to
the ER membrane (Figure 2). The timing of translation, folding, and ER transport is of
particular importance: on one hand, nascent chains (NCs) can only cross the ER membrane
in an unfolded state, while on the other hand, this prerequisite exposes their hydrophobic
segments and makes them prone to aggregation and proteolysis. Therefore, these proteins
must be shielded from the hydrophilic cytosol, which is achieved by one of two separate
strategies: (i) direct recognition of the nascent protein at the ribosomal exit tunnel by the
SRP, leading to co-translational translocation/insertion through the recruitment of the
ribosome–nascent chain complex (RNC) to the ER; or (ii) post-translational transport to the
ER, which requires the involvement of chaperones to protect the clients from the aqueous
environment.

In this section, we dissect the different cellular pathways for SP delivery to the ER
surface (Figure 2). The decision of which routes an NC takes largely depends on interactions
between the SP and the respective components of a pathway. It should be kept in mind
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that these pathways are not necessarily strictly separated, and preferences for one pathway
or another may reflect the physiological status of the cell [12]. Additional pathways
exist for the targeting of other SSs, such as the TRC/GET pathway that mainly caters to
TA proteins [13].
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2.1. Life in the Fast Lane: Co-Translational Recognition and ER Targeting by the SRP

Co-translational targeting of SP-containing proteins is accomplished by the signal
recognition particle (SRP) and its cognate ER-associated SRP receptor (SR). The SRP is one
of the earliest factors that scan the SPs of NCs when they emerge from the ribosomal exit
tunnel. The SRP competes for NC binding with the nascent chain associating complex
(NAC) [17]. Thus, whether an SP can interact efficiently with SRP is one of the main
determinants of their trafficking route.

The SRP pathway is by far the best-studied ER delivery pathway. It is also con-
sidered to be the most common ER delivery system in mammals, although potentially
less dominant than earlier assumed [18–21]. Proteins of the SRP pathway generally have
strongly hydrophobic, N-terminal SPs. As a general rule, the less hydrophobic an SP,
the less it tends to depend on SRP [22–25]. However, the dependence of the SRP system
on hydrophobicity seems to vary considerably between organisms [21]. In mammals,
the majority of SPs are thought to rely on SRP [26], while in yeast, only ~14% of cleavable
SPs (which possess shorter hydrophobic segments [5,27]) are SRP-dependent. In contrast
to SPs, the overwhelming majority of SASs cannot be efficiently targeted to the ER without
SRP, regardless of the organism [21,28–30]. In addition to hydrophobicity, the SRP pathway
is sensitive to the localization of the SS within the NC, which is mostly relevant for other
types of SSs. Because SRPs are strongly sub-stoichiometric compared to ribosomes [31],
substrate recognition needs to be fast. Therefore, the optimal SRP recognition window is
within the first ~95 amino acids (AA) of the substrate, where the SP is positioned in most
pre-proteins [32]. Remarkably, however, internal SSs located up to ~65 AA distal from
the pre-protein’s C-terminus can still be recognized by the SRP [21,29]. In contrast, small
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proteins below 100 AA cannot be efficiently recognized. In both cases, when the SS is too
close to the C-terminus or the protein is too short, the protein synthesis is terminated in
mere seconds, which is insufficient for SRP targeting [18,33].

Robust targeting by the SRP pathway is estimated to require approximately 5–7 s [34].
When SRP binds to an SP at the ribosomal exit tunnel, its main functions are (i) to halt the
translation to prevent cytosolic aggregation, (ii) to recruit RNCs to the ER surface via the SRP
receptor (SR), and (iii) to facilitate the handover of the NC to the Sec61 translocon (Figure 2).

The SRP, a composite of one RNA and six protein molecules, binds ribosomes in a
‘scanning’ mode even before SPs emerge from the exit tunnel [29,35–38]. In some cases,
ribosome–mRNA complexes have been found to recruit the SRP before the SP has even
been translated [29], or from within the exit tunnel through an allosteric interaction if the
N-terminal SS is particularly hydrophobic, which is mostly the case for SASs [39,40].

One of the SRP proteins, SRP54, contains the hydrophobic SS binding groove in its
C-terminal M domain. In the scanning mode, the M domain is pre-positioned in direct
proximity to the exit tunnel in an auto-inhibited state [41], in which its C-terminal helix
ahM6 [14] occupies the SP binding site. As soon as an appropriate SP emerges from the
ribosome exit tunnel, it is embraced by the SRP54 M domain in the ‘cargo recognition’
state, providing shelter from the aqueous environment. The mammalian SRP54–SS in-
terface in the ‘cargo recognition’ state has been resolved in a recent structure of SRPs in
complex with ribosomes translating a type II SAS with a 16 AA hydrophobic core [14]
(Figure 3a–e). The ahM6 helix is displaced by the SS such that it completes a ring of α-helices
around the SS helix, which remains accessible at both ends. The bulk of the interaction is
mediated through non-directional, hydrophobic protein–protein contacts (mostly through
flexible methionine side chains) of the SS core with the SRP54 M domain. The hydrophobic
surface of the SRP54 M-domain is about 20–23 Å long, matching hydrophobic sequences of
~16 AA (Figure 3e). It appears plausible that SPs with much shorter h-regions [5,27] pro-
duce a partial hydrophobic mismatch and are less efficient in both recognition and the
induction of the necessary conformational rearrangements in SRP. Indeed, deletions in the
h-region of the (already short) SP of preprolactin have drastic effects in its ability to trigger
both SRP binding and ER translocation [42]. Coincidentally, these shorter hydrophobic
sequences also reduce the susceptibility to aggregation in the cytosol, rationalizing their
reduced dependency on the pathway [21].
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The SRP54 M-domain provides the plasticity to accommodate a broad variety of SPs.
Positively charged residues in the flanking SP regions fine-tune SRP binding [42]. Indeed,
a lower-resolution structure of the rabbit ribosome–SRP complex loaded with a 20 AA
type II SAS [35] and crystal structures of homologous SRP/SS complexes [43–46] display
differing orientations of the SS. Whether these models reflect the physiological variability
of the SS binding or are affected by modeling inaccuracies or crystal packing artefacts must
be addressed in more extensive sampling of SS space.

The formation of the SRP54–SP interface not only increases SRP/RNC affinity [40,47]
and slows down translation [48–50], but it also enables efficient recruitment of the ER-
bound SR [41]. Information of SP engagement is passed within SRP54 by the so-called
fingerloop of the M domain to the N-terminal GTPase (NG) domain, which contains the SR
interface as well as the GTPase site [14]. The SRP54 NG domain can now dimerize with
the NG domain of the SR α-subunit (SRα) at the cytosolic surface of the ER [51], leading
to a large-scale conformational change when the GTPase activity of these NG domains is
activated [52–54]. This large-scale remodeling involves the withdrawal of the SRP54 helices
ahM5 and ahM6 from the SP interface, resulting in the partial exposure of the SP to the
aqueous environment [14,55]. This conformational change enables cargo handover to the
protein conducting channel Sec61, which form the core of ER translocon complex [56]. The
interaction kinetics of SRP and SR are regulated by NAC, which prevents the recruitment
of SS-less ribosomes to the ER [57].

Faulty SSs, e.g., segments with deletions in their hydrophobic core, trigger a recently
discovered quality control pathway, termed regulation of aberrant protein production
(RAPP) [58]. As shown by photo-crosslinking, the SRP likely hands over aberrant SPs
to Argonaute2 (Ago2) instead of Sec61, triggering Ago2′s specific mRNA degradation.
However, there is yet no evidence for a direct interaction of Ago2 with SPs.

2.2. With a Little Help from My Friends: Post-Translational Recognition and ER Targeting

Substrates that are targeted to the ER post-translationally require ATP-dependent
chaperoning in the cytosol. In yeast, post-translational ER targeting of SP-containing
proteins is common [21]. Some ‘classic’ yeast post-translational substrates are targeted
co-translationally in mammals, indicating a preference of the co-translational mode in
these species [26]. Nevertheless, also in mammals, SRP-independent translocation of
non-TA proteins goes much beyond early discovered single cases [59], as recent studies
show [18–20,33,60,61]. We are still at an early point of our understanding of post-translational
import of SP-containing pre-proteins in mammals.

2.2.1. Stairway to Lumen: Hsp70/40-Mediated Chaperoning in the Cytosol and ER Delivery

The Hsp70/40 system is thought to deliver its substrates mainly to Sec61/62/63.
Post-translational substrates are usually poor substrates of the SRP, and their structural
motives are therefore reciprocal to those of SRP substrates—the less hydrophobic an SS,
and the closer it is to the C-terminus, the more likely it is to take a chaperone-mediated
post-translational delivery route to the ER [24,62]. Hence, most substrates of the pathway
feature SPs, although some type II TMPs and multi-spanning TMPs are also influenced
by the depletion of both Sec62 and Sec63. Prominent substrates are weakly hydropho-
bic, N-terminal SPs with weak statistical trends for long h-regions and low-polarity c-
regions [62,63]. The post-translational pathway can process more proteins per time than the
SRP-dependent route [12].

Hsp70-mediated ER targeting has so far mostly been studied in yeast. Cytosolic
Hsp70 (Hsc70 in mammals, Ssa1 in yeast) has broad substrate selectivity for a degenerate,
hydrophobic 4–5 AA motif [64] that occurs in SPs, but also in virtually any other protein
(Figure 3f,g). Despite its broad functionality as a chaperone, the protein can carry out
substrate-specific ER delivery of secretory pathway proteins. Although Ssa1 can directly
interact with Sec72, a part of the fungal Sec62/63 translocon that does not exist in mam-
mals [65], the targeting is largely regulated in a substrate-dependent way by a network of
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Hsp40 (or J-domain protein) co-chaperones (Figure 2) such as the abundant, ER-tethered
Ydj1 (Hdj2 in mammals) or Jjj3 [66–70]. Hsp40s (i) increase the chaperoning activity of
Hsp70s [71], (ii) recognize and deliver substrates to their respective Hsp70, and (iii) target
their Hsp70 to a specific location in the cell [72]. It appears that these chaperones have
some redundancy, as no single one of them is essential [67]. Hsc70-mediated targeting
in mammals has been demonstrated for low-hydrophobicity TA proteins, but not yet for
SP-containing proteins [73].

In addition to Hsp70/40s, calmodulin mediates targeting in mammals, by recognizing
short substrates through their SPs [60]. Proteins of less than 100 AA, often chemokines
or hormones, are poor SRP substrates because of their short recognition window at the
ribosome [18]. Simply extending their mature sequence has been shown to revert substrates
to SRP-dependence [33,74]. The calmodulin-mediated pathway is better characterized for
the delivery of weakly hydrophobic TA proteins to the EMC [75].

2.2.2. The Joker: The Snd Pathway

The list of ER targeting pathways was expanded when a screen in yeast revealed
three proteins called Snd1-3 that can compensate for the known pathways and act as a
backup ER targeting system [15]. The Snd pathway has been implicated in the biogenesis
of short secretory proteins [76] as well as both single- and multi-pass transmembrane
proteins [16,77]. The system appears capable of recognizing SSs at any position in the
protein, from N- to C-terminus [15], allowing it to substitute SRP and other pathways,
such as the TRC/GET pathway.

Of the three known yeast Snd proteins, Snd1 was found to be soluble and ribosome-
interacting [78], while the other two are ER-resident membrane proteins. Snd2 can be
co-immunoprecipitated with Snd1, Snd3, and Sec61, leading to the hypothesis that Snd1
may be involved in target recognition at the ribosome, while the other two subunits could
act as a composite receptor and mediate substrate-handover to the Sec61 translocon for
translocation, analogous to the SRP/SR system [76]. To date, only the orthologue of Snd2
(called TMEM208 or hSnd2) has been identified in mammals [16,79]. AlphaFold predictions
of yeast Snd2/3 show a hydrophilic vestibule on the hydrophobic segments of both proteins
(Figure 3h,i), and it is tempting to speculate that these might be key to their function.

3. Protein Translocation and Insertion at the ER Membrane

Following ER targeting, secretory pathway proteins must be either translocated
through or inserted into the ER membrane. The main insertase/translocase for SPs is
the protein-conducting channel Sec61, which is a part of the ER translocon and can asso-
ciate with different auxiliary protein complexes (Figure 4) [80].

The ER translocon is a dynamic super-complex at the ER membrane that facilitates
the translocation, folding, and post-translational modification of many NCs (Figure 4).
In addition to its central component Sec61, the ER translocon features a portfolio of sub-
complexes with specific auxiliary functions that can be proactively recruited in a sub-
stoichiometric manner depending on the type of SS at hand [11,80]. Some, such as the
translocon-associated protein complex (TRAP), are associated near-stoichiometrically to
the co-translational ER translocon (Figure 4), while others such as the SPC can act in concert
but are not or only transiently recruited [81]. New configurations of the translocon are still
being discovered and structurally characterized, giving a plethora of new information their
interactions with SSs [5,82–90]. For example, a range of newly characterized ER-resident
insertase complexes containing an Oxa1 family subunit can facilitate the insertion of other
types of SSs, particularly type III SASs and TAs, but also multi-pass TMPs (reviewed
in [9,10]) in concert with Sec61. The ER-resident Oxa1 family complexes comprise the ER
membrane complex (EMC), WRB/CAML, which is the insertase of the TRC/GET pathway,
and the TMCO1 translocon. TMCO1 proteins might be involved in the translocation of
SP-containing type I membrane proteins by facilitating the insertion of downstream TMDs
after initial recognition by Sec61, respectively, while the EMC is fully dispensable for the
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insertion of SPs and type II TMDs but may have chaperoning activities [75,91]. To date, it
appears that Sec61 is the only insertase for SPs.
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metrical halves (formed by TMD1-5 and 6-10, respectively) that together produce an hour-
glass-shaped pore across the ER membrane (Figure 5) [92,95,97,98]. The channel must be 
primed and activated by a partner to enable translocation or membrane insertion. Sec61 
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Figure 4. ER translocation and insertion machineries for SP-containing proteins. Left upper panel:
The Sec61 translocon comprises, among others, the ribosome (shown in the cytosolic background),
Sec61 (Sec61α blue, Sec61β dark gray, Sec61γ light gray), and the yet structurally uncharacterized
TRAP (green EM map). The structure is a composite of EMDB 4315 [90] and PDB 3JC2 [92]. Middle
upper panel: The yet structurally uncharacterized Snd2/3 membrane complex [15]. Right upper
panel: S. cerevisiae Sec61 opened by Sec62 (light teal), Sec63 (dark teal), and the yeast-specific Sec71/72
(white). The structure is a composite of PDBs 7AFT and 6ZZZ [93].

In the following section, we will discuss how different components of the ER translo-
con interact and are recruited by features in the SP, starting with its prime component,
the protein conducting channel Sec61.

3.1. Through the Barricades: Co-Translational Translocation/Insertion

In the co-translational mode, the ER translocon associates with an RNC. The in-
teraction of the RNC with the Sec61 core is conserved from prokaryotes to eukaryotes,
while many accessory factors, which interact with Sec61 and often also directly with the
ribosome, have evolved. Importantly, such interactions are often competitive, making the
ER translocon dynamic.

3.1.1. Tunnel of Love: Protein Translocation by Sec61

The heterotrimer Sec61, consisting of Sec61α, Sec61β, and Sec61γ, is chiefly responsible
for (i) co-translationally translocating or inserting nascent chains and for (ii) determining
substrate topology [94–96]. Its largest subunit, Sec61α, features two pseudo-symmetrical
halves (formed by TMD1-5 and 6-10, respectively) that together produce an hourglass-
shaped pore across the ER membrane (Figure 5) [92,95,97,98]. The channel must be primed
and activated by a partner to enable translocation or membrane insertion. Sec61 is gated in
two directions: (i) opening of the two halves in a clam-like motion reveals a lateral gate to
the ER membrane; (ii) the same motion also opens the vertical channel that is initially sealed
by the ‘plug’ from the lumen, allowing the passage of the nascent chain [99] (Figure 5c,d).
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channel is reduced to approximately 20 Å [81,92]. The hydrophobic SPs approach the 
channel head-first. The docking induces conformational changes in Sec61α that, with one 
rigid body motion, simultaneously open the lateral gate (allowing the SP to squeeze be-
tween TMDs 2 and 7 and displace TMD2), and remove the ‘plug’ to vertically open the 
channel [92,95,97,98]. 

Subsequently, the NC re-organizes into a hairpin that exposes the N-terminus to the 
cytosol. The final orientation of the SP inside Sec61 determines the topology that the pro-
tein will ultimately assume. The outcome seems to be mainly affected by the balance of 
positive charges on both ends of the c-region, with positive charges at the n-region en-
couraging insertion with the N-terminus facing the cytosol and positive charges in the 
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Figure 5. Co-translational ER translocation by Sec61 through the ER translocon. (a) Graphic de-
scription of co-translational ER insertion/translocation by the SRP-Sec61. The SP is handed over
from SRP54-M and inserts head-on into primed Sec61, removing the plug, before rearranging in a
hairpin with a Nin-Cout conformation. The SP is then accommodated at the lateral gate of Sec61.
(b) Tomographic map of the translating ER translocon (EMDB-4315) [90]. TRAP is accommodated at
the side of Sec61, its cytosolic portion interacting with the ribosome, its luminal portion close to the
opening of the translocation channel. The oligosaccharyltransferase (OST) does not interact with SPs.
(c,d) Open and closed conformations of Sec61, based on PDBs 3J7Q and 3JC2 [92,95]. Upon channel
opening, the plug (green, seen from within the lumen facing the membrane) is removed and the
vertical channel is opened. The lateral gate can now harbor the SS. (e–g) SP binding site at the lateral
gate. The binding site is partially open to the ER lipid environment, partially formed by hydrophobic
residues of helices α2 and α7.

In its co-translational mode, Sec61 can recognize type II SASs in addition to SPs.
Upon RNC binding, the gap between the ribosome exit tunnel and the Sec61 translocat-
ing channel is reduced to approximately 20 Å [81,92]. The hydrophobic SPs approach
the channel head-first. The docking induces conformational changes in Sec61α that,
with one rigid body motion, simultaneously open the lateral gate (allowing the SP to
squeeze between TMDs 2 and 7 and displace TMD2), and remove the ‘plug’ to vertically
open the channel [92,95,97,98].

Subsequently, the NC re-organizes into a hairpin that exposes the N-terminus to the
cytosol. The final orientation of the SP inside Sec61 determines the topology that the protein
will ultimately assume. The outcome seems to be mainly affected by the balance of positive
charges on both ends of the c-region, with positive charges at the n-region encouraging
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insertion with the N-terminus facing the cytosol and positive charges in the early mature
region apparently impairing translocation altogether [97]. For both type I and type II
membrane proteins, the N-terminus of the SS faces the cytosol according to the ‘positive-
inside‘ rule, with the distinction that the SPs of type I membrane proteins are later removed
by the SPC, whereas the signal anchors of type II membrane proteins are not (see below).
Nevertheless, positive charges of the n-region are not the only orientation-determining
parameter as ~20% of ~900 analyzed SPs do not contain positively charged residues [5,8].

The decisive parameter for Sec61-dependent translocation is the ‘gating’ strength of
the SP, which is the ability to autonomously induce the opening of Sec61‘s lateral gate.
The gating strength can be measured directly as a pulling force on the nascent chain
that drags the SP into the primed channel [100,101]. Weakly gating SPs may trigger the
recruitment of assisting co-factors (see below). Interestingly, the gating strength is in many
instances evolutionarily conserved, implying that strong or weak gating can fulfill important
functions, e.g., in the timing and overall production levels of substrates, or even to maintain a
cytosolic presence of the substrate, as is, e.g., the case for calreticulin [102,103]. Despite being
measurable, the precise individual structural/physical features that determine the gating
strength are poorly understood [104]. The hydrophobicity of the SPs core is suspected
to play a key role and other potential factors might be the charge of adjacent residues
in the nascent chain, the degree of N-terminal folding, and the lipid composition of the
ER membrane [19,105].

When finally opened, Sec61 allows the co-translational translocation of the nascent
chain’s hydrophilic regions across the membrane and into the ER lumen, driven by the
GTP hydrolysis of the ribosome.

During translocation, the SP of the nascent peptide remains accommodated in the
lateral gate of the Sec61 protein-conducting channel [92,98,106] in a slanted orientation.
The interaction is mediated by hydrophobic residues and halfway open to the surrounding
lipid environment (Figure 5) [92]. Early crosslinking experiments showed that changing the
amino acid sequence in the h-region can change the positioning of the SP in the gate [25],
implying that the interaction is subject to considerable conformational liberty.

Interestingly, electron tomography data of pancreatic vesicles suggest that SPs seem
to linger stably at the lateral gate while the ribosome is bound to the ER translocon because
Sec61 is detected solely in an open state with SPs bound [92,106]. This observation suggests
that SPs are not able to diffuse freely into the membrane, presumably due to their short
h-regions that cause a hydrophobic mismatch with the ER bilayer. In the case of cleavable
SPs, the peptides eventually need to be transferred from Sec61 to the SPC, although it is
currently unclear how this handover may take place.

3.1.2. Smooth Operator: TRAP Is a Sec61 Assistant

SRP delivers SSs to Sec61 irrespective of their ‘gating‘ efficiency [100,107]. When
encountering substrates with ineffective or slow channel gating abilities, Sec61 requires
assisting factors that help it to exert second pulling event that occurs during translo-
cation. The most stoichiometrically present of several auxiliary complexes is TRAP,
which specializes in co-translational enhancement of Sec61 translocation/insertion.

Some of the features of SPs that mediate important functions—such as non-standard
lengths, charged residues, kinks, or reduced hydrophobicity—are also hallmarks of reduced
‘gating‘ efficiency and therefore particularly challenging for Sec61-mediated transloca-
tion/insertion. It appears that no single parameter determines TRAP dependency—rather,
it is the combination of several parameters that ultimately weaken the interaction with
the primed Sec61 translocating channel [104]. Although there are subtle differences, uni-
fying characteristics of TRAP-dependent substrates are (i) a low hydrophobicity and/or
(ii) positively charged clusters in the mature portion directly following the SP that im-
pair translocation [62,63,108], and (iii) an enriched glycine and proline content [63,109].
Additionally, TRAP may be able to assist in the translocation of charged unstructured
protein domains [108].
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TRAP comprises the four subunits TRAPα-δ (or SSR1-4) [104]. The helix-breaking
properties of TRAP-dependent substrates may impair their ability to insert into the lat-
eral gate of Sec61α [92], potentially resulting in SPs that ‘lounge’ in the ~20 Å gap be-
tween ribosome and Sec61 instead of being pulled in by primed Sec61. TRAP is asso-
ciated near-stoichiometrically with the translocon and interacts with both the ribosome
and Sec61 [81,90,106,110].

Mechanistic insights into TRAP function remain scarce. A recent study delineated the
‘translational timeline’ of TRAP-assisted translocation. Based on crosslinking experiments
it postulates a weak, potentially sensory interaction of the ~13-amino-acid-long cytosolic
portion of TRAPβ with a weakly gating model SS before the SS is threaded into the Sec61
channel [109]. Tomographic studies [63,81] indicate that the luminal domains of TRAPα/β
might interact with loop 5 of the Sec61 hinge region to facilitate channel opening. Additionally,
it has been suggested that that luminal domains of TRAP may stabilize the topology of thus
far ‘uncommitted’ nascent TMDs by a direct interaction [111]. However, there are currently
no structural data of sufficient resolution to corroborate these postulated interactions.

3.2. Insane in the Membrane: Post-Translational Translocation/Insertion

Much like the co-translational pathways, post-translational translocation/insertion
of proteins with N-terminal SPs and SSs is carried out through Sec61 (aided by auxiliary
factors) while Oxa1 family complexes such as EMC and Get1/2 complexes likely do not
interact with SPs.

With Arms Wide Open: Post-Translational Insertion and Translocation Assisted by Sec62/63
Some secretory proteins are targeted to Sec61 post-translationally [18,24,67,74,112–114].

Together, the auxiliary proteins Sec62 and Sec63 can facilitate post-translational Sec61-
dependent translocation/insertion, allowing Sec61 to translocate substrates by prying open
the lateral gate [115–118]. First, Sec63 partially opens the gate through interactions on both
sides of the membrane, before Sec62 can fully displace the plug and shield the channel
from incoming lipid molecules [84,93,119,120].

To date, 56 Sec62/63 dependent proteins have been identified in human cell
lines [62,63]. The SP features that confer Sec62/63 dependency are very similar to those for
its Hsp70/40 delivery system, mainly featuring reduced hydrophobicity and weak Sec61
gating capacities, which make the pre-opening of the channel by Sec62/63 necessary [120].
Additionally, some Sec62/63-dependent substrates possess a positively charged cluster in
the mature region that likely impairs the translocation across the Sec61 channel [62]. No-
tably, there is some overlap between Sec62/63- and TRAP-dependent SSs, as both comprise
low-hydrophobicity cores. Indeed, there are specific examples that have been shown to
depend on both complexes [62,63], although TRAP is thought to operate co-translationally
whereas Sec62/63 is generally described to act post-translationally. It has been reported
that some substrates can follow both the co- and the post-translational route, such as
pre-proinsulin [121].

The Hsp70/Hsp40 system also possesses a luminal portion, which is essential for
post-translational ER translocation by providing directionality and might also play a role
during co-translational import. In absence of a ribosome, protein translocation is powered
from within the lumen by the Hsp70 ‘ratchet’ BiP (HSPA5, or Kar2 in yeast), which is
recruited by the Sec63 (or ERj2) Hsp40 J-domain and can interact with a luminal loop of
Sec61α [76,122–125]. Another example is the ER membrane-resident mammalian J-protein
ERj1 (Htj1 in humans) can bind ribosomes near the ribosomal exit tunnel using its cytosolic
portion, promote translational stalling, and potentially recruit ribosomes to the ER during
co-translational targeting. Its J-domain is located in the ER lumen, where it aids in protein
translocation by stimulating BiP, similarly to Sec63 [126]. Other ERj proteins modulate
BiP functions for protein quality control or stress conditions such as the unfolded protein
response or ER-associated protein degradation [127].

Some studies of specific substrates found crosslinks of mammalian Sec62/63 with
the co-translational ER translocon, implying that Sec62/63 might also be involved in
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co-translational protein translocation [128–130]. However, structural studies of the early
co-translational ER translocon suggest that there would be steric clashes between Sec61-
bound Sec62/63 and both the ribosome and TRAP [81,95]. Thus, either the conformation
of Sec61/62/63 must differ in the co-translational mode or the ribosome associates dif-
ferently [84,120,131]. Biochemical studies corroborate the competitive binding of co- and
post-translational ER translocon components by showing that both the SR and the ribosome
individually induce the dissociation of Sec62 from Sec61 [131].

Together, these data suggest that Sec62/63 might only be involved in the later stages
of co-translational translocation, if at all [129]. As an exemplary hypothesis for such
an operating mode, TRAP might initially ensure the engagement of the SP by Sec61,
before Sec62/63 eventually carry out in-channel inversion and gating in a temporally
distinct step after translocon remodeling [108]. However, there is currently no mechanistic
basis for these kinds of proposed mechanisms, and it is not known if and to what extent
Sec62/63 can compensate for a loss of TRAP or vice versa.

4. SP Removal and Post-Targeting Functions
4.1. Time to Say Goodbye: SP Removal by the Signal Peptidase Complex

Regardless of how the specific characteristics of SSs influence the routes taken, the
ultimate choice between SPs and SASs is—per definition—made after ER targeting and
translocation. Completed translocation of about 80 amino acids through Sec61 marks
the earliest possible time point for co-translational SP removal [132]. The SPC, a hetero-
tetrameric serine protease, which exists in two distinct paralogs in higher eukaryotes [5], is
responsible for this process.

By definition, the SPC only cleaves SPs, although TAs can also be engineered suffi-
ciently short to be cleaved in the ER lumen [133]. SPC substrates require an h-region below
18–20 amino acids and a c-region with short, hydrophobic residues at the positions −1 and
−3 relative to the cleavage site [5,133,134].

Although it is assumed that SP removal typically occurs co-translationally, post-
translational SP cleavage is well within the SPCs repertoire [135]. SPs of co-translationally
translocated NCs need to transfer from Sec61 to the SPC. However, the SPC is not resolved
as part of native ribosome–translocon complexes by cryo-electron tomography [106,136], in-
dicating that the SPC likely associates with the ER translocon transiently or in a structurally
flexible manner [81].

The molecular workings of eukaryotic SP removal, and the distinction between SPs
and SASs by the SPC, have eluded mechanistic explanation for decades. Recent structural
insights reveal that the enzyme complex employs two structural motifs to make this
distinction [5]: (i) a specialized transmembrane window (TM window) that locally thins
the ER bilayer directly above (ii) a conserved shallow hydrophobic binding pocket that
contains the cleavage site, located in the lumen about 17 Å from the luminal membrane
interface (Figure 6). Using the TM window as a ‘molecular ruler’, the enzyme measures
the length of its substrates’ hydrophobic segments and excludes SSs with TM segments of
more than 18–20 amino acids [133,134]. Substrates that have short enough TM segments
(h-regions) to be admitted into the binding pocket then adopt a β-strand conformation in the
stretch directly adjacent to the membrane (c-region) and are scanned for small, hydrophobic
residues at the evolutionarily ancient −1 and −3 positions relative to the cleavage site by
the SPC’s catalytic subunit SEC11A/C [137]. Additionally, SPs with prolines at position +1
cannot be cleaved efficiently [138], likely because cis-peptide bonds cannot be effectively
polarized in the protease’s oxyanion hole. Based on this bifold recognition principle,
the SPC effectively ‘defines’ the distinction between SPs and type II SASs by the length,
but not the primary sequence of their hydrophobic segments and by the presence of a
suitable set of −1/−3 residues in direct proximity to the ER membrane–lumen interface.
Type III SASs cannot be cleaved by the SPC because of their reversed topology that prevent
the recognition of the scissile bond.
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Figure 6. SP removal by the signal peptidase complex. (a) Atomic model of an SP fitted into the binding pocket of SPC-C
(shown as EM map, catalytic subunit SEC11C purple, SEC22/23 dark gray, SPC25 gray, SPC12 light gray; EMDB-13172). The
micelle (show in the background in pale yellow) is thinned inside the TM window and measures the length of the h-region.
The blowup shows the binding groove for with the SP c-region and the catalytic residues of SEC11C (orange). Residues
−1 and −3 point towards the bottom of the pocket and therefore need to be short and hydrophobic. (b) Coarse-grained
molecular dynamics simulations show the mean distance of an SP with 11 residues (L11) and 20 residues (L20) from the
binding pocket. Long h-regions are excluded by the thinned membrane in the TM window. Figure based on [5].

The timing of SPC-mediated SP removal can impact a protein’s maturation process.
Especially viral pre-proteins of flavi- and retroviruses, which heavily depend on the SPC
for their maturation, utilize cleavage delay to halt the trafficking of their pre-proteins,
which is crucial for maintaining the correct processing order and joint incorporation of
the fragments during virion assembly [135]. Delays can be caused by a highly apolar or
helical c-region, folded n-regions, or directly neighboring TM segments that may sterically
obstruct access to the cleavage site [139–141]. It will be interesting to further assess the
details of the SPC-SP interactions by structural biology, and to define the interactions of the
SPC with the ER translocon during co-translational SP cleavage.

4.2. The Show Must Go On: Post-Targeting Functions of SPs

While SASs and TAs remain associated with their proteins, SPs can have a range
of interesting and versatile functions after their cleavage that are unrelated to their orig-
inal protein. While many are recycled by signal peptide peptidases, specific SPs can,
for example, modulate NK-cell mediated immune responses via HLA-E, become a part of
mature virions, or associate with cytosolic factors such as calmodulin as feedback loops.
For further reading, we refer to [12,142].

5. Summary and Outlook
5.1. The Long and Winding Road: Principles of SP Recognition

Amongst the many interactions laid out here, the three key moments for SPs are
(i) the efficiency of the interaction with SRP54, which occurs very early and effectively
seems to decide whether a protein takes the co- or the post-translational route; (ii) the gating
of Sec61, which determines whether auxiliary factors need to be recruited; and (iii) their
removal by the SPC, which is usually necessary for the functionality and further trafficking
of the protein. The loose sequence requirements for the SP targeting and translocation
machinery lead to an elastic and partially overlapping system, in which subtle changes
can alter pathway usage. With recent structural data, the molecular rules and responsible
mechanisms that determine the SP’s fate are slowly emerging.
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There are a few governing principles followed by all or many of the proteins that
interact with SPs. Their main interaction point is obviously the h-region. Two major types
of strategy emerge for this interaction: (i) cytosolic factors such as the SRP and Hsps bury
the h-region in a hydrophobic groove that can be closed by a lid. The interface is often lined
by dynamic residues such as methionine and does not induce a specific shape requirement
for the substrate. Therefore, it is rather the absolute hydrophobicity and the length of the
h-region that determine how efficient the binding is. (ii) Intramembrane interfaces, found,
e.g., on that Sec61 lateral gate and the SPC, utilize the lipid surrounding and often leave a
substantial portion of the h-region surface open to the membrane, which greatly reduces
the requirement for shape complementarity.

The resulting low-sequence constraint on SPs provides an optimal opportunity for an
evolutionary fine-tuning of beneficial interactions. As such, the ER delivery and translo-
cation route (and with it, e.g., the speed and absolute capacity of protein synthesis [12]),
the efficiency and speed of translocation/insertion (and with it, e.g., the maintenance of
a cytosolic pool [102,103]), the timing of SP cleavage (influencing, e.g., the time to add
posttranslational modifications [135]), and in some cases even the post-cleavage functions
can all be used to tailor to the biosynthetic needs of a specific protein. In addition, SPs can
be used to generate alternatively localized versions of a protein from a single mRNA. So
how are these changes accomplished, precisely? Unfortunately, too many unknowns still
exist to answer this question decisively.

Lastly, the recognition principles employed by the SPC are markedly different from
those of other complexes involved in targeting and translocation. As a result, the choice
of co- or post-translational translocation/insertion does not affect or only moderately
affects SPC cleavage. This difference in recognition for the strictly necessary step of SP
removal greatly increases the evolutionary freedom for the largely optional targeting and
translocation routes.

5.2. Imagine: Outlook

It is entirely possible that more ER targeting and translocation pathways await dis-
covery. For example, it has only recently emerged that thinning of the particularly elastic
ER membrane is a common principle among ER-resident Oxa1 family protein complexes,
which use it to catalyze the insertion specific types of transmembrane helices, and by the
SPC, which use it as a ‘molecular ruler’ to measure the length of the h-region [5,10,85].
These findings were rather unanticipated, but have substantially broadened our under-
standing of the membrane insertion of less well-studied SSs such as type III SASs, TAs, and
the downstream TMDs of multi-pass membrane proteins [82,85,143].

There are, however, more gaps in our understanding [144], particularly when it
comes to the handover of substrates between complexes, which is one of the most difficult
problems to solve with structural biology, and to the relative usage frequency of the
individual pathways, which may well differ between organisms and physiological states.
As such, relatively few post-translational substrates are known to date. Additionally,
the overlap between the pathways greatly complicates the experimental design, rendering
a coherent understanding difficult [15].

Compared to yeast, the ER-resident protein translocation machinery has evolved
substantially in mammals. It is striking that many genes have duplicated, giving rise
to several paralogs at various stages of protein biogenesis in the ER [145]. For example,
the mammalian ER possesses two oligosaccharyltransferase paralogs that specialize in co-
or post-translational processing, respectively [146], and the SPC exists in two paralogs
with overlapping function [5]. Another example would be Sec61α, which exists in two
paralogs, the latter of which has been poorly characterized to date. More studies are
needed that focus on the quantification of the pathway usage, particularly in mammals,
the evolutionary advantages of several paralogs, whether the different paralogs could
fulfill specialized roles with respect to SP interactions.
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Abstract: Here, we review recent molecular modelling and simulation studies of the Sec translocon,
the primary component/channel of protein translocation into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and
bacterial periplasm, respectively. Our focus is placed on the eukaryotic Sec61, but we also mention
modelling studies on prokaryotic SecY since both systems operate in related ways. Cryo-EM struc-
tures are now available for different conformational states of the Sec61 complex, ranging from the
idle or closed state over an inhibited state with the inhibitor mycolactone bound near the lateral
gate, up to a translocating state with bound substrate peptide in the translocation pore. For all
these states, computational studies have addressed the conformational dynamics of the translocon
with respect to the pore ring, the plug region, and the lateral gate. Also, molecular simulations are
addressing mechanistic issues of insertion into the ER membrane vs. translocation into the ER, how
signal-peptides are recognised at all in the translocation pore, and how accessory proteins affect the
Sec61 conformation in the co- and post-translational pathways.

Keywords: signal peptide; Sec61 complex; protein translocation; nascent peptide chain; membrane
insertion; molecular modelling; molecular dynamics simulations; molecular docking

1. Introduction

In eukaryotes, the majority of protein biosynthesis is carried out either by cytosolic
ribosomes or by ribosomes that are attached to the ER membrane [1,2]. In the latter case, the
newly synthesised “nascent polypeptide chain” (NC) is typically either translocated into the
ER or laterally inserted into the ER membrane via an integral membrane protein complex
termed translocon (with the exception of tail-anchored membrane proteins). In eukaryotes,
the central component of this integral membrane protein complex is termed Sec61 complex.
Prokaryotes also possess Sec channels named SecYEG which are responsible for protein
secretion into the periplasm of the cell and for inserting membrane proteins into the cell
membrane.

Proteins that should be translocated across the ER membrane typically carry a “signal
peptide” (SP) at their N-terminus. In the ER, this sequence is then cleaved off by the
enzyme complex signal peptidase. Alternatively, membrane proteins devoid of a SP are
recognised by their first transmembrane (TM) helix. In both cases, a lateral gate opens in
the translocation pore and either the TM portions of these proteins or the cleaved SP exits
laterally into the lipid bilayer. In the latter case, the cleaved peptide chain is released into
the ER interior. Here, we will concentrate on the translocation through Sec pores.

When a newly synthesised NC exits from the ribosome, often a protein termed signal
recognition particle (SRP) binds to its SP, see Figure 1. Subsequently, upon interaction of
SRP with the SRP receptor at the ER membrane, SRP dissociates from SP which is then free
to insert into the Sec61 channel. This pathway is named the co-translational, SRP-dependent
pathway. In another route, the so-called post-translational pathway, the fully synthesised
precursor is first freely released from the ribosome and then, supported by chaperones
and/or SRP-independent machineries, enters the Sec channel. In S. cerevisiae, the Sec61
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complex mediates both co- and posttranslational translocation whereas the mammalian
Sec61 complex functions primarily on the co-translational pathway [3].
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of (left) the post-translational and (right) co-translational transloca-
tion of a eukaryotic secretory protein through the Sec61 complex. In both co- and post-translational
pathways, accessory proteins such as Sec62 and Sec63 help in the translocation of precursor proteins
with “weak” signal peptides (see section “properties of signal peptides”). The accessory proteins
Sec71 and Sec72 exist only in yeast. Sbh1 and Sss1 are the name of the β and γ sub-units of yeast
Sec61 complex.

The eukaryotic Sec61 complex consists of three subunits, Sec61α, Sec61β, and Sec61γ.
Sec61α, the central channel pore, is a multiple-membrane-spanning protein. Sec61β and
Sec61γ are single-membrane-spanning proteins (Sbh1 and Sss1 in S. cerevisiae, respectively)
(see Figure 1). Sec61α and its prokaryotic homologue SecY consist of two halves that
form an hourglass-shaped pore with a constriction in the middle of the membrane, a
plug domain in the luminal or extracellular cavity, and a lateral gate, which opens to the
surrounding lipid phase [4,5]. The Sec61 complex in the ER membrane represents the
major entry point for precursor polypeptides. Besides, the open Sec61 complex forms
a Ca2+ -permeable channel. Furthermore, it was found that different human hereditary
and tumour diseases are associated with Sec61 channel gating [6]. Interestingly, various
human genetic diseases result from single point mutations in the SPs of certain precursor
polypeptides [6–8].

2. Properties of Signal Peptides

Comparative sequence analysis showed that SPs have a typical length of ca. 20–30
residues, but may be up to 60 residues long [9]. They have a recognisable three-domain
structure involving a net basic ‘N region’, a 7–13 residues long hydrophobic ‘H region’ and
a slightly polar ‘C region’. Other than this, SPs of different precursor proteins have no
noticeable sequence similarity to each other. In fact, SPs are often readily interchangeable,
may tolerate a wide range of mutations and are capable of directing secretion in evolu-
tionarily distant organisms. Figure 2 shows a multiple sequence alignment of the signal
peptides of prion proteins from different organisms. Only two out of 21/27 positions are
fully conserved, but eleven other positions are almost fully conserved.
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In mammals, many signal sequences that promote successful targeting to the Sec61
complex cannot initiate translocation without further accessory membrane proteins such
as TRAP or Sec62-63 being present at the site of translocation [5,10]. For example, the
mechanistic role of the Sec62/63 complex is starting to be unveiled thanks to recent high-
resolution cryo-EM structures of the heptameric Sec complex from S. cerevisiae [5,11–13],
proteomic identification of putative Sec62- and Sec63-dependent precursor proteins [14],
and molecular dynamics simulations [15]. The combination of such complementary tech-
niques aids in solving the central puzzle of SP recognition by the Sec61 complex – how
selectivity is achieved yet sequence diversity accommodated.

In water, functional SPs do not show substantial significant secondary structure [16].
Yet, in interfacial environments or in the specific environment of ribosome/SRP/translocon
pore, e.g. when bound to SRP54-M from M. jannaschii [17], they have a high propensity for
an α-helical conformation [16]. Their helical content is actually largest in the hydrophobic
core of the signal sequence. For example, Yi and co-workers studied the conformation of a
25-residue-long functional SP of E. coli ribose binding protein using Circular Dichroism
(CD) and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) in solvents mimicking the amphiphilic
environments around and in the Sec61 pore and compared this SP to a nonfunctional
mutant-SP [18]. The functional peptide formed an 18-residue-long α-helix in a mixed 10%
DMSO, 40% water, and 50% TFE solvent. The nonfunctional L9P mutant peptide did not
have any secondary structure in that solvent but formed a 12-residue-long α-helix in 50%
water: 50% TFE solvent. To correlate the α-helix-forming propensity of SPs with their
translocation efficiency, Chi et al. determined the conformations of the SPs of two revertant
ribose binding proteins in TFE/water solvent with CD and NMR spectroscopy [19]. In
their CD experiments, both revertant SPs showed an intermediate helicity between those
of wild-type and mutant SPs suggesting that the overall α-helical content is important for
the functioning of SPs. Nguyen et al. reported that Gly/Pro amino acids are enriched in
TRAP-dependent SPs [20]. Considering that Gly and Pro are known “helix breakers”, this
observation suggests lower α-helical propensities of such SPs. In this sense, being a “weak”
SP could be associated with having a weak α-helical propensity. Related to this, Schorr and
co-workers found that Sec62/63-dependent SPs have an SP with a comparatively longer
but less hydrophobic H-region and a less polar C-region [14].
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Figure 2. Multiple sequence alignment, produced by Kalign [21], of the signal peptides of the prion
protein (PRNP) [22] from different organisms. For this, the signal peptide sequences of the prion
protein from 68 organisms were collected from UniProt. CD-Hit [23] was used to remove sequences.
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with 100% sequence similarity. The 19 unique sequences (<100% sequence similarity) were used
for the multiple sequence alignment. The alighnment was color-coded by conservation using the
Sequence Manipulation Suite [24]. Residues that are identical among the sequences are given a black
background, and those that are similar among the sequences are given a grey background. The N-, H-
and C-regions of the human signal peptide, identified using Phobius [25], are highlighted in yellow,
blue and red, respectively. A consensus sequence from the protein multiple sequence alignment is
MANLxxWMLxLFVxxWSDVGLCxxxxxx.

3. Structural Studies of Eukaryotic Sec61:SP Complexes

The Sec61 complex consists of three subunits, namely α, β and γ. The α-subunit, Sec61α
in eukaryotes, is the central component of the protein-conducting channel. Cryo-electron
microscopy structures of the Sec61 complex have established its conformation in several
functional states [4,5,11–13,26–31]. It contains ten transmembrane (TM) helices arranged
in the central pore. The small β and γ subunits peripherally associate with the α-subunit
and both of them have a single TM helix. In cryo-EM structures of Sec61 for the idle or
inactive state, the helical plug domain, a helical structure formed in a sequence segment
located immediately after TM1 of the α-subunit, is clearly visible inside the pore [27,29].
In translocating states, the plug moves away from its idle state position to allow transit
of the SP [4,5,28]. Although its precise position could not be located, it is clear that the
plug density was not present anymore in the pore. Recently, cryo-EM structures [4,5,28]
demonstrated that the channel releases SPs to the lipid phase through the lateral-gate,
a region between TM2 and TM7 of the α subunit (see Figure 3B).

Gogala et al. presented a cryo-EM structure of a mammalian ribosome-bound Sec61
complex from Canis lupus familiaris engaged in membrane insertion of nascent peptides
(PDB entry 4CG6) [28]. The authors tested how hydrophobic and hydrophilic peptides
translocate through the Sec61 channel on the example of hydrophilic (LepT) and hydropho-
bic (LepM) variants of the leader peptidase (Lep) protein. In the Sec61α complex engaged
with the hydrophilic LepT peptide, the plug did not show a detectable shift compared to
the idle state, the lateral-gate was partially opened (Figure 3 of [28]), and the lumenal part
of the TM10 helix was shifted outward by ∼6 Å. The authors speculated that this shift of
TM10 would be sufficient to provide the required opening for the accommodation of an
extended translocating peptide segment between the plug and TM10. This would match
previous crosslinking data showing that the translocating peptide is positioned near the
plug helices, TM10 and TM5 of SecY (the α-subunit of prokaryotic SecYEG) [32]. However,
Gogala et al. [28] were not able to model the location of the hydrophilic peptide within
Sec61α in the electron density map. In contrast, the Sec61α complex engaged with the
hydrophobic LepM peptide adopted a different conformation where the plug shifted com-
pared to the idle state and the lateral-gate adopted an open conformation with displaced
TM2 and TM7 helices. In that case, a rod-like extra electron density corresponding to three
to four turns of an α-helix could be identified at the lateral-gate (4CG6) (see Figure 3A).

Later on, Voorhees et al. [4] presented a 3.6 Å resolution structure of the canine
ribosome-Sec61 complex engaged with the secretory protein pre-prolactin (3JC2) (see
Figure 3B). The signal sequence was again identified at the lateral-gate of Sec61α, similar to
the previous hydrophobic peptide engaged structure (4CG6). Also here, the lateral-gate
adopted an open conformation with the plug displaced from its idle position. The TM7 helix
of Sec61α rotated as a rigid body relative to the plane of the membrane, thereby creating
space between TM2 and TM7 for insertion of the SP (see Figure 3B, 3JC2). This cryo-EM
structure demonstrated that the lateral-gate opening is asymmetric: the lumenal end of the
gate shifts by a few Angstroms, whereas the cytosolic side remains closed. The authors
compared the conformations of open/translocating state and idle state of Sec61α trying to
explain how the SP reached this position. They suggested that the altered conformation of
the lateral gate may result from a destabilized hydrogen bond network of the pore ring
residues located in TM2, TM5, TM7 and TM10. Furthermore, they suggested that the
interactions between the external hydrophilic surface of Sec61α and the hydrophobic lipid
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bilayer may also play an important role in the conformational dynamics of the lateral-gate.
They did not notice any electron density of the plug domain inside the pore. Additionally,
Voorhees et al. [4] reported that the density visible inside the ribosomal exit tunnel and in
parts of the Sec61 channel suggests a looped configuration of the nascent chain, consistent
with earlier crosslinking studies [33]. In both cryo-EM structures of mammalian ribosome-
bound Sec61 complexes (co-translational mode), it was observed that hydrophobic SPs
like to occupy the space between TM2 and TM7 and eventually insert into the lipid layer
having a helical structure.
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Figure 3. Shown are cryo-EM structures of the signal sequence-bound Sec61 complex (A) in the
co-translational mode (4CG6; Canis lupus) [28], (B) in the co-translational mode (3JC2; Canis lupus) [4]
and (C) in the post-translational mode (7AFT; Saccharomyces cerevisiae) [5].

The abovementioned cryo-EM structures characterised the position of SPs in co-
translational translocation. Recently, Weng et al. [5] presented a 4.4 Å resolution cryo-EM
structure of the heptameric Sec complex from yeast (the Sec complex of yeast is consists
of seven subunits, namely Sec61α, Sbh1, Sss1, Sec62, Sec63, Sec71, Sec72) bound to a
substrate carrying the SP of prepro-α factor (see Figure 3C, 7AFT). As shown in Figure 1,
the heptameric complex is formed only in the post-translational pathway. Three recent
cryo-EM studies characterised the overall architecture of this heptameric post-translational
translocon in other functional states without bound SPs [11–13]. Compared to the structures
of the idle state [11], Sec61α adopted an even more open conformation with a relocated
plug domain when a SP was located in the groove of the lateral gate of Sec61α [5]. The SP
bound conformation of Sec61α is referred to as the translocating state. In that case, the SP
adopts a α-helical conformation and appears at a similar position to those previously seen
in co-translationally operating Sec61α [4] where SP is located close to TM7 and parallel to
the TM2 helix of Sec61α. Its position is also fully consistent with previous cross-linking
data that suggested that the prepro-α factor signal sequence localises near TM2 and TM7
of the Sec complex [34,35]. Furthermore, the SP is also nearby and oriented parallel to the
TM2 helix of Sec62 which is consistent with previous chemical cross-linking data [35].

Despite this spectacular progress from structural biology, our molecular understand-
ing of how substrates open the channel for translocation and how SPs interact specifically
with the translocon is still incomplete.

4. Conformational Dynamics of the Sec61 Translocon and Bound SPs in Molecular
Dynamics Simulations

Over the last few years, molecular dynamics (MD) studies provided detailed insight
into co-translational and post-translational translocation. Since the structural changes of
the translocon are essential for translocon-assisted protein insertion, many MD simula-
tion studies focused on the conformational changes of the prokaryotic and eukaryotic
Sec channels [15,36–40]. Furthermore, MD simulation studies explored how the Sec61
channel recognizes substrate peptides and directs them either to membrane insertion or
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translocation [41–46]. The contribution of thermodynamics and kinetics and the detailed
role of the translocon in the exit mechanism were also explored by 2D and 3D coarse-
grained simulations [47,48]. Initially, the structure of prokaryotic SecY (1RHZ, 3.5 Å) from
2004 [49] was used in many early simulation studies due to the lack of high-resolution
structures for eukaryotic Sec61. When Voorhees et al. presented the first high-resolution
structure of mammalian Sec61 in 2014 (3J7Q, 3.5 Å resolution) [29], it turned out that the
structures of SecY and Sec61 channels are closely related (TM-align score 0.21 [50]) (see
Figure 4A). This matches the facts that they share 53.6% sequence similarity, they are
universally conserved protein-conducting channels and that they both either translocate
proteins across or integrate them into the eukaryotic ER membrane and the prokaryotic
plasma membrane [1]. 
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Figure 4. (A) Structural superposition of atomistic structures of SecY (light violet) and Sec61 (green).
(B) Representative structures from a molecular dynamics simulation of SP bound Sec61 from yeast
(unpublished). The conformations of the SPs at 0 ns, 500 ns, and 1 µs are coloured white, grey
and black, respectively. For this, PDB entry 7AFT [5] detailing the cryo-EM structure of the signal
sequence of Mating factor alpha-1 (MFAL1; UniProt ID: P01149) was used to model the SP (M1-A19)
at the lateral-gate. The MD simulation was conducted in the presence of a part of Sec62 (orange) in a
similar manner to [15].

Based on conformational analysis of the SecY channel using MD simulations, Gumbart et al.
were able to explain the mechanism of lateral-gate opening, the roles of pore-ring and plug,
and the effect of ribosome binding on the prokaryotic SecY channel [36–38]. Using steered
MD simulations, they also pulled a deca-alanine peptide through the translocation pore
of the archeal translocon and observed its consequences [46]. Due to the force exerted by
the pulled deca-alanine, the plug was pushed out of the pore over a distance of 10 to 25 Å,
allowing the deca-alanine to pass. Interestingly, this occurred without severe deformations
of the helical structure of the peptide or the remainder of SecY. The pore ring expanded
from its original size of ∼3.5–5.5 Å to a diameter of 7–12 Å. In contrast, a 19-residue long
alanine/leucine helix (AL19) unfolded rapidly while being pulled through the pore in the
same manner. Both deca-alanine and AL19 interacted strongly with the TM2 and TM7
helices of the translocon, suggesting this as another signal sequence recognition centre
beside the lateral gate. Also, Tian and Andricioaei [51] mimicked the push-through of
polypeptides across the translocon by pulling a virtual soft ball which demonstrated that
the diameter of the SecY pore can be expanded to ∼16 Å without significant loss of its
resilience.

Recently, Sun and coworkers [40] performed coarse-grained MD simulations of the
mammalian structure of Sec61 to analyse its channel conformation. Their results suggest
that the lateral gate is able to rapidly recover its partially-closed state after the nascent
chain segment enters the bilayer. They also showed that the conformational dynamics of
the lateral gate, pore ring and plug are interlinked. Moreover, Bhadra and Helms used all
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atomistic MD simulations to characterise conformational shifts in the Sec61 translocon from
yeast due to the presence of the accessory protein Sec63 in the post-translational mode [15].
To collect representative statistics, they performed five independent simulations of 1 µs
in length started either from the cryo-EM conformation of Sec61 bound to Sec63 or from
uncomplexed Sec61. Their simulation results revealed that the wide pore opening is due
to a reorientation of TM4 of Sec61 when it is attached to Sec63. This orientation shift
of TM4 was governed by interactions between TM3 of Sec63 and TM1 of Sec61. Also,
the simulations revealed that Sec63 affects the conformation of the lateral gate, and the
plug moiety adopts different conformations within the channel in the presence and the
absence of Sec63, respectively. Related to this finding, Mori et al. [39] proposed that the
conformational transition from closed to pre-open states of SecY is associated with binding
of SecA (an accessory protein in prokaryotes).

Apart from conformational changes of the translocon, several MD simulation studies
also investigated the partitioning of SPs into the ER membrane. Zhang and Miller [45]
explored the conformational landscape of the Sec translocon in the presence of hydrophobic
(polyleucine, Leu30) versus hydrophilic (polyglutamine, Gln30) peptide substrates using
coarse-grained enhanced sampling MD simulations of SecY. Based on the free energy cost
of the structural fluctuations of the lateral gate, the authors concluded that a hydrophobic
peptide substrate present in the translocon pore stabilises an open conformation of the
lateral-gate, whereas a hydrophilic peptide substrate induces the closed conformation of the
lateral gate. They reported that, for the hydrophilic substrate, the plug was preferentially
positioned between the peptide substrate and the lateral gate, whereas for the hydrophobic
substrate, the orientation was reversed such that the plug is behind the substrate with
respect to the lateral gate. Thus, their results indicated that the hydrophobic substrate
prefers an orientation where it is more exposed to the hydrophobic lipids of the membrane
interior, whereas the hydrophilic substrate favours an orientation in which it remains fully
inside the channel and shielded from the membrane by the plug.

To investigate how the hydrophobicity of SPs affects their insertion propensity into
the membrane, Gumbart, Schulten and coworkers carried out all-atom MD simulations
and umbrella sampling of different nascent transmembrane segments (a native Signal
anchor, polyLeu, polySer, and polyGln) embedded in a ribosome-bound bacterial SecY
translocon [52,53]. They tested the relationship between hydrophobicity of substrate and
opening of the lateral-gate by performing all-atom classical MD simulations starting from
different SecY conformations (closed-state, open-state and intermediate state). They ob-
served that the degree of opening of the SecY lateral gate apparently did not depend on the
hydrophobicity of the nascent chain inside the channel, at least not on the 1–2 µs time scale.
Yet, the SP was able to spontaneously move into the membrane or back into the channel,
depending on its hydrophobicity. Hence, the interactions between SP and hydrophobic
lipid likely play an important role for the insertion of SPs into the membrane. Zhang
and Miller [47] also investigated the role of the hydrophobicity of single anchor peptides
on their insertion mechanism by coarse-graining the ribosome–nascent chain–membrane
system and representing it in two spatial dimensions. They found that particular salt-
bridge contacts between the nascent-protein N-terminus, cytosolic translocon residues,
and phospholipid head groups favoured conformations of the nascent protein chain con-
sistent with the type II topology. A type II topology refers to single-pass transmembrane
proteins having an extracellular (or luminal) C-terminus and cytoplasmic N-terminus. In
contrast, increasing the SP hydrophobicity stabilised nascent-protein configurations con-
sistent with the type III topology [48]. A Type III topology membrane proteins have their
N-terminal domains targeted to the ER lumen. Their detailed simulation studies provided
a mechanistic basis for understanding experimentally observed correlations between the
topology of integral membrane proteins and their amino-acid sequence. Recently, Niesen
and coworkers [43] presented a novel coarse-grained model for co-translational membrane
protein integration via the Sec translocon that enables simulation of long time-scales rele-
vant for protein biosynthesis. The model was parameterised to reproduce sequence-specific
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NC-translocon interactions and enabled simulating practically any nascent peptide chain
by providing only its amino-acid sequence information as input. They showed that a more
pronounced hydrophobicity of the signal anchor increases the probability of membrane
integration. Their simulation results also demonstrated that increasing the length of the
C-terminal loop of the TM segment raises the probability that the TM segment adopts
a type II topology (Ncyt/CER). Their studies helped to elucidate the effects of sequence,
translation rate, and external forces on the probability of nascent-chain integration into the
membrane and to rationalise the resulting orientation of TMDs with respect to the mem-
brane [44]. Besides, by combining site-directed mutagenesis in the yeast Sec61 translocon
(in vivo) and MD simulations of SecY, it was shown that the membrane insertion propensity
of signal-anchor sequences strongly depends on the positions of hydrophobic residues in
the sequence segment and on its interaction with the six pore ring residues [41]. Further-
more, Rychkova and Warshel presented quantitative insertion free-energy profiles where
they investigated the effect of SP and translocon mutations on the insertion free-energy
using a coarse-grained model of the SecY translocon [42]. Their systematic analysis of the
free-energy profile revealed that increasing the positive charge in the N-terminus increases
the fraction of C-translocated peptides (Ncyt/CER, type II topology), whereas increasing
the length of the helix reduced this fraction.

The role of water molecules in protein translocation via SecY was also investigated
using all-atomistic MD simulations [54]. This study showed that the water molecules in the
translocon pore do not behave as in bulk phase since they exhibited anomalous diffusion,
had highly retarded rotational dynamics, and aligned their dipoles along the SecY The
authors suggested that the water molecules facilitate the interaction between lipids and
a peptide located inside the SecY and the dipole alignment of water molecules along the
SecY axis may crucially affect the interaction of the positively charged N-terminus of a
signal sequence with the translocon and may hence support membrane integration.

Recently, a structure of the active post-translational Sec complex from Saccharomyces
cerevisiae bound to a SP was determined by cryo-electron microscopy [5]. We performed a
1 µs long atomistic MD simulation of this structure whereby the 13 amino-acid long SP of
Mating factor alpha-1 (MFAL1) was modelled at the lateral gate. Interestingly, the SP shifted
toward the TM2 helix of Sec62 (see Figure 4B) during the 1 µs simulation (unpublished).
This hints at a direct interaction between SP and Sec62 which is in agreement with previous
chemical cross-linking data [35]. Recently, Itskanov et al. suggested based on atomistic MD
simulations that the presence of Sec62 also prevents lipids from invading the channel pore
through the open lateral gate [13].

5. Molecular Docking Helps in Understanding the Interaction between Signal Peptide
and Sec61 Translocon

Molecular docking is a well-known computational approach to investigate or predict
the potential interactions between two molecules [55]. Our extensive MD simulations
mentioned before [15] revealed that TM2, TM4, TM7 and the plug of Sec61 adopt different
conformations in both Sec63-bound and free states. After observing these conformational
transitions, we wanted to check whether those Sec61 structural elements affected by
Sec63 are indeed related to substrate translocation across the membrane. To this aim, we
performed molecular docking of flexible SPs in the translocon pore that was treated as
rigid protein using the ADCP docking tool [56] from the Autodock developers that was
optimised for docking of flexible peptides. Docking indeed showed that the hydrophobic
core of the signal anchors of SRP-dependent substrates has a higher propensity for the
volume between the C-terminus of TM2 and the N-terminus of TM7 than the hydrophobic
core of SPs of SRP-independent substrates [15]. This suggests that the translocation process
depends on the interaction of targeting sequences with the lateral gate which is in good
agreement with experimental findings [57].

This study was a first attempt to use molecular docking to characterize the binding
modes of SPs. Since the developers of the docking tool ADCP recommended its use only
for peptides with a maximal length of 20 residues [56], only relatively short SPs can be
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tested in this way. The SP of Carboxypeptidase Y (CPY) is such a short SP with a length of
only 21 amino acids. Hence, we performed several docking [15] runs for this SP using
the Sec61 conformation when it is bound to the Sec62-Sec63 complex, which is believed to
reflect its conformation during post-translational protein translocation. Figure 5A shows
the top-ten ranked docking positions of the CPY-SP in the channel pore. However, the
most favourable conformation of the docked CPY signal peptide differs somehow from the
cryo-EM structure; 7AFT (Figure 5B). As a test we performed a single 1 microsecond-long
MD simulation starting from the lowest-energy docking pose. The technical details of
the MD protocol match those in [15]. In the MD simulation, the N-terminus of CPY-SP
shifted from TM2 to TM7 (see Figure 5C), and the SP gradually shifted to occupy a very
similar position as in the cryo-EM structure, 7AFT (see Figure 5D).Interestingly, over time,
the SP conformation adopts an increasingly larger portion of alpha-helical conformation
during the MD simulation ( Figure 5E) which is in agreement with the cryo-EM structure.
Figure 5E suggests that the region 13–21 a.a. of SP remains alpha-helical throughout the
MD simulation, whereas, the region 3–12 a.a. of SP gradually adopts α-helical conformation.
Although the MD simulation results have not been published so far, we like to add this
study here as an example where docking was used in combination with MD simulations.

The MD simulation results suggest that the combination of docking and MD simula-
tion is a suitable approach to characterise signal peptide recognition and conformational
dynamics of the signal peptide bound to Sec61. Recently, the combined approach was
used, for example, to provide valuable insight into drug discovery [58]. Docking protocols
generally do not consider conformational flexibility of the receptor (here, Sec61 translocon),
presence of water and lipids what may affect the reliability of the resulting docking poses.
In contrast, MD simulations can treat both ligand and protein as flexible and the effects
of explicit water molecules and lipid are directly captured. However, MD simulations are
very time-consuming and can get trapped in local minima. Therefore, combining the two
techniques in one protocol, where docking generates the most favorable conformation of
the complex (lowest binding energy and largest cluster size) and MD simulation is then
applied to explore the effect of flexibility of the molecules, water and lipid, could be an effi-
cient approach to understand the conformation of SPs within the channel pore. Moreover,
it would be appropriate to collect representative statistics from several independent MD
simulations started with different starting velocities or from different docking positions.

 

2 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 5. (A) The top ten ranked docking positions of the signal peptide (SP) of Carboxypeptidase Y
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(CPY) inside the Sec61 pore from yeast in its conformation when bound to Sec62 and Sec63 in
the Sec complex. The ADCP software [56] was used for molecular docking [15] (B) Structural
superimposition of the most favourable docking pose with lowest binding energy (3 conformations
out of 10 (blue variant in (A)) and of MFAL1-SP in the cryo-EM structure (red representing 7AFT)
(C) The most favourable docking position (blue) was used as starting structure for a subsequent
MD simulation. The conformations of the SP at 0 ns, 500 ns, and 1 µs from the MD simulation
trajectory are represented in blue, skyblue and lightblue, respectively. (D) Structural superimposition
of CPY-SP in the final snapshot (1µs) of the MD simulation (lightclue; CPY) and of MFAL1-SP in the
cryo-EM structure (red, 7AFT). (E) DSSP [59] profiles of the signal peptide of Carboxypeptidase Y
obtained from the first 25 ns and last 25 ns (975 ns–1µs) of the simulation.

6. Conclusions

The computational studies reviewed here illustrate the important contributions made
by molecular dynamics simulations to the aim of better understanding Sec-SP dynamics
and energetics during translocation. Application of these methods also enables us to
discover mechanistic details how SP characteristics and allosteric effectors such as the
accessory proteins (Sec62 and Sec63) influence protein translocation mediated by the Sec61
complex. Molecular simulations also help in connecting aspects of translation kinetics to
the conformational sampling of peptide chains during membrane insertion or translocation
to the ER. Thus, simulations of such systems help explain a number of experimental obser-
vations and can also serve as a catalyst to motivate new experimental studies. However,
several open issues remain unanswered to date. How does the interaction of SPs and
the Sec61 complex (except the lateral gate region which has been widely studied) help
in protein translocation? What are the conformations of those parts of the Sec complex
that are missing in the cryo-EM structures? Experimentally it has been noticed that some
of these parts are essential for protein translocation (as an example, C-terminus of Sec63,
N-terminus of Sec62 and N-terminus of Sec61 etc.) [3,60]. How do those parts interact with
SPs? Thus, it can be expected that molecular simulations in combination with complemen-
tary experimental techniques will continue to explore new avenues in order to offer new
insights into the complex behaviour of the nascent proteome and how this is influenced by
translation dynamics.
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Abstract: Most secreted and membrane proteins are targeted to and translocated across the endo-
plasmic reticulum (ER) membrane through the Sec61 protein-conducting channel. Evolutionarily
conserved Sec62 and Sec63 associate with the Sec61 channel, forming the Sec complex and mediating
translocation of a subset of proteins. For the last three decades, it has been thought that ER protein tar-
geting and translocation occur via two distinct pathways: signal recognition particle (SRP)-dependent
co-translational or SRP-independent, Sec62/Sec63 dependent post-translational translocation path-
way. However, recent studies have suggested that ER protein targeting and translocation through
the Sec translocon are more intricate than previously thought. This review summarizes the current
understanding of the molecular functions of Sec62/Sec63 in ER protein translocation.

Keywords: Sec61; Sec62; Sec63; protein translocation; endoplasmic reticulum

1. Introduction

Approximately one-third of the eukaryotic proteome is directed to the ER for lo-
calization in the organelles of the secretory pathway or secreted out of the cells. Most
translocated proteins have a signal sequence (SS) or a transmembrane domain (TMD)
in their N-terminus, which targets them to the ER. These proteins are thought to be translo-
cated across or inserted into the ER membrane via the Sec61 protein-conducting channel
co-translationally or through the Sec complex post-translationally that additionally contains
Sec62/Sec63 [1].

However, recent ER-proximity ribosome profiling studies have shown that most ER
protein targeting occurs in a co-translational manner [2,3]. In contrast to the ribosome profil-
ing results, cryo-electron microscopy (EM) structures of the yeast Sec complex show that the
Sec complex is not compatible for co-translational translocation because the ribosome and
Sec63 share the same binding site on the Sec61 channel [4–7]. In the subsequent sections,
we summarize the classical and emerging views on protein targeting and translocation via
the Sec complex, and discuss the underlying mechanisms and molecular functions of the
Sec62/Sec63 complex in translocation of nascent chains.

2. Classical View on Protein Targeting and Translocation in the ER

The signal recognition particle (SRP) recognizes the N-terminal SS or TMD of secretory
and membrane proteins when it emerges from the ribosome, arrests translation, and escorts
the ribosome-nascent chain-SRP complex to the SRP receptor (SR) in the ER membrane.
After delivering the complex to the ER membrane, SRP is released from the ribosome-
nascent chain complex, which is then docked on the Sec61 channel. Synthesis of a nascent
chain continues from the ribosome; the N-terminal SS or TMD binds to TM helices 2 and 7
of Sec61, the lateral gate, which triggers the opening of the channel and translocation of a
nascent chain occurs across the ER membrane. This co-translational translocation pathway
has been synonymously referred to as the SRP-dependent targeting and translocation
pathway (Figure 1A) [1].
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Figure 1. Protein targeting and translocation in the ER. (A) Classical view. SRP, signal recognition particle; SS, signal
sequence; TMD, transmembrane domain. (B) Emerging view.

In the post-translational translocation pathway, nascent chains with less hydrophobic
SSs are not recognized by SRP and completely synthesized in the cytosol (Figure 1A).
Cytosolic Hsp70 chaperones bind to these proteins, preventing premature aggregation of
the fully translated proteins and escort them to the Sec complex containing Sec62/Sec63 in
the ER membrane. The yeast Sec complex contains additional Sec71(66) and Sec72 subunits,
which are not found in mammals [8,9]. Sec63 interacts with an ER lumenal chaperone, Kar2
(Bip in mammals), which facilitates the unidirectional movement of a nascent chain into
the lumen [10,11]. Since SRP is not involved here, this pathway has been referred to as the
SRP-independent targeting and translocation pathway [1].
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3. Emerging View on Protein Targeting and Translocation in the ER

A deep-sequence-based proximity-specific ribosome profiling technique has made
it possible to investigate the local translation of the proteome. An ER-enriched ribosome
profiling study revealed that not only SRP-dependent but also SRP-independent proteins
are translated at the ER membrane [3]. Secretome mRNAs are associated with SRP even
before the target signal is exposed and targeted to the ER membrane [2]. Thus, these
studies suggest that the majority of the secretome is co-translationally targeted to the
ER. Subsequent rounds of translation can occur on the mRNAs that are already present
after pioneering targeting of the ribosome-nascent chain complex to the ER membrane
(Figure 1B). These studies reveal that the SRP-dependent and independent targeting are
not synonyms to the co- and post-translational targeting, respectively, implicating that the
ER protein targeting is more dynamic and intricate than previously thought.

Hsp70 cytosolic chaperones guide the post-translational translocation of proteins.
Among them, Ssb1 (Stress-Seventy subfamily B 1) in yeast is associated with the ribosome-
nascent chain complex, mediating the co-translational folding of proteins [12–15]. Ribosome
profiling studies on Ssb substrates revealed that ~40% of all ER-targeted proteins interact
with Ssb [16]. Ssb1 also interacts with Sec72 in the Sec complex [17]. These observations
suggest an interplay between co-translational targeting and translocation via the Sec
complex (Figure 1B).

4. The Sec62/Sec63 Complex in Yeast
4.1. Discovery

Sec62 and Sec63 in the baker’s yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, were identified by
genetic screening to isolate yeast mutants that accumulate reporter secretory proteins
in the cytosol [18,19]. Translocation of a subset of secretory precursors was defective in
Sec62 and Sec63 mutant strains [18,19]. Association of Sec62 and Sec63 with Sec61 channel
was determined by chemical cross-linking and immunoprecipitation (IP) [20]. When DSP
crosslinking of the yeast’s crude membrane fraction solubilized with 1% Triton-X 100, it was
followed by immunoprecipitation with Sec62 antibodies, Sec61 and Sec63 in addition to a
glycosylated 31.5 kDa and an unglycosylated 23 kDa proteins were found to be associated.
However, Sec61 was no longer associated with Sec62 when the cross-linking reaction was
omitted prior to IP. It suggests that Sec62 interacts with Sec61 rather weakly whereas it
forms a relatively stable tetramer complex with Sec63, 31.5, and 23 kDa proteins. The 31.5
and 23 kDa proteins were later identified as Sec71(66) and Sec72 in a genetic screening [21].

For reconstitution of the translocation process in vitro, the Sec translocon was purified
by solubilization of yeast microsomes with 3% digitonin and subjected to incubation with
Concanavalin A beads that specifically bind to glycoproteins, such as Sec71 [22]. This
study identified a heptameric Sec complex, consisting of the Sec61/Sbh1/Sss1 trimer and
Sec62/Sec63/Sec71/Sec72 tetramer. To determine whether the Sec61 and the Sec62/Sec63
complexes have independent binding activity with a substrate, an in vitro binding assay
was carried out by reconstituting the Sec61 and Sec62/Sec63 complexes together or sepa-
rately with prepro alpha factor (ppαF, yeast mating factor α), a Sec62/Sec63 dependent
substrate [23]. Each complex showed weak binding whereas together they showed ef-
ficient binding to ppαF as in intact Sec complex, suggesting that the Sec heptamer is a
functional complex required for binding of Sec62/Sec63 substrates. Relative stability of the
sub-complexes of the Sec translocon was assessed by co-immunoprecipitation of Sec62-HA
using the 3% digitonin solubilized microsomes, incubation of the purified Sec complex in
buffer containing increasing concentration of Triton-X 100, and separation of the complexes
on BN-PAGE [8]. The heptameric complex started to dissociate to the Sec61 trimer and the
Sec62/Sec63 tetramer from the Triton-X 100 concentration above 0.4%. The Sec63 trimer
containing Sec63/Sec71/Sec72 also appeared from the Triton-X 100 concentration 0.4~0.8%,
indicating that Sec62 dissociated from the Sec62/Sec63 tetramer. The Sec61 trimer, the
Sec62/Sec63/Sec71/Sec72 tetramer, and the Sec63/Sec71/Sec72 trimer were found in the
presence of 1% Triton-X 100. A relatively week interaction of Sec62 with the remaining
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Sec translocon was also observed in the BN-PAGE analysis of the 2% digitonin solubilized
yeast microsomes [24]. Here, the Sec heptamer (SEC complex) and the hexamer lacking
Sec62 (SEC’ complex) were resolved on BN-PAGE. These experiments indicate dynamic
nature of Sec62 and the possibility of the existence of the Sec complex without Sec62 in the
ER membrane.

Meanwhile, Ssh1 (Sec sixty-one homolog 1) was discovered from the sequence homol-
ogy search. It shares ~50% sequence identity with Sec61 [25]. Ssh1 forms a trimer complex
with Sbh2 (Sbh1 homolog) and Sss1 as similar to the Sec61 trimer, but is not associated with
the Sec62/Sec63 complex [26]. Hence, the Ssh1 complex has been proposed to function
exclusively on the co-translational translocation.

These studies have identified that the Sec62/Sec63 complex function on protein translo-
cation in the ER membrane and characterized the Sec heptameric complex consisting of
Sec61 trimer and the Sec63 trimer complexes in addition to a loosely associated Sec62.

4.2. Structure

Cryo-EM structures of the Sec complex have been obtained recently [4–7]. The struc-
tures revealed that Sec63 tightly interacts with Sec61 through the cytosolic, membrane,
and lumenal domains (Figure 2A–C). On the membrane side, three TMDs of Sec63 were
found at the back-side of Sec61, opposite to the lateral gate (Figure 2C). Sec63-Sec61 in-
teraction causes the lateral gate helices to separate; the pore is wider than that observed
in any other Sec61/Y structures [27–32]. At the cytosolic side, soluble domains of Sec63,
Sec71, and Sec72 interact with each other and are located above the Sec61 pore. Sec62 was
poorly resolved in the first two structures [6,7]; however, two recent structures mapped
Sec62 TMDs at the lateral gate of Sec61 [4,5]. An SS-bound Sec complex shows that the SS is
sandwiched between the lateral gate helix 7 of Sec61 and TMD2 of Sec62 on the membrane
side [4]. Sec62-bound Sec translocon shows further opening of the pore and displacement
of the luminal plug domain in the lumen (Figure 2C).

These structures suggest two important functions of the Sec62/Sec63 complex:
(1) its binding to the Sec61 complex opens the protein-conducting channel, and (2) Sec62
is likely the subunit that recognizes the SS and TMD of nascent chains at the lateral gate
of Sec61.

4.3. Substrate Specificity

A study by Ng et al. showed that a few secretory precursors with low hydrophobic
SSs that are not recognized by SRP require Sec62 and Sec63 [33]. Since then, various
mutants of the Sec62/Sec63 complex have been characterized, wherein the translocation
of certain secretory and membrane precursors is impaired [24,34–36]. These studies have
helped to deduce the substrate specificities of the Sec62/Sec63 complex. The findings are
summarized in the subsequent sections.

4.3.1. Sec62

Sec62 has two TMDs with N- and C-termini facing the cytosol (Figure 2A) [18].
The N-terminus of Sec62 contains a cluster of basic amino acids. When these residues
were substituted with acidic residues (Sec62_35DDD), the interaction of Sec62 with Sec63
was disrupted. The cytosolic, C-terminal flanking region of the second TMD has been
proposed to constitute a potential SS binding site [36,37]. When three residues in this region
were replaced with alanines, yeast cells bearing this mutation no longer survived, and those
bearing single residue replacement to alanine showed a growth defect (Sec62_P219A) [34].
However, the interaction between Sec62_P219A mutant and Sec63 was intact, unlike the
Sec62_35DDD mutant [38]. Recent cryo-EM structure shows that this region is impor-
tant in anchoring the Sec62 TMD2 in the cytosolic side of the ER membrane [5]. In these
Sec62-mutant strains, translocation of secretory precursors and membrane proteins with
moderately hydrophobic TMDs was defective [34].
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Figure 2. The Sec complex. (A) Schematics of Sec62, 63, 71, and 72. Domains and interacting proteins are indicated. LIR,
LC3-interacting region; TPR, tetratricopeptide repeat; FN3, fibronectic type III; NRX, nucleoredoxin; calumenin, calu.
(B) Cryo-EM structure of the Sec complex from S. cerevisiae. Itskanov, S., Park, E. (2020) Cryo-EM structure of the Sec
complex from S. cerevisiae, wild-type, class with Sec62, conformation 1 (C1) doi: 10.2210/pdb7KAI/pdb (PDB code 7KAI)
created with PyMOL [5]. Schematic of the Sec complex is based on the cryo-EM structure in [5]. (C) Channel opening by
binding of Sec63, 62 and signal sequence to Sec61 [4].

For signal-anchored proteins, two modes of topogenesis have been shown: (1) the TMD
inserts as the N-terminus facing the lumen (head-on) and then reorients to form the
final topology, and (2) the TMD inserts as the N-terminus facing the cytosol, forming a
loop conformation with the downstream region [39,40]. Our recent study showed that
topogenesis of moderately hydrophobic N-terminal signal-anchored proteins was defective
in the Sec62_35DDD mutant [41]. While the head-on insertion of the test N-terminal
signal-anchored protein occurred, the subsequent reorientation step was defective in the
Sec62_35DDD mutant but not in the Sec62_P219A mutant, indicating that association
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of Sec62 with Sec63 is needed for this step [41]. When positively charged residues were
introduced in the C-terminal flanking region of the signal anchor of the test protein, making
its inversion slower, topogenesis of the test protein became defective in both Sec62 mutant
strains, suggesting that Sec62 is especially needed in inversion of the signal anchor with
unfavorable topogenic signal [41]. The head-on inserted form of the test signal-anchored
protein was co-immunoprecipitated with the Sec62 mutant; therefore, we proposed a model
in which Sec62 recognizes the head-on inserted signal-anchored protein and mediates its
reorientation as Nin-Cout membrane topology.

4.3.2. Sec63

Sec63 has three TMDs with the N- and C-termini facing the ER lumen and cytosol,
respectively (Figure 2A). The lumenal loop between the second and third TMDs contains
the DnaJ domain, through which an ER lumenal chaperone, Kar2 (Bip in mammals)
interacts with. The DnaJ-domain of Sec63 is indispensable for the translocation of both
SRP-dependent and -independent precursors (a test membrane protein with a hydrophobic
TMD and secretory proteins having moderately hydrophobic SSs) [11,42,43].

Truncation of the N-terminal 40 residues including the first TMD of Sec63 destabilizes
the Sec complex, judging by BN-PAGE and impaired insertion of membrane proteins [38].
Sec63 has a large cytosolic C-terminal region that associates with Sec62, Sec71 and Sec72.
Deletion of the FN3 (or the Brl) domain in the cytosolic region impairs the assembly
the Sec complex and translocation of both SRP-dependent and -independent substrates
(test precursors with hydrophobic TMD and those with less hydrophobic cleavable SS,
respectively) [6,7,24]. The C-terminal end is enriched with acidic amino acids that interact
with the N-terminal basic residues of Sec62 [24,44]. Threonine at positions 652 and 654 at the
C-terminus can be phosphorylated, strengthening the interaction with Sec62 [45]. Deletion
of the acidic region of Sec63 impairs the translocation of Sec62-dependent substrates. Sec62
is required for the translocation of precursors with moderately hydrophobic SS or TMDs,
whereas Sec63 is required for translocation and membrane insertion of most test proteins
regardless of their SS hydrophobicity, implicating its general role in translocation of all
types of proteins in yeast.

4.3.3. Sec71 and Sec72

Sec71 is a single-pass membrane protein with Nout-Cin orientation, and its C-terminus
interacts with Sec72 (Figure 2A) [4–7,16]. Sec72 has a tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR)
domain that binds to cytosolic Hsp70 chaperones, Ssa1 (Stress-Seventy subfamily A 1)
and Ssb1 [15,17]. While Ssa1 binds to fully translated proteins, Ssb1 associates with translat-
ing ribosomes [13]. Mutations in the TPR domain of Sec72 lead to defects in its interaction
with Ssa1 and Ssb1 and cause a translocation defect in vacuolar carboxypeptidase Y
(CPY) [17].

In the systematic assessment of the Sec62/Sec63 dependent SS characteristics, the SS
of CPY, a representative secretory protein, varied in its hydrophobicity and the length of the
N-terminus preceding the SS hydrophobic core. Translocation efficiencies of CPY variants
at an early stage were assessed using 5-min metabolic labeling of Sec62-, Sec63-defective
and Sec71-, Sec72-deletion cells [46]. Deletion of Sec72 affected the translocation of a
subset of CPY variants with less hydrophobic SSs, as observed in the Sec62 mutant strain.
In comparison, translocation of the CPY variants with hydrophobic internal SSs, which are
not dependent on Sec62, was severely impaired in the Sec71 deletion strain. A ribosome
profiling study showed that targeting and translocation of precursors with internal SSs
were defective in the Sec71(66) deletion strain [3]. These data suggest that Sec71(66)
is involved in mediating translocation of precursors having internal SSs that insert as a
loop conformation (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Sec62/Sec63 substrate specificity. Precursors having indicated characteristics may preferably insert the translocon
as head-on and then invert (Sec62/63/71/72-dependent) or as a loop conformation (Sec71(66)-dependent). SS, signal
sequence; SAS, signal-anchored sequence.

Observations that substrate specificities differ among the four components of the
Sec62/Sec63 complex suggest the possibility that individual components of the Sec62/Sec63
complex may have distinct functions in aiding translocation, membrane insertion,
and/or folding of different types of incoming nascent chains.

5. The Sec62/Sec63 Complex in Higher Eukaryotes
5.1. Discovery

Sec62 of Drosophila melanogaster was discovered as Dtrp1 (Drosophila translocation
protein 1) [47]. Dtrp1 rescues defects in cell growth and protein translocation due to
Sec62 deletion in yeast. Thereafter, human Sec62 was identified by sequence homology to
Drosophila Sec62 (HTP, human translocation protein 1) [48]. Human Sec63 was identified
by sequence homology of the human cDNA to the yeast homolog [49].

Two groups have reported that Sec62 and Sec63 are associated with the Sec61 complex
in bovine and dog pancreas rough microsomes [50,51]. Meyer et al. showed that Sec62
and Sec63 are ubiquitously expressed in all rat and bovine tissues. The C-terminal acidic
residues of Sec63 were found to interact with the N-terminal basic residues of Sec62 in the
cytosolic side of the ER membrane as in yeast, and expression of human Sec62 rescued
the growth defect of yeast cells carrying a defective Sec62, demonstrating that human and
yeast Sec62s are structural and functional homologs [52].

5.2. Substrate Specificity
5.2.1. Small Proteins

Translocation of secretory precursors shorter than ~160 amino acids was impaired in
mammalian cells depleted of Sec62 [53]. Interestingly, longer proteins were defective in
translocation in the cells depleted of SRP receptor α (SRα) but not in the Sec62 depleted
cells whereas shorter proteins were defective in translocation in the Sec62 depleted cells but
not in the SRα depleted cells. Small proteins were partially translocated post-translationally
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in vitro. This study demonstrated functional conservation of Sec62 in post-translational
translocation of secretory proteins in mammals as in yeast. However, unlike in yeast
where precursors having less hydrophobic SSs are Sec62 dependent, small size precursors
regardless of the characteristics of SSs are found to be dependent on Sec62 in mammals.

When different test proteins of varying hydrophobicity and the C-terminal length
were assessed for their translocation efficiency in microsomes isolated from or semi-
permeabilized human cells depleted of Sec62, post-translational translocation of pre-
proapelin, a small secretory protein, was reduced, whereas both co- and post-translational
translocation of preproapelin was impaired in the cells depleted of Sec63 [54,55]. The de-
pendence of Sec62 and Sec63 was lost when the C-terminus of preproapelin was lengthened
with dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR).

5.2.2. Signal Sequence Characteristics

Potential Sec62 and Sec63 substrates were searched using quantitative mass spectrom-
etry analysis of proteomes from Sec62 or Sec63 knocked-down and knocked-out human
cells [56,57]. Although not many were found, negatively affected proteins contain less
hydrophobic SSs [56]. Post-translational translocation of preproapelin, which has relatively
less hydrophobic SSs, was impaired in human cells depleted of Sec62 and Sec63 [54].

5.2.3. Mature Domain Region

For preproapelin, positively charged residues downstream of the SS are important for
Sec62- or Sec63-dependent translocation [54]. When these residues were substituted to elim-
inate positive charges, translocation efficiency improved in the Sec62/Sec63-depleted cells.
ERdj3, another Sec62 and Sec63 substrate, and prion protein have positively charged
residues in their mature domains adjacent to the SS that affect their dependency on
Sec62/Sec63 and Sec63, respectively [56,58]. In the Sec62 or Sec63 depleted cells, a pre-
ERdj3 form was found in the membrane pellets upon carbonate extraction, suggesting that
the head-on inserted precursor was unable to reorient in the absence of Sec62/Sec63.

5.2.4. Secretory Precursors That Are Inhibited by CAM741 in the ER Translocation

The cyclic heptadepsipeptide CAM741 (CPD A) is a selective translocation inhibitor
for a subset of secretory precursors [55,59]. Secretory precursors with lower hydropho-
bicity and positively charged residues downstream of the SS, the types that depend on
Sec62/Sec63, were especially sensitive to CAM741.

6. Additional Functions of Sec62 and Sec63 in Mammals
6.1. Association of Sec62 with Ribosome

Human Sec62 has longer N- and C-termini than the yeast homolog. Residues 1–15
and 156–170 of human Sec62 contain clusters of positively charged residues that re-
semble the ribosome binding domain found in other ribosome-interacting proteins [52].
An in vitro-binding study showed that the N-terminal cytosolic fragment of Sec62 binds
to ribosomes [52]. Yeast Sec62 does not bind to the ribosome, but when the N-terminal
12 residues of human Sec62 were fused to the yeast homolog, it bound to the ribosome.

However, Sec62/Sec63 was co-immunoprecipitated with Sec61β in the ribosome-free
fraction of bovine microsomes [51]. Muller et al. suggested that the failed interaction of
Sec62 with ribosomes in the earlier study [51] may be due to the high salt concentration
(400 nM) in the microsome solubilization buffer as the binding of the N-terminal fragment
of human Sec62 and the ribosome weakened when the salt concentration was higher than
300 nM [52].

To capture the interacting partners of the translating ribosome-nascent chain, Conti
et al. designed an experiment using a translation-arrested nascent chain at increasing
length on the ribosome and detected using BN-PAGE [60]. The ribosome-bound prion
precursor, which has an inefficient SS, was found to be associated with Sec62/Sec63 in
addition to Sec61.
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6.2. Competitive Binding of Sec62 and SR to Sec61

Chemical crosslinking of rough microsomes and co-immunoprecipitation with Sec61β
pulled down the SRα subunit, Sec61α, Sec61β, and SPC25, a subunit of the signal peptidase
complex [61]. When purified SRα was added to the microsomes, crosslinking between
Sec61β and Sec62 was reduced, whereas crosslinking between Sec61β and SRα was en-
hanced, suggesting competitive binding between Sec62 and SRα to Sec61β. The Sec61
structures show that Sec61β is positioned near the lateral exit site where the TM segment
is inserted into the membrane, indicating that multiple components (SRα, Sec62, SPC25)
dynamically associate with the Sec61 complex near the lateral exit via Sec61β. The func-
tional relationship between Sec62 and SR has also been observed in the quantitative mass
spectrometry analysis of Sec62-depleted human cells. The abundance of SR subunits was
upregulated upon depletion of Sec62 [56].

6.3. Role of Sec62 in Autophagy

Autophagy receptors are characterized by an LC3-interacting region (LIR). Binding of
the ubiquitin-like protein LC3-II to LIR triggers selective autophagy [62]. The conserved
LIR motif was found in the C-terminus of human Sec62 (NDFEMIT, residues 461–367)
and is important for Sec62-mediated selective autophagy of the ER components after an
unfolded protein response. This region is dispensable for protein translocation function
and is not present in yeast Sec62.

6.4. Sec63 Interacting Proteins

In addition to Sec61 and Sec62, co-immunoprecipitation of Sec63 using the detergent
solubilized dog pancreas microsomes yielded two additional proteins, calumenin and
reticulocalbin [50]. They are calcium binding proteins residing in the ER lumen and have
EF hand motifs [63,64]. A number of studies has shown that calcium leaks from the ER
lumen to the cytosol via the Sec61 translocon [65–69], hinting the interplay between calcium
and the translocon. However, the functional significance of the Sec63 interaction with these
calcium binding proteins awaits to be revealed.

Further, a yeast two-hybrid screening of a human placenta cDNA library using
the C-terminal domain of human Sec63 as a bait identified a cytosolic nucleoredoxin
(NRX) [70]. GST pull-down and peptide-binding assays between the C-terminal region of
Sec63 (residues 509 to 559 within the Brl domain) and the C-terminal part of NRX (residues
411 to 430) confirmed their interactions. Since NRX is involved in the Wnt signaling
pathway, the authors suggested a possible link between Sec63 and Wnt signaling.

7. Human Diseases Associated with Sec62/Sec63

Considering that the Sec61 channel and its associated protein complexes mediate early
protein biogenesis of about 30% of the proteome, it is not surprising that defects in the
components of these machineries are linked to various diseases [71–73].

Elevated expression of Sec62 has been observed in some cancer tissues [74–80]. Hence,
Sec62 has been suggested as a potential cancer marker, cancer-causing, or anti-cancer
drug resistant factor, although whether the expression levels of Sec62 influence protein
translocation and how the changes of its abundance are related to cell physiology and
the development of diseases remain elusive. Since human Sec62 has dual functions as
a translocation component and a receptor for ER-specific autophagy, its role in cancer
requires further investigation.

Sec63 is found to be linked to diabetes, cancers, and autosomal dominant polycystic
liver and kidney diseases [71–73]. Autosomal dominant polycystic liver and kidney dis-
eases result from defective biogenesis of polycystin 1/2 that are cilia membrane proteins
and function as a calcium-permeable receptor-channel complex. Sec63 is involved in the
biogenesis of polycystin 1/2, and cyst formation in the liver is increased in Sec63 defective
mice [81–83]. Sec63 interacts with calcium binding proteins in the lumen and nucleoredoxin
in the cytosol, thus it is possible that signaling pathways through these interacting proteins
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(impaired interactions with defective Sec63) may contribute to the development of diseases.
Human diseases associated with Sec translocon are summarized in [71–73].

8. Conclusions

Studies to date have shown that evolutionarily conserved Sec62 mediates the translo-
cation of proteins with specific characteristics. These characteristics are SSs and TMDs
with low hydrophobicity and poor topogenic signals in yeast, and small size, moderately
hydrophobic SSs, or the presence of positively charged residues in the downstream of
the SS in mammals (Figure 3). Precursors having these characteristics insert as head-on
(Nout-Cin orientation), and Sec62/Sec63 mediate inversion of the head-on inserted SS and
TMD as in Nin-Cout orientation. The cryo-EM structures of the yeast Sec complex show
that Sec62 is located at the lateral gate of Sec61 where the SS and TMD bind to, suggest-
ing that it recognizes the SS or TMD features of Sec62 clients [4,5]. Sec63 binds at the
back-side and the cytosolic side of the Sec61 translocon, widening the pore of the Sec61
channel (Figure 2C) [4–7]. These studies collectively suggest that Sec62 and Sec63 function
in Sec61-channel gating for those proteins that are insufficient to open the channel on
their own.

9. Perspectives

In spite of the progress in elucidating the functions of Sec62/Sec63 in protein translo-
cation, unresolved questions remain to be addressed in future studies. Biochemical and
structural studies indicate that Sec62 is flexible, thus interacts with the Sec complex less
tightly compared to the other subunits. Sec63 mediates translocation of broader types of
precursors than Sec62. Although Sec62/Sec63 forms a complex, these observations raise the
question of whether the Sec complex lacking Sec62 exits and functions in the translocation
of Sec62-independent precursors. Further, it is unclear whether certain features of the
Sec62/Sec63 clients are recognized by distinct components/domains of the Sec62/Sec63
complex or whether these features cause the nascent chain to be in particular intermediate
forms (e.g., head-on inserted form), which are then recognized by Sec62/Sec63.

The CAM741 selectively inhibits translocation of a subset of secretory precursors
possessing similar features as the Sec62/Sec63 clients [54]. It is elusive how the CAM741
achieves such substrate selectivity for the general translocon that handles a bulk of pro-
teins that pass through the ER membrane. It raises the question of whether CAM741
inhibits proper association of Sec62/Sec63 with Sec61 and the incoming nascent chain, thus
selectively impairing ER translocation of Sec62/Sec63 clients.

Sec71 and Sec72 were first discovered from a genetic screen searching the components
involved in membrane protein biogenesis [21]; however, their functions in membrane
protein biogenesis as well as the existence of their functional homologs in higher eukaryotes
remain to be revealed.

Studies have shown that human Sec62 can bind to ribosomes and yeast Sec72 in-
teracts with the ribosome-nascent chain associated Ssb1 [17,52], implying the function
of the Sec complex in co-translational translocation. The underlying mechanisms of
how the Sec complex mediates co-translational translocation in the ER membrane await
further investigation.

Lastly, expression levels of Sec62 and Sec63 are found to be altered in various cancer
cells [74–80]. Future studies are needed to clarify how the expression levels of Sec62 and
Sec63 influence protein translocation, and how the changes of their abundance are related
to cell physiology and the development of diseases.
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Abstract: In eukaryotic cells, the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is the entry point for newly synthesized
proteins that are subsequently distributed to organelles of the endomembrane system. Some of these
proteins are completely translocated into the lumen of the ER while others integrate stretches of
amino acids into the greasy 30 Å wide interior of the ER membrane bilayer. It is generally accepted
that to exist in this non-aqueous environment the majority of membrane integrated amino acids are
primarily non-polar/hydrophobic and adopt an α-helical conformation. These stretches are typically
around 20 amino acids long and are known as transmembrane (TM) helices. In this review, we will
consider how transmembrane helices achieve membrane integration. We will address questions
such as: Where do the stretches of amino acids fold into a helical conformation? What is/are the
route/routes that these stretches take from synthesis at the ribosome to integration through the ER
translocon? How do these stretches ‘know’ to integrate and in which orientation? How do marginally
hydrophobic stretches of amino acids integrate and survive as transmembrane helices?

Keywords: folding; insertion; membrane protein; translocon; ribosome; transmembrane segment

1. Introduction

The majority of, if not all, integral membrane proteins distributed throughout the
endomembrane network in eukaryotic cells first assemble into the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) membrane. Following this assembly, these proteins are distributed to their intended
destinations via specific trafficking pathways. The signals and machineries that direct
complex endomembrane trafficking pathways are beyond the scope of this article. Thus,
we will concentrate on the initial folding and assembly of proteins into the ER membrane
and not their subsequent cellular distribution.

Most integral membrane proteins require proteinaceous machinery known as an
integrase for their insertion into the ER [1]. The Sec61 translocon/integrase is the primary
integration machinery of the ER although there are others, notably the Get1/Get2 integrase
that is responsible for tail-anchored (TA) protein integration [2,3]. A further integrase
called the ER membrane protein complex (EMC) is also implicated in post-translational
membrane integration of a subset of TA proteins but also seems to play additional roles in
co-translational membrane protein assembly [4]. These integrases have been evolutionary
conserved in eukaryotes [5] with some of them, such as Sec61 and Get1/2, having homologs
in prokaryotes. In this article, we will exclusively consider membrane protein assembly
mediated by the Sec61 translocon.

2. Structure-Function of the Translocon

The mammalian Sec61 translocon consists of a core heterotrimeric Sec61α, β, and γ

complex which have 10, 1, and 1 transmembrane (TM) domains respectively [6]. In ad-
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dition, numerous accessory proteins are associated with this core complex which may
modulate translocon activity or provide functionality that complements its translocation
and integrase function. Accessory protein complexes such as TRAP seems to be involved
in membrane protein topogenesis [7–9] and oligosaccharyltransferase, which adds oligosac-
charides to asparagine residues in the lumen of the ER (at NXS/T sequons), are commonly
found associated with the translocon core and/or are present in approximately stoichio-
metric amounts [10,11]. Others such as signal peptidase complex, TRAM, or Sec62/63 are
present in sub-stoichiometric amounts and may only associate transiently or under certain
circumstances when particular substrates are present in the translocon [11]. Recently, it was
discovered that the EMC is also present as a cooperative partner of the Sec61 translocon
machinery during co-translational membrane-protein insertion [12]. Thus, the translocon
should be considered as a dynamic rather than a well-defined complex.

The structure of the core Sec61 translocon and homologous complexes such as SecYEG
of Escherichia coli and SecYEβ of the archaeal Methanococcus janaschii have been extensively
studied [6]. The structures are all fundamentally similar, suggesting a common mode of
action in facilitating the translocation of polypeptide chains across membranes and the inte-
gration of appropriate stretches of amino acids into the lipid bilayer. The structure/function
relationship of all translocons that is most widely accepted is as follows: Looking from the
top, onto the membrane the 10 TM subunit (Sec61α/SecY) is pseudosymmetrical with TM
domains 1–5 and 6–10 forming the two halves in a clamshell arrangement (Figure 1A–C);
A hinge region at one interface between the two halves consisting of TM5 and TM6 allows
for the opening and closing (breathing) of a lateral gate between TM2b and TM7 at the
opposite side of the clamshell; this breathing is proposed to allow lateral movement of
polypeptides out of the translocon and into the membrane providing the integrase function.
From a different view, looking into the membrane from the side (Figure 1D) there appears
to be a continuous channel through the membrane that is constricted at the center of the
membrane and wider at both extremities, resembling an hourglass. The constriction is
lined with six hydrophobic amino acid residues [13]. Furthermore, in structures without a
translocating polypeptide, there is a small ‘plug’ helix (on the lumenal/non-cytoplasmic
side) blocking the continuous channel through the membrane. It is proposed that this small
helix prevents the leakage of ions when the translocon is not occupied by a translocating
polypeptide chain [14]. When there is a translocating or inserting polypeptide chain it
is proposed that the plug helix is displaced so that it no longer blocks the continuous
channel [15] (Figure 1C). Ion leakage is still prevented by the presence of the translocating
polypeptide chain and the hydrophobic amino acids in the central constriction, which
has been proposed to act as a greasy gasket forming a tight seal around the translocating
chain [16,17]. However, the gasket role of the central constriction is seemingly dispens-
able as yeast expressing mutant Sec61 with the hydrophobic residues replaced with even
charged residues can grow and perform translocation efficiently [18]. Regarding the β- and
γ-subunits of the Sec61 translocon, the former is not essential for TM insertion, and the
latter acts as a clamp that brings both halves of Sec61α together [19].
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Figure 1. Structure of the translocon. Structure-based cartoon representations of the translocon. All 
TM segments of Sec61α are colored (red and blue for each half) except for the β-subunits and γ-
subunits, which are shown in gray and yellow respectively. All TM segments are numbered for easy 
comparison between the open and closed structures. (A) Top view of the traslocon at a resting/close 
position from M. jannaschii (PDB: 1RHZ). (B) Top view of the partially open structure of the trans-
locon from P. furiosus (PDB: 3MP7). The colored arrows in red and blue indicate the helix displace-
ments required for the widening of the channel and opening of the lateral gate. The black arrow 
shows the lateral gate exit pathway of a TM segment from the interior of the channel into the mem-
brane. (C) Top view of the translocon with the plug (TM 2a) open from Saccharomyces cerevisiae (PDB: 
7KAL). The open channel facilitates translocation into the ER lumen of secreted and TM proteins 
segments. (D) Lateral view of the partially open structure of the translocon from P. furiosus (PDB: 
3MP7). The colored arrows (red and blue) indicate the helix displacements required for the widen-
ing of the channel and opening of the lateral gate. The dotted colored arrows at the base of the panel 
indicate the movement of helices 2b and 7 (compared to a close state, panel A). The limits of the 
membrane are shown with a dotted line, data from the OPM database (https://opm.phar.umich.edu/ 
(accessed on 18 November 2021)). 

3. Targeting to the Translocon 
In higher eukaryotes such as mammals, the majority of proteins utilizing the Sec61 

translocon for entry into the ER do so in a co-translational mode [20–22]. It should be 
noted, however, that there is also a post-translational mode of targeting to the ER that is 
more prevalent in lower eukaryotes such as fungi that will not be considered here [22]. In 
co-translational mode, proteins that are to be targeted to the ER are synthesized with a 
hydrophobic N-terminal sequence. This sequence can either be a signal peptide (signal 
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arrow shows the lateral gate exit pathway of a TM segment from the interior of the channel into the
membrane. (C) Top view of the translocon with the plug (TM 2a) open from Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(PDB: 7KAL). The open channel facilitates translocation into the ER lumen of secreted and TM
proteins segments. (D) Lateral view of the partially open structure of the translocon from P. furiosus
(PDB: 3MP7). The colored arrows (red and blue) indicate the helix displacements required for the
widening of the channel and opening of the lateral gate. The dotted colored arrows at the base of the
panel indicate the movement of helices 2b and 7 (compared to a close state, panel A). The limits of the
membrane are shown with a dotted line, data from the OPM database (https://opm.phar.umich.edu/
(accessed on 18 November 2021)).

3. Targeting to the Translocon

In higher eukaryotes such as mammals, the majority of proteins utilizing the Sec61
translocon for entry into the ER do so in a co-translational mode [20–22]. It should be
noted, however, that there is also a post-translational mode of targeting to the ER that is
more prevalent in lower eukaryotes such as fungi that will not be considered here [22].
In co-translational mode, proteins that are to be targeted to the ER are synthesized with
a hydrophobic N-terminal sequence. This sequence can either be a signal peptide (signal
sequence) that is eventually cleaved from the mature protein once it reaches the ER or an
uncleaved TM segment (signal anchor) which comes in two different flavors, conventional
(N-terminal cytoplasmic) (Figure 2) or reverse (N-terminal ER lumen). Upon emerging from
the ribosome exit tunnel, the N-terminal hydrophobic sequence on the newly synthesizing
(nascent) protein is recognized by a ribonucleoprotein chaperone complex called signal
recognition particle (SRP). The binding of SRP arrests translation by the ribosome and
a ribosome/nascent chain/SRP complex is formed. Targeting to the ER membrane is
facilitated by a specific interaction between SRP and an SRP receptor, which is integral
in the ER membrane. SRP releases from the complex upon hydrolysis of GTP, reversing
the arrest in translation with the ribosome/nascent chain situated on top of a translocon
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Pathway of a nascent protein. The ribosome is shown in yellow (small subunit) and
light blue (large subunit, transparent). A P-site tRNA is shown in green. The nascent chain (red)
traverses the ribosome’s exit tunnel before encountering the membrane-bound translocon complex
(transparent orange and grey). The nascent chain has been shown to form a secondary structure in
the translocon as well as at the ribosome’s exit tunnel. Most of the structure shown is taken from
PDB 4V6M [23], although the nascent-chain helix inside the exit tunnel is modeled.

4. Getting across the Membrane

When translation resumes in the vicinity of the translocon, signal sequences/anchors
have to orient themselves appropriately within the translocon. Positively charged residues
positioned at one end of the hydrophobic stretch of amino acids play an important role
in establishing the orientation of this initial interaction with the translocon together with
other ER components, i.e., lipids [24] or potentially accessory proteins. Positive charges at
the N-terminus of signal sequences and signal anchors position these types of topogenic
sequences with their N-termini in the cytoplasm and direct translocation of C-terminal
sequences into the lumen of the ER (Nin-Cout) (Figure 2). When situated at the C-terminus
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of a hydrophobic sequence, a C-terminus cytoplasmic orientation is favored and the N-
terminus is translocated (Nout-Cin) [25]. It should be noted that other factors such as the
length of hydrophobic stretch of amino acids or folding of previous sequence domains can
affect this initial topogenic decision [26,27].

A cryo-EM structure of a ribosome/Sec61 complex in the process of translating/translocating
pre-prolactin stalled at 86 residues shows the signal sequence positioned next to TM2 and
TM7 in the open lateral gate of Sec61α and density in the translocon channel and ribosome
tunnel are consistent with a looped configuration of the nascent chain [28]. If translation
were to proceed, the loop would get longer on the lumenal side of the membrane as the
polypeptide chain extends (Figure 2), at least until the signal sequence is cleaved and the
translocating sequence is no longer a loop.

It has been shown using glycosylation mapping that translocating polypeptides can
span the Sec61 translocon in an extended conformation but that α-helices can also be
accommodated in the translocon [29,30]. It is broadly accepted that more hydrophobic
polypeptides in an α-helical conformation move from the translocon channel into the lipid
bilayer more easily than less hydrophobic segments in an extended conformation that will
be translocated to the ER lumen. The potential routes that topogenic signals in nascent
chains take into the translocon are the topic of later sections in this article.

5. Integrating into the Membrane

Membrane-spanning domains are typically made up of around 20 hydrophobic amino
acids in an α-helical conformation. This is sufficient to span the 30 Å hydrophobic core of a
model lipid bilayer as each amino acid contributes 1.5 Å to the length of a helix. Not only
does this feature of TM domains make them stable in a hydrophobic rather than aqueous
environment, but it is also apparent that high hydrophobicity is a major driving force for
integration [31]. There seems to be a hydrophobicity threshold above which stretches of
amino acids partition into the membrane from the translocon, and below which they con-
tinue their translocation through the translocon and into the lumen of the ER. The majority
of single-span membrane proteins have TM domains that have a hydrophobicity above
this threshold [32] and therefore are theoretically capable of integration in an autonomous
(unassisted) way.

This all seems very straightforward. A sufficiently hydrophobic sequence will in-
tegrate while others will not. However, things are not that simple. Depending on the
topology of the nascent polypeptide, inversions can occur via two sequential energetic tran-
sitions of the TM segment: first, the insertion, driven by the hydrophobic effect, and second,
the inversion that has been proposed to be driven by electrostatic interactions between the
nascent chain and the translocon (or associated proteins) and/or membrane lipids [33].
Furthermore, in multi-spanning proteins, at least 25% of TM helices from proteins of known
structure do not reach the threshold that would allow them to integrate autonomously by
a simple hydrophobic partitioning [32,34]. Low-hydrophobic segments could be helped
by interacting with upstream or downstream hydrophobic segments in the nascent chain
to adopt a TM disposition [35] since photocrosslinking experiments have shown that the
translocon can simultaneously accommodate more than one TM helix [36–38] (Figure 3).
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6. Where Does Folding of TM Helices Occur?

First, we want the reader to reflect on why TM domains of the type of integral mem-
brane protein we are considering in this review are exclusively α-helical. The answer is that
a regular pattern of hydrogen bonding between carbonyl oxygens and amide hydrogens
in peptide bonds in an α-helix secondary structure ensures maximal hydrophobicity by
effectively neutralizing polar groups in the peptide bonds. It has been calculated that a
stretch of hydrophobic amino acids in an extended conformation could not reach the hy-
drophobic threshold to partition through the lateral gate into the lipid environment [39–42].
Thus, we assume that hydrophobic stretches of amino acids must be in an α-helical con-
formation to partition into the lipid environment in a thermodynamically favorable way.
Hydrophobic stretches of amino acids may fold into α-helices in the translocon tunnel
as they enter. However, it is also feasible that the secondary structure is formed before
entering the translocon (Figure 2).

During co-translational membrane insertion secondary structures can be acquired in
the ribosome specifically in the ribosome exit tunnel. This tunnel accommodates nascent
peptides from the ribosomal peptidyl transferase site (P-site) to the ribosomal exit site,
providing a protective shield. The first evidence for folding in the ribosome before insertion
came more than two decades ago, indicating that the constrained environment of the
ribosome-translocon complex has an active role in the propensity of some nascent chains
to acquire an extended or a more compact conformation [29]. Furthermore, the authors de-
termined that this compaction was acquired co-translationally in an amino acid-dependent
manner. A few years later, it was discovered that the ribosome exit tunnel itself provides
enough space to allow the folding of secondary structures as α-helices as Johnson and col-
leagues demonstrated attaching fluorescent FRET partners at different positions in nascent
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peptides. The results indicated that folding of TM sequences in an α-helix-like structure
was induced and stabilized far inside the ribosome exit tunnel and close to the ribosomal
P-site, whereas a nascent secretory protein remained in an extended conformation within
the ribosome exit tunnel [43]. These results were further supported by biochemical assays
based on pegylation of cysteine reporters [44]. These studies also established that there
are seemingly different folding zones within the ribosome exit tunnel where the secondary
structure formation can occur, as alanine-replaced peptide segments used for the pegylation
experiments folded more compactly when located near the P-site than when located more
distally in the tunnel [45].

Following these biochemical studies where compaction could be inferred, atomic
structures of α-helical nascent polypeptide chains visualized within the ribosome exit
tunnel were quick to follow. Utilizing single-particle cryo-electron microscopy reconstitu-
tions of eukaryotic 80S ribosomes containing nascent chains with an α-helical propensity,
Beckmann and collaborators visualized helix density inside the tunnel as well as interaction
sites with the tunnel wall components [46].

It is thought that α-helix formation occurs first wherever it is possible and that the
ribosome may be selective in the types of sequences that it allows to form secondary struc-
tures. Using glycosylation mapping and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [47] it was
shown that in combination, hydrophobicity, helical propensity, and length of hydrophobic
stretches of amino acids are major determinants for α-helix adoption within the ribosome
exit tunnel (Figure 2). In these experiments, nascent chains harboring α-helix sequences
from TM segments were able to fold inside the ribosome exit tunnel whereas those with
α-helical sequences of soluble proteins were not.

It is, however, not only secondary structures that can be adopted inside the ribosome
tunnel. Small domains with a tertiary structure such as zinc-finger domains have been
observed to fold close to the ribosome exit site, also called the vestibule, where the ribosome
exit tunnel widens substantially [48], with this folding accelerated and stabilized by the
tunnel [49]. Furthermore, helical TM hairpin formation is also possible in the vestibule of
the ribosome exit tunnel [50]. Currently, we think of the ribosome/translocon complex as
specialized chaperone-like machinery implicated in the formation of secondary or tertiary
structure as a platform to overcome the huge energy barrier required to insert unfolded
hydrophobic sequences and to prevent their exposure on the cytosolic side of the ER
membrane [36,47].

The implication of the ribosome in promoting the secondary structure of TM domains
raises a question, ‘could this be an evolutionarily conserved function of ribosomes? Pre-
sumably, the very first TM proteins had to insert into membranes without the assistance
of translocon machinery. There are numerous examples of α-helical membrane proteins
that can insert into simplified biomimetic systems without translocon assistance [51–53].
Recently proteorhodopsin has been shown to spontaneously integrate into a simple lipid
membrane in the absence of chaperones or a translocon [54]. Other evidence of the pre-
translocon era is that yeast mitochondrial ribosomes permanently attach to the mitochon-
drial inner membrane which lacks the translocon [55–57]. Nevertheless, other components
tethering translating ribosomes to the mitochondrial inner membrane have been identi-
fied [55]. The permanent docking of these ribosomes facilitates the insertion of membrane
proteins encoded by mitochondrial DNA efficiently. Therefore, not only the ribosome
but also the recruitment of translating ribosomes to membranes seem to be crucial to a
successful insertion and folding process. All these examples highlight the importance of
the ribosome in the process of membrane insertion, however, we should be mindful that
it is not only TM domains and ribosomes that have co-evolved. There is evidence that
extant biological membranes have arisen as a consequence of a lipid bilayer and membrane
protein co-evolution process [58]. Altogether, it is highly probable that the ribosome’s
ability to assist in α-helix folding is not a coincidence exploited by membrane proteins for
rapid structure acquisition before membrane insertion; rather it seems likely it is the result
of a fine-tuned co-evolution process that continues to this day.
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7. Route Into, Through, and Out of the Translocon

In addition to its insertase activity, the translocon is responsible for the secretion
of proteins to the ER lumen. The insertion or secretion of proteins can occur both co-
translationally or post-translationally depending on the presence of an N-terminal signal
sequence (SS). The SS is characterized by a hydrophobic core, often the first TM segment
for membrane proteins, flanked by positively charged amino acid residues and polar but
uncharged residues at the N- and C-termini, respectively [59]. If the SS is present, once the
ribosome is brought to the membrane, it engages with the Sec61 translocon while the
nascent chain is still being translated (Figure 2). As mentioned above, the presence of
positively charged residues at the N-terminus of the SS causes inversion of its topology,
aided through its interactions with lipids and possibly nearby ribosomal RNA [23,33,60].

Within the ribosome/translocon complex the cytoplasmic entrance of the Sec61α
channel has a diameter of 20–25 Å [13] (Figure 1D), which nicely matches with the diameter
of the ribosome exit tunnel vestibule [61], allowing ribosome-acquired helices to enter
into the aqueous translocon channel [62]. When the nascent chain arrives at the laterally
closed translocon, it has been demonstrated that the presence of the SS triggers channel
opening of the translocon at the lateral gate, which is also linked to the partitioning of
TM α-helical structures of membrane proteins into the lipid phase [13,63]. Subsequent
hydrophobic regions of the nascent chains will be exposed to the lipid phase and can
partition into it as experimental data, structures, and simulations have revealed [64–68]
(Figure 3). Recent single-molecule FRET experiments indicate that the lateral gate is highly
dynamic even in the absence of a membrane-inserting SS or TM segment, although binding
of the ribosome and insertion of TM segments increases the probability of the open state [69].
Indeed, earlier cryo-tomography and fluorescence studies also revealed that binding of the
ribosome induces channel opening [70,71].

As noted earlier, for multi-pass membrane proteins, the topology is typically estab-
lished by the first TM, which adopts either an Nin-Cout (N-terminus in the cytoplasm and
C-terminus in the ER lumen) or an Nout-Cin topology in the translocon. Each subsequent
TM segment adopts the opposite topology of the previous one as it enters the membrane.
Recent evidence has implicated the EMC in helping to establish the topology of the first
TM of many GPCRs and likely other proteins [12,72]. The translocon’s lateral gate allows
direct sampling of the membrane environment by the TM [73], possibly from the moment
of its encounter with the translocon [39,74]. The code for insertion, i.e., what sequences par-
tition to the membrane vs. remain in the channel, has been determined in exquisite detail
with extensive, elegant experiments from von Heijne, White, and colleagues in the mid-
2000s [31,32]. Nonetheless, in addition to thermodynamics, a role for kinetics has also been
found from both simulations [65,75,76] and experiments [18,77,78]. In particular, slowing
down the rate of protein synthesis can increase the probability of membrane insertion.

While most membrane proteins have a fixed topology that alternates from one TM
to the next, some defy this straightforward expectation and are known as “dual-topology
proteins”. These proteins can be found in roughly equal numbers in an Nin-Cout or an
Nout-Cin topology [79]. In particular, the topology of EmrE, a canonical example of a dual-
topology protein, has been found to be very sensitive to the presence of charges, not just
at its N-terminus but in any of its loops and even at its C-terminus [80]. This surprisingly
suggests that even after synthesis is completed, dual-topology proteins can exist in a
dynamic equilibrium where TM helices flip in and out of the membrane, probably in
the vicinity of the translocon [81]. Coarse-grained simulations indicated this unusual
ability arises from a lack of full integration of some TMs until well after the completion
of synthesis [82].

8. Exploring the Limits of TM Domain Insertion

We have previously described how TM helices are proposed to partition from the
translocon into the non-polar core of the lipid bilayer driven by hydrophobicity with,
the limits for the insertion of TM segments being explored using computationally designed
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segments with naturally occurring amino acid distributions [83]. However, features found
in naturally occurring TM domains such as limited length, charged residues, or a low
hydrophobicity profile challenge this rather simplistic view of what a TM segment is.

Given that exposure of hydrophobic groups in proteins and lipids to water is highly
unfavorable, membrane proteins tend to minimize their free energy by maximizing the
match between the hydrophobic width of the bilayer and the length of a TM segment,
a phenomenon called hydrophobic matching [84,85]. Indeed, the average length of a TM
segment is 24 ± 5.6 residues long (36 Å in a 3,6 α-helix) [86], while for instance, the width of
the hydrophobic core of an ER hepatocyte membrane is close to 38 Å [87–89]. A mismatch in
length between the hydrophobic section of a membrane-spanning protein and the bilayer
in which it is located results in lipid and peptide rearrangements to compensate [90].
Ultimately a major hydrophobic mismatch might prevent insertion into the membrane,
but how much is too much?

The minimum hydrophobic length necessary to form a TM segment in lipid bilayers
has been investigated using short hydrophobic peptides in dioleoylphosphatidylcholine
(DOPC) and 1,2-dierucoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DeuPC, a shorter lipid) vesi-
cles [91]. Peptides composed of Leu residues were compared to sequences of the same
length containing alternating Leu and Ala residues (which have a hydrophobicity typical
of natural TM helices) [91]. The authors observed that peptides composed exclusively of
Leu residues were able to adopt a TM disposition with just 11–12 residues. In this case,
the bilayer width exceeded the hydrophobic length of the peptide by ~11–12 Å. For the
alternating Leu/Ala sequence 13 residues representing a negative mismatch of ~9 Å were
required. The minor differences indicate that the minimum length necessary to form a TM
segment is only modestly hydrophobicity-dependent, at least for the sequences tested in
this study.

In vitro expression and MD simulations have also been used to systematically examine
the insertion efficiency of TM segments consisting primarily of leucine residues [92,93].
Depending on the flanking residues the minimum length to achieve a ~100% insertion
efficiency varied from 12, with Gly, Asn, or Asp rich flanking sequences, to 10 residues
when Lys was used as a flanking residue. The MD simulations suggest that the insertion
efficiency of these sequences is determined primarily by the energetic cost of distorting the
bilayer in the vicinity of a short TM segment. The presence of Lys residues flanking the
hydrophobic core can reduce the energetic cost by extensive hydrogen bonding with water
and lipid phosphate groups (snorkeling) and by partial backbone unfolding. The unfolding
is stabilized in the simulation by water molecules entering the bilayer along the peptide
backbone.

The studies cited above utilized model hydrophobic sequences composed of only a
few different kinds of amino acids. However, TM segments in native membrane proteins
vary significantly not only in length but also in composition, revealing more complex
scenarios [86]. A computational analysis of the composition and location of amino acids in
TM helices found, in membrane proteins of known structure, a strong reverse correlation
between the composition/overall hydrophobicity and the required length for their insertion
in the lipid bilayer [83]. These results were in accordance with in vitro studies, in which
the length dependence of a TM segment (varying from 10 to 25) strongly depends on its
amino acid composition [32]. Furthermore, the analysis of naturally occurring residues in
TM segments put the focus on the importance of residue positioning, particularly Pro and
charged residues.

At the other extreme, the longest TM segment found in naturally occurring membrane
proteins is close to 40 residues long [86]. Long TM segments usually adapt their hydropho-
bic length to the lipid membrane by tilting [86,94]. Accordingly, tilting of long hydrophobic
sequences should occur before their insertion in the lipid bilayer, that is, before or during its
partition from the translocon into the membrane. An extensively long TM segment might
not be easily accommodated within the translocon in its tilted disposition which could
prevent its insertion as a single TM domain. Interestingly, a 40-residue long hydropho-
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bic sequence could potentially span a membrane twice in a helical hairpin conformation.
The transformation from a long TM domain into a helical hairpin depends primarily on the
presence of turn propensity residue(s) in the middle of the sequence both in natural and
polyLeu sequences [95,96]. The probability of possessing one of these residues increases
tremendously as sequence length extends beyond the 40-residue mark. Increasing the
number of residues beyond 40 will facilitate the introduction of a turn propensity residue
while maintaining the minimum distance to cross the membrane twice.

Another challenge to the idealized view of a TM segment is the presence of charged
residues. The prevalence of these residues within the buried sections of membrane proteins
is very low, as expected based on their polarity [86]. However, sequence analysis of mem-
brane protein databases shows that ionizable amino acid residues are indeed present in TM
domains, often with functional and/or structural roles [86,97]. How then, are TM domains
containing charged residues inserted into the hydrophobic core of the lipid bilayer? The
strong hydrophobic contribution of the abundant non-polar residues in a TM segment
might be greater than the energy penalty of introducing a charge into the membrane.
This negative ∆∆G should be enough to promote the insertion. Interestingly, computer
simulation studies suggest that the transfer of four leucines from water to the bilayer
interior could be sufficient to compensate for the transfer of a cationic residue [98]. Experi-
ments have also corroborated these predictions [99]. The position within the membrane
and the polarity of the residue is also a factor that needs to be taken into consideration
when determining the energy necessary for their insertion. Residues close to the water
lipid interface can be hydrated due to the presence of “water defects” that reduce the
insertion penalty. The closer the polar residue is to the center of the bilayer the larger (and
increasingly unfavorable) the water defects become.

The presence of water molecules within the lipid bilayer negatively affects mem-
brane integrity. Interestingly, destabilization by the presence of water molecules has
been exploited by some proteins to permeabilize the membrane. Water defect-inducing
residues, that is, charged and polar residues surrounded by hydrophobic amino acids,
are indeed found in pore-forming proteins [100–102]. Importantly, once in the membrane,
polar residues strongly influence the folding or association of integral membrane pro-
teins [97,103–105] and their activity [106,107].

The presence of polar residues within TM segments cannot always be explained by
the large hydrophobicity of the surrounding amino acids compensating for the energy
penalty of their membrane integration. As mentioned previously, around 25% of TM
segments do not reach the hydrophobicity threshold required for autonomous partitioning
into the membrane. In these cases, other forces should facilitate the localization of polar
amino acids in the hydrophobic environment of the lipid bilayer. Interaction between TM
segments within the translocon (Figure 3) provides an opportunity for polarity masking
(see Section 5). Although rare, it has been demonstrated that polar interactions between
neighboring helices can facilitate insertion [95,108]. Since these interactions are necessary
for the partitioning into the lipid bilayer, a cooperative insertion of the TM segments is
predicted which requires the presence at the same time of, at least, two helices in the
translocon [109] (Figure 3). Similarly, it has been suggested that salt-bridge formation
between residues located on the same face of a single TM domain may reduce the free
energy of membrane partitioning.

Of note, in a low dielectric constant environment such as the membrane core, the force
of an electrostatic interaction increases tremendously, thus creating very stable associa-
tions [103,104]. It has been shown that hydrogen bonding between TM segments gives
stronger associations than the packing of surfaces in glycophorin A helices driven by the
GxxxG interaction domain [104,110].

In channel-forming proteins, such as aquaporins (Figure 4), the presence of po-
lar/charged residues close to the membrane hydrophobic core is not explained either
by the strong hydrophobicity of the accompanying lipid-facing residues or by electrostatic
interactions with other residues. Membrane channels create an amphipathic environment.
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Some of the residues in them (the apolar ones), regardless of the depth they are found
within the membrane, will be facing the hydrophobic core of the membrane while others
(the polar/charged residues) will be exposed to the water-filled tunnel of the channel
(Figure 4). The nature of the residues in those two different situations varies accordingly,
so the overall amino acid composition of the helices that constitute these channels resemble
that of interfacial (amphipathic) helices where one side of the helix is polar while the
other is filled with hydrophobic residues. In this case, there is no energy penalty for the
inclusion of a charged residue in a TM domain as long as it is lining the aqueous pore
of the channel. However, since the amphipathic environment is created by the channel
itself, the assembly (or partial formation) of its tertiary structure must presumably involve
some co-operativity between TM domains or require chaperones to avoid exposure of the
hydrophilic residues to the lipids’ hydrocarbon chains. Insertion of multiple helices at once
represents a challenge for integrases such as the translocon and associated components
that will probably need to expand capacity to accommodate helical bundles. In the case of
aquaporin 1 (AQP1) the second TM domain of six is fully translocated into the ER lumen
and only adopts a transmembrane orientation after TM4 has been synthesized [111]. Mem-
brane insertion of TM2 also requires a 180 degree flip of TM3 in the membrane presumably,
but not necessarily, facilitated by the Sec61 translocon [112]. Such TM domain gymnastics
during membrane protein assembly further highlight the potential flexibility of the Sec61
translocon in facilitating different insertion modalities.
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of the membrane are shown with a dotted line, data from the OPM database. (C) Apparent free 
energy for the insertion in biological membranes of the 20 natural amino acids. Data from [31]. 

Figure 4. Crystal structure of human aquaporin 10. Cartoon representation of the human aquaporin
10 (PDB:6F7H), (A) lateral view, (B) top view. Residues are colored based on their membrane insertion
propensity: Residues with a low insertion propensity are shown in deep purple and pink. Residues
with a mild and high insertion propensity are depicted in green. The side chain of polar and charged
residues within the protein’s pore are shown in a stick representation. In panel A the limits of the
membrane are shown with a dotted line, data from the OPM database. (C) Apparent free energy for
the insertion in biological membranes of the 20 natural amino acids. Data from [31].
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9. Concluding Remarks

Tremendous progress has been made over the last two decades in the field of mem-
brane protein insertion and folding, ranging from biochemical and structural data on the
acquisition of secondary structure in nascent chains to the quantitative understanding of
the energetic forces for sequence-dependent membrane insertion through the ER translocon
and the structures of translocons engaged in nascent chain integration. This does not mean
that we have a complete understanding of all aspects of membrane protein assembly and
there are still challenges for the field. For example, it will be challenging to explore the
dynamics and mechanisms of recruitment of translocon-associated proteins. Thus, it is
difficult to envisage how proteins such as TRAM or other accessory components in the ER,
which are present in sub-stoichiometric amounts can be present only at those translocons
where its suggested chaperone function is needed [113]. Deducing detailed pathways of
insertion of marginally hydrophobic TM domains such as TM2 of AQP1 remains another
challenge. We hope that the development of new and existing technologies that can answer
these remaining questions regarding membrane protein insertion and assembly is not too
distant on the horizon. In recent years, new developments in cryo-EM sample preparation
and data acquisition have been very fruitful in determining structures of integrase protein
complexes [114] and, hopefully, they will be able to shed light on complete dynamics of
the insertion process by determining intermediate states of membrane protein assembly
through the aforementioned complexes. The increase in experimental data and computa-
tional power, in addition to the design of user-friendly interfaces, make MD simulations
well positioned to play a very important role in the coming years in the understanding of
membrane protein insertion. Simulations of ribosome–translocon complexes on the ns-µs
time scale have been possible for a decade [65,115], yet full insertion and maturation take
place over seconds. Coarse-grained simulations make physiologically realistic time scales
achievable, albeit at the cost of detail [67]. Balancing the need for atomic resolution with
that for long time scales will be an ongoing effort, made more challenging by the increasing
number of players characterized structurally in integrase complexes.
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Abstract: Proteins targeted to the secretory pathway start their intracellular journey by being trans-
ported across biological membranes such as the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). A central component
in this protein translocation process across the ER is the Sec61 translocon complex, which is only
intracellularly expressed and does not have any enzymatic activity. In addition, Sec61 translocon
complexes are difficult to purify and to reconstitute. Screening for small molecule inhibitors impair-
ing its function has thus been notoriously difficult. However, such translocation inhibitors may not
only be valuable tools for cell biology, but may also represent novel anticancer drugs, given that
cancer cells heavily depend on efficient protein translocation into the ER to support their fast growth.
In this review, different inhibitors of protein translocation will be discussed, and their specific mode
of action will be compared. In addition, recently published screening strategies for small molecule
inhibitors targeting the whole SRP-Sec61 targeting/translocation pathway will be summarized. Of
note, slightly modified assays may be used in the future to screen for substances affecting SecYEG,
the bacterial ortholog of the Sec61 complex, in order to identify novel antibiotic drugs.

Keywords: signal recognition particle dependent protein targeting; Sec61 dependent translocation;
co-translational translocation; endoplasmic reticulum; inhibitor; high throughput screening

1. Introduction

With the evolution of simple cellular structures to multi organelle compartmentalized
cells, the transport of proteins across biological membranes has become an unavoidable
challenge. Extracellular and integral membrane proteins—synthesized in the cytosol—need
to be translocated either across or integrated into bilipid membranes, in order to reach their
final destination. Since the discovery of the secretory pathway [1–5], numerous studies
have shed light on the different targeting signals, translocation modes, and pathways used
by proteins to cross the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane, which is the first and
decisive step in the secretory pathway for protein biogenesis (see Figure 1) [6–22]. After
maturation in the ER lumen, the proteins are embedded in vesicles and travel through
the Golgi apparatus to the cell membrane. Here, the vesicles fuse with the cell membrane,
resulting in the expression of the membrane protein at the cell surface or in the secretion of
the soluble protein into the extracellular environment.

The targeting signals that drive proteins toward the secretory pathway include N-
terminal (cleavable) signal peptides (SPs) as well as transmembrane domains (TMDs).
As SPs and TMDs are intrinsic targeting signals for the Sec61 dependent pathway for
protein co- and post-translational translocation [8,14,23–27], C-terminally located targeting
signals route the respective protein to a different translocation pathway. In tail-anchored
(TA) proteins, for instance, the TMD serves as the ER membrane targeting signal. The
specific C-terminal location of the targeting TMD, however, restrict TA proteins to the
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transmembrane recognition complex subunit of the 40 kDa (TRC40) pathway for post-
translational translocation as the targeting TMD emerges from the ribosome only when
translation is completed [22,28–34]. In fact, single pass membrane proteins are often
classified based on their targeting signal and topology after ER translocation (see Figure 1).
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as a targeting sequence. Depending on the overall hydrophobicity and charge of the topological sequences adjacent to the
TMD, the C- or N-terminal end of the protein is translocated into the ER lumen (type II and type III single pass membrane
protein, respectively). Type IV, or TA proteins, are targeted to the ER membrane via the C-terminal TMD. As a result, TA
proteins are post-translationally translocated via the TRC-40 pathway. SP: signal peptide, ER: endoplasmic reticulum, TMD:
transmembrane domain, TA: tail-anchored, TRC-40: transmembrane recognition complex subunit of 40 kDa.

Evidenced by the evolutionary conservation of the translocation pathways over the
different domains of life, correct translocation of proteins across the ER membrane is
essential for the proper functioning of cells [21,35–37].

Small molecule inhibitors have therefore become an attractive tool to gain insights into
the complex multistep nature of the different translocation routes known today [38–42].
However, new insights in this domain have quickly arisen. In this review, we update
the previous knowledge of Sec61 dependent protein translocation in higher eukaryotes,
and discuss the newest insights and mode of action of specific translocation inhibitors.
Additional focus is placed on the interaction sites of each inhibitor within the translocation
complex and screening methods to identify novel signal recognition particle (SRP)-Sec61
specific pathway inhibitors.
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2. The Sec61 Dependent Pathway for Co- and Post-Translational Protein Translocation

The Sec61 dependent translocation can occur in two modes (i.e., co- or post-translational
translocation). Intrinsic to the terms, they refer to the translocation process occurring si-
multaneous with or after completion of protein translation, respectively. Post-translational
translocation is most commonly used by small secretory proteins (SSP) (less than ap-
proximately 100 amino acid residues) and is best understood in fungi and bacteria. Co-
translational translocation of proteins over the ER membrane, on the other hand, is a
complex multistep process, as shown in Figure 2, which is mostly employed by higher
eukaryotes [16,21,25,43–45].

In short, when the targeting signal emerges from the ribosome, it is recognized and
bound to by SRP. Upon binding of SRP, protein translation is stalled and the ribosome-
nascent chain (RNC) complex is targeted to the ER membrane through binding of SRP
to its receptor [46–50]. Next, the targeting sequence interacts with the Sec61 translocon
(i.e., the protein conducting channel). Binding of the ribosome to the translocon reinitiates
translation of the nascent chain and induces translocation of the preprotein into the ER
lumen [27,49–54]. In the lumen, the signal peptidase and oligosaccharyl transferase (OST)
complex allow for further maturation of the translocated preprotein by cleaving the pro-
tein’s signal peptide and by glycosylation of the mature protein part, respectively [55–59].

Figure 2. Overview of the SRP dependent pathway for co-translational translocation via the Sec61
translocon. A secretory or integral membrane protein is targeted toward the ER membrane by means
of SRP binding to the signal sequence (i.e., the SP or TMD (steps 1–2)). SRP binding stalls protein
translation to keep the nascent chain in a translocation competent state. At the ER membrane, SRP
interacts with the SRP receptor. The RNC complex is then transferred to the Sec61 translocon (step 3).
Interaction of the ribosome with the translocon reinitiates translation and induces conformational
changes within Sec61α, eventually leading to protein translocation. In the case of a weak hydrophobic
SP or TMD, the protein requires help from accessory proteins such as TRAP, TRAM, Sec62, and/or
Sec63 for protein translocation. In the ER lumen, the SP is cleaved by the signal peptidase complex
and the protein is glycosylated by the OST complex (step 4). SRP: signal recognition particle, ER: endo-
plasmic reticulum, SP: signal peptide, TMD: transmembrane domain, RNC: ribosomal nascent chain,
TRAP: translocon-associated protein, TRAM: translocating chain-associating membrane protein, OST:
oligosaccharyl transferase.
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SRP mediated protein targeting to the ER membrane is the most common in eukary-
otes and therefore forms the focus of this review. However, proteins can also be SRP
independently targeted to the ER membrane, in which case specific chaperone activity is
required. For an overview of SRP-independent pathways for protein targeting to the ER,
the reader is referred to other publications [11,12,16,43,60–63].

2.1. SRP Dependent Protein Targeting to the ER Membrane Keeps the Protein in a Translocation
Competent State

When a secretory or integral membrane protein is translated in the cytosol and the
targeting signal (i.e., SP or TMD) emerges from the ribosomal exit tunnel, it is recognized
and bound to by SRP [46,47,64–68] (see Figure 2). SRP is a ribonucleoprotein complex
consisting of six subunits (SRP9, 14, 19, 54, 68 and 72 m) and a 7S RNA molecule, which
assemble into two SRP domains [22,46,48]. SRP 19, SRP54, SRP68, and SRP72 as well as the
majority of the SRP RNA make up the S domain of SRP, which holds the recognition and
binding site for the emerging SP. The remaining two proteins SRP9 and SRP14 as well as
the 5′ and 3′ end of the RNA molecule form the Alu domain of SRP [46]. The Alu domain
interacts with the ribosome elongation site, resulting in the transient retardation of protein
translation [46–48]. Hence, SRP binding to the RNC complex locks the nascent chain in a
translocation competent (i.e., unfolded) state by inducing a translational arrest.

Next, the RNC complex is targeted toward the ER membrane. Here, SRP interacts
with the SRP receptor (SR) [46,47,64–68]. The SR then mediates the transfer of the RNC
complex to the Sec61 translocon, the central component, and protein-conducting channel
of the Sec61 dependent pathway for protein translocation [22,46–48].

2.2. Binding of the RNC Complex Induces Dynamic Conformational Changes in the Translocon

The Sec61 translocon is a heterotrimeric complex that consists of Sec61α, β, and γ

monomers (see Figure 3). The Sec61α subunit, composed of ten transmembrane helices
(TMH), forms the central pore of the translocon [27,51–54,69,70]. In the quiescent, or
native state, the translocon is axially closed by a lumenal plug domain in the central
pore of the complex (see Figure 3, depicted as a single helix in red). In addition, the
translocon is also laterally sealed by the lateral gate formed by the interhelical interactions
between TMH2 and TMH3 (blue helices in Figure 3) and TMH7 and TMH8 (green helices
in Figure 3) [51–53]. The interface between TMH2 and TMH7 near the cytosolic side of
the translocon also serves as the recognition site for the targeting sequence of the protein
nascent chain [27].

Structural studies have shown that binding of the RNC complex to the translocon
triggers dynamic conformational changes within Sec61α, resulting in the interrupted
interhelical contact between the lateral gate TMH3 and TMH8 (see Figure 3) ‘primed
Sec61’ [35,55–59]. Interestingly, the position of the plug domain, which seals the translocon
on the lumenal side of the ER membrane, is almost unaltered upon ribosome binding [51,70].
Hence, ribosome binding to the Sec61 translocon reinitiates protein translation by the
release of SRP, and primes the translocon to accept an incoming nascent chain.

The inserting nascent chain can then interact with the recognition site in the lateral
gate, which further opens the lateral gate, and displaces the plug domain so that the
translocon is opened toward the lipid bilayer for TMD insertion, and toward the lumen for
protein translocation [14,27,51,53,54,71].

2.3. Assisted Opening of the Sec61 Translocon

With the rise in structural models explaining the dynamic interactions of the Sec61
translocon upon protein insertion, it has become clear that the hydrophobic strength of
the targeting signal is crucial for protein translocation. After all, the SP and/or TMD
needs to be sufficiently hydrophobic to disrupt the interhelical hydrophobic interaction
between the TMHs of the lateral gate to open the translocon for lateral escape into the ER
membrane [27,51,52,69]. In addition, the SP and/or TMD need to displace the plug domain
in order for the protein to translocate over the ER membrane.
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Hence, proteins with a—so-called—weak hydrophobic SP and/or TMD require addi-
tional accessory components such as the translocon-associated protein (TRAP), translocat-
ing chain-associated membrane protein (TRAM), Sec62, and/or Sec63 for the translocation
into the ER lumen. The specific accessory translocation machinery that is required, is
thought to be protein, and thus SP/TMD specific [14,54,71–79].

Figure 3. Dynamics of the TMHs of the Sec61 translocon (PDB 5A6U [69]) upon binding of the
ribosome (primed state, PDB 3J7Q [52]) and insertion of the SP (engaged state, PDB 3JC2 [27]).
Sec61α is shown in grey, Sec61β is shown in dark grey, and Sec61γ is shown in black. The interhelical
interaction between TMH2 and TMH3 (shown in blue) on one half of the translocon, and TMH7
and TMH8 (shown in green) on the other half of the translocon form the lateral gate of Sec61α.
Additionally, the translocon is closed axially by the lumenal plug domain of TMH2 (shown in red).
Binding of the ribosome disrupts the interaction of TMH3 and TMH8 of the lateral gate and primes
the translocon for insertion of the nascent protein chain, while the plug domain remains in place. The
SP of the nascent chain (shown in pink) interacts with the lateral gate of the translocon, resulting in
lateral escape from the translocon and insertion of the TMD into the ER membrane. In addition, the
plug domain is displaced to allow for protein translocation into the ER lumen. Resistance conferring
mutations located in the lateral gate or plug domain of Sec61α are shown in ‘Resistant Sec61’. TMH:
transmembrane helix, SP: signal peptide, TMD: transmembrane domain, ER: endoplasmic reticulum.

2.4. Chaperone Mediated Completion of Protein Translocation and Post-Translational Modifications
in the ER Lumen

For the translocation of the last amino acid residues that remain in the ribosomal
exit tunnel when translation is completed, proteins rely on the binding immunoglobin
protein (BiP), a lumenal translocation chaperone. BiP acts as a molecular ratchet by binding
to the preprotein and pulling it toward the ER lumen to complete translocation in an
ATP dependent manner [80–83]. Once translocated, the proteins are post-translationally
modified in the ER lumen. For instance, the SP is cleaved from the preprotein by the signal
peptidase complex and the preprotein is glycosylated by the oligosaccharyl-transferase
(OST) complex [55,57–59].

3. Translocation Inhibitors of the Sec61 Dependent Protein Translocation Pathway

Being a multistep process, ER protein transport provides many pitfalls for protein
mis-translocation that are mostly corrected by cellular control systems and specialized
clean-up pathways such as ER associated protein degradation (ERAD) [84–89]. The correct
translocation of proteins is crucial for the proper functioning of cells. In fact, inefficient
protein translocation has been linked to many liver, kidney, and metabolic diseases [36,90].
Cancer cells, on the other hand, depend heavily on efficient protein translocation into the
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ER to support their fast growth. As such, correct protein translocation is key for many fast-
growing cancers [37,91–97]. In addition, viruses exploit the host ER protein translocation
machinery for the synthesis of viral proteins and host related entry receptors [98–103]. It is
therefore no surprise that different inhibitors have been identified that interact with the
Sec61 dependent protein translocation process.

The inhibitors known today are natural products and synthetic small molecules that
inhibit Sec61 dependent protein translocation with differential substrate selectivity. Evi-
denced by the fact that many inhibitors originate from therapeutic screening programs, the
Sec61 translocon forms a promising target for therapeutic intervention (e.g., for anticancer,
immunosuppressive, and/or antiviral treatment).

In the following section, we present an overview of the Sec61 inhibitors of protein
translocation known today, with a focus on the discovery, structure–activity relationship
(SAR), therapeutic activity, and (putative) interaction sites within the Sec61 translocon.

3.1. Sec61 Inhibitors of Natural Origin
3.1.1. HUN7293, CAM741, and Cotransin

Cell adhesion molecules play a critical role in the immune response by regulating
leucocyte migration and cell-to-cell interaction at the site of inflammation. Therefore, the
expression of cell adhesion molecules has become an interesting therapeutic target in a
variety of inflammatory and autoimmune diseases that are characterized by the overex-
pression of cell adhesion molecules [104]. With this rationale, a screening program for the
inhibition of cell adhesion molecule expression was set up and led to the identification of
HUN-7293 [105]. HUN-7293 is a fungal cyclic heptadepsipeptide that selectively inhibits
the expression of three cell adhesion molecules (i.e., vascular cell adhesion molecule 1
(VCAM-1), intracellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1), and E-selectin) [104,105]. With
the HUN-7293 compound as the lead molecule of this new class of therapeutic agents, a
complete library of analogs was synthesized to study the SAR [105–107]. This led to the
identification of new inhibitors of cell adhesion molecule expression that have eventually
also paved the way to study Sec61 dependent protein translocation [105,108–110].

A first HUN7293 analog is CAM741, a cyclopeptolide that selectively inhibits the
expression of VCAM-1 by inhibition of the VCAM-1 co-translational translocation in the ER
lumen [111,112]. By means of chemical cross-linking experiments, the authors showed that
in the presence of CAM741, the VCAM-1 SP adopts an altered positioning relative to the
Sec61α subunit of the translocon [108]. Later, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)
was identified as a second substrate for CAM741 [113]. As seen for VCAM-1, the VEGF SP
is also diverted to a different position within Sec61α [113]. Hence, it was suggested that
CAM741 interferes with the interaction between the SP and the SP recognition site in the
lateral gate of the translocon, resulting in the incorrect insertion of the nascent chain and
subsequent inhibition of protein translocation.

Around the same time as the identification of CAM741, another HUN-7293 analog,
cotransin, was identified [109]. Cotransin selectively inhibits the expression of VCAM-1
and p-selectin via the inhibition of the co-translational translocation of these proteins
across the ER membrane. In parallel to the CAM741 study, Garrison et al. showed that the
orientation of the VCAM-1 nascent chain, with regard to the different translocon subunits,
was altered in the presence of cotransin [109]. Photoaffinity labelling of cotransins con-
firmed earlier experiments that were performed on minimal liposomes (containing only the
components that are crucial for translocation, i.e., Sec61 and SR), namely that the Sec61α
subunit serves as target site for cotransin activity [109]. Later, a small subset of secretory
and membrane proteins were identified as additional substrates for cotransin. Among
these were angiotensinogen, β-lactamase, corticotropin releasing factor 1, endothelin B
receptor, and aquaporin 2 (see Table 1) [105,109,110,114–116]. Initially, researchers believed
that cotransin acts in a SP discriminatory manner, as so far, only secretory and type I
membrane proteins with a SP targeting signal have been identified as cotransin substrates.
CT08 and CT09, two cotransin analogs, however, showed activity against tumor necrosis
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factor α (TNFα), a single pass type II membrane protein with a non-cleavable TMD as a
targeting signal [115]. From a proteomics study on cotrasin, Klein et al. concluded that the
biosynthesis of almost all secreted proteins was cotransin-sensitive at a saturating concen-
tration, whereas only a small subset of integral membrane proteins was affected at this
concentration. Interestingly, for the integral membrane protein fraction, a conformational
TMD consensus motif mediating cotransin sensitivity could be identified [110]. Hence, a
cleavable SP is not a strict requirement for cotransin activity, leading to an unanticipated
breadth of additional cotransin substrates.

Resistance studies on cotransin and analogs have shown that the lumenal region
between the plug domain and lateral gate of the translocon serves as the active site of
cotransin (see Table 1 and Figure 3) [115,116]. MacKinnon et al. showed that cotransin
binding nearby the plug domain stabilizes the partially opened gate of Sec61α. In this
model, the SP is prevented from entering the translocon, and TMD integration is hampered
by blocking displacement of the plug domain [112,116,117].

Given the prominent role of VCAM-1, ICAM-1, and TNFα in the cellular immune
response, HUN7293 as well as the related molecules CAM741 and cotransins might also be
interesting as immunosuppressive agents [115,118]. A more recently identified cotransin
substrate is the oncoprotein human epidermal growth factor receptor 3 (HER3), suggesting
a potential anticancer activity for cotransin [119]. In addition, by blocking the Sec61
translocon with cotransin, researchers were able to show the importance of the translocon
to support viral replication of the influenza A virus (IAV), the human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV), and Dengue virus, implicating ER protein transport as a potential antiviral
strategy [100].

3.1.2. Decatransin

In contrast to the earlier described inhibitors, fungal cyclic decadepsipeptide deca-
transin inhibits protein translocation independent of the targeting sequence, and translo-
cation mode, suggesting a broad-spectrum activity. Resistance profiling studies indicate
that decatransin binds to Sec61α in a similar, yet distinct manner than cotransin (see
Table 1) [120]. Interestingly, cotransin and decatransin also showed cross inhibitory activity
with the prokaryotic SecYEG translocon [120].

3.1.3. Apratoxin A and Coibamide A

Apratoxin A and Coibamide A are small molecules isolated from marine cyanobacteria
that were originally investigated for their anticancer activity [121–128]. Natural products
from marine organisms have a track record of antiproliferative activity in a variety of
cancer cells that has led to the development of several clinical candidates [129]. Examples
of such candidates from marine cyanobacteria are anti-tubulin agents, the cryptophycins,
dolastatins 10 and 15, and curacin A [129,130]. Marine cyanobacteria have been shown to
be an inexhaustible source of cytotoxic depsipeptides applicable to cancer research and
potential pharmaceutical development [131,132].

Of the five naturally occurring apratoxins, apratoxin A exhibits the highest potency
in various cancer cell lines, as the antiproliferative activity was found to be in the low
nanomolar range. The antiproliferative activity was later assigned to the apratoxin A
induced G1-phase cell cycle arrest and apoptosis [124]. Proteomics revealed that apra-
toxin A has a broad-spectrum activity as it reversibly downmodulates the expression
of numerous ER resident proteins and cancer associated receptors via the inhibition of
the co-translational translocation process [125]. Substrates of apratoxin A include gp130,
c-MET, HER-2, PDGFR-β, insulin-like growth factor 1β, FGFR, and VEGFR2 [125]. The
biological activity and structure have prompted researchers to study the total synthesis
of apratoxins [125,133]. Hence, SAR studies have further investigated the selectivity pro-
file of apratoxins, giving rise to apratoxin S4, a synthetic analog, with a more favorable
cytotoxicity profile in vivo [121].
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Based on the knowledge of other translocation inhibitors (i.e., CAM741 and cotransin),
Sec61α was the suggested target candidate of apratoxins. In fact, via a radioactively labelled
analog, the Sec61 complex was indeed identified as the molecular target of apratoxins [121].
A competitive binding assay with HUN7293 showed that apratoxins and HUN7293 likely
have different binding sites within the translocon [121]. These results were confirmed by an
additional study: mutagenesis and competitive photocrosslinking indicate that apratoxin
A binds to the Sec61α lateral gate in a distinct manner as was seen for cotransins [122].
In fact, a mutagenesis study revealed that T86 and Y131, two residues located near the
lumenal end of TMH2 and TMH3, respectively, are important for apratoxin A activity (see
Table 1 and Figure 3).

A recent study suggests an antiviral potential of apratoxins, namely against the SARS-
CoV-2 virus [134]. Since many of the apratoxin substrates are receptors that are validated
targets for anticancer therapy [125], apratoxin A was thought to be the first anticancer agent
to act through the mechanism of co-translational translocation inhibition. Around the same
time, however, coibamide A has prompted scientists to investigate it for its unprecedented
anticancer activity in vitro [127].

Coibamide A inhibits the migration, invasion, and cell cycle progression of glioblas-
toma cells [123] and has a broad-spectrum activity that shows substrate overlap with
apratoxin A [128,135]. The anticancer activity of coibamide A was also shown in in vivo
murine models, however, medicinal chemistry approaches are required to limit the ob-
served dose induced toxicity. SAR analysis showed that the cyclization of the coibamide
peptide is crucial for the biological activity, as two linear analogs no longer showed an-
tiproliferative activity against glio- and neuroblastoma cancer cells [123].

By means of a photoaffinity labelled coibamide analog, researchers were able to
identify the Sec61 translocon as the main target for coibamide A [135]. Later, resistance
profiling suggested a distinct binding mode of coibamide A to Sec61α compared to the
other known inhibitors [135]. In fact, the S71 residue that conferred coibamide A resistance
upon mutation is located near the plug domain, and is shared only with decatransin, in
contrast to the binding site of other inhibitors that are located in the area of the lateral gate
(see Table 1 and Figure 3).

Interestingly, a recent study showed impaired autophagy to underly the anticancer
activity of coibamide A [136].

3.1.4. Mycolactone

Mycolactone is a virulence factor produced by the Mycobacterium ulcerans and is
responsible for the pathogenesis of Buruli ulcers, predominantly seen in West Africa, Aus-
tralia, Asia, and South America. The immunosuppressive effect caused by mycolactone
upon infection of Mycobacterium ulcerans was later assigned to a broad-spectrum in-
hibition of Sec61 dependent co-translational translocation of secretory proteins that are
important in the innate and adaptive immune response such as cytokines, chemokines, and
homing receptors into the ER [137–144]. Mycolactone has a complex chemical structure con-
sisting of a 12-membered lactone ring and two polyketide-derived chains that branch from
the core in a north and south position [144]. In fact, SAR studies on mycolactone show that
the northern chain of the structure is crucial for the biological activity of mycolactone [144].

Competitive binding assays with cotransin showed that mycolactone dose depen-
dently competes with cotransin for binding to the Sec61 translocon. Resistance studies
later confirmed the Sec61 translocon, specifically residues near the plug domain of the
translocon as the binding partner of mycolactone [145,146]. As summarized in Table 1,
these binding sites overlap with other Sec61 inhibitors, suggesting a shared mechanism
of action.

A proteomics study conducted on T-cells later confirmed the broad-spectrum activ-
ity of mycolactone, as 52 proteins were significantly downregulated in the presence of
mycolactone. In fact, mycolactone substrates predominantly consist of single pass type I
and type II membrane proteins, containing either a SP or TMD to target the proteins to
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the ER membrane [138,145,147]. Hence, mycolactone is indiscriminatory for the target-
ing signal. Later, a more selective effect of mycolactone was seen on the expression of
SSPs, which translocate in a post-translational manner. At this point, mycolactone was
hypothesized to stabilize the closed conformation of the Sec61 translocon. SSPs with a
sufficiently hydrophobic SP were hypothesized to overcome mycolactone activity because
of the short nature of their mature protein. The large mature protein part of substrates that
are co-translationally translocated, however, retains them in the translocon, independent
of the strength of their SP.

This hypothesis, however, was questioned with the determination of the 3D structure
of a mycolactone inhibited Sec61 translocon. To date, mycolactone is the only known
inhibitor for which a high-resolution structure of the inhibited Sec61 translocon exists [148].
Here, Gérard et al. showed that the conformation of Sec61 in the presence of mycolactone
is actually favorable for SP engagement as mycolactone binding induces conformational
changes that open the cytoplasmic end of TMH2 and TMH3 of the translocon [148]. The
broad-spectrum activity of mycolactone, however, implies that the compound occupies a
site in the translocon that is important for SP or TMD binding. In fact, structural analysis
confirmed the mycolactone binding site in the cytosolic entrance of the translocon, nor-
mally occupied by the SP. Mycolactone is therefore thought to prevent the SP mediated
opening of the translocon and subsequent dislocation of the plug domain [148]. Strikingly,
Sec61α mutations that confer resistance to mycolactone activity are not located within
the mycolactone binding pocket of Sec61α (see Table 1 and Figure 3). These resistance
mutations, in fact, induce conformational changes in Sec61α that reduce the formation
of the mycolactone binding site near the cytoplasmic end of the translocon [148]. As a
consequence, mycolactone binds less efficiently to the mutant Sec61 translocons and no
longer inhibits protein translocation into the ER lumen.

3.1.5. Ipomoeassin F

Ipomoeassin F (IpoF) is a natural plant derived resin glycoside cytotoxin that showed
a high anticancer potency in different cell lines [149–151]. Later, IpoF was shown to
be a non-selective inhibitor of protein secretion via the co-translational translocation
process [151–153]. In vitro translocation assays showed that IpoF is specific for the in-
hibition of Sec61 dependent protein translocation as tail-anchored proteins, but also type
III single pass membrane proteins were resistant to IpoF activity [151]. Furthermore, SAR
studies showed that the ring size of the IpoF structure is correlated to the biological activity,
as ring expansion enhanced IpoF cytotoxicity in cells and its potency to reduce in vitro
protein translocation [154].

Resistance profiling shows that IpoF competes with other known inhibitors such
as cotransin, apratoxin A, and mycolactone for Sec61α binding, suggesting that these
inhibitors have at least partially overlapping interaction sites within the translocon [151].

In addition to the anticancer potency of IpoF, an in vitro SARS-CoV-2 antiviral activity
was recently reported for IpoF through the inhibition of the co-translational translocation
process of the SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins and the host cell membrane receptor ACE2 [152].
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Table 1. Overview of Sec61 translocon inhibitors, substrate specificity, active concentration, and resistance conferring mutations.

Compound Substrate Selectivity 1 Active Concentration 2 Sec61α Resistance
Conferring Mutations Reference

HUN-7293 VCAM-1, ICAM-1, E-selectin IC50 1–24 nM Undefined [104,107]

CAM741 VCAM-1, VEGF IC50 5–200 nM Undefined [105,108,111,113,118]

Cotransin

VCAM-1, P-selectin,
Angiotensinogen,

β-lactamase, CRF1, ETBR,
AQP2, HER-3, TNF-α

IC50 0.5–5 µM R66, G80, S82, M136 [105,109,110,114–116,119]

Decatransin Broad-spectrum CC50 30–40 nM I41, D60, M65, R66, S71,
G80, S82, M136 [120]

Apratoxin A Broad-spectrum CC50 13 nM T86, Y131 [122,155]

Coibamide A Broad-spectrum CC50 10–100 nM S71 [135,155,156]

Mycolactone Broad-spectrum IC50 3–12 nM R66, S71, G80, S82, T86,
Q127, M136 [137–142,145]

Ipomoeassin F Broad-spectrum IC50 50–120 µM 3 R66, S82 [151–153]

CADA huCD4, SORT, CD137,
DNAJC3, PTK7, ERLEC1 IC50 0.2–2 µM Undefined [103,157–159]

Eeyarestatin Broad-spectrum IC50 70–200 µM 3 Undefined [160]

KZR-261/834 Broad-spectrum IC50 nanomolar range Undefined [161]
1 VCAM-1: Vascular cell adhesion molecule 1, ICAM-1 Intercellular adhesion molecule 1, VEGF: Vascular endothelial growth factor,
CRF1: Corticotropin releasing factor 1, ETBR: Endothelin B receptor, AQP2: Aquaporin 2, HER-3: Human epidermal growth factor
receptor 3, TNF-α: Tumor necrosis factor α, huCD4: human cluster of differentiation 4, SORT: Sortilin, PTK7: Protein tyrosin kinase 7,
ERLEC1: Endoplasmic reticulum lectin 1. 2 IC50: inhibitory concentration producing 50% reduction in biological activity. CC50: cytotoxic
concentration causing 50% cell death. 3 IC50 in cell-free in vitro translocation assay.

3.2. Synthetic Sec61 Inhibitors
3.2.1. Cyclotriazadisulfonamide

In contrast to the previously discussed Sec61 inhibitors, cyclotriazadisulfonamide
(CADA) is a synthetic small molecule translocation inhibitor that was first discovered
during a human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-screening program [103]. It was shown
that CADA downmodulates huCD4 expression on a wide range of cells [99,102,103]. Since
huCD4 is the main entry receptor for HIV, the reduced expression of huCD4 in the presence
of CADA explains the observed antiviral effect of the compound [102,103,162]. In addition
to the reported CD4-mediated antiviral effect for CADA, recently, a CD8+ T-cell mediated
immunosuppressive effect was described that is related to the CADA-induced suppression
of CD137 upregulation [158]. Furthermore, partial downmodulation of the sortilin protein
by CADA [159] has recently been linked to a reduction in progranulin-induced breast cancer
stem cell propagation [163], thus, suggesting an additional anticancer effect for CADA.

The relatively small size of CADA stimulated the synthesis of numerous analogs that
could be implemented in SAR studies [102,163–169]. These SAR studies were all based on
the biological effect of CADA analogs on the cellular expression of the huCD4 receptor, and
structure optimization resulted in improved activity going from µM to the nM range [165].
An important condition for the preservation of activity is the closed 12-membered ring
structure of the compound, given that open ring analogs did not exert any activity on
huCD4 [166]. A first quantitative SAR study pointed to the importance of a relatively large,
hydrophobic tail group for high impact on huCD4 [164]. In contrast to the symmetrical
nature of the lead compound CADA, a subsequent SAR study revealed that unsymmetrical
CADA analogs with two different side arms exerted the highest activity [168].

Mechanistic studies showed that CADA directly interacts with huCD4 SP and its
reorientation within the Sec61 translocon during the co-translational translocation process
of the human CD4 preprotein [170]. In fact, CADA was the first translocation inhibitor
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for which a direct binding to a SP was shown [170], which distinguishes it from the group
of Sec61 translocon binding inhibitors described above. Specific residues in the vicinity
of the hydrophobic h-region of the huCD4 SP were identified as being critical for the
sensitivity to CADA [171]. Furthermore, a proteomics study on T-cells was performed and
identified only five substrates for CADA (see Table 1), suggesting a selective nature of the
compound [103,157–159]. Importantly, all substrates carried a cleavable SP as a targeting
sequence, implicating that these proteins are Sec61 selective proteins for co-translational
translocation. One can thus speculate that the common factor, Sec61α, is a target for CADA
binding, however, the importance of direct interaction of CADA with the protein SP cannot
be ruled out [170]. Evidence to confirm these hypotheses is awaited as well as the analysis
of more potent CADA analogs on substrate selectivity and translocation inhibition.

3.2.2. Eeyarestatin

The ER to cytosol degradation pathway for the disposal of misfolded proteins is an
attractive target of intervention for diseases characterized by impaired protein degradation
such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, prion, and Huntington’s disease [172–174]. It was in
this regard that Eeyarestatin (ES) I and II, two structurally related chemical molecules,
were identified from a library to screen for ERAD inhibitors [172,173]. ESI and ESII were
shown to bind with the ER membrane bound p97 complex of ERAD, finally resulting in
hampered deubiquitination of misfolded proteins, an essential step for proper proteaso-
mal degradation [175]. As a result, misfolded proteins accumulate and rapidly induce
ER stress [175,176]. However, it became clear that ESI and ESII also interfere at a step
prior to proteasomal degradation. In fact, studies on ESR35, an ESI analog, showed a
broad-spectrum inhibition of protein translocation [160]. Further analysis of the ES com-
pounds suggests that ES targets a component in the Sec61 translocon and thereby sterically
prevents the transfer of the RNC complex from the SRP targeting machinery to the Sec61
translocation machinery [160].

Since ES, and other inhibitors for that matter, interacts with the Sec61 translocon to
prevent protein translocation into the ER lumen, they may indirectly induce Ca2+ leakage
from the ER lumen, the major intracellular Ca2+ storage [177]. In fact, it was shown that
ES, via its 5-NF moiety, induces Ca2+ leakage from cells [178,179]. ESI, ESII, and ES24, a
minimal analog that closely resembles the 5-NF moiety of ES [179], have been shown to
prevent protein translocation, however, while keeping Sec61 in a Ca2+ permeable state [178].
This apparent contradiction was reconciled in a mechanistic model for the action of ES
compounds on Sec61 complexes [178]. Docking analysis of the Sec61 translocon structure
revealed that ES, and particularly the 5-NF group, putatively interacts with the cytosolic
end of the Sec61α lateral gate. The binding of ES in the space between TMH2 and TMH7
hampers conformational changes of Sec61α that are required for protein translocation [178].
Hence, this model suggests that ES binding stabilizes the primed, Ca2+ permeable, state of
the Sec61 translocon by preventing the lateral gate to close [178].

Since the Sec61 translocon is tightly linked to the ERAD pathway for protein degrada-
tion, it is suggested that the inhibition of the ER translocation machinery might simulta-
neously also block both the retrotranslocation of misfolded proteins to the cytosol [160].
The resulting accumulation of cytosolic and misfolded proteins subsequently induces ER
stress, which explains the cytotoxic effect of ESI in cellula, and even suggests an anticancer
activity of ES [160,180].

In fact, induced tumor cell death upon ES treatment was reported in vitro, and ap-
peared to be enhanced upon co-treatment with proteasomal inhibitors such as borte-
zomib [160,173,175,176,181–183]. Recently, an antibacterial activity of ES24, a smaller
analog of ESI, was described. ES24 impairs protein translocation in E. coli via interaction
with the SecYEG translocon, the prokaryotic orthologue of the Sec61 translocon [184].
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3.2.3. KZR-261 and KZR-834

The most recent Sec61 dependent protein translocation inhibitors are KZR-261 and
KZR-834, two structural analogs that were identified in an anticancer medicinal chemistry
screening program [161]. A proteomics study that assayed KZR-261 and KZR-834 activity
on different tumor cell lines showed that both compounds had a broad-spectrum activity
in vitro in the nanomolar range, with a preference for secreted and type I membrane
proteins [161]. In fact, in vivo studies have been performed and have even led to the
selection of KZR-261 for clinical development to profile the safety and early efficacy of
this novel compound [161]. Among the other substrates are more therapeutic targets
such as VEGF, VEGFR, and EGFR, suggesting, besides the anticancer activity, also an
immunosuppressive potency for KZR-261 and KZR-834 [161].

4. High Throughput Screening Assays to Define Novel Inhibitors of the
Sec61 Complex

Novel small molecule inhibitors of protein translocation at the Sec61 complex may be
important innovations in pharmacology and may have several medicinal indications in
the future. From the previous section, it is clear that Sec61 inhibitors act by a selective or
non-selective mechanism of action [39,90].

Broad-spectrum or non-selective inhibitors impair translocation of many or even all
proteins targeted to the Sec61 complex [39,90]. They may represent novel cancer drugs
slowing down tumor cell growth. The advantage of Sec61 complex inhibitors over the still
widely used cancer drugs affecting nucleic acid biosynthesis would be that they should not
be mutagenic by themselves. Non-selective compounds may also be used to decelerate
the production of viruses in infected cells, in particular, that of the enveloped viruses that
possess integral membrane proteins at the surface using the Sec pathway. It is conceivable
that such non-selective substances should target the Sec61 complex alone, rather than the
signal sequences of the substrate proteins.

Selective inhibitors, instead, target translocation of a small subset of proteins at the
Sec61 complex in a signal sequence discriminatory manner [39,90]. Selective inhibitors
may be used in the future to downregulate the biosynthesis of proteins of interest. While
a number of selective compounds have been described in the past decade, a specific
substance inhibiting translocation of only one protein is not known thus far. Of note, the
term selective inhibitor should only be used when proteomic experiments are performed,
supporting this classification.

The inhibitors of translocation outlined above were described for the eukaryotic
Sec61 complex present in the ER membrane. The orthologous bacterial SecYEG complex
translocates proteins across the prokaryotic plasma membrane, therefore, inhibitors of
the SecYEG complex may represent novel antibiotics that are urgently needed. A proof
of principle for SecYEG inhibition was published, for example, decatransin [99] and ee-
yarestatin [81], although these compounds inhibit both the eukaryotic Sec61 complex and
prokaryotic SecYEG.

The setup of high throughput screening assays for small molecule inhibitors of the
Sec61 complex is notoriously difficult. This is essentially due to three properties of the
Sec61 complex. (i) Most importantly, the heterotrimeric Sec61 core complex (Sec61αβγ) has
no enzymatic activity by itself. Sec61α gating (i.e., the switch from the closed to the open
state) is facilitated by ribosomes, signal sequences, and auxiliary factors such as TRAP
and/or Sec62/Sec63 (recent reviews: [131,133]). Translocation itself is facilitated by the
BiP chaperone ratchet mechanism at the ER lumenal side [83]. (ii) The accessibility of the
complex for compounds in live cells is limited because it is only expressed intracellularly
in the ER membrane. (iii) Finally, the complex is difficult to isolate and to reconstitute
functionally in larger amounts, making in vitro assays unfavorable.

Although a lot of structural information has been published for the Sec61 complex
in the past decade, no attempts have been made to define inhibitors by in silico screening.
The main obstacle for in silico screening is the Sec61α architecture itself: it forms a huge
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and highly dynamic aqueous pore with diameters ranging from 12 to 22 Angstrom. The
fact that the channel handles a multitude of different proteins implies that it has slightly
different interaction sites for protein substrates. It is consequently very difficult to define
specific inhibitor binding sites by in silico approaches.

Despite all of these potential obstacles, a whole-cell screening approach was re-
cently published for inhibitors of the Sec61 complex using two succeeding screening
steps [67]. In a primary screen, inhibitors for transcription, translation, and the SRP-Sec61
targeting/translocation pathway were selected (Figure 4a). To this end, a heptahelical G
protein-coupled receptor was used as the target, which was C-terminally tagged with GPP
(CRF1R.GFP; Figure 4a). The CRF1R.GFP possesses a cleavable signal peptide and thus uses
the SRP-Sec61 targeting/translocation pathway [134]. SRP binding to the signal peptide of
this construct should decelerate or even arrest translation. The idea is that inhibitors of
the SRP-Sec61 targeting/translocation pathway from a compound library should decrease
or even prevent CRF1R.GFP biosynthesis, and consequently expression of the C-terminal
GFP tag, which could be measured fluorimetrically [77]. A decreased GFP fluorescence,
however, may also be observed when inhibitors of the transcription/translation machinery
are present. Taking all hit compounds of the primary screen, the latter were deselected with
a secondary screen using unfused, cytosolic GFP protein as a target (Figure 4b) [77]. GFP
alone does not use the SRP-Sec61 targeting/translocation pathway and its expression de-
pends only on transcription and translation. Compounds were considered as inhibitors of
the SRP-Sec61 targeting/translocation pathway when they behaved as hits in the primary
screen, but not in the secondary screen [77].

Figure 4. Scheme of the primary and the secondary screen in stably transfected HEK 293 cells. In
the primary screen (a), Tet-On-controlled CRF1R.GFP was used, a GFP-tagged GPCR possessing a
cleavable signal peptide that uses the SRP-Sec61 targeting/translocation pathway. The secondary
screen (b) was performed with Tet-On-controlled, unfused, soluble GFP, which does not use the
SRP-Sec61 targeting/translocation pathway. Hits of the primary screen were used in the secondary
screen to deselect inhibitors of the transcription/translation machinery. Figure modified from [67].
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Using this screening setup and a library of 37,312 substances, 1052 compounds were
identified in the primary screen [77]. This number was reduced to 28 compounds following
the secondary screen. Following an in vitro biosynthesis assay in live cells, five compounds
were considered to represent real hits with a potential to inhibit the SRP-Sec61 target-
ing/translocation pathway. For one of them, namely FMP-401319-3, it could be shown
by an in vitro transcription/translation/translocation assay that it acts indeed in a post
targeting step at the level of the Sec61 complex. The potency of compound FMP-401319-3,
however, was only in the low micromolar range. It remains to be determined whether it
could be optimized by medicinal chemistry methods in the future. Using a much larger
library might also be helpful to identify compounds with higher potency.

Of note, a slightly modified methodology may be used in the future to screen for
substances affecting SecYEG, the bacterial ortholog of the Sec61 complex in order to derive
novel antibiotic drugs. No such specific inhibitor for the prokaryotic SecYEG complex
has been reported thus far, except for decatransin [120] and eeyarestatin [184], which both
inhibit the Sec61 and SecYEG complexes.

5. Summary

Protein translocation is by far the most crucial process for the overall protein biogenesis
and correct functioning of proteins in cellular processes, and homeostasis in general. This
is evidenced by the fact that incorrect protein translocation is linked to numerous metabolic
and protein folding diseases.

Today, different inhibitors of the Sec61 dependent protein translocation pathway
have been identified. The chemical structure, compound concentration, and substrate
targeting sequence are factors that ultimately contribute to the substrate specificity and
selectivity of these compounds. As many inhibitors share binding regions within the
Sec61α subunit, the translocon shows great potential as a molecular target in different
therapeutic areas such as anticancer, immunosuppressive, and antiviral treatment. An
intriguing fact of the inhibitors discussed in this review, is that they share a certain level
of structural resemblance: they belong to the family of macrocyclic depsipeptides. The
macrocyclic nature of the compounds, however, is associated with challenges regarding
the synthesis, plasma stability, and/or stereochemical complexity.

By means of two-step whole cell screening approaches, researchers therefore aim to
discover novel inhibitors specific to the SRP-Sec61 translocation pathway. A methodol-
ogy that might also be expanded to screen for molecules that affect SecYEG, the bacterial
ortholog of the Sec61 complex, in order to discover new antibiotic drugs. Undoubtedly, in-
hibitors of protein translocation will find their way into the clinic as promising therapeutics
to treat various diseases.
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Abstract: Various landmark studies have revealed structures and functions of the Sec61/SecY com-
plex in all domains of live demonstrating the conserved nature of this ancestral protein translocase.
While the bacterial homolog of the Sec61 complex resides in the plasma membrane, the eukaryotic
counterpart manages the transfer of precursor proteins into or across the membrane of the endoplas-
mic reticulum (ER). Sec61 complexes are accompanied by a set of dynamically recruited auxiliary
proteins assisting the transport of certain precursor polypeptides. TRAP and Sec62/Sec63 are two
auxiliary protein complexes in mammalian cells that have been characterized by structural and
biochemical methods. Using these ER membrane protein complexes for our proof-of-concept study,
we aimed to detect interactions of membrane proteins in living mammalian cells under physiological
conditions. Bimolecular luminescence complementation and competition was used to demonstrate
multiple protein–protein interactions of different topological layouts. In addition to the interac-
tion of the soluble catalytic and regulatory subunits of the cytosolic protein kinase A, we detected
interactions of ER membrane proteins that either belong to the same multimeric protein complex
(intra-complex interactions: Sec61α–Sec61β, TRAPα–TRAPβ) or protein complexes in juxtaposition
(inter-complex interactions: Sec61α–TRAPα, Sec61α–Sec63, and Sec61β–Sec63). In the process, we
established further control elements like synthetic peptide complementation for expression profiling
of fusion constructs and protease-mediated reporter degradation demonstrating the cytosolic local-
ization of a reporter complementation. Ease of use and flexibility of the approach presented here will
spur further research regarding the dynamics of protein–protein interactions in response to changing
cellular conditions in living cells.

Keywords: bimolecular luminescence complementation; competition; split luciferase; membrane
proteins; protein–protein interactions; Sec61 complex; Sec63; synthetic peptide complementation;
TRAP complex; ER protein translocase

1. Introduction

As the fundamental unit of life, cells endow biological systems with tremendous pow-
ers and astonishing features. In the case of differentiated eukaryotic cells, these are often
compartmentalized and different membrane-surrounded or membrane-less organelles help
to shape cellular fitness, metabolism, and signaling. One of the organelles that supports
both intracellular signaling, for example calcium (Ca2+) signaling or the unfolded protein
response, and secretion of proteohormones is the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) [1–4]. A
major membrane protein at the crossroad of ER signaling and protein transport is the
heterotrimeric Sec61 complex acting as the pore-forming component of the ER protein
translocase [5–7].

Many different membrane-spanning (~5000) and soluble (~3000) proteins of the hu-
man proteome can be guided by the Sec61 complex to enter the secretory pathway [8].
To meet the demands for the transport of such topologically diverse precursor proteins
crosslinking and native gel electrophoresis studies have demonstrated the dynamic associ-
ation of the Sec61 complex with accessory factors to form the active holo-translocon [9–12].
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For example, structural and proteomic data as well as pulling force studies verified the
hetero-tetrameric translocon-associated protein (TRAP) complex as an important player
supporting the Sec61 complex during co-translational transport of precursor proteins
with an above-average glycine-plus-proline content in the signal peptide [13–15]. Sim-
ilarly, the proteins Sec62/Sec63 were identified to support post-translational as well as
substrate-specific co-translational opening of the Sec61 complex [9,16–21]. In analogy to
enzyme-catalyzed reactions, auxiliary protein complexes like TRAP or Sec62/Sec63 act as
allosteric effectors supporting the gating of the Sec61 complex [22].

As exemplified above for the Sec61 complex, protein translocation machineries of
other organelles like the PIM complex of peroxisomes [23], the TIM/TOM complexes of
mitochondria [24], or the TIC/TOC equivalents in chloroplasts [25] all represent large,
heteromultimeric assemblies and their activity depends on protein–protein interactions
(PPI) [26,27]. The necessity of protein multimerization for proper functionality is by
no means restricted to protein translocation machineries and governs pivotal cellular
processes like DNA replication and transcription, mRNA translation, transmembrane
signaling mechanisms or enzymatic catalysis, and ATP production with estimates of up
to 80% of proteins operating in complexes [28,29]. Typically, PPI control the assembly
of protein complexes via non-covalent contacts between the side chains of amino acids
from different polypeptide strands and can form large-scale networks, often referred to
as the interactome [30,31]. Many methods have been developed to identify interactions of
proteins and define the interactome of cells. With regard to the experimental setup, those
methods can be classified as in vitro, in vivo, or in silico and include popular examples like
coimmunoprecipitation, the yeast-two-hybrid system, and structure-based prediction via
algorithms, respectively. However, method-specific strengths and weaknesses depending
on the scientific question asked is a feature they all share [29,32–34]. One of the more
challenging aspects when studying PPI is their dynamic nature that can trigger the transient
or stable formation of homo- or heterooligomers whose association can be influenced by
various cellular cues. A textbook example of a dynamic PPI of a heterooligomer regulated
by cellular cues is the protein kinase A (PKA). PKA represents a soluble tetramer of
two catalytic subunits harboring kinase function and two regulatory subunits that act
as cAMP sensors. Separation of the catalytic from the regulatory subunits activates the
kinase function and is influenced by intracellular (cAMP) and extracellular (hormones, e.g.,
glucagon) cues, which together with the corresponding hormone receptor and adenylate
cyclase represent critical elements of a signal transduction pathway [35]. Bimolecular
protein-fragment complementation assays are well suited to detect the spatiotemporal
dynamics of binary PPI like that of PKA in intact living cells. These assays are based on
proteinaceous split reporters with the complementary reporter fragments genetically fused
to proteins of interest, whose interaction can be directly visualized [36].

Here we used bimolecular luminescence complementation (BiLC) as live cell assay
to further complement the studies that so elegantly demonstrate the association of the
Sec61 complex with the TRAP complex or Sec62/Sec63 either in silico, in vitro, or after
reconstitution or vitrification. In the case of BiLC, the interaction of tagged protein pairs
reassembles a functional, split luciferase and can be visualized upon addition of a luciferase
substrate [37,38]. After verifying the dynamic PPI of the catalytic and regulatory subunits
of PKA, our proof-of-concept shows “intra-complex” interactions between subunits of
the Sec61 complex (Sec61α–Sec61β) as well as of the TRAP complex (TRAPα–TRAPβ).
Furthermore, we demonstrate “inter-complex” interactions between membrane proteins of
different complexes such as Sec61α–TRAPα, Sec61α–Sec63, and Sec61β–Sec63. Both types
of PPI, intra- and inter-complex ones, can be perturbed by competitive over-expression
of untagged variants. Alternatively, interactions of membrane or soluble protein pairs
that rely on reassembly of the split luciferase components in the cytosol are abolished by
the combination of plasma membrane permeabilization and trypsin-mediated reporter
degradation.
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2. Results

To reliably verify the PPI of ER membrane proteins in living cells, we established a
microplate reader–based bimolecular protein-fragment complementation assay widely
used for investigations of protein interactions [33]. The split reporter used here is an
optimized variant of the catalytic subunit of the luciferase derived from deep sea luminous
shrimp called NanoLuc [38]. The 19 kDa polypeptide consisting of a ten-stranded β-barrel
topology is separated after the ninth β-barrel providing an 18 kDa and 1 kDa fragment
called LgBiT and SmBiT, respectively. Although the two fragments can reconstruct a
functional luciferase that provides a bright luminescence in the presence of its substrate
furimazine, the engineered LgBiT and SmBiT show a low intrinsic affinity for each other.
The association constant of LgBiT and SmBiT has a kD of 190 µM, which is above the kD of
most physiological relevant PPI [37]. Thus, when LgBiT and SmBiT are added as fusion
tags to proteins of interest, luminescence will occur if two prerequisites are met: (i) the
presence of furimazine and (ii) direct interaction, i.e., close proximity of the proteins of
interest (Figure 1A).
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Figure 1. Establishing a bimolecular luminescence complementation assay based on protein kinase A and cell permeabilization.
(A) Principle of the bimolecular luminescence complementation (BiLC) assay. The upper cell shows the expression of two
interacting proteins, the regulatory and catalytic subunit of protein kinase A (rPKA and cPKA), C-terminally (C) tagged with
the LgBiT (L) and SmBiT (S) fragment of the luciferase, respectively. Protein–protein interaction reassembles a functional
luciferase (glowing green/blue sphere) that emits light upon addition of the substrate furimazine (not shown). In contrast,
expression of non-interacting proteins (lower cell) prevents functional reassembly of the luciferase and luminescence. (B) In
addition to untreated and mock treated cells, total luminescence (LU) was also measured from single or double transfected cells
using the rPKA-CL, cPKA-CS, or Halo-CS fusion constructs. For each condition and the corresponding biological replicates,
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the signals recorded 4 min after addition of furimazine (this time point usually depicts the peak intensity after furimazine
addition, cf. Figure 1C) were plotted. (C) Twenty-four hours post transfection with the rPKA-CL and cPKA-CS reporter pair,
cells were subjected to the indicated treatment regimens (circled numbers). Nine minutes after starting the measurement,
the addition of furimazine stimulated luminescence. After 19 min, cells were treated with forskolin (15 µM) to activate
adenylate cyclases and cAMP production, causing disassembly of the PKA subunits. DMSO served as vehicle control.
After 29 min, cells were treated in a reciprocal fashion; the ones that received DMSO first now received forskolin and vice
versa. Measurements were normalized to the signal intensity recorded 4 min after furimazine application and plotted as
relative luminescence units (RLU). (D) As in (C), but after substrate application, cells were treated with digitonin (0.002%) to
permeabilize the plasma membrane and trypsin (50 µg/mL) to digest the reporter and other cytosolic proteins. DMSO and
water treatments served as vehicle controls for digitonin and trypsin, respectively. Vertical gray bars in the line diagrams
represent manual 1 min application periods without luminescence readings. The dotted lines are extrapolated based on
the last and first data points before and after application. CL, C-terminally located LgBiT tag; CS, C-terminally located
SmBiT tag.

2.1. Establishing the NanoBiT Assay Based on the cAMP-Dependent Protein Kinase A, Forskolin,
and Semi-Permeabilization

The interacting regulatory and catalytic subunits of protein kinase A (rPKA, cPKA)
were C-terminally tagged with the LgBiT (L) and SmBiT (S) fragments, respectively. Cor-
responding fusion constructs were called rPKA-CL and cPKA-CS. The non-interacting
HaloTag-based fusion construct Halo-CS served as negative control (Figure 1A). HeLa cells
were seeded in a 96-well format and left untreated or were transfected for 24 h. Besides
mock transfection, cells were transfected with the plasmid encoding for rPKA-CL alone or
in combination with either Halo-CS or cPKA-CS. Four minutes after addition of furimazine,
the luminescence units (LU) of the five conditions were measured. As expected, strong
luminescence was detected only for the bona fide interacting fusion proteins rPKA-CL and
cPKA-CS providing a more than 600-fold brighter luminescence than the rPKA-CL and
Halo-CS pair (Figure 1B). The reversibility of the rPKA and cPKA interaction was demon-
strated using forskolin, a non-selective activator of most adenylate cyclase isoforms [39].
Conversion of ATP to cAMP by forskolin-activated adenylate cyclases caused the rapid
disassembly of rPKA from cPKA. Accordingly, forskolin treatment 10 or 20 min after
addition of the NanoLuc substrate furimazine induced a rapid decrease of luminescence
(Figure 1C). As depicted by the vertical gray bars in Figure 1C the addition of furimazine
and all other substances required their manual application and caused a short measurement
gap that was kept constant using a time window of one minute. The same applies to other
measurements shown later. We also tweaked the system for the use of larger, membrane-
impermeable effectors including soluble enzymes such as trypsin. Cells expressing the
rPKA-CL and cPKA-CS reporter pair as representation of a verified PPI were first subjected
to permeabilization of the plasma membrane by digitonin and subsequently treated with
trypsin for proteolytic cleavage of the reporter proteins to eliminate luminescence. As
shown in the line graphs in Figure 1D, addition of the substrate caused a sharp increase
in luminescence within 4 to 5 min (treatment 1). Somewhat surprisingly, the application
of digitonin for permeabilization of the plasma membrane (treatment 2, red or blue line)
further increased signal intensity. We attributed this effect to improved access of the bulky
furimazine substrate to the re-assembled luciferase. The subsequent addition of the pro-
tease trypsin after 40 min (treatment 3, red line) or 70 min (treatment 4, blue or black line)
eliminated luminescence almost entirely due to protease-mediated digestion of the fusion
proteins (Figure 1D). Of note, trypsin treatment of intact cells prior to permeabilization
did not cause a significant drop in luminescence due to reporter degradation or eventual
detachment of adherent cells from the microplate surface (cf. Figures 5B and 6B, blue lines).
Correspondingly, using a non-proteolytic enzyme like RNase A further corroborated the
specific elimination of luminescence by trypsin-mediated reporter degradation (Figure S1).

This line of experiments showed the applicability and dynamics of the BiLC system
for cytosolic interaction partners in living cells. Permeabilization of the plasma membrane
by digitonin also granted access of otherwise membrane-impermeable agents including
large biological effectors such as trypsin.
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2.2. Expression Profiling via Synthetic Complementation Using Chemically Synthesized Low and
High Affinity Oligopeptides

An often-ignored issue with protein-fragment complementation assays is the sufficient
expression of fusion constructs and synthesis of the encoded fusion proteins, which is
equally relevant for constructs encoding soluble and membrane proteins. Therefore, before
applying BiLC to ER membrane proteins, we deconstructed the system and designed an
assay for measuring expression of the LgBiT fusion constructs, when the LgBit is located in
the cytosol (Figure 2A). Instead of expressing the 11 amino acids (aa) long SmBiT peptide
as a fusion construct in parallel with a LgBiT fusion protein, we chemically synthesized
the SmBiT peptide and dissolved it in DMSO (Figure S2A). During synthesis, the SmBiT
peptide was N-terminally extended by a single cysteine for further downstream processes
(see below). Like the 11 + 1 aa SmBiT peptide, we also synthesized a scrambled version
thereof and an independent actin peptide (16 aa) as two negative controls that should not
reconstitute a functional luciferase in presence of a genetically expressed LgBiT fusion
protein. Using the semi-permeabilization protocol with digitonin (cf. Figure 1D), cells
expressing the rPKA-CL construct were provided 100 µM of a negative control peptide
(scrambled or actin) or the SmBiT. As expected, only upon the addition of the SmBiT
peptide did a complementation with rPKA-CL occur (Figure 2B). Three points are worth
emphasizing. One, taking into consideration the inefficient association between LgBiT and
SmBiT (kD = 190 µM) the use of a high peptide concentration like 100 µM was anticipated.
Two, titrating the concentrations of the SmBiT peptide (1, 10, 100 µM) showed a clear
dose-dependence of complementation and luminescence. Three, even at a concentration of
100 µM, the synthetic SmBiT provided a 10-fold lower signal intensity than the genetically
expressed PPI pair rPKA-CL and cPKA-CS (Figure 2B, dark blue versus gray line).

During the initial mutational screens for low affinity versions of the SmBiT, Dixon
and colleagues also reported variants with exceptionally high affinities for the LgBiT in
the nanomolar range [37]. For one of the variants the glutamates in position 8 and 9
of the original SmBiT undecapeptide were exchanged by lysines. We also synthesized
this peptide and based on its high affinity called it HaBiT (Figure S2A). As shown in
Figure 2C, after semi-permeabilization, HaBiT was also suited for expression profiling
of the rPKA-CL construct in a dose-dependent manner. Due to the high affinity, HaBiT
interacted with rPKA-CL in a concentration range from 10 to 100 nM providing efficient
luminescence (Figures 2C and S2C). At 100 nM the HaBiT signal exceeded that of the
genetically encoded reporter pair rPKA-CL and cPKA-CS. Combining the data of dose-
dependence and tested concentrations for the synthetic SmBiT and HaBiT peptide, the
latter showed an approximately 10,000-fold higher activity in the expression profiling assay
(Figure 2D). Taken together, both peptides SmBiT and HaBiT can be used to verify and
compare steady-state expression of generated fusion constructs.
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the luciferase substrate was added (treatment 1) and followed by 0.002% digitonin (treatment 2) and 
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Figure 2. Expression profiling via synthetic complementation using a low (SmBiT) and high affinity
(HaBiT) peptide. (A) Cartoon of the synthetic complementation approach. Twenty-four hours after
transfection of cells with the LgBiT fusion construct (here rPKA-CL), the plasma membrane was
permeabilized using digitonin and synthetic complementation was achieved by adding one of the
chemically synthesized peptides (Figure S2A). The scrambled (100 µM) peptide served as negative
control. SmBiT (100 µM) and HaBiT (100 nM) peptides were used as low and high affinity positive
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controls able to reconstitute the functional luciferase. (B,C) Twenty-four hours post transfection with
rPKA-CL, the measurements of luminescence units (LU) were started. At the indicated times, the
luciferase substrate was added (treatment 1) and followed by 0.002% digitonin (treatment 2) and
the addition of the peptide with the indicated final concentration (treatment 3). The scrambled and
unrelated actin peptide were used as negative controls. Cells transfected with the genetically encoded
rPKA-CL plus cPKA-CS reporter pair were used for comparison of signal intensity and treated with
DMSO instead of peptide as last treatment. Vertical gray bars in the line diagrams represent manual
1 min application periods without luminescence readings and dotted lines are extrapolated based on
the last and first data points before and after indicated treatments. Each trace is the average of at least
three replicates. Note that traces for the reporter pair as well as the scrambled and actin peptide are
the same in (B) and (C). (D) Summary of the recorded signals 4 min after peptide supplementation
for each condition and repeat. CL, C-terminally located LgBiT tag; Digi, digitonin; Pep, peptide.

2.3. Verifying Expression of LgBit Fusion Constructs of ER Protein Translocase Subunits via
Synthetic Peptide Complementation

Before testing the PPI of ER membrane proteins in living cells, the synthetic comple-
mentation approach was used to verify synthesis of the LgBiT fusion proteins 24 h post
transfection. In addition to the cytosolic positive control rPKA-CL, five N- or C-terminally
LgBiT-tagged ER membrane proteins were tested including Sec61α, Sec61β, TRAPα, and
TRAPβ (Figure 3A). The latter two are classical type I membrane proteins with one Nexo-
Ccyto transmembrane helix (TMH) and a cleavable signal peptide [40]. Sec61β is a type
IV or tail-anchored membrane protein with a single TMH at the very C-terminus inserted
in an Ncyto-Cexo orientation [41]. Sec61α has 10 TMH with its N- and C-terminus located
in the cytosol [42]. All six of the LgBiT fusion proteins were tested with three different
peptides (cf. Figure 2A). While the scrambled peptide served as negative control and for
normalization, the SmBiT and HaBiT peptide served as positive controls that allowed
reconstitution of a functional luciferase in case the LgBiT fusion construct was properly ex-
pressed. Taking the different affinities of SmBiT and HaBiT for the LgBiT into consideration,
different peptide concentrations had to be used. Scrambled and SmBiT were added to a
final concentration of 100 µM, whereas HaBiT was used at 100 nM (Figure 3B). Despite the
three orders of magnitude lower concentration of HaBiT, it provided a 5–10-times stronger
signal in all six tested synthetic complementations. The strongest signal was achieved
in combination with the cytosolic rPKA-CL. Compared to the scrambled peptide, four
out of five LgBiT-tagged membrane protein fusions (Sec61α-NL, Sec61β-CL, TRAPα-CL,
TRAPβ-CL) provided a more than 10-fold stronger luminescence when complemented with
SmBiT peptide. Only the Sec61α-CL protein showed lower complementation efficiency
of ~2 relative luminescent units (RLU), likely caused by its lower abundance (Figure 3B).
When the HaBiT peptide was used in combination with the ER membrane protein fusions,
the RLU were at least 50-fold higher in comparison to the scrambled peptide, with the ex-
ception of the Sec61α-CL protein peaking at 15 RLU. Thus, the synthetic complementation
approach substantiated the plasmid-driven production of the LgBiT-tagged ER membrane
proteins with the Sec61α-CL protein providing a low complementation likely reflecting the
limited synthesis or stability of this fusion protein.

Despite its ER luminally located LgBiT tag, the Sec61β-CL protein also responded
strongly using the SmBiT or HaBiT peptide after semi-permeabilization (Figure 3). While
an inverted topology of Sec61β-CL could be one explanation, other reasons might entail
unintentional permeabilization of the ER membrane by digitonin or the active transport
of the synthetic oligopeptides into the ER by the transporter associated with antigen
processing, TAP [43]. As soon as more sensors with luminally located LgBiT tags are
available, further experiments will test the impact of TAP, permeabilization, and orientation
more systematically.
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periment and tested fusion protein, the luminescence measured 4 min after complementation with 
the scrambled peptide was used for normalization and set to 1. To depict the variation of the indi-
vidual scrambled peptide readings the average luminescence of this condition was used for its nor-
malization. CL, C-terminally located LgBiT tag; NL, N-terminally located LgBiT tag. 
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the 1:1 stoichiometric interaction of the LgBiT and SmBiT tags. After confirming expres-
sion of the LgBiT-tagged constructs via synthetic complementation (Figure 3), we also 
tested for the sufficient expression of the SmBiT-tagged fusion constructs via Western 
blotting. Therefore, we raised a polyclonal rabbit antibody against the SmBiT undecapep-
tide, which required the aforementioned N-terminal cysteine for coupling of the SmBiT to 
the immunogenic keyhole limpet hemocyanin. As the α-SmBiT antibody showed unspe-
cific binding and the occurrence of background bands, mock transfected cells served as 
negative control and helped to verify the correct signal of the individual SmBiT-tagged 
fusion proteins. First, the cytosolic control fusions cPKA-NS and Halo-CS were probed for 
abundance on protein level. Both proteins provided an additional band in comparison to 
the mock transfected cells and confirmed proper expression of the constructs (Figure 4). 
Likewise, the SmBiT fusion proteins TRAPα-CS, TRAPβ-CS, Sec61α-CS, and Sec61β-NS 
could be detected using the generated α-SmBiT antibody (Figure 4). We also generated 
two SmBiT fusions of the much larger Sec63 protein, Sec63-CS and Sec63-NS. Neither of 
those two constructs could be detected with the α-SmBiT antibody. We attributed the lack 

Figure 3. Expression profiles of LgBit-tagged components of the ER protein translocase. (A) Topology
of the four ER membrane proteins (Sec61α/β, TRAPα/β) used for generating five LgBiT fusions. (B)
Twenty-four hours post transfection, the expression of the indicated LgBiT fusion constructs tagged
at the N- or C-terminus (NL or CL) was verified using the synthetic complementation approach with
the scrambled, SmBiT, and HaBiT peptide, as demonstrated in Figure 2. The light intensity 4 min
after peptide addition was plotted as relative luminescent units (RLU). For each experiment and
tested fusion protein, the luminescence measured 4 min after complementation with the scrambled
peptide was used for normalization and set to 1. To depict the variation of the individual scrambled
peptide readings the average luminescence of this condition was used for its normalization. CL,
C-terminally located LgBiT tag; NL, N-terminally located LgBiT tag.

2.4. Validating Expression of SmBit Fusion Constructs via Western Blotting Using a Polyclonal
Antibody Raised against the SmBiT

The BiLC approach relies on the presence of both types of fusion proteins allowing the
1:1 stoichiometric interaction of the LgBiT and SmBiT tags. After confirming expression of
the LgBiT-tagged constructs via synthetic complementation (Figure 3), we also tested for the
sufficient expression of the SmBiT-tagged fusion constructs via Western blotting. Therefore,
we raised a polyclonal rabbit antibody against the SmBiT undecapeptide, which required
the aforementioned N-terminal cysteine for coupling of the SmBiT to the immunogenic
keyhole limpet hemocyanin. As the α-SmBiT antibody showed unspecific binding and the
occurrence of background bands, mock transfected cells served as negative control and
helped to verify the correct signal of the individual SmBiT-tagged fusion proteins. First,
the cytosolic control fusions cPKA-NS and Halo-CS were probed for abundance on protein
level. Both proteins provided an additional band in comparison to the mock transfected
cells and confirmed proper expression of the constructs (Figure 4). Likewise, the SmBiT
fusion proteins TRAPα-CS, TRAPβ-CS, Sec61α-CS, and Sec61β-NS could be detected using
the generated α-SmBiT antibody (Figure 4). We also generated two SmBiT fusions of
the much larger Sec63 protein, Sec63-CS and Sec63-NS. Neither of those two constructs
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could be detected with the α-SmBiT antibody. We attributed the lack of detection to the
more pronounced occurrence of unspecific cross-rations of the α-SmBiT antibody in the
molecular weight range above 40 kDa which might obscure efficient detection of the Sec63
fusion protein at approximately 100 kDa. Further, the use of polyclonal antibodies raised
against the native portion of the Sec63 fusion proteins did not provide an additional band of
higher molecular weight likely due to a combination of the small size of the SmBiT tag, the
intended low expression of fusion constructs, and partial masking of the antibody-epitope
by addition of the tag. The next alternative for testing expression of the SmBiT fusion
construct was to test their co-expression together with a LgBiT as part of a functional PPI
experiment. Luminescence arising from a combination of a LgBit and a SmBiT fusion
protein would indicate synthesis of both components as shown in the following section.
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Figure 4. Protein abundance levels of SmBit-tagged components using a tag-specific antibody.
Representative Western blot panels for different SmBiT fusion proteins twenty-four hours after
transfection of cells are shown. As indicated, lower panels were incubated with anti-β-actin antibody
as loading control and upper panels with the in-house generated anti-SmBiT antibody. Despite
multiple cross-reactions of the anti-SmBiT antibody (see mock transfected cells in lanes 1, 6, and
8), signals for SmBiT-tagged fusion proteins at the expected molecular weight can be identified
(arrowheads). Expected molecular weights: cPKA-CS (42 kDa), Halo-CS (36 kDa), TRAPα-CS

(38 kDa), TRAPβ-CS (28 kDa), Sec61α-CS (40 kDa), Sec61β-NS (13 kDa). CS, C-terminally located
SmBiT tag; NS, N-terminally located SmBiT tag.

2.5. α- and β-Subunit Interactions of the Sec61 or TRAP Complex

Next, we addressed the direct PPI of ER membrane protein pairs tagged with SmBiT
and LgBiT. As proof of concept, we tested the intra-complex interaction of the heterotrimeric
Sec61 complex. In its native environment, the Sec61complex consists of the channel-forming
Sec61α subunit flanked by the two tail-anchored subunits β and γ [44,45]. As depicted in
Figure 5A, we first tested if the cytosol facing N-termini of Sec61α and Sec61β are juxta-
posed and do interact. After transfection of cells with the corresponding reporter constructs
(Sec61α-NL, Sec61β-NS) and addition of the NanoLuc substrate luminescence was detected
(Figure 5B). As seen before for the cytosolic PKA constructs (Figure 1C), light emission for
the Sec61α-NL and Sec61β-NS pair was peaking 4 min past furimazine addition. To exclude
drastic mislocalization of the constructs and verify that the Sec61α–Sec61β interaction oc-
curs intracellularly, cells were subjected to trypsin-mediated reporter degradation. Indeed,
only after permeabilization of the plasma membrane by digitonin, the luminescent signal
was eliminated by addition of trypsin digesting the intracellular reporters. Instead, when
cells were treated with DMSO prior to trypsin, no sharp decline of luminescence could
be detected upon addition of the membrane impermeable protease (Figure 5B). Similar
to what was observed before, the mild digitonin treatment amplified luminescence likely
by providing easier access of furimazine to the cytosol (cf. Figures 1D, 2B and 5B). To
further substantiate the validity of the PPI between Sec61α and Sec61β, a strategy based
on competition was used. In addition to transfection with the reporter pair, cells received a
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third plasmid encoding an untagged, wild typic variant of either interaction partner. In
contrast to the reporter pair plasmids carrying the HSV-TK promotor, the plasmids used
for competition with untagged variants harbored a CMV promotor generally allowing
stronger expression of a downstream gene [46]. An empty vector (EV) transfection was
run in parallel and served as negative control. Contrary to the non-interacting Sec61α-NL
and Halo-CS pair, a strong luminescent signal was detected for both the Sec61α-NL and
Sec61β-NS pair as well as the Sec61α-NL and Sec61β-NS plus EV transfection (Figure 5C).
Notably, introducing either untagged Sec61α or Sec61β into the system luminescence of
the Sec61α-NL and Sec61β-NS reporter pair was strongly reduced and remained almost
at the background level of the negative control pair Sec61α-NL and Halo-CS (Figure 5C).
Thus, increasing the protein level of one of the interaction partners as untagged variant
significantly competed with the interaction of the tagged proteins and underlines the
authenticity of the tested Sec61α–Sec61β interaction in living cells at the ER (Figure 5D).
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Figure 5. Protein–protein interactions within subunits of the Sec61 complex. (A) Topology cartoon of the presumed
interaction for the Sec61α-NL and Sec61β-NS pair. As before, PPI reassembles the active luciferase (glowing green/blue
sphere) that emits light upon addition of the substrate furimazine (not shown). (B) Twenty-four hours post transfection
with the Sec61α-NL and Sec61β-NS reporter pair, cells were subjected to the indicated treatments (circled numbers). The
furimazine treatment to activate luminescence (after 9 min) was followed by permeabilization using digitonin (0.002%, after
19 min) and trypsin mediated reporter digestion (50 µg/mL, after 29 min). DMSO served as vehicle control for digitonin.
Measurements were normalized to the signal intensity recorded 4 min after furimazine application. (C) BiLC was combined
with competition. Twenty-four hours after double or triple transfection with the indicated constructs, total luminescent
units (LU) were measured. Protein names without a suffix do not carry a tag and were designed to compete with the
interaction of the tagged interaction partners. (D) Measurements from (C) were used for quantification. For each condition
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and the corresponding biological replicates, the signals 4 min after furimazine addition were evaluated and plotted as
relative luminescent units (RLU). To do so, the luminescence of the negative control pair (Sec61α-NL plus Halo-CS) that
was run in parallel for each experiment was used for normalization and set to 1. To depict the variation of negative control
pair readings the average LU of this condition was used for its normalization. Statistical comparison of two conditions
was based on a student’s t-test (indicated by italic labels) and comparison of multiple conditions was done using ANOVA.
Vertical gray bars in the line diagrams represent manual 1 min application periods without luminescence readings. The
dotted lines are extrapolated based on the last and first data points before and after application. CS, C-terminally located
SmBiT tag; EV, empty vector; NL, N-terminally located LgBiT tag; ns, not significant; NS, N-terminally located SmBiT tag.
p-values are indicated by asterisks with p < 0.05 (*) or as non-significant (ns) if p ≥ 0.05.

We also tested the intra-complex PPI of the heterotetrameric TRAP complex. Three of
the four TRAP subunits (α, β, δ) traverse the ER membrane as single-pass type I membrane
protein. Together with the tetra-spanning γ subunit these four membrane proteins tightly
associate and form the native TRAP complex that supports as allosteric effector gating of the
Sec61 complex [14,15,40,47]. Regarding TRAP, we focused on the interaction between the α-
and β-subunit by generating the C-terminally tagged variants TRAPα-CL and TRAPβ-CS
(Figure 6A).

Consistent with the Sec61 complex, we subjected the TRAPα/β reporter pair to the
same luminescence measurements including trypsin-mediated reporter degradation and
competition with the untagged counterparts (Figure 6). When cells transfected with TRAPα-
CL and TRAPβ-CS were subjected to the furimazine–digitonin–trypsin, protocol we saw (i)
the direct interaction between TRAPα and TRAPβ, (ii) the amplified luminescence after
permeabilization of the plasma membrane, and (iii) rapid loss of the signal and PPI due to
the proteolytic digestion Figures 6B and S1B). Like the Sec61α/β reporter pair, also TRAPα-
CL and TRAPβ-CS showed a strong interaction in comparison to the non-interacting control
pair TRAPα-CL and Halo-CS (cf. Figures 5C and 6C). This interaction was further tested
using the competition setup based on plasmid-driven expression of the untagged TRAPA
or TRAPB gene. Increasing the protein level of TRAPα or TRAPβ caused a significant
reduction of the PPI between TRAPα-CL and TRAPβ-CS (Figure 6C,D). Furthermore, we
tested if the expression efficiency of the LgBiT reporter construct TRAPα-CL was impaired
by the additional expression of the untagged counterpart TRAPα or the presence of the EV
in the transfection mix. The underlying reason was that the addition of a third plasmid
during the transfection procedure might reduce transfection and/or expression efficiency of
the plasmids. As the exogenously added high-affinity HaBiT peptide was able to substitute
for and replace the genetically encoded SmBiT fusion construct of a given reporter pair, the
synthetic peptide complementation setup was used to test for expression of the TRAPα-CL
during transfections with two or three plasmids. As shown in Figure S3, the presence of
an additional plasmid in the mix was not affecting expression of the TRAPα-CL construct,
which still showed efficient complementation with HaBiT even in the presence of the
EV or of the plasmid encoding the untagged TRAPα protein. Compared to the negative
control pair TRAPα-CL and Halo-CS, all other three conditions combining TRAPα-CL with
TRAPβ-CS alone or in combination with either EV or TRAPα provided the same level of
luminescence upon addition of HaBiT (Figure S3B).

As Figures 5 and 6 showed the broad applicability of the BiLC approach for ER
membrane proteins, two questions arose. First, is the assay suited to detect inter-complex
interactions, for example between Sec61 and TRAP? Second, can the assay detect PPI arising
from reconstitution of the split luciferase either in the cytosol or the ER lumen? Detection
of luminescence emanating from the ER lumen would further prove the applicability of
the system to study PPI between membrane and/or soluble proteins occurring in the
ER lumen.
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2.6. Inter-Complex Interactions between Sec61 and TRAP as well as Sec61 and Sec63

The generated set of fusion constructs was suited to address the questions of inter-
complex interaction as well as detection of ER luminal emitted luminescence. Based on
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the vicinity of the TRAP and Sec61 complex in native membranes of different organisms
and specimens, we first tested the inter-complex interaction between the α-subunits of
TRAP and Sec61 [15]. As before, cells were co-transfected with the reporter pair Sec61α-
NL and TRAPα-CS (Figure 7A). Co-transfection of cells with Sec61α-NL and Halo-CS
served as negative control. After addition of the luciferase substrate furimazine, strong
luminescence could be detected for the inter-complex interaction pair between Sec61α and
TRAPα, but not for the negative control (Figure 7B). To verify the specificity of the Sec61α–
TRAPα interaction in the native, cellular context additional complementation experiments
were carried out. In addition to the Sec61α-NL and TRAPα-CS reporter pair cells were
transfected with an EV or SEC61A1 encoding plasmid. In comparison to the additional
EV transfection the expression of the untagged SEC61A1 caused a significant reduction
of luminescence (Figure 7C). Thus, increasing the amount of untagged Sec61α competed
with the Sec61α-NL and TRAPα-CS interaction. This competition by the untagged Sec61α
protein substantiated the PPI of Sec61α and TRAPα in living cells.
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t-test. Vertical gray bars in the line diagrams represent manual 1 min application periods without luminescence readings.
The dotted lines are extrapolated based on the last and first data points before and after application. CL, C-terminally
located LgBiT tag; CS, C-terminally located SmBiT tag; EV, empty vector; NL, N-terminally located LgBiT tag; ns, not
significant; NS, N-terminally located SmBiT tag. p-values are indicated by asterisks with p < 0.05 (*) or as non-significant
(ns) if p ≥ 0.05.

Next, we used a set of proteins whose LgBiT and SmBiT tags were both located in
the ER lumen and belong to different translocon subcomplexes, Sec61β-CL and Sec63-NS
(Figure 7D). When cells were co-transfected with the corresponding plasmids application
of furimazine indicated (i) the functionality of the ER luminally assembled luciferase
converting furimazine to furimamide plus light, and (ii) the inter-complex interaction
between Sec61β and Sec63 (Figure 7E). Analogous to the TRAPα–Sec61α interaction, the
Sec61β–Sec63 PPI was also susceptible to competition by expression of the untagged
interaction partner. When cells carrying the interaction pair Sec61β-CL and Sec63-NS were
transfected with a plasmid encoding wild type SEC61B, luminescence was much reduced
compared to the corresponding EV transfection (Figure 7F).

2.7. Sterically Impossible Complementations Set the Threshold for Authentic Protein Interactions

Excluding the positive and negative control based on the PKA reporter pair (Figure 1),
35 combinations of LgBiT- and SmBiT-tagged proteins were tested and the signal intensity
of interactions is summarized as heatmap in Figure 8A. As proof of concept, we mostly fo-
cused on well-established interactions between proteins of soluble and membrane-standing
multimeric complexes like PKA, TRAP, and Sec61. Other than the interaction of the cPKA
and rPKA subunits, nine PPI of ER membrane proteins were identified (Figure 8A). Un-
doubtedly, difficult to control methodological constraints such as transfection and expres-
sion efficiency of individual cells as well as transfection uniformity across a cell population
can cloud deeper interpretation of the luminescence signal intensity of a given PPI. Yet, it
is tempting to consider the emitted light intensity as surrogate marker and as first approxi-
mation for the strength of a tested PPI. The three strongest, or at least most light-intense,
interactions of ER membrane proteins included the intra-complex interaction between
Sec61α–Sec61β (141 RLU) and TRAPα–TRAPβ (91 RLU) as well as the inter-complex
interaction Sec61β–Sec63 (202 RLU). Compared to the 613 RLU measured for the soluble
rPKA–cPKA pair, those RLU are 3–6 times lower and might be explained by the limited
structural flexibility and/or local mobility of membrane proteins (Figure 8B). Including
those three, the validity of the five strongest PPI of ER membrane proteins was further
confirmed by competition experiments with untagged proteins and is highlighted in the
heatmap by check marks (Figures 5–7, 8A and S3A).

As addendum to the previous data with the LgBiT and SmBiT tags of fusion proteins
being located in the same compartment, the heatmap also features the sterically impossible
interactions pairs that were tested (Figure 8A, hachures). By definition, physical separation
of the reporter tags by a lipid bilayer should prevent their complementation. As assumed,
all ten tested pairs with LgBiT and SmBiT tags placed on opposite sides of the ER membrane
provided only background luminescence and, thus, served as reliable negative controls
to set the threshold value for a meaningful PPI above 10 RLU (Figure 8A hachures and
Figure 8B). In light of a potential degradation, mislocalization, or inverted orientation of
tagged membrane proteins, luminescence below threshold can provide useful information,
too. For example, the Sec61β-CL reporter represents a C-terminally extended tail-anchored
protein (cf. Figure 3A). Adding 176 aa (LgBiT plus linker) shifts the single TMH of Sec61β
from the C-terminus to the center of the protein and might affect topology [48–50]. On the
one hand, Sec61β-CL did not show interaction with the five tested cytosolic SmBiT variants
of proteins (Sec61α/β-CS, TRAPα/β-CS, Sec63-CS), most of which are known to associate
in close proximity to Sec61β in native membranes and, thus, speaking against an inverted
topology of Sec61β-CL [7,19,51]. Instead, steady-state synthesis of the Sec61β-CL protein
(Figure 4) as well as strong interaction with the luminally located Sec63-NS (Figure 7)
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were detected. On the other hand, of the sterically impossible interactions the Sec61β-CL
plus Sec61α-CS reporter pair provided the highest RLU with 8.2, which might indicate
a negligible fraction of Sec61β-CL proteins oriented in an inverted topology (Figure 8B).
Based on these data, we considered 10 RLU as a reasonable threshold to differentiate
between the luminescence of an unspecific interaction (RLU < 10) and that of valid PPI of
ER membrane proteins (RLU > 10).
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Taken together, BiLC provided a robust and versatile method to detect topology-
dependent PPI of various ER membrane proteins including associations within heteromul-
timeric complexes such as TRAP or Sec61 as well as inter-complex subunit connections
between Sec61 and TRAP or Sec61 and Sec63/Sec62. Authenticity of the described interac-
tions was further corroborated by competition experiments. Increasing the protein level of
one of the interaction partners as untagged protein reduced luminescence, i.e., PPI.
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3. Discussion

Using a split luciferase and the principle of BiLC, multiple PPI of ER membrane pro-
teins were probed in living cells. The luciferase used here represents an optimized variant
of the catalytic subunit of the deep sea luminous shrimp (Oplophorus gracilirostris) enzyme
and was called NanoLuc. The original 27 aa long signal peptide was substituted by the MV
dipeptide. While the wild type luciferase had one cysteine residue close to the C-terminus,
mutational analysis of the SmBit tag replaced this cysteine by phenylalanine [37,38]. Thus,
despite the presence of protein disulfide isomerases and the oxidative environment found
in the ER, the lack of cysteine residues in the NanoLuc should allow proper assembly of
the functional monooxygenase also in this compartment. Indeed, luminescence of the
re-assembled luciferase could be detected in the cytosol as well as the ER lumen. The latter
was demonstrated by the Sec61β–Sec63 interaction. This interaction demonstrated (i) the
efficient reconstitution of the functional luciferase in the ER lumen as well as (ii) that the
oxygen- and furimazine-dependent luminescence is not blocked by the presence of an
additional membrane or the milieu of the mammalian ER lumen (Figure 7D–F). However,
future experiments will test more PPI for which the topological layout of the reporter pair
requires reconstitution of the split luciferase in the ER lumen. In addition, considering the
N-terminal signal peptide of the original shrimp luciferase, at least the wild typic version
of the enzyme was adapted to the secretory pathway.

Dynamic adaptability and reversibility of PPI in living cells was demonstrated for
assembly of the PKA subunits using forskolin as an activator of the adenylate cyclase
(Figure 1). Thus, the system will be well suited to address the dynamics of the detected
translocon interactions under different cellular conditions or perturbations. For instance,
Snapp and colleagues designed a FRET assay that was used to detect ribosome associations
of translocon proteins via antibody accessibility before and after RNase A treatment [52,53].
Instead of trypsin-mediated reporter degradation (Figures 1D, 5B and 6B, RNase A can
be used upon semi-permeabilization to test either alterations in the PPI patterns of intra-
and inter-complex associations or the efficiency of the synthetic complementation with the
SmBiT and HaBiT peptide. Similarly, but without the necessity of semi-permeabilization,
the effect of specific ribosomal or translocon inhibitors mimicking different stages of the
protein transport process can be tested [54–57].

Luminescence data from the heatmap (Figure 8A) are also displayed as interaction
network summarizing the intra- and inter-complex PPI of the five ER proteins tested here
(Figure 8C). Even on this small scale some central nodes and connections within the holo-
translocon become evident. As expected, Sec61α represents a major node with connections
to Sec61β, TRAPα, and Sec63. All of those Sec61α-related connections have previously been
observed by X-ray crystallography, cryo-electron microscopy/tomography, native gel elec-
trophoresis, co-immunoprecipitation, or cross-linking studies [10,12,15,58–63]. However,
none did so in living mammalian cells. Intriguingly, using different types of substrates
the existence, and eventually dynamic assembly, of substrate-matched translocon sub-
complexes was demonstrated [9]. As proposed earlier, the RLU measured in living cells
might be indicative of the strength and permanency of a given PPI. This idea fits reasonably
well with both cross-linking data and in situ structures. While the Sec61α–Sec61β (141 RLU)
pair is consistently observed being associated, the Sec61α–TRAPα (62 RLU) association
was seen to dissipate when substrates like prion protein or ERj3 engaged the translocon. In
turn, those substrates, which probably present a minor fraction of the totality of transported
cargos, rather stimulate the Sec61–Sec63 complex formation in mammalian settings [9].
Accordingly, we found Sec61α–Sec63 as weak or transiently interacting pair with only
17 RLU. Based on the recent structural data from the yeast translocon, the Sec61 complex
and Sec63/Sec62 module assemble to form a translocon for the post-translational protein
transport, a mode of transport less frequently encountered in mammalian cells [16,64,65].
Yet another recent structure of the fully closed yeast Sec complex from the Park lab shows
juxtaposition of the Sec61β C-terminus and Sec63 N-terminus in the ER lumen [66]. While
we measured only a weak association between Sec61α and Sec63, it was the reporter pair of
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Sec61β C-terminus and Sec63 N-terminus that provided strong luminescence of 202 RLU
(Figure 8B). Maybe Sec61β acts as the mediator that keeps Sec63 in vicinity of the Sec61
complex during transport events not relying on the Sec63/Sec62 module. Once substrates
with special requirements start the gating process, Sec61β allows rapid integration of Sec63
into the active translocon. If so, Sec61β and Sec63 eventually will show a partially overlap-
ping substrate-spectrum, which remains to be seen [6,18,67]. This scenario is reminiscent
of a previous report showing the recruitment of the signal peptidase complex to the active,
ribosome-engaged translocon by Sec61β [68].

TRAPα emerged as a second node in the interaction network. Aside from the interac-
tion with Sec61α discussed before, TRAPα interacted strongly with its complex partner
TRAPβ (91 RLU). Biochemical purifications identified the TRAP complex as a hetero-
tetramer with the four subunits α-δ in a 1:1:1:1 stoichiometry [40,69,70]. Interestingly, using
an appropriate pair of constructs the BiLC approach can also identify homo-oligomers,
which we found for TRAPα, but not TRAPβ or Sec61α (Figure 8A–C). Based on the bi-
molecular design of the assay, it is unclear if two TRAPα molecules from adjacent TRAP
complexes interact or if TRAPα forms a dimer or even a multimer within the same TRAP
complex. Consequently, it will be intriguing to check if the TRAPα/β volume in the ER
lumen defined by in situ structures of the mammalian TRAP complex could accommodate
for more than one TRAPα protein [14,15,62].

In sum, luminescence complementation provided multiple interactions of subunits
of the ER protein translocase in living cells (Figure 8D). Ease of use and expandability
of the set of constructs plus the combination of the system with biological and synthetic
agents will help to examine the dynamics of ER membrane proteins under different cellular
conditions or in different cell lines (Figure S4).

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Creation of a Plasmid Library

To clone the different reporter constructs four different backbone plasmids (X-NS,
X-NL, X-CS, X-CL) for the insertion of cDNA were used. Backbone plasmids as well as the
three control plasmids encoding for rPKA-CL, cPKa-CS, and Halo-CS were provided as
part of the NanoBiT PPI Starter System (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). To insert cDNA
encoding for a protein of interest a standardized workflow was used. Forward and reverse
primers were designed that anneal to the 5′- and 3′-end of the cDNA (Table S1). Primer
overhangs included restriction sites for subcloning of cDNA into the multiple cloning
site of the backbone vectors. After purification of the PCR product with QIAquick PCR
purification kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) the cleaned PCR product and backbone plasmid
were double digested for directed insertion via sticky ends. Fragments were separated
on agarose gels and purified via the QIAquick gel extraction kit (Qiagen). Insert and
plasmid were ligated in a 3:1 ratio for 1 h at room temperature using T4 ligase (Thermo
Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA). The ligation product was used for heat-shock transformation
(42 ◦C for 90 s) of JM101 E. coli cells, which were plated on a 100 µg/mL ampicillin/LB-
agar plate. After 16 h single colonies were picked and grown in a 2 mL liquid culture
using 100 µg/mL ampicillin/TB medium. Cultures were harvested by centrifugation in a
table-top centrifuge (3000 rpm, 5 min) and plasmid DNA was purified using the PureYield
Plasmid Miniprep System (Promega). All plasmids were verified by sequencing (LGC
Genomics, Berlin, Germany) and subsequently amplified in the DH5α E. coli strain after
heat shock transformation (42 ◦C for 45 s). Plasmids from a 100 mL ampicillin/LB medium
culture were purified using the Plasmid Midi Kit (Qiagen).

4.2. Cell Culture and Western Blot

Cell culture experiments were performed using HeLa ATCC no. CCL2 cells. The cells
were cultivated in standard DMEM + GlutaMAX media with 10% FCS and 1% Pen/Strep
(Thermo Fisher) in a humid environment at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2. To prepare samples for
Western blot 6 × 105 cells were seeded in a 6 cm dish (GreinerBioOne, Frickenhausen, Ger-
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many) and cultivated for 24 h before plasmid transfection. Amounts of 190 µL Opti-MEM
(Thermo Fisher), 2 µL DNA (1 µg/µL), and 8 µL FuGeneHD (Promega) were mixed and
incubated for 10 min at room temperature. The transfection mixture was added dropwise to
cells, which were refreshed by 4 mL media beforehand. After 24 h cells were washed with
PBS (Thermo Fisher), trypsinized (Trypsin-EDTA, Thermo Fisher) and harvested in 2 mL of
KHM buffer (110 mM potassium acetate, 2 mM magnesium acetate, 20 mM HEPES/KOH,
pH 7.2) plus 125 µg/mL trypsin inhibitor (MP Biomedicals, Illkirch-Graffenstaden, France).
Cells were counted with the Countess Automated Cell Counter (Invitrogen, Darmstadt,
Germany) and semi-permeabilized as described before [71]. Samples were mixed with
Laemmli buffer (60 mM Tris/HCl pH 6.8, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 2% (w/v) SDS, 5% (v/v) 2-
mercaptoethanol, 0.01% (w/v) bromophenol blue), and denatured at 56 ◦C for 10 min. A
total of 2 × 105 cells were loaded on an SDS-PAGE gel, followed by transfer on a PVDF
membrane (Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). Membranes were blocked for 30 min
with 3% (w/v) BSA (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) dissolved in TBS (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM
Tris/HCl pH 7.4). Afterwards, the membrane was incubated for 90 min each with primary
and secondary antibodies diluted in blocking solution. After every antibody incubation
the membrane was washed four times for 5 min using TBS as first and last washing step
and TBS-T (TBS plus 0.005% Tween-20 (Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany)) in between.
The membrane was dried and scanned by the Typhoon Trio (GE Healthcare, Uppsala,
Sweden). The following peptide was used to raise the primary antibody against the SmBiT
tag (CVTGYRLFEEIL). The β-actin antibody (Sigma-Aldrich) was used as loading control.
Visualization of primary antibodies was done using ECL Plex goat anti-rabbit IgG-Cy5
(VWR, Radnor, PA, USA) or ECL Plex goat anti-mouse IgG-Cy3 (GE Healthcare) and the
Typhoon-Trio imaging system in combination with the ImageQuant TL software version
7.0 (GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden).

4.3. NanoBiT Assay

Per cavity of a white, flat-bottom 96-well plate (GreinerBioOne) 2 × 104 cells were
seeded in 100 µL media and cultivated for 24 h in the incubator. Transfection with the
reporter constructs was performed without previous media exchange according to Table 1.
The transfection mix was incubated at room temperature for 10 min and added to the wells.
Per well per plasmid 50 ng of the DNA construct was used. After incubation for 24 h and
5 min before start of the measurement, the medium was replaced with prewarmed Opti-
MEM without phenol red (Thermo Fisher) and the 96-well plate was placed in the preheated
microplate reader (Tecan Infinite M200). Luminescence was recorded with the following
settings: interval 1 min; shaking before every interval; integration time 1000 ms; settle time
50 ms. To activate the luciferase, 20 µL of the 1:20 diluted Nano-Glo Live Cell Assay System
(Promega) were added according to manufacturer’s protocol. Substances were added at
the indicated timepoints in the figures with the following final concentrations: Digitonin
(Merck, Darmstadt, Germany), 0.002%; Forskolin (Sigma-Aldrich), 15 µM; Peptides (see
below), 10 pM–100 µM; RNase A (Roche, Basel, Switzerland), 80 µg/mL; Trypsin (Roche),
50 µg/mL. Stocks of digitonin, forskolin, and peptides were dissolved in DMSO (Sigma-
Aldrich) whereas RNase A and trypsin were dissolved in H2O. Stocks and solvents as
negative control were prediluted in Opti-MEM without phenol red.

4.4. Peptide Synthesis

Peptides were synthesized with an automated ResPepSL synthesizer (Intavis, Cologne,
Germany) using amide Rink resin as the solid phase and Fmoc-protected amino acids
(Carbolution, St. Ingbert, Germany) for coupling according to the method of Merrifield [72].
The resin-coupled peptides were cleaved and deprotected with trifluoroacetic acid (Sigma-
Aldrich) followed by precipitation with tert-butyl methyl ether (Thermo Fisher) and further
analysis and purification by preparative HPLC (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Lyophilized
peptides (Lyovac GT2, Finn-Aqua, Tuusula, Finland) were stored at 4 ◦C. Stock solutions
of the peptides were prepared fresh and used the same day.
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Table 1. Composition and intended purpose of different plasmid transfection mixtures. Stock concentrations of the plasmids
were 100 ng/µL. All volumes are provided in microliters.

Transfection Mix One Plasmid Mix Two Plasmid Mix Three Plasmid Mix

Purpose Synthetic
complementation

PPI
experiment

PPI competition
experiment

Opti-MEM
w/o phenol red 7.36 6.72 6.08

LgBit plasmid 0.50 0.50 0.50

SmBiT plasmid - 0.50 0.50

Competition plasmid - - 0.50

FuGENE HD 1 0.14 0.28 0.42
1 FuGENE HD (Promega).

4.5. Antibody Generation

Synthesized peptides were coupled to maleimide-activated keyhole limpet haemo-
cyanin via an N- or C-terminal cysteine for 16 h at room temperature. After size exclusion
chromatography, the protein fraction was dialyzed excessively with physiological buffer
solution (137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl,10 mM Na2HPO4, 1.8 MM KH2PO4, pH 7.4). Rabbits
were immunized subcutaneously in 250 µL doses (100 µg antigen/Freud’s Adjuvant) at
14-day intervals. Blood was collected at 8-day intervals after each immunization. The
serum was prepared after agglutination by several 10-min centrifugation steps at 4 ◦C in a
table-top centrifuge.

4.6. Statistics and Graphical Representation

Graphs were visualized using Sigma Plot 14.0 (Systat Software GmbH, Erkrath, Ger-
many) and Corel Draw Graphics Suite 2018 software (Coral Cooperation, Ottawa, Canada).
Statistical comparison of multiple groups was performed using ANOVA in combination
with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test whereas two groups were compared based on an
unpaired, two-tailed t-test. p-values are indicated by asterisks with p < 0.001 (***) < 0.01 (**)
< 0.05 (*) or as non-significant (ns) if p≥ 0.05. For better differentiation, the p-value symbols
emanating from a t-test are written in italic in bar graphs. The number of repeats for each
experiment are indicated by the individual data points shown in the bar graphs.
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Abstract: One of the reported substrates for the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) translocation inhibitor
cyclotriazadisulfonamide (CADA) is DNAJC3, a chaperone of the unfolded protein response during
ER stress. In this study, we investigated the impact of altered DNAJC3 protein levels on the inhibitory
activity of CADA. By comparing WT DNAJC3 with a CADA-resistant DNAJC3 mutant, we observed
the enhanced sensitivity of human CD4, PTK7 and ERLEC1 for CADA when DNAJC3 was expressed
at high levels. Combined treatment of CADA with a proteasome inhibitor resulted in synergistic
inhibition of protein translocation and in the rescue of a small preprotein fraction, which presumably
corresponds to the CADA affected protein fraction that is stalled at the Sec61 translocon. We
demonstrate that DNAJC3 enhances the protein translation of a reporter protein that is expressed
downstream of the CADA-stalled substrate, suggesting that DNAJC3 promotes the clearance of the
clogged translocon. We propose a model in which a reduced DNAJC3 level by CADA slows down
the clearance of CADA-stalled substrates. This results in higher residual translocation into the ER
lumen due to the longer dwelling time of the temporarily stalled substrates in the translocon. Thus,
by directly reducing DNAJC3 protein levels, CADA attenuates its net down-modulating effect on
its substrates.

Keywords: co-translational translocation; endoplasmic reticulum; cyclotriazadisulfonamide; ER
quality control; DNAJC3; signal peptide; preprotein; Sec61 translocon; ribosome stalling

1. Introduction

In eukaryotic cells, protein translocation into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is the
first and decisive step in the biogenesis of secretory and integral membrane proteins [1–6].
This translocation process is typically guided by protein-specific signal peptides (SPs)
and their interplay with the different components of the translocation machinery that are
present in the cytosol, the ER membrane and the ER lumen [1–6].

Eukaryotic ER protein translocation is mediated by the heterotrimeric Sec61 translocon.
The Sec61 translocon consists of α, β and γ monomers that together form an aqueous pore
that spans the ER membrane [7–10]. Depending on the overall size of the precursor protein
and its hydrophobicity and/or amino acid content, ER protein translocation occurs post-
or co-translationally [11–14]. In higher eukaryotes, co-translational protein translocation
is the most common and couples protein translation directly to its translocation over the
ER membrane [11,14,15]. The interaction of the SP with the Sec61 translocon results in
conformational changes of the translocon that eventually lead to the translocation of the
preprotein into the ER lumen [7,9,16,17]. In the case of integral membrane proteins, the
hydrophobic transmembrane domain (TMD) is integrated into the ER membrane via lateral
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movement from the translocon, mediated by the lateral gate of the Sec61 translocon [2,7].
Once preproteins are co-translationally translocated into the ER lumen, they are post-
translationally modified (i.e., SP cleavage by the signal peptidase complex and protein
glycosylation by the oligosaccharyl transferase complex), folded and transported to the
Golgi apparatus for further maturation [2,3,17–20].

The accumulation of mislocalised, misfolded and/or malfunctioning proteins due
to dysfunctional protein processing (i.e., protein post-translational modifications, folding
and/or assembly in the ER lumen), triggers ER stress, which is detrimental for overall
cellular functions. Cells have, therefore, acquired sophisticated ER quality control processes
such as the unfolded protein response (UPR) [21–24]. Three ER stress sensors, i.e., activating
transcription factor 6 (ATF6), inositol requiring enzyme 1 (IRE1) and PKR-like endoplasmic
reticulum kinase (PERK) activate the UPR via the transcriptional upregulation of molecular
chaperones to refold misfolded proteins in the ER lumen and inhibit global protein synthesis
to reduce the load of client proteins, while apoptotic pathways are activated to eliminate
severely damaged cells [21–23,25–31].

During ER stress, DnaJ Homolog Subfamily C member 3 (DNAJC3, also known as
ERdj6 or p58IPK) plays a role in the UPR to restore ER homeostasis [32–34]. After its tran-
scriptional upregulation via ATF6 and IRE1, DNAJC3 is co-translationally translocated into
the ER lumen where it functions as the co-chaperone alongside the binding immunoglobu-
lin protein (BiP) to refold misfolded proteins in the ER lumen [32,33,35]. Once the lumenal
proteins are properly folded and ER stress is (at least partly) relieved, DNAJC3 is involved
in the activation of protein synthesis via the inhibition of PERK, thus, indirectly enhancing
the initiation of protein translation [31,36,37]. Hence, DNAJC3 helps to restore protein
levels and, therefore, reassures cellular processes post ER stress.

As stated earlier, ER stress is undoubtedly detrimental for cells, and, in general,
contributes to the pathogenesis of many, mostly neurological, diseases [38–41]. Mutations
in BiP co-chaperones and proteins involved in UPR have been associated with nervous
system abnormalities [39,42–49]. Furthermore, DNAJC3 loss-of-function mutations have
been identified in patients that were diagnosed with early-onset diabetes mellitus and
suffered from multisystemic neurodegeneration (including ataxia, sensorimotor neuropathy
and sensorineural hearing loss), which appear to be systematic features of the DNAJC3-
diseased phenotype [50–52]. Studies highlight the importance of cholesterol homeostasis
and lipid metabolism at the ER to underly the pathophysiology of DNAJC3 loss-of-function
mutations. DNAJC3-deficient cells were presented with accumulated levels of cholesterol
and lipids at the ER membrane [39,53,54], which disrupted its composition and overall
structure and, thus, triggered ER stress [39,55–59]. Altogether, it is clear that DNAJC3
provides a multifunctional role in protecting cells during ER stress.

As well as folding-related ER stress, evidence has shown that erroneously halted
protein translocation also induces considerable levels of ER stress, as the partially translo-
cated polypeptide clogs the translocon [24,60,61]. From this perspective, the retarding of
protein translocation into the ER by specific Sec61 translocon inhibitors might also induce
ER stress and activate cellular pathways to clear the clogged translocons. How cells cope
with clogged translocons has since emerged as an intriguing question; however, little
is known about the translocon-associated quality control processes to safeguard protein
translocation [24].

CADA is a small synthetic macrocycle (Figure 1A) that was discovered during an
anti-HIV screening program [62–65]. Previous work by our laboratory showed that CADA
inhibits the co-translational translocation process of human CD4 (huCD4), a type I mem-
brane protein, by direct interaction with the receptor’s SP, resulting in the downmodulation
of huCD4 on the surface of cells and a significant reduced entry and replication of HIV in
human cells [62–66]. Later, sortilin and 4-1BB were also identified as targets for CADA. A
recent proteomic study conducted on the membranome of T-cells revealed only three addi-
tional substrates, i.e., ERLEC1, PTK7 and DNAJC3, evidencing high substrate specificity
for the ER protein translocation inhibitor CADA [67–70].
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Figure 1. CADA sensitivity of endogenous and transfected DNAJC3 in HEK293T cells. (A) Chemical
structure of CADA. (B) Western blot images of cell lysates from HEK293T cells treated for 24 h
with different CADA concentrations. Protein bands were visualized with an antibody against
DNAJC3 and an anti-clathrin antibody was used for the cell loading control. One representative
experiment out of four is shown. (C) Concentration–response curves of CADA for endogenous
DNAJC3 expression in HEK293T cells. Samples from (B) were quantified and normalised to the
clathrin internal control. A four-parameter concentration–response curve was fitted to the data
from four replicate experiments. Values are mean ± SD; n = 4. (D) Schematic representation of
the DNAJC3 variants, with different signal peptides. (E) Western blot images of cell lysates from
non-transfected (NT), DNAJC3-FLAG- or pPL-DNAJC3-FLAG-transfected HEK293T cells treated for
24 h with different CADA concentrations. Protein bands were visualized with an antibody against
the FLAG tag and an anti-clathrin antibody was used for the cell loading control. One representative
experiment out of five is shown. (F) Concentration–response curves of CADA for DNAJC3- and
pPL-DNAJC3-transfected HEK293T cells. Samples from (E) were quantified and normalised to the
clathrin internal control. A four-parameter concentration–response curve was fitted to the data from
at least four replicate experiments. Values are mean ± SD; n ≥ 4. CADA: cyclotriazadisulfonamide;
HEK293T: human embryonic kidney 293T cells; DNAJC3: DnaJ homolog subfamily C member 3;
pPL: pre-prolactin.
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Thus, (i) CADA inhibits ER translocation of a specific set of substrates, presumably
resulting in (temporarily) clogged translocons that might cause ER stress, and (ii) DNAJC3
is a CADA substrate that should be normally upregulated during ER stress. Therefore, we
questioned if restored DNAJC3 levels under CADA pressure could influence the inhibitory
effect of CADA. We compared the sensitivity of substrates to CADA in the presence of
WT DNAJC3 or a CADA-resistant DNAJC3 mutant protein and observed the enhanced
sensitivity of huCD4, PTK7 and ERLEC1 for CADA when DNAJC3 was expressed at
high levels.

2. Results
2.1. CADA Reduces Cellular Expression of DNAJC3

In a recent proteomics survey, DNAJC3 has been validated as a target protein for
CADA [69]. The treatment of HEK293T cells with increasing concentrations of CADA re-
sults in a concentration-dependent reduction in endogenous DNAJC3 expression
(Figure 1B,C), with profoundly reduced DNAJC3 levels at 2 and 10 µM of CADA
(IC50 = 6.2 µM). Due to the way DNAJC3 functions in the unfolded protein response
during ER stress, we questioned if the reduced expression of DNAJC3 by CADA could
affect the ER translocation of other CADA substrates. Previous work has shown that the
sensitivity of targets to CADA, such as huCD4, 4-1BB, SORT, ERLEC1, PTK7 and DNAJC3,
is intrinsic to the cleavable SP and the N-terminal region of the mature protein [64,68,69].
By inserting the huCD4 SP and the first 7 amino acid residues of the mature huCD4 protein
into the CADA-resistant preprolactin (pPL) protein, we can introduce sensitivity of pPL
to CADA as determined by immunoblotting (Supplementary Figure S1A,B), as similarly
described for the CADA-resistant murine CD4 (mCD4) [68]. Vice versa, exchanging the
wild-type SP of CADA-sensitive proteins by that of pPL or mCD4 results in the generation
of a CADA-resistant protein [64]. Thus, we generated a CADA-resistant DNAJC3 protein
(designated as pPL-DNAJC3) by replacing the CADA-sensitive SP of DNAJC3 with the
CADA-resistant SP of pPL (see Figure 1D). We also introduced a triple-FLAG sequence
at the C-terminus of DNAJC3 for detection purposes. As expected, the transfection of
HEK293T cells with the DNAJC3 plasmids resulted in high protein levels of DNAJC3
that outranged the endogenous expression of DNAJC3 (Supplementary Figure S1C,D).
HEK293T cells transfected with WT DNAJC3 showed a concentration-dependent sensitiv-
ity of DNAJC3 to CADA (IC50 of 1.6 µM) (Figure 1E,F), which was slightly higher than
that of endogenous DNAJC3 (Figure 1C). In contrast, the transfection of cells with the
pPL-DNAJC3 construct resulted in a CADA-resistant phenotype with a constant expres-
sion of DNAJC3, as well as at the highest CADA concentrations tested (Figure 1F). Thus,
the replacement of the DNAJC3 SP with the SP of pPL resulted in the complete loss of
sensitivity of DNAJC3 to CADA.

2.2. CADA Inhibits the Signal Peptide Dependent Co-Translational Translocation of the ER
Lumenal DNAJC3 Protein

As the SP was cleaved from the DNAJC3 preprotein during ER translocation, we
expected that both WT DNAJC3 and the chimaeric pPL-DNAJC3 constructs expressed
the same mature DNAJC3 protein. To verify that DNAJC3 is translocated into the ER
lumen, cell-free in vitro translation experiments were performed (Figure 2). As initial
attempts to translate the full-length WT DNAJC3 protein were not successful (data not
shown), we switched to an alternative DNAJC3/huCD4 chimaeric protein. This truncated
soluble huCD4 construct contained the SP of DNAJC3 and the first 62 residues of mature
DNAJC3 (see scheme in Figure 2A). In vitro translation of DNAJC3/huCD4 resulted in
substantial levels of translated preprotein and detectable SP cleavage (Figure 2B, lane 2).
Of note, more than one-third of the DNAJC3 species retained the SP after translocation as
determined by proteinase K (PK) treatment (Figure 2C, right panel), an observation that is
in line with another report [71] (Supplementary Figure S2). The translocated SP-containing
DNAJC3 species were fully protected from PK treatment (Figure 2B, lanes 8–14), indicating
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that these proteins were localised in the lumen of the ER. Of course, for the translocated
SP-containing DNAJC3 protein, the PK protection assay could not distinguish between
membrane-anchored (by the SP) and luminal free-floating DNAJC3 species. Notably,
CADA inhibited the translocation of both non-cleaved and cleaved DNAJC3 species in an
equal manner (Figure 2B, lanes 9–14 and Figure 2D, right panel), whereas the preprotein
levels in the control samples seemed to be unaffected by CADA (Figure 2B, lanes 2–7 and
Figure 2D, left panel). In addition, DNAJC3 has also been proposed as an uncleaved type I
transmembrane protein that inserts in the ER membrane in a head-on formation with the
SP as the membrane anchor and with the majority of the protein exposed to the cytosol [71].
The relatively high amount of DNAJC3 preprotein as compared to the SP-cleaved species
in the non-PK samples (Figure 2B, lanes 2–7 and Figure 2C, left panel), might suggest
the appearance of such a membrane-anchored cytosolic protein. However, from these
radioblots, we could not make a distinction between a free non-targeted preprotein and
ER membrane-anchored DNAJC3 preprotein. Finally, DNAJC3 did not contain potential
N-glycosylation sites, thus, excluding the possibility of tracking the translocated protein
fraction by ER lumenal N-glycosylation.

2.3. Presence of Cellular DNAJC3 Enhances the Sensitivity of Substrates to CADA

To analyze if, under CADA pressure, the reduced DNAJC3 levels can affect the
sensitivity of proteins to CADA, we co-transfected HEK293T cells with a V5-tagged huCD4
construct and either the FLAG-tagged WT DNAJC3 plasmid or the CADA-resistant pPL-
DNAJC3 plasmid. The transiently transfected cells were then treated with increasing
concentrations of CADA and subjected to immunoblotting. Similar co-transfections were
performed with the V5-tagged ERLEC1 or PTK7 constructs. Both huCD4 and PTK7 are
type I integral membrane proteins mainly expressed at the cell surface, whereas ERLEC1
is a soluble protein that resides in the ER lumen. In accordance with our previous report,
the expression of the three V5-tagged proteins was differentially affected by CADA [69]
(Supplementary Figure S3A,B). As summarized in Figure 3A, in the non-treated control
cells, transfection with the different plasmids resulted in the high expression level of the
V5-tagged target proteins and the co-transfected FLAG-tagged DNAJC3 protein. Treatment
with CADA concentration dependently reduced the protein expression of huCD4, ERLEC1
and PTK7 when WT DNAJC3 was expressed (Figure 3A,C). Interestingly, the co-expression
of the target proteins with pPL-DNAJC3 resulted in a stronger CADA effect as compared
to WT DNAJC3 co-expression. This was evidenced by the significantly lower protein
levels detected (Figure 3B versus Figure 3A) and by the comparison of the corresponding
calculated IC50 values (Figure 3C). Altogether, these data indicate that enhanced levels of
DNAJC3 result in the sensitization of selective substrates to CADA.
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crosomes (RM), the preprotein (black arrowhead) was translocated into the ER lumen and the SP 
was cleaved, resulting in a faster migrating mature protein (open arrowhead). One representative 
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cleaved (open arrowhead, mature protein) DNAJC3 protein in the DMSO-treated control sample of 
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Figure 2. CADA inhibits the signal peptide-dependent co-translational translocation of the ER
lumenal DNAJC3 protein. (A) Representation of the construct used for cell-free in vitro translation
and translocation assay. (B) Cell-free in vitro translation and translocation in rabbit reticulocyte lysate
supplemented with ovine microsomes, CADA and proteinase K (PK). Autoradiogram of the in vitro
translated and translocated DNAJC3-huCD4 chimaeric protein. In the presence of rough microsomes
(RM), the preprotein (black arrowhead) was translocated into the ER lumen and the SP was cleaved,
resulting in a faster migrating mature protein (open arrowhead). One representative experiment out
of three is shown. (C) Percentage of non-cleaved (black arrowhead, preprotein) and cleaved (open
arrowhead, mature protein) DNAJC3 protein in the DMSO-treated control sample of untreated and
PK-treated samples. Samples from (A, lane 2 and lane 9) were quantified. Bars are mean ± SE; n = 3.
(D) CADA sensitivity of the non-cleaved and cleaved DNAJC3 protein fraction in control samples
and PK-treated samples. Samples from A (lanes 2–7 and 9–14) were quantified and normalised to
the respective protein fraction in the DMSO control (lane 2 or 9). Bars are mean ± SE; n = 3. CADA:
cyclytriazadisulfonamide; DNAJC3: DnaJ homolog subfamily C member 3; PK: Proteinase K; RM:
rough microsomes; ER: endoplasmic reticulum; SP: signal peptide; DMSO: dimethyl sulfoxide.
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Figure 3. DNAJC3 sensitizes targets to CADA. (A) Western blot images of cell lysates from non-
transfected (NT) HEK293T cells, and huCD4-V5, ERLEC1-V5 or PTK7-V5, co-transfected with WT
DNAJC3. Cells were treated for 24 h with different CADA concentrations and subjected to im-
munoblotting. Protein bands were visualized with an antibody against the V5 tag, and an antibody
against clathrin (huCD4 and ERLEC1) or β-actin (PTK7) was used for the cell loading controls. An
antibody against the FLAG tag was used to detect the co-transfected WT DNAJC3 in the samples.
One representative experiment out of three to six is shown. The clathrin loading control shown is
that of the ERLEC1 sample. The respective loading control for huCD4 and WT DNAJC3 is presented
in Supplementary Figure S3D. (B) Same as in (A) but for co-transfection with pPL-DNAJC3. One
representative experiment out of three to six is shown. The clathrin loading control shown is that
of the huCD4 sample. The respective loading control for ERLEC1 and pPL-DNAJC3 is presented
in Supplementary Figure S3D. (C) Concentration–response curves of CADA for huCD4, ERLEC1
and PTK7 in transfected HEK293T cells. Samples from (A,B) were quantified and normalised to the
clathrin (huCD4 and ERLEC1) or β-actin (PTK7) internal control. A four-parameter concentration–
response curve was fitted to data from at least three replicate experiments. Values are mean ± SD;
n ≥ 3. Statistical analysis (multiple unpaired t-tests) showed significantly decreased expression of
huCD4, ERLEC1 and PTK7 when co-expressed with pPL-DNAJC3 as compared to WT DNAJC3
(* = p < 0.05). HEK293T: human embryonic kidney 293T cells; huCD4: human CD4; ERLEC1: endo-
plasmic reticulum lectin 1; PTK7: inactive tyrosine-protein kinase 7; pPL: pre-prolactin; DNAJC3:
DnaJ homolog subfamily C member 3; CADA: cyclotriazadisulfonamide.
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2.4. DNAJC3 Enhances Proteasomal Degradation of CADA-Stalled PTK7 Preprotein

Previous experiments clearly indicate that the amount of translocated (mature) pro-
tein is more reduced by CADA when DNAJC3 is highly expressed. The lower levels of
translocated protein induced by CADA treatment can be the net result of the stronger
inhibition of protein translocation (lower entry efficiency into ER) or faster clearance of
putative mis-targeted proteins from the ER by DNAJC3 (higher exit efficiency from ER).
However, the role of DNAJC3 in this process is not entirely understood.

First, we addressed if the CADA inhibition of protein translocation is linked to the
proteasomal degradation of the CADA substrates. Thus, we analyzed the effect of the
proteasome inhibitor MG132 on the CADA samples. Briefly, we co-transfected HEK293T
cells with V5-tagged huCD4, ERLEC1 or PTK7 and either the FLAG-tagged WT DNAJC3
plasmid or the CADA-resistant pPL-DNAJC3 plasmid. Cells were then treated with
increasing concentrations of CADA in combination with a fixed dose of MG132 (200 nM)
for 24 h and subjected to immunoblotting. As shown in Figure 4A, in the non-treated control
cells, the expression of the substrates was not affected by treatment with the proteasome
inhibitor MG132 only (Figure 4A, lanes 2 vs. 3). However, for PTK7, a faint lower band
on the gel could be detected for the MG132-treated control sample (Figure 4A, lane 3)
that corresponded to the non-glycosylated preprotein fraction as determined by Endo H
treatment (Supplementary Figure S3C). The combined treatment of CADA with MG132
did result in the rescue of the preprotein, which was most evident for PTK7 (Figure 4A
lanes 5, 7 and 9). Remarkably, the combination of 10 or 2 µM of CADA with MG132
completely abolished the expression of mature PTK7, demonstrating that MG132 has
a synergistic effect on CADA in blocking the translocation of PTK7. Additionally, for
huCD4, 2 µM CADA treatment in combination with MG132 further reduced the low level
of mature (glycosylated) protein, as compared to CADA treatment only, and resulted
in the rescue of the huCD4 preprotein, although at a nearly detectable and very low
amount (Figure 4C). For ERLEC1, the complete inhibition of protein translocation was
achieved with the higher concentrations of CADA. Here, the only fraction of ERLEC1 that
could be (weakly) visualized was the slower migrating protein band that corresponds
to the preprotein, given that ERLEC1 is an ER-resident protein that is not glycosylated
(Supplementary Figure S3C), but of which the SP is cleaved upon translocation into the
ER lumen. The addition of MG132 did not change the outcome of CADA treatment. This
also suggests that, in contrast to huCD4 and PTK7, ERLEC1 has a more stable preprotein
that is already visualised without the inhibition of the proteasome. In line with the data
described above, the treatment of CADA alone resulted in the reduced expression of the
mature protein fraction in a concentration-dependent manner that was more pronounced
when the proteins were co-transfected with pPL-DNAJC3 as compared to co-transfection
with WT DNAJC3 (Figure 4A,B, respectively). For ERLEC1, the absolute amount of rescued
preprotein with MG132 remained little and somehow constant over the different CADA
concentrations, irrespective of enhanced DNAJC3 expression (Figure 4C). Interestingly,
when DNAJC3 was highly expressed (Figure 4B), the combined treatment of CADA with
MG132 rescued proportionally more preprotein of PTK7 that reached significance for the
10 and 2 µM CADA samples (p = 0.034 and 0.047, respectively) (Figure 4C), indicating that
DNAJC3 enhanced the proteasomal degradation of CADA-stalled PTK7 preprotein.
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Figure 4. Inhibition of the proteasome in the presence of CADA rescues a preprotein fraction which
is DNAJC3-dependent for PTK7. (A) Western blot images of cell lysates from non-transfected (NT)
HEK293T cells, and huCD4-V5, ERLEC1-V5 or PTK7-V5, co-transfected with WT DNAJC3. Cells were
treated for 24 h with different CADA concentrations and a constant dose of MG132 (200 nM). Protein
bands were visualized with an antibody against the V5 tag, and an antibody against clathrin (huCD4
and ERLEC1) or β-actin (PTK7) was used for the cell loading controls. One representative experiment
out of two to four is shown. The clathrin loading control shown is that of the ERLEC1 sample.
The respective loading control for huCD4 is presented in Supplementary Figure S3E. (B) Same
as in (A) but for co-transfection with pPL-DNAJC3. One representative experiment out of two
to four is shown. (C) Preprotein fraction of MG132-treated samples quantified from (A,B) and
normalised to the internal loading control of the respective sample. Bars are mean ± SE; n = 2
for huCD4 and PTK7; n = 4 for ERLEC1. Statistical analysis (multiple unpaired t-tests) showed
increased detection of the PTK7 preprotein when co-expressed with pPL-DNAJC3 as compared to WT
DNAJC3 (* = p < 0.05). HEK293T: human embryonic kidney 293T cells; huCD4: human CD4; ERLEC1:
endoplasmic reticulum lectin 1; PTK7: inactive tyrosine-protein kinase 7; pPL: pre-prolactin; DNAJC3:
DnaJ homolog subfamily C member 3; CADA: cyclotriazadisulfonamide; DMSO: dimethyl sulfoxide.

2.5. DNAJC3 Differentially Affects the Expression of Cytosolic or ER Translocated Proteins in the
Presence of CADA-Stalled Substrates

The previous observation that a preprotein fraction could be rescued when cells are
treated with a combination of CADA and MG132 indicates that an early event in protein
translocation is blocked by CADA at a stage when the SP is not yet cleaved from the
preprotein, and the protein is not yet glycosylated. Additionally, the limited but constant
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amount of rescued ERLEC1 preprotein measured in the CADA samples suggests that
a saturating level of preprotein is reached, presumably corresponding to the fraction of
preprotein that is stalled at the protected ribosome-bound translocon. Thus, it seems that
CADA induces stalling of the preprotein at the translocon with subsequent extraction and
further degradation of the respective preprotein by the proteasome. To explore if DNAJC3
contributes to the clearance of the CADA-stalled preproteins, we made use of fluorescently
labelled CADA substrates in a tGFP-P2A-BFP backbone as described in a recent report [69].
This reporter construct encodes BFP downstream of a viral P2A sequence (Figure 5A),
resulting in the transcription of polycistronic mRNA that is translated into two separated
proteins in equal amounts, with cytosolic BFP serving as an internal protein translation
control. By means of flow cytometry, the amount of tGFP and BFP was quantified for cells
co-transfected with substrate-tGFP-P2A-BFP and either WT DNAJC3 or pPL-DNAJC3. In
line with our previous report [69], the three substrates (i.e., WT huCD4, PTK7/huCD4
and ERLEC1/huCD4 chimaeric proteins) showed sensitivity to CADA in a concentration-
dependent way (Figure 5B) which was similar to the sensitivity of full-length WT protein,
as determined for PTK7 (Supplementary Figure S4A,B). The effect of CADA was related to
the presence of an SP, given that an ERLEC1 mutant without an SP remained resistant to
CADA (Figure 5B). As shown in Figure 5C, a detectable concentration-dependent decrease
in BFP expression was observed when the substrates were treated with CADA (Figure 5C,
black lines). Interestingly, the CADA-induced decrease in BFP could be nearly completely
restored by co-transfecting the cells with the WT DNAJC3 plasmid, with a significant effect
for ERLEC1 at the highest CADA concentrations (Figure 5C, orange lines). Furthermore, the
reduction in BFP could be prevented (for PTK7) or even reversed (for huCD4 and ERLEC1)
by pPL-DNAJC3 co-transfection, resulting in significantly enhanced BFP expression for
ERLEC1 and huCD4 as compared to the non-co-transfected cells (Figure 5C, blue lines).
Comparable results were obtained with the full-length PTK7 protein (Supplementary
Figure S4C). Of note, the enhanced BFP levels under CADA pressure when cells expressed
high levels of DNAJC3 could only be evoked by a CADA-sensitive substrate, given that a
CADA-resistant construct of ERLEC1 (missing the SP) expressed cytosolic BFP at constant
levels, irrespective of the DNAJC3 expression (Figure 5D). This indicates that CADA-
treatment has no direct inhibitory effect on protein translation as such (i.e., ER-translocation
independent), an effect that was also observed in a cell-free in vitro translation system [64].
Additionally, our BFP data show that when co-translational translocation of a substrate
is blocked by CADA, translation of a downstream cytosolic protein is enhanced when
DNAJC3 is present, suggesting that multiple attempts of protein translation from the same
polycistronic transcript can be made once initially stalled proteins have been removed and
blocked translocons have been cleared to restart protein translation.
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Figure 5. DNAJC3 differentially affected BFP expression in the presence of CADA-stalled proteins. 
(A) Representation of the tGFP-P2A-BFP construct. The construct expressed huCD4 that was an-
chored in the plasma membrane via its transmembrane domain (TMD) and with tGFP at the cyto-
solic tail. As the SP was cleaved by the ER lumenal signal peptidase during protein biogenesis, the 
mature huCD4 variants differed in only 62 amino acids at their N-terminus. (B) Four-parameter 
concentration–response curves for the CADA of huCD4, ERLEC1, ERLEC1 with no SP, and PTK7 
cloned in the same tGFP-P2A-BFP plasmid backbone as shown in (A). HEK293T cells were transi-
ently transfected with the tGFP-P2A-BFP constructs and incubated with different CADA concentra-
tions for 24 h. Transfected tGFP-P2A-BFP plasmid DNA was equal to the transfected tGFP-P2A-BFP 
plasmid DNA in the co-transfected conditions of (C,D). Protein levels of tGFP (representing the 
level of substrate) in CADA-treated samples were normalised to the DMSO control (set at 1.00). 
Curves were fitted to data from three to five replicate experiments. Values are mean ± SD; n ≥ 3. (C) 
Four-parameter concentration–response curves for CADA of the BFP signal of huCD4, ERLEC1 and 
PTK7 cloned in the same tGFP-P2A-BFP plasmid backbone as shown in (A). HEK293T cells were 
transiently transfected with the tGFP-P2A-BFP construct, or co-transfected with the tGFP-P2A-BFP 
construct and WT DNAJC3 or pPL-DNAJC3 and incubated with different CADA concentrations for 
24 h. Transfected tGFP-P2A-BFP plasmid DNA was equal to the transfected tGFP-P2A-BFP plasmid 
DNA in the co-transfected conditions. BFP levels in CADA-treated samples were normalised to the 
DMSO control (set at 1.0). Curves were fitted to data from three to five replicate experiments. Values 
are mean ± SD; n ≥ 3. Statistical analysis (multiple unpaired t-tests) showed significantly increased 
expression of BFP for huCD4 and ERLEC1 when co-expressed with pPL-DNAJC3 and for ERLEC1 
when co-expressed with WT DNAJC3 as compared to the control (* = p < 0.05). (D) Same as in (C). 

Figure 5. DNAJC3 differentially affected BFP expression in the presence of CADA-stalled proteins.
(A) Representation of the tGFP-P2A-BFP construct. The construct expressed huCD4 that was anchored in
the plasma membrane via its transmembrane domain (TMD) and with tGFP at the cytosolic tail. As the
SP was cleaved by the ER lumenal signal peptidase during protein biogenesis, the mature huCD4 variants
differed in only 62 amino acids at their N-terminus. (B) Four-parameter concentration–response curves
for the CADA of huCD4, ERLEC1, ERLEC1 with no SP, and PTK7 cloned in the same tGFP-P2A-BFP
plasmid backbone as shown in (A). HEK293T cells were transiently transfected with the tGFP-P2A-BFP
constructs and incubated with different CADA concentrations for 24 h. Transfected tGFP-P2A-BFP
plasmid DNA was equal to the transfected tGFP-P2A-BFP plasmid DNA in the co-transfected conditions
of (C,D). Protein levels of tGFP (representing the level of substrate) in CADA-treated samples were
normalised to the DMSO control (set at 1.00). Curves were fitted to data from three to five replicate
experiments. Values are mean ± SD; n ≥ 3. (C) Four-parameter concentration–response curves for
CADA of the BFP signal of huCD4, ERLEC1 and PTK7 cloned in the same tGFP-P2A-BFP plasmid
backbone as shown in (A). HEK293T cells were transiently transfected with the tGFP-P2A-BFP construct,
or co-transfected with the tGFP-P2A-BFP construct and WT DNAJC3 or pPL-DNAJC3 and incubated
with different CADA concentrations for 24 h. Transfected tGFP-P2A-BFP plasmid DNA was equal to the
transfected tGFP-P2A-BFP plasmid DNA in the co-transfected conditions. BFP levels in CADA-treated
samples were normalised to the DMSO control (set at 1.0). Curves were fitted to data from three to
five replicate experiments. Values are mean ± SD; n ≥ 3. Statistical analysis (multiple unpaired t-tests)
showed significantly increased expression of BFP for huCD4 and ERLEC1 when co-expressed with pPL-
DNAJC3 and for ERLEC1 when co-expressed with WT DNAJC3 as compared to the control (* = p < 0.05).
(D) Same as in (C). Four-parameter concentration–response curve for the CADA of the BFP signal of
ERLEC1 with no SP cloned in the tGFP-P2A-BFP plasmid backbone. Curves were fitted to data from
three replicate experiments. Values are mean ± SD; n = 3. tGFP: turbo green fluorescent protein; BFP: blue
fluorescent protein; huCD4: human CD4; SP: signal peptide; CADA: cyclotriazadisulfonamide; ERLEC1:
endoplasmic reticulum lectin 1; PTK7: inactive tyrosine-protein kinase 7; HEK293T: human embryonic
kidney 293T cells; DMSO: dimethyl sulfoxide; pPL: pre-prolactin; DNAJC3: DnaJ homolog subfamily C
member 3; TMD, transmembrane domain.
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Finally, we analyzed the combined effect of CADA with high DNAJC3 levels on the
expression of a CADA-resistant type I transmembrane protein (i.e., mouse CD4) that is
expressed in cis of a CADA-sensitive substrate (see representation in Figure 6A). In this con-
struct, mCD4 is separated from ERLEC1 by a P2A sequence, similar to the construct with
BFP. Interestingly, without co-expression of DNAJC3, levels of mCD4 were enhanced under
CADA pressure (Figure 6B, black line), suggesting that targeting of the mCD4 protein to the
ER membrane might be more efficient when the upstream ERLEC1 protein is stalled at the
translocon by CADA. In accordance with the BFP data, high levels of DNAJC3 enhanced
the expression of mCD4 (Figure 6B, blue line), which could be explained by the DNAJC3
mediated accelerated clearance of blocked translocons and/or enhanced re-initiation of pro-
tein translation. Remarkably, when the mCD4 sequence (containing its own SP) was fused
directly to the ERLEC1 sequence without the separation by P2A, mCD4 protein expression
became regulated by CADA (Figure 6C, black line). Blocking the translocation of ERLEC1
by CADA also slowed down the translocation of the C-terminal part of the fusion protein.
However, the presence of the CADA-resistant mCD4 SP preserved some translocation
autonomy for mCD4. Of note, in the control samples without CADA the translation of
mCD4 when directly fused to ERLEC1 (Figure 6C) was clearly less productive as compared
to the construct that contained the P2A sequence (Figure 6B), resulting in mCD4 levels
that represent only 2% of the P2A counterpart as determined by the flow cytometric mean
fluorescence intensity (MFI) values (Supplementary Figure S5A). Remarkably, low concen-
trations of CADA (400 nM) enhanced mCD4 expression tremendously, again pointing to a
stabilizing effect of CADA on the insertion of the preprotein in the translocon with higher
targeting and translocation effect as a result (Supplementary Figure S5B). Co-expression of
DNAJC3 significantly reduced the level of translocated mCD4 protein, which was most evi-
dent when the cells were co-transfected with the CADA-resistant pPL-DNAJC3 (Figure 6C,
blue line). This would suggest that DNAJC3 quickly removes the stalled mCD4 protein
from the Sec61 translocon, thereby reducing the putative attempts of the stalled protein
from being transported into the ER lumen, thus, preventing the protein from ultimately
being translocated under CADA pressure.
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Figure 6. DNAJC3 affects the expression of a CADA-resistant protein differentially depending on 
the nature of the transcript. (A) Representation of the ERLEC1-mCD4 chimaeric constructs. The con-
structs expressed intracellular ERLEC1 and cell surface mCD4 that was anchored in the plasma 
membrane via its transmembrane domain. In the first construct, the two proteins were separated by 
a P2A sequence, whereas, in the second construct, the SP of mCD4 was directly fused to the C-
terminus of ERLEC1. (B) Four-parameter concentration–response curves for the CADA of mCD4 
that was cloned in the ERLEC1-P2A-mCD4 backbone as shown in (A). HEK293T cells were transi-
ently transfected with ERLEC1-P2A-mCD4 plasmid DNA, or co-transfected with ERLEC1-P2A-
mCD4 plasmid DNA and WT DNAJC3 or pPL-DNAJC3 and incubated with different CADA con-
centrations for 24 h. Transfected ERLEC1-P2A-mCD4 plasmid DNA was equal to the transfected 
ERLEC1-P2A-mCD4 plasmid DNA in the co-transfected conditions. Cells were fixed, permeabilized 
and stained with an anti-mCD4 antibody. Total levels of mCD4 in CADA-treated samples were 
normalised to the DMSO control (set at 1.0). Curves were fitted to data from two replicate experi-
ments. Values are mean ± SD; n = 2. (C) Similar as in (B) but for the second construct without the 
P2A sequence. Curves were fitted to data from three replicate experiments. Values are mean ± SD; 
n = 3, except for the 0.08 µM CADA samples of control and WT DNAJC3 for which n = 2. Statistical 
analysis (multiple unpaired t-tests) showed significantly decreased expression of mCD4 when co-
expressed with WT DNAJC3 and pPL-DNAJC3 as compared to the control. Of note, the values of 
0.4 µM CADA for the ERLEC1-mCD4 construct only (black dots) have been removed to plot the 
black curve. These values are represented separately in Supplementary Figure S5. mCD4: mouse 
CD4; ERLEC1: endoplasmic reticulum lectin 1; CADA: cyclotriazadisulfonamide; HEK293T: human 

Figure 6. DNAJC3 affects the expression of a CADA-resistant protein differentially depending on
the nature of the transcript. (A) Representation of the ERLEC1-mCD4 chimaeric constructs. The
constructs expressed intracellular ERLEC1 and cell surface mCD4 that was anchored in the plasma
membrane via its transmembrane domain. In the first construct, the two proteins were separated
by a P2A sequence, whereas, in the second construct, the SP of mCD4 was directly fused to the
C-terminus of ERLEC1. (B) Four-parameter concentration–response curves for the CADA of mCD4
that was cloned in the ERLEC1-P2A-mCD4 backbone as shown in (A). HEK293T cells were transiently
transfected with ERLEC1-P2A-mCD4 plasmid DNA, or co-transfected with ERLEC1-P2A-mCD4
plasmid DNA and WT DNAJC3 or pPL-DNAJC3 and incubated with different CADA concentrations
for 24 h. Transfected ERLEC1-P2A-mCD4 plasmid DNA was equal to the transfected ERLEC1-P2A-
mCD4 plasmid DNA in the co-transfected conditions. Cells were fixed, permeabilized and stained
with an anti-mCD4 antibody. Total levels of mCD4 in CADA-treated samples were normalised to
the DMSO control (set at 1.0). Curves were fitted to data from two replicate experiments. Values
are mean ± SD; n = 2. (C) Similar as in (B) but for the second construct without the P2A sequence.
Curves were fitted to data from three replicate experiments. Values are mean ± SD; n = 3, except for
the 0.08 µM CADA samples of control and WT DNAJC3 for which n = 2. Statistical analysis (multiple
unpaired t-tests) showed significantly decreased expression of mCD4 when co-expressed with WT
DNAJC3 and pPL-DNAJC3 as compared to the control. Of note, the values of 0.4 µM CADA for the
ERLEC1-mCD4 construct only (black dots) have been removed to plot the black curve. These values
are represented separately in Supplementary Figure S5. mCD4: mouse CD4; ERLEC1: endoplasmic
reticulum lectin 1; CADA: cyclotriazadisulfonamide; HEK293T: human embryonic kidney 293T cells;
pPL: pre-prolactin; DNAJC3: DnaJ homolog subfamily C member 3. (* = p < 0.05).
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3. Discussion

Following up on a recent proteomics survey [69], in this study, we addressed the
impact of altered DNAJC3 levels by small-molecule CADA on a few other CADA substrates,
such as huCD4, ERLEC1 and PTK7. By comparison of a CADA-sensitive WT DNAJC3
with a CADA-resistant variant, we concluded that elevated DNAJC3 levels enhanced the
inhibitory effect of CADA on the co-translational translocation of its substrates. Additional
experiments with a proteasome inhibitor resulted in the rescue of a small fraction of
preprotein under CADA pressure, pointing at a stalling effect of CADA on its substrates
at the ribosome/Sec61 translocon complex. Finally, by means of flow cytometry, we
demonstrated the DNAJC3-related enhanced protein translation of reporter proteins that
were expressed downstream of a CADA-sensitive substrate. All these data together suggest
a potential role of DNAJC3 in the clearance of clogged translocons by stalled ribosomes.

Although DNAJC3 has been validated as a substrate for CADA, our data confirm
that DNAJC3 is not the most sensitive target for CADA. However, at high CADA con-
centrations, approximately 60% reduction in endogenous DNAJC3 and 75% decrease in
transfected WT DNAJC3 was achieved that can clearly impact DNAJC3-related pathways.
The inhibitory effect of CADA on the transfected WT DNAJC3 seemed to be stronger as
compared to the endogenous protein (Figure 1F versus Figure 1C). This might be the result
of the transfection protocol in which the compound is added as early as the DNAJC3
protein synthesis starts to prevent the biosynthesis of the protein, whereas, for endogenous
DNAJC3, the net effect of CADA also relies on the natural turn-over (and degradation)
of the existing cellular DNAJC3 source before the addition of CADA. Longer treatment
(>24 h) with CADA generally enhances the protein down-modulating effect, as reported
for huCD4 [62]. Regarding the cellular DNAJC3 protein level, given that (i) transfected
cells express approximately 16 times more DNAJC3 as compared to the endogenous level
(Supplementary Figure S1D), and (ii) high CADA-treatment still allows 25% expression
of the protein (Figure 1F), different absolute expression levels of DNAJC3 were obtained
under 10 µM CADA pressure, increasing gradually from a 0.4-fold, to 4-fold, to 16-fold
increase for non-transfected, WT DNAJC3 and pPL-DNAJC3 transfected cells, respectively
(as compared to the untreated non-transfected control). One should also interpret the
obtained results (e.g., Figure 5) in light of these dose-response effects of CADA on DNAJC3.

One of the challenges of our study is the limited knowledge of DNAJC3, especially,
about the different forms of the protein (with or without SP) and the cellular localisation (ER
lumen or cytosolic). Our cell-free in vitro translation data clearly showed the existence of
two different translocated species of DNAJC3 in the PK-protected ER lumen. The presence
of a hydrophobic SP for one of the translocated DNAJC3 species suggests the anchoring of
DNAJC3 in the ER membrane; however, additional experiments (e.g., alkaline flotation) are
needed to verify this. The cell-free translation experiments were not performed with the WT
DNAJC3 protein, though the DNAJC3/huCD4 chimaeric construct most likely represents a
reliable alternative, given that it contains the N-terminal region of DNAJC3 sufficient to
retain the targeting and gating features of WT DNAJC3 [72]. Accordingly, PK treatment of a
DNAJC3/pPL chimaeric variant (used in a previous study [69]) also revealed a subfraction
of uncleaved translocated DNAJC3 (Supplementary Figure S2). This indicates that the SP
of DNAJC3 might contribute to the ultimate expression and subcellular localisation of the
protein. Of course, most of our study is based on the comparison of WT DNAJC3 with a
CADA-resistant pPL variant in which the SP of DNAJC3 has been exchanged. This could
not only have an impact on sensitivity to CADA but also on the amount of ER membrane-
anchored DNAJC3 species. From previous experiments with WT pPL (Supplementary
Figure S2), we assume that SP cleavage of pPL-DNAJC3 should be complete and that solely
SP-cleaved mature DNAJC3 proteins are present in the ER lumen, but this needs further
investigation. Thus, depending on the role of the uncleaved WT DNAJC3 species, the
comparison between CADA-sensitive and CADA-resistant DNAJC3 might not only be
limited to the different levels of free DNAJC3 in the ER lumen under CADA pressure;
therefore the presence or absence of the membrane-anchored DNAJC3 species should also
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be taken into account. However, in our immunoblot samples from HEK293T cells, we were
not able to distinguish a putative uncleaved DNAJC3 variant, questioning the survival (and
existence) of those species in cellulo. Furthermore, the significant differences in substrate
expression between the WT DNAJC3 and pPL-DNAJC3 transfected cells (Figure 3) suggest
that the SP-cleaved lumenal DNAJC3 protein is most likely the main driver in our study.
Additionally, based on the consistent dose–response effects seen in Figures 5 and 6, the
contribution of a membrane-anchored DNAJC3 species in CADA activity is questionable,
given that the condition with transfected WT DNAJC3 (orange curves in Figures 5 and 6)
would be the one with the highest amount of uncleaved translocated DNAJC3.

In the rested state, DNAJC3 is localised in the ER lumen where it has a multifunctional
role in the protection of cells from the detrimental effects of ER stress. For instance, DNAJC3,
alongside BiP, avoids protein misfolding in the early stages of ER stress after which it is
involved in the upregulation of protein synthesis [32,33,35]. This way, DNAJC3 reassures
the re-initiation of cellular processes post ER stress and, thus, contributes to the overall
fitness of the cells [32–34]. The importance of DNAJC3 during ER stress has been evidenced
in different independent clinical trial studies on the DNAJC3-related pathogenicity [51,52].
The DNAJC3-related pathogenicity involves a systematic phenotype, including the early
onset of diabetes mellitus and different neurological disorders [39,50–52]. The latter is
evidenced as a causal effect of the accumulation of cholesterol in the ER lumen of DNAJC3
deficient cells [39,53,54]. Interestingly, perturbed cholesterol metabolism is a reported
pathophysiological observation in neurological diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease and
Niemann–Pick type C disease [73,74].

A clear and consistent effect of CADA treatment is the preservation of preprotein
species that could be visualized by immunoblotting. For ERLEC1, these preproteins could
be identified even without inhibition of the proteasome. As ERLEC1 is a soluble protein
of the ER lumen, the protein has no TMD that can escape the translocon laterally to be
inserted in the lipid bilayer as is the case for huCD4 and PTK7. Additionally, ERLEC1
has no cytosolic tail that can be sensed by other cytosolic chaperones for proteasomal
degradation. It is plausible that the stalled ERLEC1 preprotein resides in the protected
channel of the ribosome exit tunnel and Sec61 translocon to escape proteasomal degradation.
In contrast, for huCD4, only very limited amounts of preprotein could be seen, and only
when rescued by MG132 treatment. It is known that the half-life of huCD4 is significantly
lower in non-lymphoid cells (such as HEK293T) as compared to T cells because of the lack
of the tyrosine kinase p56lck that normally stably interacts with the cytosolic tail of huCD4
to prevent lysosomal degradation [75]. Thus, the degradation of the huCD4 preprotein
might be more directed towards the lysosomal pathway, explaining the barely detectable
amount of rescued preprotein by proteasome inhibition. The most obvious results with
MG132 treatment were obtained for PTK7. As this is the least sensitive substrate of the
three tested CADA targets, with the partial inhibition of PTK7 expression at the highest
CADA concentrations (Figure 4B and Supplementary Figure S3B), we were able to detect
additional inhibitory effects by DNAJC3 co-transfection and/or MG132 treatment. The
synergistic effect of MG132 with CADA also suggested that with CADA some residual
translocation of PTK7 was still occurring, and that this could proceed if the few clogged
translocons were continuously cleared. Complete proteasome inhibition shuts down the
clearance of blocked translocons, thus, preventing new rounds of PTK7-targeting and
translocation, thus, reducing the expression of the mature proteins. In contrast to the two
other CADA substrates, only for PTK7 could significantly enhanced levels of preprotein be
measured when the cells were expressing high levels of DNAJC3. This would indicate that
the lumenal DNAJC3 is involved in diverting the stalled PTK7 preprotein to the proteasome.
Of course, we have no evidence of direct interaction between DNAJC3 and the stalled
protein PTK7, and DNAJC3 might not only enhance the clearance of clogged translocons
but might also have a positive effect on restarting protein translation for the next round of
PTK7-targeting and SP insertion in an available translocon.
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The data from the P2A-BFP constructs are indicative of the reduced translation of the
C-terminal part of a stalled CADA substrate, suggesting that because of stalling by CADA,
the ribosome does not ‘reach’ the very end of the transcript and, thus, cannot translate
the BFP part. In this stalled situation, the ribosome may detach more frequently from the
transcript at the P2A sequence. However, reduced translation is not because of a direct effect
of CADA on the translation process as such, as proven by the ERLEC1 construct without the
SP. Considering PTK7, co-transfection with pPL-DNAJC3 can restore the reduction in BFP
levels to normal control levels, both for the PTK7/huCD4 chimaeric protein (Figure 5C) as
for the WT full-length PTK7 control (Supplementary Figure S4C). In this context, DNAJC3
can help to rapidly clear the clogged translocons and to restart protein translation to normal
levels. Unexpectedly, for ERLEC1 (and to a lesser content also huCD4), high levels of
DNAJC3 seem to enhance even the translation of BFP under CADA pressure. This might
be related to the strong inhibition of CADA on the translocation of these substrates, as
compared to the partial inhibition on PTK7 (5-fold less sensitive). The stronger inhibition
of protein translocation by CADA might induce a stronger ‘clogging signal’ to clear the
translocon more rapidly, resulting in enhanced re-initiation of BFP translation, whereas,
for PTK7, CADA might have a more decelerating effect on translocation and subsequent
BFP production.

The most exciting data were obtained with the ERLEC1-mCD4 constructs (Figure 6).
Here, the presence of the P2A sequence clearly impacted the outcome of mCD4 expression
in relation to DNAJC3 levels (Figure 7). In general, exchanging cytosolic BFP by an ER-
targeting mCD4 did not change the relative order of the reporter expression level in relation
to the different DNAJC3 constructs (with pPL-DNAJC3 co-transfection giving the highest
upregulation). However, without exogenous DNAJC3, the presence of CADA enhanced
even the expression of mCD4. Here, one of the most suitable explanations would be
that of the enhanced targeting efficiency of mCD4 because of a stalled ribosome that had
already docked onto the ER membrane and was slowed down in its translation. This
would give mCD4 more time and higher chances to insert in a translocon quickly and
successfully, thus, enhancing the expression levels of mCD4. The additional upregulating
effects on mCD4 expression by DNAJC3 could then be because of more cleared translocons
that would be available in the vicinity of the stalled N-terminal ERLEC1. In contrast,
the expression of an mCD4 protein directly fused to ERLEC1 would become regulated
and suppressed by CADA. This is not unexpected, given that the mCD4 protein is in
fact an elongated ERLEC1 variant that is mainly controlled by the CADA-sensitive SP of
ERLEC1. However, the rather limited CADA sensitivity of the mCD4 part in the control
cells transfected with ERLEC1-mCD4 suggests that the expression of mCD4 was still under
the control of its own (CADA-resistant) SP. Additional research is needed to further explore
the functionality of the mCD4 SP in this context. The very low expression efficiency of this
mCD4 fusion protein as compared to the P2A variant (Supplementary Figure S5A) might
be related to the unsuccessful ER translocation of mCD4 and putative altered topology
with a mainly cytosolic expression of the extracellular CD4 region that did not survive the
cytosolic degradation machinery (the SP might have served as a kind of TMD in the head-
on insertion without SP cleavage). Nevertheless, the low translocation speed of mCD4 (due
to the stalled ERLEC1 part) might result in higher residual translocation into the ER lumen
due to the longer dwelling time of the temporarily stalled substrate in the translocon. The
low translocation efficiency of this construct magnified the impact of altered DNAJC3 levels
in this process. Quickly removing the stalled targets by DNAJC3 considerably reduced
the dwelling time of cargo in the translocon and prevented the residual ‘slipping’ of the
preprotein into the ER lumen. Thus, by directly reducing DNAJC3 protein levels, CADA
attenuates its net down-modulating effect on the expression of affected targets.
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Figure 7. Proposed model of co-translational translocation events in the presence of CADA and 
DNAJC3. Top panel: The ERLEC1-P2A-mCD4 construct was translated by the ribosome and was 
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Figure 7. Proposed model of co-translational translocation events in the presence of CADA and
DNAJC3. Top panel: The ERLEC1-P2A-mCD4 construct was translated by the ribosome and was
targeted to the ER membrane with import into the ER lumen of the ERLEC1 protein (blue arrow)
and insertion of mCD4 in the ER membrane (pink arrow). Under CADA pressure, ERLEC1 was
prevented from being translocated (clogged translocon) while mCD4 could still get inserted into the
ER membrane via its own SP, with even higher efficiency. When DNAJC3 was highly expressed,
the ERLEC1 clogged translocon was rapidly cleared, allowing insertion of more mCD4 in the ER
membrane while ERLEC1 translocation was consistently inhibited by CADA. Bottom panel: The
ERLEC1-mCD4 construct was translated but the ER targeting and membrane insertion of mCD4 was
at a very low level. Treatment with suboptimal levels of CADA stabilized the targeting complex and
enhanced the targeting and membrane insertion of mCD4, whereas, at high CADA concentration,
the translation and translocation of mCD4 were slightly down-regulated. The presence of high
DNAJC3 levels rapidly removed (and degraded) the stalled ERLEC1 species (and downstream mCD4
protein) and prevented the stalled mCD4 from eventually getting inserted into the ER membrane,
thus, intensifying the net down-modulating effect of CADA on its substrates.

In conclusion, the present study on the relation between CADA and DNAJC3 revealed
that higher cellular levels of DNAJC3 enhanced the sensitivity of huCD4, PTK7 and ER-
LEC1 for CADA. It also showed that CADA treatment resulted in the preservation of a
small preprotein fraction, most likely corresponding with stalled CADA substrates at the
ribosome/Sec61 translocon complex. DNAJC3 positively affected protein translation of
a reporter protein expressed downstream of a CADA-stalled substrate, suggesting that
DNAJC3 promotes the clearance of the clogged translocon. Altogether, we hypothesize that
reduced DNAJC3 levels by CADA treatment retards the clearance of clogged Sec61 translo-
cons filled with CADA-stalled substrates. This might allow more residual translocation of
CADA substrates into the ER lumen due to the longer dwelling time of the temporarily
stalled substrates in the translocon. Thus, by directly reducing DNAJC3 protein levels,
CADA attenuates its net down-modulating effect on its substrates which can be related
to the generally low impact of CADA on the proteome. However, further knowledge and
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research on DNAJC3-related pathways in ER stress would be of great help to improve our
understanding of the cellular mechanism behind blocked co-translational translocation
events, and the impact of small molecule translocation inhibitors at the molecular level.

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Compounds and Antibodies

CADA hydrochloride was synthesized as described previously [76]. CADA was
dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and stored at a stock concentration of 10 mM
at room temperature. Western blot and flow cytometry antibodies were purchased from
(i) Genscript (Piscataway, NJ, USA): anti-V5 (cat #A01724); (ii) BD Biosciences (Allschwil,
Switzerland): anti-clathrin (cat. #610500); (iii) Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA,
USA): anti-β-actin (cat. #MA1-140) and allophycocyanin (APC)-labelled anti-mouse CD4
(clone GK1.5; cat. #47-0041-82); (iv) Sigma (Saint Louis, MO, USA): anti-FLAG (cat. #F1804);
(v) Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA, USA): anti-DNAJC3 (p58IPK) (cat. #2940S);
(vi) Dako (Santa Clara, CA, USA): HRP-labelled goat anti-mouse immunoglobulins (cat.
#P0447) and HRP-labelled swine anti-rabbit (cat. #P0399).

4.2. Plasmids and Mutagenesis

As described in a previous report [69], the ERLEC1 expression vector (pGEM-T back-
bone) was purchased from Sino biological (Beijing, China), the PTK7 expression vector
(pDONR223 backbone) from Addgene (Watertown, MA, USA) and the DNAJC3 expression
vector (pDONR223 backbone) from the DNASU plasmid repository (Tempe, AZ, USA).

Constructs for western blot were designed to include the simian virus 5 (V5) epitope
(GKPIPNPLLGLD) at the C-terminus of the protein of interest. Site-directed mutagenesis
of all constructs was performed with the Q5 site-directed mutagenesis kit (New England
Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) or NEBuilder HiFi DNA assembly kit (New England Biolabs,
Ipswich, MA, USA) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Plasmid DNA was isolated
using the Nucleospin Plasmid Transfection grade system (Macherey Nagel, Düren, Ger-
many) supplemented with an endotoxin removal wash. The concentration of all constructs
was determined with a NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer and sequences were confirmed
by automated capillary Sanger sequencing (Macrogen Europe).

4.3. Transient Transfection

HEK293T cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (DMEM), sup-
plemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (HyClone, Logan, UT, USA). Cells were
seeded at 4 × 105 cells/mL and incubated overnight at 37 ◦C prior to transfection the next
day. Lipofectamine LTX (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was used for the
transfection of plasmid DNA according to the manufacturer’s protocol. CADA and/or
MG132 (Sigma, Saint Louis, MO, USA) was added 6 h post transfection and cells were lysed
for immunoblotting or fixed in paraformaldehyde for antibody staining and subsequent
flow cytometric analysis.

4.4. Immunoblotting

After CADA treatment, cells were collected and lysed in Nonidet P-40 buffer (1%,
supplemented with 50 mM Tris HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, protease inhibitor cocktail
(Roche, Basel, Switzerland) and PMSF). Lysates were run on between 4 and 12% Criterion
XT Bis-Tris gels in MES buffer (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA), transferred to PVDF or
nitrocellulose membranes using the BioRad Trans-Blot Turbo transfer system (Bio-Rad,
Hercules, CA, USA), blocked with 5% non-fat dried milk in TBST and incubated with a
primary and secondary antibody. SuperSignal West Pico and Femto chemiluminescence
reagent (Thermo Fisher scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was used for detection with a
ChemiDoc MP system (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Signal intensities were quantified with
Image Lab software v5.0 (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Differences in protein concentration
between each lane were compensated by normalisation to the clathrin heavy chain or
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β-actin signal. To compare the down-modulating activity of CADA, IC50 values were
calculated with GraphPad Prism 8 software (San Diego, CA, USA) on a four-parameter
concentration–response curve fitted to data from at least three replicate experiments with
flow cytometry. The absolute IC50 value represented the compound concentration that
resulted in the 50% reduction in the protein level.

4.5. Antibody Staining and Flow Cytometry

After CADA treatment, cells were collected, fixed and permeabilized with fixa-
tion/permeabilization solution (BD biosciences, Allschwil, Switzerland) and subsequently
washed with perm/wash solution (BD biosciences, Allschwil, Switzerland). Next, cells
were stained with antibodies and incubated at 4 ◦C for 45 min. Samples were then washed
with perm/wash solution (BD biosciences) and fixed in PBS containing 1% formaldehyde
before acquisition on BD FACS Celesta flow cytometer (Beckton Dickinson) with BD FACS-
Diva 8.0.1 software (BD biosciences, Allschwil, Switzerland). All data were analyzed in
FlowJo X v10 (BD biosciences, Allschwil, Switzerland).

4.6. Cell-Free In Vitro Translation and Translocation

The DNAJC3 SP and first 62AA of mature DNAJC3 were fused upstream of huCD4
with PCR. The Qiagen EasyXpress linear template kit was used to generate linear DNA
fragments using PCR. The PCR products were purified and transcribed in vitro using
T7 RNA polymerase (RiboMAX system; Promega, Madison, WI, USA). All transcripts
were translated in the presence of rabbit reticulocyte lysate (Promega, Madison, WI, USA)
in the presence of L-35S- methionine (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA). Translations
were performed at 30 ◦C in the presence or absence of ovine pancreatic microsomes and
CADA as described elsewhere. Samples were treated with proteinase K (Roche, Basel,
Switzerland) on ice for 30 min. Protein digestion was stopped with phenylmethylsulfonyl
fluoride (PMSF; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) after which samples were
washed with a low-salt buffer (80 mM KOAc, 2 mM Mg(OAc)2, 50 mM Hepes, pH 7.6),
and radiolabelled proteins were isolated by centrifugation (10 min at 21.382 g, 4 ◦C). The
proteins were then separated with SDS-PAGE and detected by phosphor imaging (Cyclone
Plus storage phosphor system; PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA).
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Abstract: Protein import into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is the first step in the biogenesis of
around 10,000 different soluble and membrane proteins in humans. It involves the co- or post-
translational targeting of precursor polypeptides to the ER, and their subsequent membrane insertion
or translocation. So far, three pathways for the ER targeting of precursor polypeptides and four
pathways for the ER targeting of mRNAs have been described. Typically, these pathways deliver
their substrates to the Sec61 polypeptide-conducting channel in the ER membrane. Next, the pre-
cursor polypeptides are inserted into the ER membrane or translocated into the ER lumen, which
may involve auxiliary translocation components, such as the TRAP and Sec62/Sec63 complexes,
or auxiliary membrane protein insertases, such as EMC and the TMCO1 complex. Recently, the
PEX19/PEX3-dependent pathway, which has a well-known function in targeting and inserting vari-
ous peroxisomal membrane proteins into pre-existent peroxisomal membranes, was also found to act
in the targeting and, putatively, insertion of monotopic hairpin proteins into the ER. These either
remain in the ER as resident ER membrane proteins, or are pinched off from the ER as components
of new lipid droplets. Therefore, the question arose as to whether this pathway may play a more
general role in ER protein targeting, i.e., whether it represents a fourth pathway for the ER targeting
of precursor polypeptides. Thus, we addressed the client spectrum of the PEX19/PEX3-dependent
pathway in both PEX3-depleted HeLa cells and PEX3-deficient Zellweger patient fibroblasts by
an established approach which involved the label-free quantitative mass spectrometry of the total
proteome of depleted or deficient cells, as well as differential protein abundance analysis. The
negatively affected proteins included twelve peroxisomal proteins and two hairpin proteins of the
ER, thus confirming two previously identified classes of putative PEX19/PEX3 clients in human cells.
Interestingly, fourteen collagen-related proteins with signal peptides or N-terminal transmembrane
helices belonging to the secretory pathway were also negatively affected by PEX3 deficiency, which
may suggest compromised collagen biogenesis as a hitherto-unknown contributor to organ failures
in the respective Zellweger patients.

Keywords: endoplasmic reticulum; lipid droplets; peroxisomes; PEX3; protein targeting; membrane
protein insertion; protein translocation; label-free quantitative mass spectrometry; differential protein
abundance analysis; Zellweger syndrome

1. Introduction

Analogously to the division of the human body into several organs, the nucleated
human cell is divided into various different compartments, the cell organelles, which are
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surrounded—and thereby separated from the cytosol—by biological membranes. How-
ever, the vast majority of the approximately 30,000 types of the polypeptides—along with
their isoforms—of a human cell are synthesized in the cytosol. Therefore, the proteins
of the different organelles have to be sorted to the correct organelles and, subsequently,
inserted into or translocated across the organellar membrane(s). The protein import into
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is the first step in the biogenesis of about 10,000 different
soluble and membrane proteins of human cells [1–4]. These were found to fulfill their
functions in the membrane or lumen of the ER, along with the nuclear envelope, in one of
the organelles belonging to the pathways of endo- and exocytosis (i.e., ERGIC, Golgi appa-
ratus, endosome, lysosome, transport vesicles), or at the cell surface as plasma membrane-
or secretory-proteins. Excluding resident proteins of the ER, most of the correctly folded
and assembled proteins are delivered from the ER to their functional location by vesicular
transport, which involves vesicles budding off from subdomains of the tubular ER, which
are termed “exit sites” (ERES) [5,6]. In recent years, however, an increasing number of
proteins destined to lipid droplets (LDs), peroxisomes or mitochondria were observed to
be targeted to the ER as well, prior to their integration into budding LDs or peroxisomes, or
prior to their delivery to mitochondria via the recently-identified ER–SURF pathway [7–11].
LDs and peroxisomes are ER-derived organelles, and their biogenesis occurs in specialized
subdomains of the tubular ER [8,10].

Protein import into the ER involves ER membrane targeting as the initial step, and
the insertion of nascent or fully-synthesized membrane proteins into—or the translocation
of soluble precursor polypeptides across—the ER membrane as the second step [1–4].
Typically, both processes depend on N-terminal signal peptides (SPs) or transmembrane
helices (TMHs) in the precursor polypeptides that serve as signals [4,12–14]. Generally,
the Sec61 complex of the ER membrane represents the entry point for most of these
precursor polypeptides into the organelle (Table 1) [1–4]. A variety of proteins rely on
the Sec61 complex for their integration into the ER lumen or their translocation across the
ER membrane (Figure 1a). These include SP-containing soluble or GPI-anchored proteins,
bitopic type I (C-in N-out) and type II (N-in C-out) proteins, and multispanning membrane
proteins. Sec61 is also implicated in the membrane insertion of proteins without N-terminal
SPs, such as type III (C-in N-out) [4] and C-tail-anchored (TA) (N-in C-out) membrane
proteins [15–17], and even monotopic hairpin proteins (C-in N-in) [18,19]. In these cases,
however, the role of Sec61 is less clear, and auxiliary factors such as the TRAP complex, the
Sec62/Sec63 complex, or insertases such as the ER membrane protein complex (EMC) or
the TMCO1 complex are required in addition [4]. Especially the membrane insertion of TA-
proteins predominantly relies on the insertase WRB/CAML [15–17]. In conclusion, several
co- and post-translational protein targeting pathways merge at the Sec61 complex in the
ER membrane, including the co-translational SRP/SR-pathway and the post-translational
SRP-independent or SND pathways [2,4,20–26].

In addition, there is the targeting of mRNAs to the ER membrane, which involves
mRNA receptors (such as KTN1), or receptors for ribosome nascent chain complexes with
nascent chains, which are not yet long enough to be able to interact with SRP (such as
RRBP1) [27–33]. However, one general lesson from the analysis of all these pathways is
that they are not strictly separated from each other, and there are at least some precursor
polypeptides which can be targeted to the ER by more than one pathway (such as some
small presecretory proteins and some tail-anchored membrane proteins) [23,25,26]. Thus,
the targeting pathways have overlapping substrate specificities, and can substitute for
each other, at least to a certain extent. The characterization of all of these pathways and
mechanisms is also of medical importance, as several of the components are linked to
human hereditary or tumor diseases, or are hijacked by viral or bacterial agents [34].

Recent work identified the PEX19/PEX3-dependent pathway as a fourth pathway
for the ER targeting of precursor polypeptides [35,36]. PEX3 (also termed peroxisomal
biogenesis factor 3 or Peroxin-3) was first identified in yeast, and is a membrane protein
with an N-terminal transmembrane domain and a large C-terminal domain, which faces
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the cytosol both in yeast and in humans [37–41]. Originally, it was characterized as a
peroxisomal membrane protein, which cooperates with the cytosolic protein PEX19 in
the targeting of peroxisomal membrane proteins to pre-existent peroxisomes and in the
facilitation of their membrane insertion [38,40]. However, PEX3 is also present in discrete
subdomains of ER membranes, and is involved in the targeting of an unknown number of
precursor proteins to ER membranes, and possibly in their membrane insertion [35,36]. So
far, these precursor proteins include membrane proteins, which either remain in the ER (the
two-hairpin or reticulon-domain containing proteins ARL6IP1, RTN3A, and RTN4C) [35] or
are pinched off in LDs (such as the hairpin protein UBXD8) [36]. At the ER, PEX3 cooperates
with the farnesylated variant of PEX19 [36,39]. Thus, the farnesylation of PEX19 is most
likely decisive in delivering precursor polypeptides to either pre-existent peroxisomes or
the ER [7,8]. These observations raised the question of whether this pathway may play a
more general role in ER protein targeting. Defects in the human PEX3 gene are linked to
a particularly devastating form of Zellweger syndrome, which belongs to the peroxisome
biogenesis disorders, and is also termed “cerebro-hepato-renal syndrome” to indicate the
most important affected organs [41–44]. Infants with the disease typically die within their
first year of life because of the complete absence of peroxisomes in all of the cells of the body.

Here, we address the client spectrum of PEX3 in ER protein targeting in human cells
and, simultaneously, the question of whether the PEX19/PEX3-dependent pathway to the
ER can also target precursor polypeptides to the Sec61 complex. The approach involves
transiently PEX3-depleted HeLa cells or chronically PEX3-deficient Zellweger patient
fibroblasts in combination with differential proteomic analysis by label-free quantitative
mass spectrometry (MS) and differential protein abundance analysis (Figure 1b). Thus, we
report on negatively and positively affected proteins after the partial depletion of PEX3 in
HeLa cells and in PEX3-deficient Zellweger patient fibroblasts.

Table 1. Protein transport components and associated proteins in HeLa cells and linked diseases.

Component/Subunit for ER Targeting Abundance 1 Localization 2 Linked Diseases

#p34 (LRC59, LRRC59) 3 2480 ERM

#p180 (RRBP1) 135 ERM Hepatocellular Carcinoma, Colorectal
Cancer

Kinectin 1 (KTN1) 263 ERM

AEG-1 (LYRIC, MTDH) 575 ERM

#SRP 4 C
− SRP72 355 Aplasia, Myelodysplasia
− SRP68 197

− SRP54 228 Neutropenia, Pancreas
Insufficiency

− SRP19 33
− SRP14 4295
− SRP9 3436
− 7SL RNA

SRP receptor ERM
− SRα (docking protein) 249
− SRβ 173

Calmodulin 9428 C

for ER targeting and, possibly, for membrane
integration

hSnd1 unknown
Snd receptor ERM

− hSnd2 (TMEM208) 81
− hSnd3 § 49

PEX19 80 C Zellweger Syndrome
PEX3 103 ERM, PexM Zellweger Syndrome
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Table 1. Cont.

Component/Subunit for ER Targeting Abundance 1 Localization 2 Linked Diseases

for ER targeting plus membrane integration

#Bag6 complex C
− TRC35 (Get4) 171
− Ubl4A 177
− Bag6 (Bat3) 133

SGTA 549 C
TRC40 (Asna1, Get3) 381 C
TA receptor ERM

− CAML (CAMLG, Get2) 5
− WRB (CHD5, Get1) 4 Congenital Heart Disease

for ER membrane integration

ERM protein complex

ERM

− EMC1 124
− EMC2 300
− EMC3 270
− EMC4 70
− EMC5 (MMGT1) 35
− EMC6 (TMEM93) 5
− EMC7 247
− EMC8 209
− EMC9 1
− EMC10 3

#TMCO1 complex §

ERM
Glaucoma, Cerebrofaciothoracic

Dysplasia

− TMCO1 2013
− Nicalin 99
− TMEM147 21
− CCDC47 (Calumin) 193
− NOMO 267

PAT complex
ERM− PAT10 (Asterix)

− CCDC47 (Calumin) 193

for ER membrane integration plus translocation

#Sec61 complex § ERM
− Sec61α1 139 Diabetes 5, CVID 6, TKD, Neutropenia
− Sec61β 456 PLD, Colorectal cancer
− Sec61γ 400 GBM, Hepatocellular carcinoma

#Sec62 (TLOC1) 26 ERM Breast-, Prostate-, Cervix-, Lung-cancer

ER Chaperones
− Sec63 (ERj2) 168 ERM PLD, Colorectal cancer
− #ERj1 (DNAJC1) 8 ERM
− BiP (Grp78, HSPA5) 8253 ERL HUS
− Grp170 (HYOU1) 923 ERL
− Sil1 (BAP) 149 ERL MSS

#Calnexinpalmitoylated 7278 ERM

#TRAM1 26 ERM

TRAM2 40 ERM

#TRAP complex ERM
− TRAPα ((SSR1) 568
− TRAPβ (SSR2)

− TRAPγ (SSR3) 1701 CDG, Hepatocellular
Carcinoma

− TRAPδ (SSR4) 3212 CDG

#RAMP4 (SERP1) ERM
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Table 1. Cont.

Component/Subunit for ER Targeting Abundance 1 Localization 2 Linked Diseases

for covalent modification

#Oligosaccharyltransferase (OST-A) ERM
− RibophorinI (Rpn1) 1956
− RibophorinII (Rpn2) 527
− OST48 273 CDG
− Dad1 464
− OST4
− TMEM258
− Stt3A * 430 CDG
− DC2
− Kcp2

Oligosaccharyltransferase (OST-B)
− RibophorinI (Rpn1) 1956
− RibophorinII (Rpn2) 527
− OST48 273 CDG
− Dad1 464
− OST4
− TMEM258
− Stt3B * 150 CDG
− TUSC3 CDG
− MagT1 33

Signal peptidase (SPC-A) ERM
− SPC12 2733
− SPC18 * (SEC11A)
− SPC22/23 334
− SPC25 94

Signal peptidase (SPC-C) ERM
− SPC12 2733
− SPC21 * (SEC11C)
− SPC22/23 334
− SPC25 94

GPI transamidase (GPI-T)

ERM

− GPAA1 9
− PIG-K 38
− PIG-S 86
− PIG-T 20
− PIG-U 42

1 Abundance refers to the concentration (nM) of the respective protein in HeLa cells, as reported by Hein et al. [45]. 2 Localization
refers to the functional intracellular localization(s) of the respective protein [1–4,35,36,41], i.e., C, Cytosol, ERL, ER lumen, ERM, ER
membrane, PexM, and Peroxisome membrane. 3 Alternative protein names are given in parentheses. 4 Complexes are indicated by
italics. Abbreviations for the protein names: EMC, ER membrane (protein) complex; GET, guided entry of tail-anchored proteins; SEC,
(protein involved in) secretion; SND, SRP-independent; SR, SRP receptor; SRP, signal recognition particle; SSR, signal sequence receptor;
TMEM, transmembrane (protein); TRAM, translocating chain-associating membrane (protein); TRAP, translocon-associated protein; TRC,
transmembrane recognition complex. 5 Diabetes was linked to the particular protein in mice. 6 Abbreviation for diseases: CDG, congenital
disorder of glycosylation; CVID, common variable immunodeficiency; GBM, glioblastoma multiforme; HUS, hemolytic-uremic syndrome;
MSS, Marinesco-Sjögren syndrome; PLD, polycystic liver disease; TKD, tubulointerstitial kidney disease, as reported by Sicking et al. [34].
# indicates ribosome binding ability; § indicates ion channel activity; * indicates enzymatically active subunit.
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Figure 1. Types of ER membrane proteins and our experimental strategy to address their biogenesis. (a) The cartoon depicts
a signal peptide (SP) (in yellow) and six types of ER membrane proteins (MP) (in black), together with their membrane
protein type and the mechanism of membrane insertion (both indicated below the cartoon). Cleavable SPs (in yellow) can
facilitate the ER import of secretory proteins (in green), glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored membrane proteins (in
green), and several types of membrane proteins, including single-spanning type I membrane proteins. Positively charged
amino acid residues (+) play an important role in membrane protein and SP orientation, i.e., they typically follow the
positive inside rule [14]. Amino-terminal transmembrane helices (TMHs) can serve as signal-anchor sequences to facilitate
the membrane insertion of type II, type III, and many multi-spanning membrane proteins. In the case of membrane proteins
with amino-terminal TMHs, membrane insertion typically involves the same components and mechanisms, which deliver
secretory proteins (in green) and GPI-anchored membrane proteins (in green) to the ER lumen. The central component here
is the Sec61 complex. In some cases, however, auxiliary membrane protein insertases, such as EMC or TMCO1 complex,
play a role. These can also operate as stand-alone membrane protein insertases, an activity that they have in common with
the WRB/CAML complex [4]. Hairpin (HP) proteins have a monotopic topology with N- and C-termini facing the cytosol,
and some of them require PEX3 for membrane targeting. C, carboxy-terminus; N, amino-terminus. (b) The experimental
strategy was as follows: siRNA-mediated gene silencing using two different siRNAs for each target and one non-targeting
(control) siRNA, respectively, with three replicates for each siRNA for 96 h, followed by the label-free quantitative analysis
of the total cellular proteome, and then differential protein abundance analysis to identify negatively affected proteins
(i.e., putative clients of the target) and positively affected proteins (i.e., putative compensatory mechanisms), and finally
validation by Western blot. In addition, PEX3-deficient Zellweger patient cells were analyzed in triplicates.
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2. Results
2.1. Quantitative Proteomic Analysis of HeLa Cells after the Transient and Partial Depletion of
PEX3 by siRNA

Our approach to the characterization of the client spectrum of PEX3 in ER protein
targeting involves the gene silencing of the putative receptor PEX3 in HeLa Kyoto cells
with two different targeting siRNAs in parallel to a non-targeting or control siRNA, and
differential proteomic analysis by label-free quantitative MS analysis and differential
protein abundance analysis (Figure 1b). This protocol was developed and previously
used to characterize the client spectrum and client SP features of ER protein translocation
components, including Sec61 complex (as a proof on concept), TRAP complex, Sec62/Sec63
complex, TRAM1-protein, ERj1, BiP, and the mRNA targeting components KTN1 and
RRBP1 [33,46–48]. The approach is based on the assumption that polypeptide precursors,
which have to be imported into the ER, are degraded by the proteasome in the cytosol
upon interference with their ER targeting or translocation because their SPs or TMHs are
not easily compatible with the aqueous character of the cytosol. Therefore, their cellular
levels are decreased compared to those of the control cells, and this change is detected by
quantitative MS and subsequent differential protein abundance analysis [46]. Typically,
the decrease was observed to be accompanied by an increase of ubiquitin-conjugating
enzymes [33,46–48]. Furthermore, a simultaneous increase in other ER import components
was detected, which is consistent with the overlap of pathways and, additionally, may
indicate a genetic interaction between different pathways and cellular compensation.

Here, we applied the established experimental strategy to identify precursor polypep-
tides that may depend on PEX3-dependent targeting to the ER [46]. They were expected
among the negatively affected proteins in the label-free quantitative MS and subsequent dif-
ferential protein abundance analysis. HeLa cells were treated in triplicates with two differ-
ent PEX3-targeting siRNAs (PEX3 #1 siRNA, PEX3 #2 siRNA) in parallel to a non-targeting
(control) siRNA for 96 h. Each MS experiment provided proteome-wide abundance data as
LFQ intensities for three sample groups: one control (non-targeting siRNA treated) and
two stimuli (down-regulation by two different targeting siRNAs directed against the same
gene), which each having three data points (Figure 1b). In order to identify which proteins
were affected by knock-down in siRNA-treated cells relative to the non-targeting (control)
siRNA treated sample, we log2-transformed the ratio between the siRNA and control
siRNA samples, and performed two separate unpaired t-tests for each siRNA against the
control siRNA sample according to [46]. The p values obtained by the unpaired t-tests
were corrected for multiple testing using a permutation-based false discovery rate (FDR)
test. The proteins with an FDR-adjusted p value of below 5% were considered significantly
affected by the knock-down of the targeted protein.

After PEX3 depletion, 6488 different proteins were quantitatively detected by MS in
all of the samples (Figure S1, Tables 2, S1 and S2). The MS data were deposited to the
ProteomeXchange Consortium via the PRIDE partner repository [49] with the dataset iden-
tifier PXD012005 (http://www.proteomexchange.org; last accessed on 2 May 2021). They
included the expected representations of proteins with cleaved SP (7%), N-glycosylated
proteins (9%), and membrane proteins (13%), which were comparable to the previously
published Sec61 and TRAP experiments (Figure S1c, left small pies) [46]. Through the
application of the established statistical analysis, we found that transient PEX3 depletion
significantly affected the steady-state levels of 13 proteins: 13 negatively and none pos-
itively (with a permutation-based false discovery rate-adjusted p value < 0.05). As had
to be expected, PEX3 itself was negatively affected (Figure S1a, volcano plots), which
was confirmed by Western blot analysis (Figure S1b). The identified precursors included
one protein with cleavable SP (the ER membrane protein AGPAT1), and two membrane
proteins with TMH (not counting PEX3), i.e., the endo- and lysosomal membrane protein
TMEM192 with four transmembrane domains, and the single-pass type II plasma mem-
brane protein SGCD (Figure S1b, Table S2). Of these three negatively affected proteins, one
was N-glycosylated (SGCD). There were no proteins with an annotated functional location
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in peroxisomes or LDs among the negatively affected proteins. There was no positively
affected protein observed. These results raise the question of why PEX3 depletion from
HeLa cells had hardly any effect on the cellular proteome. There are several possibilities.
The simplest answer would be that the depletion efficiency of 85% may not have been high
enough to cause the accumulation of precursor proteins. Another answer could be that
PEX3 function in ER protein import in HeLa cells is not essential, i.e., it can be substituted
by other proteins or pathways. Another possibility is that the accumulating precursors
were not degraded but aggregated in the cytosol, or ended up in other organelles, where
they were protected from degradation. These possibilities will we considered in further
detail in the discussion.

Table 2. Statistics for the identification of putative PEX3 clients in comparison to the previously identified clients for ER
membrane targeting and translocation components.

Proteins PEX3 Z 1 RRBP1 2 KTN1 2 SEC61 2 TRAP 2 CDG 1,2

Quantified proteins 8178 6328 4813 4947 7212 7670 5920
Statistically analyzed proteins 6488 6328 4813 4947 5129 5911 5920

representing the secretory pathway (%) 29 29 26 27 26 27 36
Proteins with SP (%) 7 7 6 6 6 7 nd 3

N-Glycoproteins (%) 9 9 8 8 8 8 nd
Membrane proteins (%) 13 13 12 13 12 13 nd
Positively affected proteins 0 97 157 25 342 77 39
Negatively affected proteins 13 141 141 45 482 180 279

representing the secretory pathway (%) 54 39 37 41 61 40 36
Negatively affected proteins with SP (%) 8 19 18 7 41 22 12
Negatively affected N-glycoproteins (%) 8 21 17 18 45 23 17
Negatively affected membrane proteins (%) 31 18 18 22 36 26 23
Negatively affected proteins with SP 1 27 21 3 197 38 34

including N-glycoproteins 0 23 16 3 158 28 30
corresponding to % 0 85 76 100 80 74 88
including membrane proteins 1 6 6 1 77 19 16
corresponding to % 100 22 29 33 39 50 53

Negatively affected proteins with TMH 3 16 18 8 98 22 41
including N-glycoproteins 1 6 7 4 56 11 17
corresponding to % 33 38 39 50 57 50 41

Negatively affected peroxisomal proteins 1 12 0 1 1 0 1
corresponding to % 8 9 nd 2 0 nd 0
including membrane proteins 1 6 nd 0 1 0 1
corresponding to % 100 50 nd nd 100 nd 100

Negatively affected mitochondrial proteins 0 14 6 1 29 14 21
corresponding to % nd 10 4 2 1 1 1
including membrane proteins nd 4 3 0 11 3 8
corresponding to % nd 29 50 nd 38 21 38

1 Z and CDG refer to immortalized fibroblasts from patients suffering from Zellweger syndrome or a congenital disorder of glycosylation.
2 Refers to siRNA-mediated knockdown HeLa cells, and was previously published [33,46]. 3 nd, not determined.

2.2. Quantitative Proteomic Analysis of PEX3-Deficient Zellweger Patient Fibroblasts

In the course of our previous analysis of Sec62- and Sec63 clients, we moved from the
respective siRNA-treated and incompletely depleted HeLa cells with low client numbers
on to CRISPR/Cas9-treated and deficient HEK293 cells, and indeed, we identified many
more clients [47]. Therefore, we sought to test whether a complete PEX3 knockout in cells
leads to the depletion of putative PEX3 client proteins. Therefore, we subjected control
fibroblasts and immortalized Zellweger patient fibroblasts with PEX3 deficiency [41], which
had been grown in triplicates, to label-free quantitative proteomic analysis and differential
protein abundance analysis, and analyzed the data for negatively affected proteins, i.e.,
potential PEX3 clients (Figure 2, Tables 2, S3–S5). The MS data were deposited to the
ProteomeXchange Consortium via the PRIDE partner repository [49] with the dataset
identifier PXD012005 (http://www.proteomexchange.org; last accessed on 2 May 2021).
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proteome. The protein annotations of the SPs, membrane location, and N-glycosylation in humans were extracted from Uni-
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Figure 2. Volcano plots and Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment for PEX3-deficient Zellweger patient fibroblasts. (a) The
differentially affected proteins were characterized by the mean difference of their intensities plotted against the respective
permutation-based false discovery rate-adjusted p-values in the volcano plots; PEX3 is highlighted. In addition, the proteins,
which were negatively affected by PEX3 deficiency are given in the right panel. (b) PEX3 deficiency was evaluated by
Western blot. The molecular mass values are indicated in kilodaltons (KDa). Only the area of interest of the blot is shown;
the original images are shown in the Supplementary Materials. (c) The classification of the putative PEX3 clients was based
on GO enrichment factors where the results from the complete set of quantified proteins in the left panel are compared with
the negatively affected proteome. The protein annotations of the SPs, membrane location, and N-glycosylation in humans
were extracted from UniProtKB, and were used to determine the enrichment of the GO annotations among the negatively
affected proteins.
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We quantitatively identified a total of 6328 different proteins by MS, 141 of which
were negatively affected by PEX3 deficiency in the patient fibroblasts versus the control
fibroblasts. As had to be expected, PEX3 itself was negatively affected (Figure 2a, vol-
cano plots), which was confirmed by Western blot (Figure 2b). Applying the established
statistical analysis, we found that PEX3 deficiency significantly affected the steady-state
levels of 238 proteins: 141 negatively and 97 positively (permutation-based false discovery
rate-adjusted p value < 0.05). Of the negatively affected proteins, GO terms assigned 39.2%
to organelles of the endocytic and exocytic pathways (Figure 2c, large pies), which corre-
sponds to a 1.36-fold enrichment (Figure 2c, large pies, 39.2% divided by 28.91% = 1.36)
and is below the average values of 1.46 and 1.94 observed after the depletion of the mRNA
targeting components KTN1 (1.55) and RRBP1 (1.37), and the translocation components
Sec61 (2.37) and TRAP (1.5), respectively (Table 2) [33,46]. In contrast to the PEX3-knock-
down cells (Figure S1c), we also detected the enrichment of proteins with SP (2.65–fold),
N-glycosylated proteins (2.2-fold), and membrane proteins (1.36–fold) (Figure 2c, small
pies), which was lower compared to the Sec61 (6.51, 2.83, 2.51) and TRAP experiments (3.3,
2.7, 2.1), but higher compared to the KTN1 (1, 2.09, 1.76) and RRBP1 experiments (2.44,
2.12, 1.46) [33,46].

The negatively affected proteins of the secretory pathway included 27 proteins with
cleavable SP (including six collagens or collagen-like proteins, three collagen-modifying
proteins, three ER lumenal proteins—i.e., FKBP7, PCSK9, and PDIA5—the lysosomal
cathepsin CTSB, eight secretory proteins, the ER membrane protein PLOD2, and the
plasma membrane proteins ENPP4, HLA-C, ICAM1, ITGB5, and LRRC15 (Figure 2a).

Furthermore, 15 membrane proteins of the secretory pathway with TMH (not counting
PEX3) were negatively affected, i.e., most notably the two ER-resident hairpin proteins
ATL1 and RTN3; the three tail-anchored proteins CCDC136, STX6 and VAMP3; the ER
membrane proteins DHRS7B, ERMP1, and TMUB2; the Golgi protein MAN1A1; the
plasma membrane proteins AIFM2 (which has additional locations, see below), COLEC12,
CYBRD1, ENPP1, and TMEM237; and the nuclear envelope protein TOR1AIP1 (Figure 2a,
Tables 3 and S4). Of these 42 negatively affected proteins, 29 were N-glycosylated proteins
(23 with SP and 6 with TMH).

Interestingly, there were 14 precursors of mitochondrial proteins negatively affected
by PEX3 deficiency (Table S4), a phenomenon previously observed after the depletion of
RRBP1 from HeLa cells and attributed to their physiological trafficking from the ER to
mitochondria via the newly identified ER-SURF pathway [11,33]. Among these negatively
affected mitochondrial proteins were three outer membrane proteins (AIFM2, RHOT1,
VAT1), one inner membrane protein (NDUFV3), and ten matrix proteins, two of which had
a dual localization in the mitochondria and peroxisomes (ACAD11, SCP2). Alternatively,
our observation of mitochondrial proteins among the negatively affected ones may be due
to the findings that PEX19, at least, associates with peroxisomes and mitochondria, and,
for example, facilitates the protein biogenesis of the tail-anchored membrane proteins Fis1
and Gem1 for both organelles [50].

The positively affected proteins in the PEX3-deficient fibroblasts included cell adhesion
molecules (such as ITGA1, L1CAM, and NCAM1), signal transduction components of
the plasma membrane (ANXA3, PKD2), mitochondrial membrane proteins of the inner
membrane with functions in protein import into the mitochondria (DNAJC15) or protein
quality control (OMA1), and the cytosolic chaperone HSPB6.

2.3. Negatively Affected Precursor Proteins in Zellweger Patient Fibroblasts Are Specific for PEX3-
Deficiency, and Are Partially Affected in PEX3-Depleted HeLa Cells

In order to validate the proteomic data on putative PEX3-substrates, we conducted
independent Western blot experiments with the PEX3-deficient Zellweger and control
fibroblasts for the SP-containing candidate PDIA5, the hairpin protein RTN3, the dual
topology LD/peroxisome protein Far1, and the peroxisomal protein ACBD5 (Figure 3).
All of these proteins were depleted in PEX3-deficient fibroblasts, fully confirming the
proteomic analysis and verifying them as putative PEX3 clients. Interestingly, for RTN3,
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we observed that specifically the 100 kDa isoform was depleted in the PEX3-deficient cells,
while the 25 kDa isoform remained largely unaltered (Figure 3, e versus f).

For PEX3-depleted HeLa cells, we observed that 17 of the 48 negative hits were not
quantified, and that 18 out of 31 putative PEX3 clients in Zellweger patient fibroblasts
(i.e., 58%) were also negatively affected by PEX3 depletion in HeLa cells (including two
out of three tail-anchored proteins, one out of two hairpin proteins, and four out of six
peroxisomal proteins), but did not meet the stringent significance threshold (Table S6 and
proteins indicated in red in Figure 2). Notably, the PEX3 depletion in the HeLa cells was
not as efficient as it was in the fibroblasts (log2-fold change: -3.5 versus -4.6) (Figures 2
and S1). Hence, it is understandable that the levels of the putative PEX3 clients are less
perturbed in HeLa cells than in fibroblasts. Still, the majority of them (18 versus 13) are
perturbed in the same negative direction as they are in fibroblasts (Table S1).

We consider these putative clients of PEX3 for organelles of the secretory pathway
to be specific for additional reasons. First, the negatively affected proteins included, as
expected, twelve precursors of proteins with a functional location in peroxisomes (not
counting PEX3), including six peroxisomal membrane proteins (Figure 2a) (Table 3). The
peroxisomal membrane proteins were ABCD3, ACBD5, AGPS, FAR1, PEX13, and PXMP2.
Notably, the tail-anchored membrane protein FAR1 exhibits a dual topology, and can
locate to peroxisomes as well as to LDs [51]. Second, with two hairpin proteins, ATL1
and RTN3, among the negatively affected proteins, we also confirmed a second class
of already-known PEX3 clients in human cells under physiological conditions (Table 3).
Third, only one of the negatively affected peroxisomal proteins, PEX13, had previously
been observed for TRAP-deficient fibroblasts from patients who suffer from congenital
disorders of glycosylation (CDG) and are either SSR3- (coding for TRAPγ) or SSR4 (TRAPδ)-
deficient [46]. Furthermore, there was no overlap in the positively affected proteins that
accumulate in either CDG or Zellweger patient fibroblasts.

Table 3. Negatively affected proteins in PEX3-deficient cells, i.e., putative PEX3 substrates.

Gene Subcellular Location Membrane Protein Type SS or TMH

ACBD5 Peroxisome membrane Single-spanning membrane protein

COLEC12 Membrane Single-spanning type II membrane protein TMH

LRRC15 Membrane Single-spanning type I membrane protein SP

PEX3 Peroxisome membrane Single-spanning membrane protein

TOR1AIP1 Nuclear envelope inner membrane Single-spanning membrane protein TMH

COL1A1 Secreted, Extracellular space, Extracellular matrix SP

AGPS Peroxisome membrane

ACAD11 Peroxisome, Mitochondrion

STX6 Golgi apparatus membrane Tail-anchored membrane protein tail anchor

CCDC136 Acrosome membrane, Secretory vesicle, Cytoplasmic vesicle Tail-anchored membrane protein tail anchor

FAR1 Peroxisome membrane Tail-anchored membrane protein tail anchor

PXMP2 Peroxisome membrane Multi-spanning membrane protein

ATL1 Cell projection, Golgi apparatus membrane, ER membrane, Hairpin membrane protein with one HP hairpin

COL6A2 Extracellular matrix, Membrane, Secreted, Extracellular space SP

LOX Extracellular space, Secreted SP

ERMP1 ER membrane Multi-spanning membrane protein TMH

CYBRD1 Membrane Multi-spanning membrane protein TMH

TMUB2 Membrane Multi-spanning membrane protein TMH

ABCD3 Peroxisome membrane Multi-spanning membrane protein

SCP2 Peroxisome, Mitochondrion, Cytoplasm

CDCP1 Secreted, Cell membrane SP

COL6A3 Extracellular space, Secreted, Extracellular matrix SP
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Table 3. Cont.

Gene Subcellular Location Membrane Protein Type SS or TMH

TMEM237 Cell projection, Membrane, Cilium Multi-spanning membrane protein TMH

ENPP4 Cell membrane Single-spanning type I membrane protein SP

HTRA1 Cell membrane, Secreted, Cytoplasm, Cytosol SP

VAMP3 Synapse, Membrane, Cell junction, Synaptosome Tail-anchored membrane protein tail anchor

MFGE8 Membrane, Secreted SP

PRSS23 Secreted SP

DHRS4 Peroxisome, Nucleus

ITGB5 Membrane Single-pass type I membrane protein SP

FBLN1 Extracellular space, Secreted, Extracellular matrix SP

COL6A1 Extracellular space, Secreted, Extracellular matrix SP

PCSK9 Endosome, Golgi apparatus, Cell surface, Secreted, ER, Lysosome SP

CTHRC1 Extracellular space, Secreted, Extracellular matrix SP

DHRSX Secreted SP

HLA-C Membrane Single-spanning type I membrane protein SP

CCDC80 Secreted, Extracellular space, Extracellular matrix SP

RTN3 ER membrane, Golgi apparatus membrane Hairpin membrane protein with two HP hairpin

ENPP1 Secreted, Basolateral cell membrane, Cell membrane Single-spanning type II membrane protein TMH

PLOD2 Rough ER membrane SP

RHOT1 Mitochondrion outer membrane

COL11A1 Extracellular matrix, Extracellular space, Secreted SP

NDUFV3 Mitochondrion inner membrane

PCOLCE Secreted SP

AIFM2 Membrane, Mitochondrion outer membrane, Lipid droplet Single-spanning membrane protein TMH

MAN1A1 Golgi apparatus membrane Single-spanning type II membrane protein TMH

ACBD7 Cytosol

ICAM1 Membrane Single-spanning type I membrane protein SP

CTSB Lysosome, Melanosome, Secreted, Extracellular space SP

DHRS7B ER membrane Single-spanning type II membrane protein TMH

LAMA4 Extracellular matrix, Extracellular space, Secreted SP

LEPREL1 ER, Golgi apparatus SP

PEX13 Peroxisome membrane Single-spanning membrane protein

PDIA5 ER lumen SP

CTHRC1 Extracellular space, Secreted, Extracellular matrix

FKBP7 ER lumen SP

The proteins are listed according to the decreasing negative effects of PEX3 depletion. The colors refer to peroxisomal proteins (yellow),
mitochondrial proteins (brown), and proteins of the secretory pathway with SP, TMH, tail anchors (green) or hairpins (orange). As
compared to Table S4, the GO annotation for TOR1AIP1, the hairpin of RTN3, and the definitions of the membrane protein types were
taken from GeneCards (https://www.genecards.org; last accessed on 1 September 2021). In addition, the term “TMH” is used here only for
proteins of the secretory pathway. Red letters refer to incomplete annotations (see text for details). HP, hairpin.

As outlined in Table 2, and for comparison with the PEX3-deficient Zellweger patient
fibroblasts, 5919 different proteins were previously quantified for CDG patient fibroblasts,
279 of which were negatively affected by TRAP absence, and 39 of which were positively
affected. In total, 100 of the negatively affected proteins were assigned to the secretory
pathway, including 34 precursor polypeptides with SP and 41 with TMH (including the
subunits of the heterotetrameric TRAP complex) [46]. A total of 47 of the negatively affected
proteins were N-glycoproteins (30 with SP and 17 with TMH). The peroxisomal membrane
protein PEX13 was among the negatively affected proteins, which was also negatively
affected in PEX3-deficient Zellweger patient fibroblasts (Table 2).
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Figure 3. Validation of the PEX3 clients by Western blot analyses. (a–f) Three independent cell lysates from the control 
(WT) and PEX3-deficient fibroblasts (PEX3−/−), respectively, were analyzed by Westen blotting using antibodies as 
indicated. Left panels: Relevant sections of the representative Western blots are shown; tubulin served as a loading con-
trol. We note that the full scans of all of the blots are shown in the supplement. Right panels: The scatter plots indicate the 
relative protein abundances in the control and PEX3-deficient fibroblasts, as derived from quantitative Western blots, as 
shown in the left panels. The signals were quantified by densitometry, and the relative abundances were calculated as the 
ratio of the signal of interest to the corresponding tubulin signal in the same lane, and were normalized against one 
control sample. The mean values with SEM from three independent lysates per cell line are indicated, as well as the 
individual data points for each replicate.  
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cursor polypeptides with SP or TMH were found among the negatively affected proteins 
and may be considered as PEX3 clients in ER protein targeting. Notably, the one with an 
SP, AGPAT1, is an important enzyme in lipid metabolism, and is required for the syn-
thesis of phosphatidic acid and triacylglycerides [52]. Therefore, it may affect LD bio-
genesis, and LD localization would not be unexpected. The proteins with a TMH are the 
endo- and lysosomal membrane protein TMEM192 with four transmembrane domains, 
and the single-spanning type II plasma membrane protein SGCD. There was no peroxi-
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of the facts that PEX19 and PEX3 are essential for peroxisome formation [37,38], and that 
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results raise the question of why PEX3 depletion from HeLa cells had hardly any effect 
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Left panels: Relevant sections of the representative Western blots are shown; tubulin served as a loading control. We note
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each replicate.

3. Discussion

Here, we addressed the question of which precursor polypeptides employ the PEX3-
dependent pathway for the targeting of or insertion and translocation, respectively, into
the ER of human cells. First, we employed our previously established approach of the
siRNA-mediated depletion of PEX3 in HeLa cells, the label-free quantitative MS of the
total cellular proteome, and differential protein abundance analysis. Next, we quantified
the negatively and positively affected proteins under conditions of PEX3 deficiency in
Zellweger patient fibroblasts.

On first sight, the result of the siRNA-mediated depletion of PEX3 in HeLa cells was
not very informative (Figure S1). In addition to the depletion of PEX3, only three precursor
polypeptides with SP or TMH were found among the negatively affected proteins and
may be considered as PEX3 clients in ER protein targeting. Notably, the one with an SP,
AGPAT1, is an important enzyme in lipid metabolism, and is required for the synthesis
of phosphatidic acid and triacylglycerides [52]. Therefore, it may affect LD biogenesis,
and LD localization would not be unexpected. The proteins with a TMH are the endo-
and lysosomal membrane protein TMEM192 with four transmembrane domains, and
the single-spanning type II plasma membrane protein SGCD. There was no peroxisomal
protein negatively affected by PEX3 depletion, which has to be interpreted in light of
the facts that PEX19 and PEX3 are essential for peroxisome formation [37,38], and that
PEX3 deficiency causes the complete absence of peroxisomes [42–44]. Together, these
results raise the question of why PEX3 depletion from HeLa cells had hardly any effect
on the cellular proteome. There are several possibilities. (i) The simplest answer would
be that the depletion efficiency and its duration may not have been sufficient to cause
a significant accumulation of precursor proteins. According to the MS data, the log2
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fold change was −3.4942, i.e., the depletion efficiency was higher than 90%, which is
consistent with the Western blot analysis (Figure S1b). This residual amount of PEX3,
however, may have been sufficient for physiological functions, and could explain the
absence of an effect on peroxisomal proteins. (ii) Another answer may be that the PEX3
function in ER protein import in HeLa cells is not essential, i.e., it may also be provided by
other proteins or pathways. Indeed, it was shown in cell-free ER protein import studies
that certain peroxisomal membrane proteins can be targeted to the mammalian ER by
SRP or TRC40 (including PEX3) [29,35,53–55]. Furthermore, some collagens, as well as
some hairpin membrane proteins, were previously observed as RRBP1 clients (ATL2,
ATL3, COL1A1, COL1A2, COL4A2) and SRP clients (ARL6IP1, RTN3), respectively, in
cell biological or proteomic experiments [30,33,35]. (iii) Another possibility is that some
accumulating precursors were not degraded, and either stayed soluble in the cytosol
(as is known for catalase), aggregated, or ended up in other organelles (as is known for
PEX14) [41], where they were protected from degradation. Indeed, we have previously
observed the mis-targeting of certain precursors of secretory proteins into mitochondria
in the absence of Sec61 function in HeLa cells [56]. Furthermore, the known PEX3 client,
UBXD8, accumulates in mitochondria when PEX3 function is compromised [36]. (iv) Last
but not least, all three possibilities may have contributed to the result we obtained in HeLa
cells upon siRNA-mediated knockdown; we consider this the most likely explanation.

Under conditions of PEX3 deficiency in Zellweger patient fibroblasts, the results were
more informative (Figure 2). First, the negatively affected proteins included twelve precur-
sors of proteins with a functional location on or in peroxisomes, including six peroxisomal
membrane proteins (Figure 4, Table 3). This was expected, and demonstrated once more
the feasibility of the approach. However, this does not mean that all of these precursors
of peroxisomal proteins are targeted to the ER. Rather, at least for the peroxisomal matrix
proteins, it must be due to the complete absence of peroxisomes from the patient fibroblasts
with PEX3 deficiency [42–44]. Likewise, we cannot rule out that the depletion of some
precursors could derive from transcriptional effects. However, we consider this unlikely, as
previous transcriptomics studies revealed that solely the absence of peroxisomes does not
generally result in global mRNA expression changes [57].

Second, the identified precursors included the two ER-resident hairpin proteins ATL1
(with one hairpin) and RTN3 (with two hairpins), which is consistent with the previous
finding that PEX3 is involved in the ER targeting of hairpin proteins [35,36]. It remains
to be tested whether PEX3, possibly in cooperation with PEX16 [41], also facilitates the
membrane insertion of these hairpin proteins, and whether additional membrane protein
insertases—such as Sec61, EMC, TMCO1, and WRB/CAML—contribute to membrane
insertion. Likewise, it is also conceivable that the members from the DHRS- and ACBD-
protein families (ACBD5, DHRS4, DHRS7b, and DHRSX; Figure 2, Table 3) are first inserted
into the ER membrane by PEX3 and additional insertion components of the ER. This will
also have to be addressed in future research.

Furthermore, 14 α-helical membrane proteins, including four tail-anchored membrane
proteins (CCDC136, FAR1, STX6 and VAMP3) and ten others (not counting PEX3)—i.e.,
DHRS7B (type II), ERMP1 (multi-pass), TMUB2 (multi-pass), MAN1A1 (type II), AIFM2,
COLEC12 (type II), CYBRD1 (multi-pass), ENPP1 (type II), TOR1AIP1 (single-pass), and
TMEM237 (multi-pass)—were negatively affected by PEX3 absence, and therefore can be
considered as potential PEX3 clients in ER protein targeting (Table 3). Importantly, the
annotated membrane topology of these potential clients should be considered with care, as
they may be, in certain cases, incomplete. For example, it was recently shown that the tail-
anchored membrane protein FAR1 exhibits a dual topology, including a monotopic hairpin
topology, and can therefore locate to peroxisomes as well as LDs [51]. Because ERMP1,
STX6, and TOR1AIP1 were previously found to depend on Sec61 for their membrane
insertion in HeLa cells, it is tempting to speculate that PEX3 is able to target precursors to
the Sec61 complex.
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In addition, the identified precursors included 27 proteins with cleavable SP, including
five collagens and one collagen-like protein, four collagen-modifying proteins LE–REL1,
three ER lumenal proteins, and the four plasma membrane proteins with a connection to
the extracellular matrix or neighboring cells, i.e., CDCP1, ICAM1, ITGB5, LRRC15. Thus,
between 14 and 17 of the total of 43 secretory pathway precursor proteins are collagens or
related to collagens, which is a significant enrichment of 33–40%. This raises the question
of how PEX3 could be involved in the targeting of these precursors, which are expected
to involve a cotranslational targeting pathway to the Sec61 complex. We hypothesize
that, in these particular cases, PEX3 may act in concert with mRNA targeting pathways,
which would be consistent with the observation that RRBP1-mediated targeting pathways
were found to be involved in the biogenesis of these proteins [30,33]. However, their
degradation in the absence of PEX3 may have an alternative explanation. We speculate
that the combination of farnesylated PEX19 and ER-membrane-resident PEX3 targets
the membrane-shaping and hairpin(s)-containing membrane proteins (such as Atlastins,
Reticulons and Spastin) to the PEX3-rich ER subdomain, and that this enrichment of
hairpin proteins creates an environment which attracts collagens as well as some of their
modifying enzymes and future interaction partners [6,58–61]. As is consistent with this
scenario, the key player of the formation of large cargo secretory vesicles at ER exit sites, the
membrane protein TANGO1, has two transmembrane domains, one of which is supposed
to form a hairpin in the inner leaflet of the ER membrane [59,60]. Either way, a common
ER subdomain may be conducive to the budding of both peroxisomal precursor vesicles
and large cargo secretory vesicles, as well as the formation of LDs. Indeed, very recent
evidence suggests that membrane bridges between ER exit sites and LDs allow the protein
partitioning of hairpin proteins from the ER to LDs (doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.09.
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14.460330; accessed on 25 November 2021). In addition, this observation raises the question
of whether defects in collagen biogenesis contribute to the devastating effects of PEX3
deficiency in Zellweger patients, which clearly warrants further work.

Furthermore, negatively affected proteins in PEX3-depleted or -deficient human
cells need to be discussed with respect to LD biogenesis from a functional point of view
(Figure 3, Table 3). DHRS- and ACBD-family proteins, which were negatively affected in
PEX3-deficient fibroblasts (Table 3) and the dehydrogenase/reductase SDR family members
4, X and 7B (DHRS4, DHRSX, DHRS7B) play important roles in retinol biosynthesis, and
may also localize to LDs [62]. The latter was suggested for DHRSX, and was actually
shown for the family members DHRS3 and DHRS7B [62] (doi: https://doi.org/10.110
1/2021.09.14.460330). On the other hand, acyl-CoA-binding domain-containing proteins
5 and 7 (peroxisomal ACBD5, cytosolic ACBD7) are involved in organelle contacts and,
therefore, may be important for lipid metabolism and/or organelle budding from the ER.
These aspects, too, warrant further studies.

Taken together, our study revealed a putative client spectrum for PEX3-mediated
protein targeting to the ER, including several unexpected protein classes, such as secreted
collagens. Importantly, several PEX3 client candidates are involved in lipid metabolic path-
ways or membrane-shaping mechanisms, which affect the ER-derived organelle biogenesis
of peroxisomes and/or LDs. As observed for other ER targeting pathways, PEX3 also likely
shares some of its putative clients with other ER targeting components, including the Sec61
complex.

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Cell Growth and Analysis

HeLa Kyoto cells [36] were cultivated at 37 ◦C in a humidified environment with 5%
CO2, in DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany).
The cell growth and viability were monitored using the Countess® Automated Cell Counter
(Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Darmstadt, Germany), following the manufacturer’s
instructions.

For gene silencing, 4 × 105 HeLa cells were seeded per 6-cm culture plate, followed
by incubation under normal culture conditions. Next, the cells were transfected with
either PEX3-targeting Silencer Select pre-designed siRNA (Life Technologies, Darmstadt,
Germany, IDs s16154 and s16156) or with a scrambled siRNA control (Life Technologies ID
4390843) at a final concentration of 3.3 nM using Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies),
following the manufacturer’s instructions. After 48 h, the cells were transfected a second
time and grown for an additional 48 h. Thus, silencing was performed for a total of 96
h using two different siRNAs. We note that the cell viability was not affected by PEX3
depletion for 96h, i.e., the viability values were virtually identical for the two PEX3-
targeting siRNAs (95.0% for RNA#1 and 96.0% for RNA#2, n = 3) versus the scrambled
siRNA control (95.7%).

The silencing efficiencies were evaluated by Western blot analysis using PEX3-specific
antibodies [63] (1:1000 dilution), which were kindly donated by Gabriele Dodt (University
of Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany) and anti-tubulin antibodies (T6199, Sigma-Aldrich;
1:10,000 dilution). Donkey-derived, Cy3- and Alexa488-conjugated secondary antibodies
(715-165-151, 711-545-152, Jackson Immunoresearch, Cambridgeshire, UK) were detected
using the Typhoon-Trio imaging system combined with Image Quant TL software 7.0 (GE
Healthcare, Freiburg, Germany).

Immortalized PEX3-deficient fibroblasts and control fibroblasts were obtained from
Gabriele Dodt (University of Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany), and were previously charac-
terized [41,64]. They were cultivated at 37 ◦C in a humidified environment with 5% CO2,
in DMEM/GlutaMAX with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Sigma-Aldrich) for 72 h.
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4.2. Label-Free Quantitative Proteomic Analysis

After growth for 96 h, 1 × 106 cells (corresponding to roughly 0.2 mg protein) were
harvested, washed twice in PBS, and lysed in a buffer containing 6 M GnHCl, 20 mM tris(2-
carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP; PierceTM, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Darmstadt, Germany),
and 40 mM 2-chloroacetamide (CAA; Sigma-Aldrich) in 100 mM Tris, at pH 8.0 [33,46–48].
The lysate was heated to 95 ◦C for 2 min, and then sonicated in a Bioruptor sonicator
(Diagenode, Seraing, Belgium) at the maximum power setting for 10 cycles of 30 s each.
For a 10% aliquot of the sample, the entire process of heating and sonication was repeated
once, and then the sample was diluted 10-fold with digestion buffer (25 mM Tris, pH 8, 10%
acetonitrile). The protein extracts were digested for 4 h with Lysyl endoproteinase Lys-C
(Wako Bioproducts, Fujifilm, Neuss, Germany, enzyme to protein ratio: 1:50), followed
by the addition of trypsin (Promega, Heidelberg, Germany) for overnight digestion (at an
enzyme to protein ratio of 1:100). The next day, a booster digestion was performed for 4 h
using an additional dose of trypsin (enzyme to protein ratio: 1:100). After the digestion, a
10% aliquot of peptides (corresponding to about 2 µg of peptides) were purified via SDB-
RPS StageTips [65], eluted as one fraction, and loaded for MS analysis. Purified samples
were loaded onto a 50-cm column (inner diameter: 75 microns; packed in-house with
ReproSil-Pur C18-AQ 1.9-micron beads, Dr. Maisch HPLC GmbH, Ammerbuch, Germany)
via the autosampler of the Thermo Easy-nLC 1000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 60 ◦C.
Using the nanoelectrospray interface, the eluting peptides were directly sprayed onto
the benchtop Orbitrap mass spectrometer Q Exactive HF (Thermo Fisher Scientific) [66].
The peptides were loaded in buffer A (0.1% (v/v) formic acid) at 250 nL/min, and the
percentage of buffer B was ramped to 30% over 180 min, followed by a ramp to 60% over
20 min, then 95% over the next 10 min, and maintained at 95% for another 5 min [33,47]. The
mass spectrometer was operated in a data-dependent mode, with survey scans from 300 to
1700 m/z (resolution of 60,000 at m/z = 200). Up to 15 of the top precursors were selected
and fragmented using higher energy collisional dissociation (HCD) with a normalized
collision energy value of 28 [33,47]. The MS2 spectra were recorded at a resolution of
17,500 (at m/z = 200). The AGC targets for the MS and MS2 scans were set to 3E6 and 1E5,
respectively, within a maximum injection time of 100 and 25 ms for the MS and MS2 scans,
respectively. Dynamic exclusion was enabled in order to minimize the repeated sequencing
of the same precursor ions, and was set to 30 s [33,47].

4.3. Data Analysis

The raw data were processed using the MaxQuant computational platform [67]. The
peak list was searched against Human Uniprot databases, and the proteins were quantified
across the samples using the label-free quantification algorithm in MaxQuant as the label-
free quantification (LFQ) intensities [68]. We note that LFQ intensities do not reflect true
copy numbers because they depend not only on the amounts of the peptides but also
on their ionization efficiencies; thus, they only served to compare the abundances of
the same protein in different samples [66–71]. Each MS experiment provided proteome-
wide abundance data as LFQ intensities for three sample groups—one control (the non-
targeting siRNA treated) and two stimuli (down-regulation by two different targeting
siRNAs directed against the same gene)—with each having three data points. The missing
data points were generated by imputation, whereby we distinguished two cases [46]. In
order to identify which proteins were affected by PEX3 knock-down in siRNA-treated
cells relative to the non-targeting (control) siRNA-treated sample, we log2-transformed
the ratio between siRNA and the control siRNA samples, and performed two separate
unpaired t-tests for each siRNA against the control siRNA sample [46]. The p values
obtained by the unpaired t-tests were corrected for multiple testing using a permutation-
based false discovery rate (FDR) test. The proteins with an FDR-adjusted p value of
below 5% were considered to be significantly affected by the knockdown of the targeted
protein. The results from the two unpaired t-tests were then intersected for further analysis,
meaning that the abundance of all of the reported candidates was statistically significantly
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affected in both siRNA silencing experiments. For completely missing proteins lacking
any valid data points, the imputed data points were randomly generated in the bottom
tail of the whole proteomics distribution, following the strategy in the Perseus software
(http://maxquant.net/perseus/; last accessed on 2 May 2021) [70]. For proteins with at
least one valid MS data point, the missing data points were generated from the valid data
points based on the local least squares (LLS) imputation method [71]. The validity of this
approach was demonstrated [46]. Subsequent to the data imputation, gene-based quantile
normalization was applied to homogenize the abundance distributions of each protein
with respect to the statistical properties. All of the statistical analyses were performed
using the R package of SAM (https://statweb.stanford.edu/~tibs/SAM/; last accessed on
2 May 2021) [72]. The protein annotations of the signal peptides, transmembrane regions,
and N-glycosylation sites in humans and yeast were extracted from UniProtKB entries
using custom scripts [46]. The enrichment of the functional Gene Ontology annotations
(cellular components and biological processes) among the secondarily affected proteins
was computed using the GOrilla package [73].

4.4. Validation of Putative PEX3 Substrates by Quantitative Western Blotting

Hits from the protemics analysis were validated by quantitative Western blot analyses
of Triton-X100 cell lysates (1% Triton X-100, 50 mM Hepes pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 10%
glycerol, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM PMSF, Complete EDTA-free protease inhibitors (Roche))
using the following antibodies: anti-PEX3 (gift from G. Dodt; 1:1000 dilution), anti-ACBD5
(HPA012145 Merck, Taufkirchen, Germany; 1:1000 dilution), anti-RTN3 (12055-2-AP Pro-
teintech, Manchester, UK; 1:1000 dilution), anti-PDIA5 (15545-1 Proteintech; 1:1000 di-
lution), anti-Far1 (ATA-HPA017322 Biozol, Eching, Germany; 1:1250 dilution), and anti-
tubulin (T6199, Sigma-Aldrich; 1:10,000 dilution), which served as a loading control for
normalization. The secondary antibodies were purchased from Licor Biosciences, Bad
Homburg, Germany (926-68020, 926-68021, 926-32211, 926-32210, all in 1:20,000 dilution).
The signals were detected using the Odyssey Clx system from Licor Biosciences, and
were quantified by densitometry using the Image Studio software (Licor Biosciences).
The relative protein abundance was calculated as the ratio of the signal of interest to the
corresponding tubulin signal in the same lane, and was normalized against one control
sample. The visualization of the quantification data was performed using Graphpad Prism
software.

5. Conclusions

Recent studies characterized the PEX19/PEX3 pathway, which is best known for its
role in the biogenesis of peroxisomal membrane proteins both at the peroxisomal and the
ER membrane, as being involved in the biogenesis of hairpin membrane proteins of the ER
as well as LDs. Therefore, the question arose as to whether this pathway may play a more
general role in ER protein targeting, i.e., whether it may represent a fourth pathway for the
ER targeting of precursor polypeptides next to SRP, SND, and TRC/GET. We have started to
address this question by a novel approach which involves the label-free quantitative mass
spectrometry of the total proteome of depleted or deficient cells, along with differential
protein abundance analysis. Thus, we addressed the client spectrum of the PEX19/PEX3-
dependent pathway in both PEX3 targeting siRNA-treated HeLa cells and PEX3-deficient
Zellweger patient fibroblasts. The negatively affected proteins included six peroxisomal
membrane proteins and two hairpin proteins of the ER, thus confirming the two previously
identified classes of putative PEX19/PEX3 clients for ER targeting in human cells, as well
as the validity of the experimental approach. In addition, 14 membrane proteins (including
four tail-anchored proteins) and 27 proteins with SP (including 14 collagens and collagen-
related proteins) belonging to the secretory pathway were also negatively affected by PEX3
deficiency. The latter findings are consistent with the idea that PEX3 represents a fourth
pathway for the targeting of precursor polypeptides to the Sec61 complex. Furthermore, it
may suggest a hitherto unknown spatial—or at least physical—relationship between the
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ER subdomains that are involved in ER shaping and the budding of peroxisomal precursor
vesicles, large cargo vesicles, and lipid droplets. In addition, these results may suggest
compromised collagen biogenesis as a hitherto unknown contributor to organ failures in
the respective Zellweger patients. All of these suggestions will have to be addressed in
future research.
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